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Abstract

ABSTRACT
In the glass manufacturing process gases are released during the melting of the batch materials, resulting in an enormous amount of bubbles in the glass melt. These bubbles diminish the strength and the optical quality of the final glass product. Therefore they have to be removed from the melt. This process is called the fining of the glass melt.

In industrial glass melting tanks chemical agents are used to enhance the fining process. All common chemical fining agents are harmful. Two alternative physical fining methods, "temperature-gradient-induced migration of bubbles" and "ultrasonic fining", appeared after thorough examination of the theoretical backgrounds to be unsuitable for the use in industrial glass melting tanks. Chemical fining agents will also in the future remain necessary. The use of these chemicals should be reduced as much as possible by an optimization of the fining process. This requires more knowledge on the fining reactions.

The chemical fining agents consist of oxides of polyvalent ions, which are present in the most oxidized form in the batch. At an increase of the temperature, the fining agents are reduced while oxygen gas is released. This fining gas diffuses into existing bubbles, causing them to grow. The so enlarged bubbles have a higher rising velocity and are able to leave the melt in shorter time.

Examples of such fining agents are antimony and cerium oxide. When sulphate is used as a fining agent, sulphur dioxide is released as a fining gas as well. Redox reactions also occur when the glass melt contains other polyvalent elements, such as iron or chromium. The valency state of these ions determine the colour of the melt (and with that the heat distribution in the glass melting tank) and the colour of the final product. The temperature dependent equilibrium constants of the various redox reactions are of major importance for the desired optimization of the fining process.

The redox reaction equilibrium constants can be determined by various methods. After discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of all methods, two methods are selected, by which the equilibrium state of the reactions in the molten glass can be measured as a function of temperature. The theoretical backgrounds and elaborations of these methods, square wave voltammetry and
Abstract

oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements, are discussed in detail. The results of the measurements of the redox reaction equilibrium of iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur in three commercially available glasses (soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass) are given as well.

The equilibrium state of the redox reaction depends not only on the temperature, but also on the composition of the glass melt. A prediction of the equilibrium constant of a redox reaction in a glass melt with a certain composition on the basis of measurements in glass with a different composition appears to be impossible. Therefore, the redox reaction equilibrium constant have to be determined for each glass composition separately.

The equilibrium states of the redox reactions of iron and antimony are measured using both techniques. The results agree very well, and are also similar to the data from the literature. The equilibrium state of cerium in TV-screen glass could not be determined using square wave voltammetry. Square wave voltammetry measurements in sulphur-containing glass melts produced results which can not be explained (yet). Therefore the equilibrium constants of the redox reactions of cerium and sulphur have been derived from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in combination with wet-chemical analyses.

The equilibrium constants of the two reduction steps of chromium in a soda-lime-silica melt have been determined using square wave voltammetry.

From measurements in glass melts containing iron, antimony or cerium, it is clear that the total concentration of the polyvalent element has a strong effect on the equilibrium state. In TV-screen glass the most oxidized form of the polyvalent element is promoted at low concentrations. The opposite applies for iron in soda-lime-silica glass melts. This illustrates the strong effect of the exact glass composition on the equilibrium state.

The equilibrium states of the various redox reactions can also be determined in glass melts containing more than one polyvalent element using oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements or square wave voltammetry. The equilibrium constants appear not to be effected by the presence of the other ions. However, since oxygen is a participant in all redox reactions, the oxygen equilibrium pressure is strongly influenced. Therefore the redox ratio (the ratio of reduced
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to oxidized species) in a melt containing several polyvalent elements differs from the redox ratio in a melt containing only one polyvalent element.

During cooling of the glass melt, the stronger reductor will consume so much oxygen that the weaker reductor is reduced. Therefore the redox ratios may change considerably during cooling of the melt. Such a shift in the redox ratios is demonstrated in a TV-screen glass containing both iron and cerium.

It appears to be possible to determine the physical solubility of oxygen in glass melts by combining the results from square wave voltammetry measurements and oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements. The physical solubility of oxygen in TV-screen glass at temperatures between 1000 and 1400°C is about 1 mole·m⁻³·bar⁻¹.

The data on the temperature dependent equilibrium constants are introduced in a 3-D glass tank simulation model, which has been developed at the TNO Institute of Applied Physics (the Netherlands). With the aid of this computer model, the flow pattern, temperature distribution and gas concentration profiles in an industrial glass melting tank are calculated for a given set of processing conditions. Then the calculations are repeated for a different set of processing conditions. By thorough examination of the results, the fining process in the industrial glass melting tank can be optimized. As an example, the results of calculations for a TV-screen glass melt with two different concentrations of the fining agent antimony oxide are given.
SAMENVATTING

Bij de glasfabricage komen tijdens het insmelten van het gemeng gassen vrij waardoor veel belletjes ontstaan. Belletjes verminderen de sterkte en optische kwaliteit van het eindprodukt en moeten daarom uit de smelt verwijderd worden. Dit proces wordt het louteren van de glassmelt genoemd.

In industriële glasovens worden chemicaliën gebruikt om het louteren te bevorderen. Alle gebruikelijke chemische loutermiddelen zijn in zekere mate schadelijk voor het milieu. Twee alternatieve fysieke loutermethoden, "temperature-gradient-induced migration" en "ultrasoon louteren", blijken na bestudering van de achterliggende theorieën niet praktisch toepasbaar te zijn in industriële glasovens. Chemische loutermiddelen blijven daarom nodig. Het gebruik ervan dient zoveel mogelijk te worden beperkt door een optimalisatie van het louterproces. Hiervoor is meer kennis over de louterreakties nodig.

De chemische loutermiddelen bestaan uit oxides van polyvalente ionen, die in het gemeng in de meest geoxideerde toestand aanwezig zijn. Bij verhoging van de temperatuur worden de loutermiddelen gereduceerd, waarbij zuurstof als loutergas vrijkomt. Het loutergas diffundeert naar bestaande bellen en blaast ze op. De grotere gasbellen hebben een hogere stijgsnelheid en zullen de smelt sneller verlaten.


De reaktie-evenwichtsverhoudingen kunnen op diverse manieren bepaald worden. Na bespreking van de voor- en nadelen van alle methoden wordt in dit proefschrift gekozen voor twee methoden waarbij metingen in de glassmelt kunnen worden gedaan, te weten square wave voltammetry en zuurstofevenwichtsdrukmetingen. De theoretische achtergronden en de uitwerking van de resultaten van deze methoden komen uitvoerig aan de orde. Tevens zijn de
evenwichtsconstanten van de redoxreakties van ijzer, antimoon, cerium, chroom en zwavel in verschillende commerciële glassoorten (natron-kalk, TV-scherm en E-glas) als functie van de temperatuur bepaald.

De ligging van de reactie-evenwichten hangt, behalve van de temperatuur, ook af van de samenstelling van de glassmelt. Het blijkt niet mogelijk te zijn de evenwichtsligging als functie van de temperatuur in één glassmelt te voorspellen op grond van metingen in een smelt met een andere samenstelling. Daarom moeten de reactie-evenwichtsliggingen voor alle samenstellingen apart worden bepaald.

De evenwichtsliggingen van de redoxreakties van ijzer en antimoon zijn met beide technieken gemeten. De resultaten komen goed met elkaar en met gegevens uit de literatuur overeen. Het bleek niet mogelijk te zijn de reaktie-evenwichtsligging van cerium in TV-schermglas te bepalen met square wave voltammetry. Square wave voltammetry metingen in een zwavelhoudende glassmelt leverden resultaten op die (nog) niet verklaard kunnen worden. Daarom zijn de reaktie-evenwichtsconstanten van de redoxreakties van cerium en zwavel bepaald met behulp van zuurstofevenwichtsdrukmetingen in combinatie met nat-chemische analyses. De reaktie-evenwichtsconstanten van de twee redoxreakties van chroom in natronkalkglas zijn bepaald met behulp van square wave voltammetry.

Uit de metingen in ijzer-, antimoon- en ceriumhoudende smelten blijkt dat de totale concentratie van het polyvalente ion een grote invloed heeft op de evenwichtsligging van de redoxreactie. In TV-schermglas blijkt de meest geoxideerde vorm bij lagere concentraties bevorderd te worden voor zowel ijzer, antimoon als cerium. Voor natronkalkglas met ijzer geldt het tegenovergestelde. Dit illustreert duidelijk dat de evenwichtsliggingen sterk afhangen van de exacte samenstelling van het glas en daarom voor ieder glas apart bepaald moeten worden.

De evenwichtsliggingen van de verschillende redoxreakties kunnen ook worden bepaald met behulp van zuurstofevenwichtsdrukmetingen of square wave voltammetry als de glassmelt meerdere polyvalente ionen bevat. De evenwichtsconstanten van de afzonderlijke redoxreakties blijken hierdoor niet te veranderen. Aangezien zuurstof aan alle redoxreakties deelneemt, wordt de
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zuurstofevenwichtsdruk wel sterk beïnvloed. Daardoor is de redox ratio (verhouding gereduceerde/geoxideerde ionen) in een smelt met meerdere polyvalente ionen anders dan in een smelt met maar één ion.

Bij afkoelen van de glassmelt zal de sterkste reductor zoveel zuurstof opnemen dat de zwakkere reductor gereduceerd wordt. Hierdoor kunnen de redox ratio's sterk verschuiven tijdens afkoelen van een glassmelt met meerdere polyvalente ionen. Dit is aangetoond met metingen aan TV-schermglas met ijzer en cerium.

Het blijkt mogelijk te zijn de fysische oplosbaarheid van zuurstof in de glassmelt te bepalen door de resultaten van square wave voltammetry en zuurstofevenwichtsdrukmetingen te combineren. Bij een temperatuur tussen 1000 en 1400°C is de fysische oplosbaarheid van zuurstof in TV-schermglas ongeveer 1 mol·m⁻³·bar⁻¹.
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1.1 AN INTRODUCTION TO THE GLASS MELTING PROCESS

Nowadays, most glass products like container glass, flat glass, TV-screen glass and reinforcement fibers are made in a continuous process. The raw material components for these products are generally silica sand, soda ash, limestone, alumina components, cullet and some other components. The raw materials have to be well mixed and the batch is continuously charged to the glass tank. Furnace temperatures normally range from 1300 to 1600°C, depending on the glass composition, the required quality and the production rate.

In most industrial glass tanks the batch is heated by gas or oil fired flames. The burners are placed above the surface of the glass melt in burner ports. The flames fan out horizontally over the glass melt and so the glass is heated from above. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic presentation of a cross-section of a cross-fired glass tank.

In the doghouse, the raw material batch mixture is charged to the tank. The produced molten glass flows to the working end and the feeders, where the glass melt is prepared for the forming process. The temperature of the melt in the working end and feeders is some hundred degrees centigrade lower than in
the hot spot of the melter. From the working end or feeders, the glass is transported to the sections where the forming of the final product takes place.

The flow pattern in the tank is determined by the pull rate, geometrical factors (dimension of the tank, presence or absence of a throat), free convection caused by temperature differences and forced convection (caused by forced bubbling or the presence of a hot spot).

In the tank, melting, fining and homogenisation of the melt has to take place. During the melting process, the batch particles react and dissolve in the already formed liquid phase. Especially the dissolution of the quartz particles takes some time. A strong convective flow, high temperatures and uniform sand grain sizes enhance the dissolution of the sand grains in the silicate rich melt.

Gas bubbles and gases dissolved in the melt are formed during the melting process, resulting from:

a. reactions of the batch materials;

b. air inclusions;

c. interaction of the glass melt and refractory materials.

The gases and gas bubbles have to be removed from the melt. This is called the fining of the glass melt. Generally bubble ascension in the viscous glass melt is relatively slow. The melt should be free of bubbles before it enters the feeders because there the viscosity of the melt is too high to permit enough bubble ascension.

Finally, homogenisation of the melt is necessary in order to avoid the occurrence of cords. In practice melting, fining and homogenisation can take place at the same time.

1.2 THE FINING PROCESS/ A GUIDE TO THIS THESIS

The subject of this thesis is to provide a better insight in the fining process, both in qualitative and quantitative way.

Bubbles can be removed from the melt in two ways:

- by ascension to the surface of the melt;
- by complete dissolution in the melt.

Both mechanisms can be promoted with different fining methods. The most common method is the enhancement of the fining process by addition of
chemical fining agents. But for environmental reasons, the use of the (generally air-polluting) volatile chemical agents should be reduced. The fining process has to be optimized in order to avoid unnecessary losses of the chemicals. However, basic knowledge on the fining actions of the chemical agents is missing. Therefore this thesis is concerned with the chemical action of fining agents, both on a fundamental and on a practical basis.

Chapter 2 deals with the behaviour of gases and gas bubbles in the molten glass. The techniques to enhance the fining of the melt will be reviewed, and some of them will be discussed in detail. It will follow that a fundamental knowledge of the fining actions (qualitative and especially quantitative) of these methods is often missing. For the practical situation, the enhancement of the fining process with the aid of chemical fining agents is the most important. Therefore, this method is selected for further investigations.

The most commonly used chemical fining agents are NaCl, Na2SO4, As2O5 and Sb2O5. The last three fining agents undergo a redox reaction in the molten glass. The polyvalent elements shift from the highest valency state to a lower valency state. This is accompanied by a release of gases (O2 or SO2/O2) in the melt. These gases diffuse in the melt to existing bubbles, which will grow. The growing bubbles may also take up other gases from the melt and thus provide for the degassing of the glass melt. The so obtained larger bubbles ascend more easily to the surface of the melt. The composition of the melt appears to have a major influence on the action of the chemical fining agents. In the glass melts, the fining agents are surrounded by oxide ions. The effect of the composition is often estimated by the calculation of the "basicity" of the melt, a measure of the activity of the free oxide ions in the molten glass. Chapter 3 gives an outline of the knowledge on the influence of the basicity (or glass composition) on the redox reaction equilibria.

In chapter 4, some methods to analyse the redox reaction equilibria of the chemical fining agents Na2SO4, As2O5 and Sb2O5 are described. The knowledge of the temperature dependent equilibria will provide a better (quantitative) insight in the fining action of these agents. The analysing methods are also suitable for the examination of other important redox active elements in the molten glass, like iron and chromium. The valency state of these polyvalent elements determine the colour of the glass melt and the final product, and the heat transmission through the melt.
Two of the electrochemical techniques for the analysis of the redox reaction equilibria, the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and the square wave voltammetry measurements, are used to evaluate the behaviour of the redox couples $\text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{Fe}^{2+}$, $\text{Sb}^{5+}/\text{Sb}^{3+}/\text{Sb}^{0}$, $\text{Ce}^{4+}/\text{Ce}^{3+}$, $\text{Cr}^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+}$ and $\text{S}^{6+}/\text{S}^{4+}/\text{S}^{0}/\text{S}^{2-}$ in different glass melts. Chapter 5 describes the use of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements for the determination of the reaction enthalpy and entropy of the redox reactions. In addition to this, the applications of the square wave voltammetry measurements are discussed in chapter 5. The results of the measurements and the calculations are given in chapter 6.

Chapter 7 concerns with the practical applications of these investigations. The behaviour of a single bubble in the molten glass in industrial furnaces can be described with the aid of a computer model in which the values for redox reaction enthalpy and entropy, and the physical solubility of oxygen have to be inserted. With the aid of this program, the optimum process conditions for the fining of the melt to obtain a glass without gaseous inclusions can be predicted.
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The objective of the fining process is the removal of bubbles and dissolved gases from the melt before the molten glass enters the working end of the furnace. Some physical and chemical methods to aid the removal of gases from the melt are known. In order to understand the fining mechanisms, some concepts that are related to the behaviour of bubbles in molten glass will be discussed in this chapter. Subsequently the fining methods will be treated in detail.

The behaviour of a bubble in molten glass can be characterized by its size, composition and position in the melt as a function of temperature. These parameters are influenced by:
- (selective) transport of gases to and from the bubble;
- the ascension of the bubbles due to the gravitation;
- forces, other than the gravitational force, that act upon the bubble.

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic presentation of a bubble ascending in a glass melt. Some parameters that influence its behaviour are displayed. They will be discussed in sequence in this chapter.

![Figure 2.1]
A schematic presentation of the interactions of a bubble with the surrounding melt
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(1) The composition of the bubble is defined by the partial pressures of the gases (2.2.3).

(2) The distribution of the gases between bubble and melt in equilibrium is governed by the solubility of the gases in the melt (both physical: section 2.2.4 and chemical: section 2.2.5).

(3) Transport of the gases can take place if the gases in melt and bubble are not in equilibrium (2.2.6): the rate of transport is determined by the concentration gradient in the melt surrounding the bubble and the diffusivity values of the gases.

(4) The transport of gases can result in the growth or shrinkage of the bubble (2.2.7). Changes in the bubble size can also be caused by coalescence or breaking up of bubbles (2.3.3).

(5) Due to the gravitational force, the bubble ascends to the surface of the melt (2.3.1).

(6) The melt exercises an opposing force to the movement of the bubble. The flow pattern of the melt around the bubble is determined by the movement of the bubble relative to the melt and the presence or absence of other bubbles or obstacles (2.3.2).

(7) Forces, other than the gravitational force, can be generated in the melt. This can influence the motion of the bubble. Some physical fining methods like thermal-gradient induced fining and acoustical fining are based on this principle (2.5).

2.2 GASES IN GLASS

The solubility of gases in molten glass is strongly influenced by the glass structure. Therefore, the glass structure and its relation to the glass composition is dealt with before the behaviour of the gases in the glass is discussed.

2.2.1 The glass structure

The term "glass" is generally used for all inorganic, amorphous materials [1,2]. Although other definitions of "glass" are known, the glasses mentioned in this thesis meet this description. These glasses are produced by cooling the molten material to a rigid condition without crystallisation of the product. Their main constituent is SiO₂, to which various oxides of alkali and earth alkali ions are added.

The glass structure is built up by ions that are arranged more or less randomly. The difference between crystalline quartz and vitreous silica is represented in figures 2.2a and 2.2b.
Glasses consist of network formers, network modifiers and intermediates [1,2].

Network formers
Network formers are cations with a coordination number of 4 or 3, like Si and B. They form with anions, normally oxygen, a 3-dimensional network. The oxygen ions in this network are called "bridging oxygen ions". The binding of the network formers and the anions is covalent.

Network modifiers
Alkali and earth alkali ions like Li, Na, K, Ca and Mg are network modifiers. The binding between the network modifiers and the anions is strongly ionogeous. The network modifiers can break up the covalent bonds between the network formers and the anions. An example is given in figure 2.3: addition of \(\text{Na}_2\text{O}\) to a pure \(\text{SiO}_2\)-glass leads to a change in the glass structure [2]:

\[
=\text{Si}-\text{O} - \text{Si} = + \text{Na}-\text{O} - \text{Na} = =\text{Si} - \overset{\text{Na}}{\text{O}} + \overset{\text{Na}}{\text{O}} - \text{Si} = 
\]

(2.1)

This mechanism is important for the dissolution of gases in the melt, especially for the chemical solubility.
Some oxygen ions are attached to only one network former. These oxygen ions are called "non-bridging oxygen ions". Because the very stable covalent oxygen bridges are broken by the network modifiers, the viscosity of the glass melt will be reduced. Network modifiers also influence other properties of the glass melts and final products. For instance the chemical resistance decreases and the electrical conductivity of the final product generally increases.

**Intermediates**

Certain elements like aluminium and lead may act as modifiers or as network formers. They are called intermediates. The binding of intermediates and the anions is slightly covalent. The coordination tendency of these ions is insufficient to establish a 3-dimensional network. However, the addition of intermediates to a silica glass does not lead to the complete breaking up of the polyeder network because the intermediates can establish a bond with two or three oxygen ions. The presence of the intermediates generally suppresses the tendency of the glass melt to form crystals during cooling.

Depending on the applications of the glass product, network modifiers and intermediates are introduced in the glass composition. The base composition of some glasses is given in appendix I [1]. The glass structure and the chemical composition have an enormous effect on many properties. The viscosity of the melt and the tendency to form crystals during cooling have already been mentioned. But also the solubility and mobility of gases in the melt, the basicity of the glass and the valency state of polyvalent elements depend strongly on the glass structure. The importance of these properties on the fining of molten glass will be explained in chapter 3.

### 2.2.2 The occurrence of gases in glass

During the melting process, chemical reactions between the batch materials take place, often resulting in the formation of gaseous components. Generally network modifiers like Na, Ca and Mg are added to the batch in the form of carbonates. Thus carbon dioxide enters the melt as the dissociation product of carbonates. Furthermore sulphur dioxide results from dissociation reactions of sulphates, and water vapour from hydrated batch materials. In addition, gases may be released by reactions of glass melt components with refractory material. Gases can also be introduced in the melt by air inclusions in the batch or absorption of components from the furnace atmosphere.

In the melt, gases can be present in different forms [1]:

1. **Dissociation products**
   - Carbon dioxide ($\text{CO}_2$) from carbonates
   - Sulphur dioxide ($\text{SO}_2$) from sulphates
   - Water vapour from hydrated batch materials

2. **Reactions of glass melt components with refractory material**
   - Generation of gases during the melting process

3. **Inclusions of air**
   - Air inclusions in the batch

4. **Absorption from the furnace atmosphere**
   - Components from the furnace atmosphere

These gases can significantly affect the properties of the final glass product.
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- in bubbles;
- physically dissolved;
- chemically dissolved.

The solubility of the gases strongly depends on the glass structure.

2.2.3 Gases in bubbles

Bubbles in the glass melt can consist of one or more species. The most important are \( \text{N}_2 \), \( \text{O}_2 \), \( \text{SO}_2 \), \( \text{CO} \), \( \text{CO}_2 \), \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) and \( \text{Ar} \). The internal pressure of the bubble, \( P_{\text{bubble}} \), is the sum of the partial pressures \( p_i \) of all gases present.

\[
P_{\text{bubble}} = \sum_i p_i = P^0 + \rho \cdot g \cdot h + \frac{2\sigma}{R}
\]

with \( \rho = \) density of the melt \([\text{kg} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}]\)

\( g = \) gravitational constant \([9.8 \text{ m} \cdot \text{s}^{-2}]\)

\( h = \) depth of the bubble in the melt \([\text{m}]\)

\( \sigma = \) surface tension \([\text{N} \cdot \text{m}^{-1}]\)

\( R = \) radius of the bubble \([\text{m}]\)

2.2.4 Physically dissolved gases

Solid glasses are not perfectly tight against some gases. An explanation can be found in the open structure of the glasses. The holes with diameters of about 3 Å correspond to that of the sizes of many gas molecules or atoms. Therefore, it is possible for small particles to migrate through the glass [3].

Solid glasses can be seen as frozen-in melts as their structure is similar to that of the melts at the "solidification temperature", usually referred to as the transformation temperature. Therefore one must assume that gas atoms or molecules can be interstitially present in molten glass as well. Between the gases and the constituents of the glasses the bond strengths are small and the solubility discussed is called 'physical'. Examples of gases that dissolve mainly physically are noble gases and nitrogen under oxidizing conditions [3].

The solubilities of \( \text{He} \), \( \text{Ne} \) and \( \text{N}_2 \) in a soda-lime-silica melt under oxidizing conditions have been determined by Mulfinger [4,5,6]. The physical solubilities increase with increasing temperature. The enlarged specific volume of the glass melt probably might result in a higher physical solubility of these gases.
Solubilities calculated on the basis of the size of the gas particles and the distribution of the free sites in the melt are approximately one order of magnitude too high. To give agreement, the particle radii would have to be increased, and the discrepancy may thus be due to the greater space requirements of the particles due to their thermal vibrations [3].

With increasing particle size, the solubility diminishes. Apparently, the solubility is determined only by the number of free holes which are large enough to contain the gas molecules or atoms [3].

The composition of the melt has a significant influence on the physical solubility of He and Ne. With increasing alkali content, the solubility decreases [4]. According to Scholze, the alkali ions fill up the free volumes in the glass matrix (see figure 2.3) [3]. However, the decrease of solubility is less than the rate of filling. Probably the structure of the glass is expanded due to an increasing alkali content, thus creating additional cavities, which may partly compensate the first mentioned effect. At the moment, no theoretical estimation of the solubility of a gas is possible.

Generally the physical solubility in molten glass is low [3]. An increase of the gas concentration in the atmosphere provides for a proportional increase in the concentration of the gas in the glass. Consequently Henry's Law is valid. Only at very high gas pressures, the solubility can reach considerable values and then divergencies from Henry's Law occur [7] (see also chapter 2.2.6).

2.2.5 Chemically dissolved gases
Degassing experiments at high temperatures yield large quantities of gases like H_2O, CO_2 and SO_2, and sometimes smaller amounts of N_2 and O_2. These amounts are often much too large to be explained from their physical solubility. Some gases react with components of the glass melt [3] and are thus dissolved chemically.

The following reaction schemes have been proposed for the chemical solubility of water, carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide, interacting with non-bridging oxygen ions [3]:

\[ O^{2-} + CO_2 \rightarrow CO_3^{2-} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)
\[ O^{2-} + H_2O \rightarrow 2 OH^- \]  \hspace{1cm} (2.4)
and \[ O^{2-} + SO_3 \rightarrow SO_4^{2-} \] [3,6] \hspace{1cm} (2.5)
These reaction schemes suggest that the chemical solubility of CO₂, H₂O and SO₃ will increase with increasing concentration of free oxide ion, O²⁻, or more strictly the ion activity, which is a measure of the basicity of the melt. The basicity of a glass melt increases at an increasing alkali content, and indeed the predicted dependency has been measured by Scholze and Franz [8]. The agreement however appeared to be only qualitative.

Budd suggested that hydroxylation of the silica network might take place by reaction with the OH⁻ ion [9]:

\[
\equiv \text{Si-O-H} + \text{O}^- \rightarrow \text{Si} = \text{Si} \quad \text{(free form)}
\]

\[
\equiv \text{Si-O-Si} = \text{OH}^-
\]

\[
\equiv \text{Si-O}^{\frac{1}{2}} \cdots \text{H} \cdots \text{O}^{\frac{1}{2}} = \text{Si} \quad \text{(hydrogen bonded form)}
\]

and the hydroxyl group will recombine to form H₂O:

\[
\equiv \text{Si-OH} + \text{OH}^- \rightarrow \equiv \text{Si-O}^- + \text{H}_2\text{O}
\]

Just as in the reaction scheme proposed by Scholze, the water content in the glass is proportional to the square root of the equilibrium water pressure [3,9].

At high temperatures, stable hydroxides connected to polyvalent cations exist and therefore the chemical solubility of water increases slightly with temperature [3]. Similar phenomena are not known for CO₂ and SO₃. Their measured solubilities decrease with increasing temperatures for soda-lime glass compositions [3].

**Oxygen, O₂**, oxidizes polyvalent elements in the melt, such as iron and antimony. In general:

\[
\text{Me}^{x+} + \frac{n}{4} \text{O}_2 = \text{Me}^{(x+n)+} + \frac{n}{2} \text{O}^{2-} \quad [10]
\]

The chemical solubility depends on the concentration of the polyvalent elements, and thus on the content of impurities, colouring ions (iron, chromium) or fining agents (antimony, arsenic, sulphate/sulphide). The reaction scheme for the individual polyvalent elements will be given in chapter 3. The dependency of the solubility on the basicity of the melt is not correctly predicted by equation 2.8, as will be shown in chapter 3.

Oxidizing or reducing conditions in the atmosphere can influence the solubility of some gases [3]. The solubility of SO₃ has already been mentioned. It is proportional to the SO₃ partial pressure, but the latter is determined by the
SO₂ and O₂ partial pressures in the atmosphere. With SO₂ in the atmosphere, a change to reducing conditions causes the sulphur to enter in the glass as sulphide. If H₂ is used as a reducing agent the reaction may be written

\[ \text{SO}_2 \text{(gas)} + 3 \text{H}_2 \text{(gas)} + \text{O}^{2-} \text{(melt)} \rightarrow \text{S}^{2-} \text{(melt)} + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  

(2.9)

Nitrogen can be present in the melt under reducing conditions both as =NH and -NH₂:

\[ \text{N}_2 + 3 \text{H}_2 + 3 \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow 2 \text{N}^{3-} + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  

(2.10)

\[ \text{N}_2 + 3 \text{H}_2 + \text{O}^{2-} + 2 \text{OH}^- \rightarrow 2 (\text{NH})^2- + 3 \text{H}_2\text{O} \]

In general, the chemical solubility of the gases is one or two orders of magnitude larger than their physical solubility [3]. Except for H₂O, the chemical solubilities generally decrease at increasing temperatures.

2.2.6 Relationships

2.2.6.1 Physically dissolved gases-partial gas pressures

The amount of gas that can be taken up physically in the melt depends on the partial pressure of this gas in the surrounding atmosphere or in bubbles. An increase in the He, Ar, N₂ or O₂ concentration in the gaseous phase involves a proportional increase in the concentration of the gas in the molten glass under equilibrium conditions [7,11,12]. Only at very high gas pressures (for example 2 kbar in B₂O₃-glass, >10 kbar in K₂O·4SiO₂ at 950°C), this statement no longer holds.

This deviation is probably due to the compressibility of the gases.

At equilibrium, the concentration of physically dissolved gas can be described by Henry's Law [13]:

\[ C_i^* = L_i \cdot p_i \]  

(2.11)

with \( C_i^* \) = concentration of gas i in the melt in equilibrium with the gas phase [mole·m⁻³]

\( L_i \) = physical solubility of gas i in the melt [mole·m⁻³·bar⁻¹]

\( p_i \) = partial pressure of gas i in the gas phase [bar]

The diffusion coefficients of the gases depend on the temperature and the glass composition. According to Scholze [3], the order of magnitude of the diffusity of small atoms like He at temperatures between 1000 and 1400°C is \( 10^{-8} \) m²·s⁻¹.
For the larger $N_2$ molecules, the diffusion coefficient is about $10^{-11} \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ \[3\] and for $O_2$ molecules, the measured diffusion coefficient in various glass melts is about $10^{-10} \text{m}^2\text{s}^{-1}$ \[3,14,15\]. Oxygen pressure measurements in glass melts indicate, that equilibration of the melt with the atmosphere takes several hours, even for very small glass samples \[16,17\]. In continuous operating glass melting tanks, the residence time of the melt is too short to establish equilibrium between melt and furnace atmosphere. Only in the top layer and at gas bubble interfaces equilibrium according to equation 2.11 can exist between the physically dissolved gas and the partial pressures of the different gas species.

2.2.6.2 Physically and chemically dissolved gas

The chemically and physically dissolved gases can be correlated by the reaction equilibrium constant. Electron transfer reactions (redox reactions) are assumed to be fast at high temperatures. This is supported, but not proven, by the results of Rüssel \[18\]. He examined the ratio of reduced to oxidized iron as a function of (increasing) temperature in a glass containing only iron, both iron and arsenic or iron and manganese. At temperatures above 400°C, the ratio of reduced to oxidized iron in the three glasses started to diverge. If arsenic was present in the melt the redox ratio $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$ increased relative to the redox ratio in the glass sample containing only iron. The ratio decreased if manganese was present. This shift in the redox state must have been caused by a (fast) redox reaction between the two polyvalent elements \[18\].

From theoretical considerations based on the experimental diffusion coefficients of iron, Rüssel predicted that the redox reaction between two polyvalent elements would always be in equilibrium at temperatures above 625°C, even if the temperature of the glass is changed with $10^3 \text{K} \cdot \text{s}^{-1}$. At lower temperatures, it takes some time before the equilibrium is established \[18\].

If the electron transfer reactions are indeed fast, local equilibrium between physically and chemically dissolved gases exist. At longer distances, the diffusivities of the reacting species may play an important role.

2.2.6.3 Dissolved gases and bubbles

Supersaturation occurs, when the total equilibrium gas pressure of the dissolved gases, $\Sigma p_i$, exceeds 1 bar. The formation of bubbles in a glass melt requires supersaturation. Gases can be released in the melt by chemical reactions. This can occur at a change of temperature, or a change of compo-
sition if the solubility of the gas is strongly dependent on temperature and composition. As discussed above the chemical solubility of gases depends upon composition. Bubbles can arise in the neighbourhood of a dissolving quartz grain, because the solubility of most gases is lower in silicate rich melts.

Supersaturation can also occur when the mechanism of solubility changes from chemical to physical. Here the polyvalent elements are of primary importance, e.g.

\[
Fe^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} O^{2-} = Fe^{2+} + \frac{1}{4} O_2 \quad (2.12)
\]

and

\[
Sb^{5+} + O^{2-} = Sb^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} O_2 \quad (2.13)
\]

The considerations apply not only to oxygen but also to nitrogen, which can only be dissolved chemically under reducing conditions. When the atmosphere becomes oxidizing and oxygen diffuses relatively easily into the glass, according to the equations 2.10 bubbles containing nitrogen will develop [3] on the condition that nucleation sites are available (see section 2.3.5).

2.2.7 The fining process

Bubbles in the final product are undesirable, because they diminish the optical quality and decrease the strength of the glass product. Therefore, the bubbles must be removed from the melt. This is done during the so-called fining process. However, even in a melt which previously seemed plain, bubbles can appear. This is called reboil. The origin of reboil bubbles lies in inhomogeneities in the melt or a sudden increases in temperature [19]. In order to prevent reboil, not only the bubbles should be removed during the fining process, but also as much of the physically and chemically dissolved gases as is possible. This will lower the chance of supersaturation.

The fining process can be divided into two stages:

- the first stage, or primary fining, occurs at high temperatures. Because the chemical solubility of most gases decreases, gases are released in the melt. Especially if chemical fining agents are added to the batch, large amounts of fining gas will be generated. The melt becomes supersaturated with these gases. The gases diffuse to existing bubbles or form new ones.

During this stage, small bubbles grow by taking up fining gases from the melt. Other gases, initially present in the bubble, will be diluted. This enhances the driving force for transport of these gases into the bubbles. This
effect is even more significant because the surface area of the bubbles increases during bubble growth [20]. The increased bubble ascension rate provides for a fast replacement of the melt at the surface of the bubble. As a matter of fact, chemical fining agents aid the degassing of the glass melt at high temperatures because of the low melt viscosity and high gas diffusivities.

- the second stage, or "refining", takes place at lower temperatures, at the end of the glass tank (also called "refiner"). The remaining bubbles predominantly contain fining gases. Since the chemical solubility of these gases increase at decreasing temperature, the fining agents react with the fining gases from the bubbles. The partial pressures of the other gases in the bubbles increase. The melt contains hardly any gases at this point of the fining process, and may be able to take up the gases. The bubbles shrink and may even disappear completely [20].

So, at low temperatures, the chemical fining agents enhance the resorption of small bubbles.

2.3 THE BEHAVIOUR OF BUBBLES IN THE GLASS MELT

Clouds of bubbles of various diameters exist immediately after the formation of a liquid phase. The number and composition of bubbles in the melt can change by:
- removal by buoyancy driven ascension to the surface of the melt;
- shrinkage which may lead to complete dissolution;
- selective dissolution into the melt;
- coalescence;
- breaking up of bubbles;
- formation of new bubbles (reboil).

2.3.1 Buoyancy rate of bubbles [21]

The gravity causes bubbles to rise to the surface of the melt. The viscosity of a glass melt, \( \mu \), at melting temperatures is in the order of 10 to 100 Pa·s. The density \( \rho \) of soda-lime glass melts is about 2300 kg/m\(^3\). The Reynolds number, \( Re = \rho \cdot u \cdot d / \mu \), will therefore be much less than unity for small bubbles. There will be laminar flow around the bubble, and the bubble will maintain its spherical shape. The dependency of the Reynolds number on the viscosity of the melt and the bubble diameter is represented in figure 2.4.
Hadamard and Rybczynski independently determined the rising velocity of a spherical gas bubble in an infinite fluid medium. The velocity strongly depends on the ratio of the dynamic viscosities of bubble and medium, $\kappa$.

$$\kappa = \frac{\mu_{\text{bubble}}}{\mu_{\text{medium}}}$$

The magnitude of the terminal velocity $v$ of a bubble with radius $R$ is:

$$v = \frac{2R^2}{3\mu} \left( \frac{1 + \kappa}{2 + 3\kappa} \right) \left( \rho_{\text{medium}} - \rho_{\text{bubble}} \right) g$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.14)

with $g$ is the gravitational acceleration. The relation is valid for pure isothermal fluids for which the surface tension is uniform [derivation in 21]. For gas bubbles in a viscous glass melt, the ratio of the viscosities $\kappa$ is approximately zero. Internal flow of the gas in the bubble can occur, and the gas molecules will adapt velocities equal to the velocity of the surrounding melt. The ascension rate of the bubble then equals:

$$v_{\text{Hadamard}} = \frac{\rho_{\text{melt}} \cdot g \cdot R^2}{3 \cdot \mu}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

Surfactants present in the fluid may be adsorbed at the surface of the bubble and this will alternate the degree of internal circulation. The bubble can then be seen as a rigid sphere, and the effective viscosity of the bubble is approximated by $\infty$-value. The rising velocity can now be derived by substituting $\kappa$ by $\infty$:  

![Figure 2.4](image-url)  

The Reynolds number, $Re=\frac{\rho \cdot v \cdot R}{\mu}$ of a bubble ascending in a melt (density=2300 kg.m$^{-3}$) as a function of viscosity and bubble diameter, according to Stokes' expression (2.16).
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\[ v_{\text{Stokes}} = \frac{2 \cdot \rho_{\text{melt}} \cdot g \cdot R^2}{9 \cdot \mu} \]  

(2.16)

It is often referred to as Stokes' expression.

Traces of impurities in the liquid or melt can act as surfactants. Since small bubbles are more strongly affected by the surfactants, sufficiently small gas bubbles undergo a gradual transition as the bubble volume is increased from a noncirculating regime in which Stokes' law is applicable to a freely circulating regime in which Hadamard-Rybczynski's law is valid.

Gailhbaud and Zortea carried out bubble ascension experiments in a liquid with a temperature dependent viscosity [22]. They found a dependency of the rising velocity on the viscosity of the liquid. At high viscosities (>60 Pa·s) the ascension rate of the bubbles was even faster than \( v_{\text{Hadamard}} \), and at a viscosity of 30 Pa·s or less, Stokes' law was applicable. Krämer [23] applied these results to a soda-lime-silica glass melt and predicted for temperatures up to 1200°C bubble ascension velocities described by equation 2.15, and for temperatures exceeding 1250°C according to Stokes' law (equation 2.16).

Publications on measurements of rising velocities of bubbles in molten glass have been only a few. Hornyak and Weinberg [24] measured the rise of a single bubble in a soda-lime-silica glass at 1200°C. They concluded that at these conditions the bubbles rise according to the equation derived by Hadamard. Němec [25] also carried out experiments in soda-lime-silica glass. He made photographs of groups of bubbles at 1400°C, and observed a behaviour according to Stokes' Law. This difference might arise from a difference in viscosity as predicted by Krämer. However, this dependency of the ascension rate on the viscosity is not found by Jucha [26], although he covered a wide viscosity range in his investigations of the rising velocity of single bubbles in borate glass melts. Even at low viscosity, the bubble motion corresponded with the Hadamard approach.

2.3.2 Ascension of clouds of bubbles

Two bubbles, \( B_1 \) and \( B_2 \), influence each others velocity and also the rising path, depending on the distance between the bubbles and the radii. Both bubbles will go faster than for the case of single bubbles [27,28,29], large bubbles having a stronger influence on smaller ones than vice versa. The resulting velocity of bubble \( B_1 \) can be estimated by assuming that the melt at the position of bubble
The effect of a large bubble on a small ascending bubble in a viscous liquid $B_2$ has a buoyance velocity identical to the rising velocity of the single bubble $B_2$. This motion in the melt diminishes the resistance of the melt to the ascension of bubble $B_1$ [28] (see figure 2.5).

During the upward movement of a bubble, the same volume of fluid must move downward. For a large size of the vessel relative to the bubble diameter, this downward movement can be neglected. However, in a melt of finite dimension, this downward motion of the fluid can slow down the ascension of a bubble to some extent. This effect can be noticeable if the diameter of the bubble exceeds $0.06 \times$ the diameter of the vessel [26].

For bubbles ascending in groups, the melt can not be regarded as an infinite medium. Bubbles in a cloud, especially at higher volume concentrations, have a very low rising speed relative to the velocity of a single bubble [29].

This phenomenon is identical to the settling down of slurries. When a group of solid spheres moves through a limited space, the continuous phase will develop a velocity in the direction opposing the movement of the solid spheres.

With $\epsilon$ = the volume fraction of the fluid medium
$\nu$ = the settling velocity of the solid spheres
and \( u = \) the opposing velocity of the fluid

the relation between the velocities is given by [29]:

\[
U \cdot (1 - \varepsilon) = u \cdot \varepsilon
\]  

(2.17)

The resulting stationary settling velocity of the solid spheres \( u_{\text{stationary}} \) can be obtained if Stokes' Law still holds [29]:

\[
u_{\text{stationary}} = \frac{\varepsilon \cdot d_{\text{particle}}^2 \cdot g \cdot \Delta \rho}{18 \cdot \mu}
\]

(2.18)

In very concentrated slurries, the flow pattern around the solid spheres does not resemble the flow around a single sphere. The resistance of the fluid medium increases, because the fluid has to move zigzag between the solid spheres. The solid sphere settling velocity can then be approached by the Ergun equation. It can be expressed as [29]:

\[
u_{\text{stationary}} = \frac{\varepsilon^3 \cdot d_{\text{particle}}^2 \cdot g \cdot \Delta \rho}{150 \cdot (1 - \varepsilon) \cdot \mu}
\]

(2.19)

This formula holds if the continuous phase \( \varepsilon \) is 60 volume-% or less. Other models to describe the settling down of slurries exist [29], for instance if the size distribution of the solid spheres is known. The larger solid spheres settle down more easily than smaller ones, thus causing a concentration gradient, which opposes the settling-down even more.

The equations for the 'hindered settling' are also applicable for ascending groups of bubbles on the condition that they behave like solid spheres.

2.3.3 Coalescence and breaking up of bubbles

Little is known about coalescence or the breaking up of gas bubbles in molten glass. Němec assumes that coalescence is the principal mechanism for bubble growth in the first part of the fining process [25]. When after some time the density of the bubbles diminishes, coalescence no longer plays a significant role [23].

2.3.4 Dissolution

Bubbles can shrink by the diffusion of gases from the bubble into the glass melt if the melt is undersaturated. The surface tension becomes more and more important as the bubble diameter decreases (see equation 2.2). At a certain critical diameter, the bubble becomes instable. Finally, it will implode due to the large internal pressure (\( 2\sigma/R \)).
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The surface tension of a soda-lime-silica melt at 1400°C is about 0.31 N.m\(^{-1}\). Greene observed a shrinking bubble (initially containing oxygen) in a soda-lime-silica melt. Just before the tiny bubble disappeared, its diameter was 76 \(\mu\)m [30]. Janssen examined the gas content of bubbles in glass products at room temperature [31]. The smallest bubble found was 35 \(\mu\)m.

2.3.5 Formation of new bubbles
Homogeneous nucleation of bubbles is unfavourable due to the last term in equation 2.2. The supersaturation of the gases must be enormous before the surface tension can be surmounted and formation of new bubbles takes place.

The investigations of Wilt concerning the formation of bubbles in beverages containing \(\text{CO}_2\) demonstrate, that homogeneous nucleation is highly unlikely [32]. Supersaturation ratios (actual concentration of gas in the liquid, divided by the equilibrium concentration of this gas) of 1100 to 1700 would be required for homogeneous nucleation near room temperatures. Since this ratio is near 5 for opened carbonated beverages, this will not occur. The bubble formation results from heterogeneous nucleation at irregularly formed pores in the container walls. Supersaturation ratios of this order of magnitude in molten glass, as required for homogeneous nucleation, are equally unlikely.

Budd decreased the pressure \(P^0\) above plain glass melts and found that reboil bubbles occurred at pressures of 2700 to 19000 Pa at 1200°C, depending on the glass composition and particularly the water content in the melt [9].

Faile and Roy [11] also demonstrated, that spontaneous bubble formation can take place in glass melts that are supersaturated with physically dissolved gases. This can be explained by taking into account the ever present inhomogeneities in glass melts (cords, concentration variations), which make heterogeneous nucleation processes possible.

Bubbles can grow when the total gas pressure in the melt exceeds the pressure in the bubble that is formed:

\[
p_{\text{melt}} = \sum p_i > P^0 + \rho \cdot g \cdot h + \frac{2 \cdot \sigma}{R}
\]

but the growth of the bubbles also depends on the solubilities and diffusivities of the gases in the melt [33]. A mathematical model describing the growth of gas bubbles in glass melts is given in [33].
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2.4 FINING METHODS
Bubbles are undesirable in the final product. They must be removed from the melt, before it reaches the low-temperature zone of the glass tank. Furthermore, most of the dissolved gases must be removed from the melt too, in order to lower the chance of reboil. Large bubbles can disappear by ascension due to the buoyancy forces to the surface of the melt, very small bubbles will implode. The elimination of bubbles of intermediate diameter (50 μm-1 mm) is a difficult and slow process. Increasing of the temperature level of the tank leads to a decrease of the viscosity and this speeds up the buoyance rise of the bubbles. However, this method is costly and reduces furnace lifetimes. Therefore, investigations are done on other methods to increase the ascension rate or fasten up the resorption of the small bubbles. A speeding up of the degassing process can be achieved by transfer of impuls, energy or mass. Examples are:

1.- controlling of the flow of the melt in the glass tank. Each volume element in the molten glass should come close to the surface of the melt before entering the working end. Then the bubbles can cover the distance to the surface within a short time. Generally the flow is determined by:
   - furnace construction;
   - forced bubbling [34];
   - electric boosting;
   - local hot spots;
   - stirring.

2.- thermal-gradient-induced migration of bubbles;

3.- ultrasonic fining;

4.- imposing of pressure or vacuum above the melt [35];

5.- addition of chemical fining agents. The fining agents release gases during an increase of the temperature, and these gases will diffuse into bubbles which will grow.

Both thermal-gradient-induced migration of bubbles and ultrasonic fining can be used for the fining of molten glass made under zero-g conditions [36]. Upon close consideration of the literature on these two physical fining methods (section 2.5), it will be decided that these methods are unsuitable for practical application in industrial glass melting tanks.
2.5 SOME PHYSICAL FINING METHODS

2.5.1 Thermal-gradient-induced migration of bubbles

The surface tension of a bubble in molten glass, \( \sigma \), depends on the temperature. For most glass compositions, the surface tension slightly decreases at an increasing temperature. Temperature differences can therefore produce a displaceable force on bubbles. The contribution of thermal migration to the velocity is given by [37]:

\[
U_{\text{thermal gradient}} = \frac{R \left( \frac{d\sigma}{dT} \right)}{2 \mu} \frac{dT}{dx}
\]

with:
- \( R \) = radius of the bubble [m]
- \( \frac{d\sigma}{dT} \) = surface-tension gradient [N·m\(^{-1}\)·K\(^{-1}\)]
- \( \frac{dT}{dx} \) = temperature gradient [K·m\(^{-1}\)]
- \( \mu \) = viscosity of the melt [Pa·s]

Mattox et al [37] investigated the influence of thermal-gradient-induced migration of bubbles in four different glasses. One of them was borax. Borax glass (69.2 B\(_2\)O\(_3\)-30.8 Na\(_2\)O) has a surface tension gradient \( \frac{d\sigma}{dT} \) of \(-7.6 \times 10^{-5}\) N·m\(^{-1}\)·C\(^{-1}\). Its viscosity at 800°C is about 1.5 Pa·s. A bubble with a radius of 150 \( \mu \)m would reach a velocity of 114 \( \mu \)m·s\(^{-1}\) in a temperature gradient of 300°C/cm. In continu tanks, temperature gradients never reach such values, and their influence on bubble motion is negligible. However, thermal-gradient induced migration may be the principal mechanism of bubble elimination in sealing and enameling operations, and in the production of glass in a low-gravity environment [37].

2.5.2 Ultrasonic fining

According to Klein [38], sonic and especially ultrasonic waves, generated in the melt, have a degassing effect. Krüger [39] indeed succeeded in obtaining a bubble-free glass melt using a sound field with a frequency of 16 kHz at 1350°C. An identical melt, that was not treated with ultrasonics, still contained a lot of bubbles after the same period.

Eden [40] optimized the device of Krüger by supplying a strong, stationary magnetic field to the sound field. In this way, a powerful magnetic vibration is obtained in the melt. At 1100°C, a melt initially containing a large number of bubbles was made bubble-free in half an hour. And some other authors [41] also have demonstrated that sonic energy can indeed be applied to aid the fining of molten glass.
The effect of sonic and ultrasonic waves on bubbles in a liquid is plentyfold and very complicated. Therefore the theory of wave movement will be explained here in some detail, and subsequently the mechanisms that can play a part in the degassing of glass melts will be discussed.

2.5.2.1 The acoustic field

A travelling sound wave can be introduced in a liquid with the aid of a transducer. The transversal wave should have a frequency of 10 till 20 kHz. The molecules in the liquid are forced to follow the movements of the sound wave. This alternatingly provides for a compression and dilatation of the liquid particles (see figure 2.6A and B).

The sound wave travels through the liquid until it reaches the surface. Here, the wave is reflected. Because the reflection appears at a free surface, no difference in phase occurs (see fig 2.6). If the sound wave reaches a wall, the reflected wave will lag \( \frac{1}{4}\lambda \) in phase with the original wave.

The opposing waves interfere with one another. The displacement of the liquid particles is amplified. The amplitude of the final wave can be estimated by summation of the amplitudes of the individual waves. The result is a standing wave with an amplitude, that is only limited by the attenuation of the waves in the liquid.

The local time-dependent displacement is represented in figure 2.6C as a function of the position in the liquid. The displacement of the liquid particles at the free surface will reach some maximum value. This maximum displacement also occurs at other locations in the melt, at inter distances of \( \frac{1}{2}\lambda \). These positions are represented by \( \circ \) in figure 2.6C. At the intermediate positions, represented by a \( \bullet \) in figure 2.6C, the liquid particles remain at the same place: the displacement there is always zero. At these positions, the changes in the pressure vary from a maximum to a minimum value. Here the so-called pressure antinodes are located (a \( \circ \) in figure 2.6D). At the positions where the displacement of the liquid can reach maximum values, the pressure in the liquid remains constant. The so-called pressure nodes (a \( \bullet \) in figure 2.6D) are located at a distance of \( n\frac{1}{2}\lambda \) of the free surface (with \( \lambda \)=length of the sound wave, and \( n=0,1,2,... \)). As can be seen from figures 2.6C and 2.6D, a lag of \( \frac{1}{4}\lambda \) between the displacement of the liquid particles and the local pressure occurs.
Figure 2.6
Schematic presentation of
A: The initial position of the
    liquid particles
B: The position of the liquid
    particles at the maximum
    displacement of the transducer
C: The time-dependent
    displacement of the liquid
    particles as a function of the
    depth in the liquid
D: The local, time-dependent
    acoustic pressure in the liquid
    as a function of the depth

•: nodes
○: antinodes

At a solid wall, the displacement of liquid particles is inhibited. Here, a pressure antinode is located. Due to the alternating pressures, the mass transfer which determines the corrosion rates of the refractory wall material is enhanced [42]. This is a serious drawback for the practical application of this method.

Note:
The location of pressure nodes and antinodes is well-defined if the length of the vessel is equal to $n \cdot \lambda$, and its diameter small in comparison to the length of the sound wave. In vessels of other geometry, pressure nodes and antinodes can appear too, but the exact locations are less distinct.

2.5.2.2 The effect of a standing acoustic wave on bubble behaviour
In a standing wave, dissolved gases will form new bubbles, and small bubbles can combine to larger ones [38]. Various explanations for these phenomena have been proposed in literature.
The translation of bubbles due to acoustic migration

- Bubbles in a standing acoustic wave not only experience a time-dependent pressure, but also an (alternating) pressure gradient along the z-axis (see figure 2.7). This causes a translational force in the (temporary) direction of the lowest pressure. The magnitude of this force $F_a$ is proportional to the bubble volume [43]:

$$F_a = -V(t) \cdot \nabla p_a(z,t)$$

(2.22)

and

$$p_a(z,t) = P_a \cdot \sin \left( \frac{2\pi z}{\lambda_z} \right) \cdot \sin(\omega t)$$

(2.23)

with $V$ = time-dependent bubble volume $[m^3]$

$F_a$ = acoustic force $[Pa\cdot m^2]$ $p_a$ = local, time-dependent pressure in the liquid $[Pa]$ $P_a$ = applied acoustic pressure $[Pa]$ $z$ = distance to the surface of the melt (see figure 2.7) $[m]$ $\lambda_z$ = length of the sound wave in the z-direction $[m]$ $\omega$ = applied frequency of the acoustic field $[Hz]$ $\rho_o$ = applied frequency of the bubble, $\omega_0$, is given by [43]:

$$\omega_0^2 = \frac{3 P^0}{\rho \cdot R_n^2}$$

(2.24)

with $P^0$ = hydrostatic pressure (depends on the vertical position in the melt) $[Pa]$ $\rho$ = density of the liquid $[kg\cdot m^{-3}]$ $R_n$ = equilibrium bubble radius $[m]$ The volume of bubbles with a resonance frequency that is larger than the applied frequency, oscillate with the applied frequency. When the pressure is at its maximum value, the bubble volume is small. It is then forced to the nearest pressure node, but the exercised force is small. The bubble grows when the pressure decreases, and when the pressure reaches its minimum value, the bubble volume is at its maximum. The bubble is driven with greater force to the nearest pressure minimum, and this is located at the pressure antinode.
The movement of large and small bubbles under the influence of the acoustic force

Therefore, sufficiently small bubbles travel to the pressure antinodes.

If the resonance frequency of the bubble is less than the applied frequency of the acoustic field, the bubble is not able to keep up with the applied frequency. The larger bubbles are forced towards a pressure node, where the bubbles do not experience the influence of the alternating pressure.

The time averaged acoustic force \( \bar{F}_a \) in the z direction is given by [43]:

\[
\bar{F}_a = \frac{2 \pi^2 R_n^2 P_A^2}{3 P_0 \lambda_z} \sin \left( \frac{4 \pi z}{\lambda_z} \right)
\]

(2.25)

with \( P_A = \) acoustic pressure amplitude \([\text{Pa}]\)

\( \lambda_z = \) wavelength in the z direction \([\text{m}]\)

In molten glass, the resonance frequency of the bubbles is generally larger than 10 kHz if the bubble size is less than 1 mm. Therefore, the small bubbles in a standing wave tend to travel to the antinode (see figure 2.7). At the pressure antinodes (and nodes), the different sized bubbles are concentrated and can easily coalesce [39,40,41,44].

**The translation of the bubbles due to Bjerknes forces**

- Oscillating bubbles in a sound field exercise a force on one another. The velocity of fluid particles between the bubbles, caused by the motion of the bubbles, is larger than on the other sides of the bubbles. Therefore, the pressure in the fluid between the bubbles is lower, and the bubbles exercise an attractive force, a so called Bjerknes force. Analysis of the Bjerknes
force indicates, that when two spheres pulsate with the same frequency, but with different velocities \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \), an average force \( \overline{F} \) sets in [44]:

\[
\overline{F} = 4\pi\rho R_1^2 R_2^2 \left( \frac{u_1 u_2}{l^2} \right) \cos \phi
\]  

(2.26)

with \( R_{1,2} \) = radii of bubbles 1 and 2 \([m]\)

\( l \) = distance between the centra of the bubbles \([m]\)

\( u_{1,2} \) = grow rate of the bubble \([m \cdot s^{-1}]\)

\( \phi \) = phase difference \([°]\)

According to Shutilov [45], experiments have indicated that agglomeration of bubbles during ultrasonic degassing of liquids is mainly caused by Bjerknes forces.

**Growth of bubbles due to rectified diffusion**

- In a standing wave, a bubble alternatingly contracts and expands. During contraction, the pressure of the gases in the bubble increases, and the gases tend to diffuse out of the bubble. Similarly, when the bubble expands, the pressure decreases and gases could diffuse from the melt to the bubble. However, the surface area of the bubble is larger during the expanded period. As a result of this, more gas will enter the bubble during the expansion period than leave during the contracted period of the bubble, resulting in a net time averaged flux of gas into the bubble. This phenomenon is called 'rectified diffusion' [46].

Rectified diffusion only comes into action if the pressure in the liquid exceeds a threshold value. Depending on the equations used, the calculated threshold value for a soda-lime-silica melt at 1400°C varies from 0.3 [47] to 0.9 bar [46]. The growth rate of an air bubble of 100 \( \mu \)m diameter in saturated water would account to \( 2 \times 10^{-8} \) m\( \cdot \)s\(^{-1}\) in an 11 kHz sound field. The growth rate of air bubbles in glass melts due to rectified diffusion is, according to the equations, a factor 3 less [46], about 24 \( \mu \)m\( \cdot \)hour\(^{-1}\). Therefore it can be concluded that rectified diffusion will not play an important role in the acoustic fining of glass melts.

**Bubble growth owing to the "shell effect" [46]**

- When a bubble contracts, the thickness of a spherical shell of liquid of constant volume surrounding the bubble increases. The gas concentration gradient between bubble and bulk of the liquid, which is thought to be
The change in thickness of a spherical shell of liquid surrounding the bubble under the influence of the acoustic field. The concentration gradient of gas between bubble and bulk of the liquid is thought to be entirely located in this spherical shell, is thereby reduced, and the rate of diffusion of gas away from the bubble wall decreases. When the bubble expands, the thickness of the spherical shell surrounding the bubble decreases, the concentration gradient increases and so the rate of diffusion of gas towards the bubble increases. The net effect leads to an extra increase of the rectified diffusion process, apart from the increase due to the expanded bubble surface [46].

By formulating two time-dependent boundary layers (one during expansion and one during contraction), Skinner was able to derive a set of mathematical equations for this process [48]. But even if this effect is taken into account, the theory of the rectified diffusion effects does not account for the rapid transport of gas towards the bubble that has been observed during experiments in water [49]. Therefore it is assumed that another phenomenon, called "acoustic streaming", plays a major role.

**Growth of bubbles due to acoustic streaming**

- When a bubble is pulsating in a sound field, crispations can occur on the surface, even if the radius of the bubble is smaller than the resonant size for volume oscillations. Due to the crispations, the surface of the bubbles are continuously renewed.
Gould demonstrated, that the acoustic streaming accompanying the surface activity can intensify the growth rate of the bubble up to twentyfold [50]. He also gave a mathematical approach to acoustic streaming. Mironov combined acoustic streaming with rectified diffusion in a mathematical approach [52].

The extent of the phenomena, mentioned in this section, on the behaviour of gas bubbles in a glass melt is unknown at the moment.

2.5.2.3 Application of sound waves in molten glass

A standing wave results when an infinite number of travelling waves meet. The amplitudes of the waves can simply be added. However, due to attenuation, the amplitude of the wave decreases.

Attenuation of the sound signal arises due to geometrical dispersal, reflection and absorption in the fluid. The absorption depends on viscosity, heat transfer capacity and molecular relaxation. Attenuation in molten glass will be very high because of the high viscosity values. Therefore, it is difficult to obtain standing waves with large amplitudes in a glass melt.

Eden introduced the standing sound waves in a small platinum crucible [40]. Some losses due to reflection occurred, but the experiment with a 100 kHz field resulted in bubble-free glass, while a reference melt still contained an enormous number of bubbles. Spinosa en Ensminger generated a travelling wave and predicted, that travelling waves can also achieve the desired effect [41]. However, they could not found their assumption with theoretical equations or practical results.

In practice, installation of ultrasonic devices in the fining area of an industrial tank will be very difficult [52]. Besides, extra corrosion of the refractory material is to be expected due to the local vibration in the melt. Therefore ultrasonic fining has mainly been used for experimental studies, for example under zero-g conditions [36].
2.6 CHEMICAL FINING AGENTS

Transfer of a single gas $i$ from the melt to a bubble can be described by

$$ J_i = k_i \cdot (C_{i, \text{melt}} - C_{i, \text{bubble}}) $$  \hspace{1cm} (2.27)

where $J_i$ = flux of gas $i$ [mole-m$^{-2}$-s$^{-1}$], $k_i$ = mass transfer coefficient [m-s$^{-1}$], $C_{i, \text{melt}}$ = concentration of physically dissolved gas $i$ in the melt far away from the bubble [mole-m$^{-3}$], $C_{i, \text{bubble}}$ = concentration of physically dissolved gas $i$ at the interface melt/bubble, where equilibrium with the pressure of gas $i$ in the bubble according to Henry's law is established [mole-m$^{-3}$].

The change of bubble composition depends on the ratio's of the $J_i$-values for the different diffusing gases, the change in bubble size depends on $\sum J_i$.

The transport of gases can be enhanced by an increase (or decrease in case of shrinking bubbles) of the gas concentration in the melt. Since the chemical solubility is much larger than the physical solubility, a way to achieve supersaturation of a gas in the melt is the release of chemically bounded gas. Fining agents are able to release large amounts of gases at a (small) increase of temperature:

$$ \text{fining agent} \xrightarrow{T} \text{fining gas (physically dissolved)} $$  \hspace{1cm} (2.28)

This chemical fining process is most effective if the gases are released when the viscosity of the melt is low, this is at high melting temperatures.

Generally a chemical reaction can be described by:

$$ v_i \cdot \text{reactant} = v_i \cdot \text{product} $$  \hspace{1cm} (2.29)

The reaction equilibrium can be described by the reaction equilibrium constant $K(T)$:

$$ K(T) = \Pi_i (a_i)^{v_i} $$  \hspace{1cm} (2.30)

with $a_i$ = activity of component $i$, $i$ = reacting species (ions or molecules), $v_i$ = change in moles of component $i$ on reaction, $v_i$ is negative for reactants and positive for products, $\Pi_i$ = product of factors $i$. 
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The dependency of $K$ on the temperature is given by

$$K(T) = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S}{R_g} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.31)

with $\Delta H = \text{enthalpy of the reaction}$ \hspace{1cm} [J·mole$^{-1}$]

$\Delta S = \text{entropy of the reaction}$ \hspace{1cm} [J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$]

$R_g = \text{molar gas constant} = 8.314$ J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$

$\Delta H$ and $\Delta S$ are assumed to be temperature independent in the relevant temperature range.

For an efficient fining agent, $\Delta H$ should be large. The temperature range at which the equilibrium constant changes from a very small value to a large value depends on the nature of the fining agent. The melting temperature differs for various glass compositions and glass furnaces. The most efficient fining agent therefore depends mainly on the type of glass. Some examples of fining agents are [1]:

- **NaCl.** NaCl does not react, but it evaporizes into bubbles as NaCl-vapour at high temperatures. It is used in glasses with a very high melting temperature, like some borosilicate glasses.

- **Oxides of polyvalent elements like arsenic and antimony.** Arsenic is introduced in the glass melt as arsenate or as $\text{As}_2\text{O}_3$. The last component has to be oxidized to $\text{As}_2\text{O}_5$ to be active as fining agent. This can be promoted by the addition of nitrate to the batch. The pentavalent arsenic then reacts at $1400-1500^\circ\text{C}$ into the trivalent form, and thereby releases $\text{O}_2$. It is still used in lead glass and lead crystal glass.

Antimony is also used in the trivalent form, $\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3$, in combination with an oxidant. $\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_5$ generally dissociates at a lower temperature than $\text{As}_2\text{O}_5$, and therefore it is used in glasses in tanks with temperature levels mainly below $1450^\circ\text{C}$, like TV-screen glass melts.

- **Sulphates like $\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4$.** The oxygen pressure has probably a great effect on the reaction mechanism of sulphate [53]. Under oxidizing conditions, sulphate will dissociate at temperatures above $1350^\circ\text{C}$ to form both $\text{SO}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$ gas:

$$2\text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow 2\text{SO}_2 + \text{O}_2 + 2\text{O}^{2-} \hspace{1cm} (2.32)$$

$\text{SO}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$ are present as physically dissolved gases in the glass melt and act as fining gases. The other components are dissolved in the melt.

More reducing conditions, for instance when the oxygen equilibrium pressure is less than $10^{-5}$ atm, may occur when reducing agents such as
carbon are added to the batch. Under these conditions sulphate, \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \), starts to dissociate at lower temperatures, when viscosities might still be high. Under very reducing conditions, sulphur dioxide will probably react to gaseous \( \text{S}_2 \) and \( \text{S}^{2-} \), while the reducing agent takes up the oxygen. Schreiber has proposed the following reaction scheme [53]:

\[
\begin{align*}
2 \text{ SO}_2 & \rightarrow \text{ S}_2 + 2 \text{ O}_2 \\
2 \text{ SO}_2 + 2 \text{ O}^{2-} & \rightarrow 2 \text{ S}^{2-} + 3 \text{ O}_2 \\
\text{S}_2 + 2 \text{ O}^{2-} & \rightarrow 2 \text{ S}^{2-} + \text{ O}_2
\end{align*}
\] (2.33)

\( \text{S}_2 \) is probably released as a gas and diffuses as a fining gas to existing bubbles, \( \text{S}^{2-} \) easily dissolves in the melt.

**NOTE:**
Sulphate/sulphide is used as fining agent in green container glass, float glass, E-glass and some technical glasses. Strangely enough, hardly anything is known about the exact fining mechanism and the equilibrium constants of the reactions 2.32 and 2.33.

The reactions of the chemical fining agents will be discussed in more detail in chapter 3.

### 2.7 PUBLISHED RESEARCH DATA ON CHEMICAL FINING AGENTS

Although chemical fining agents are generally applied, the knowledge on the fining mechanism is insufficient for optimizing the fining process or predicting the effect of changes in the process conditions.

The experimental investigations and quantifications on the fining action of chemical agents can be divided into three groups:

- a. experimental investigations on the amount and/or composition of gas bubbles in quenched glass samples after different melting procedures;
- b. determination of the equilibrium of the (proposed) reversible fining reaction of the chemical agent or the amount of the produced fining gases;
- c. mathematical calculations of the effect of chemical fining agents on the behaviour of bubbles in the glass melt.

**Ad a.**
In these investigations, raw batch materials are mixed using a certain concentration of the required fining agent. The batch is melted at a fixed temperature during a fixed period. Then the melt is cooled rapidly, and the amount of the
remaining bubbles, their size distribution and/or their composition is
determined. This method is used to distinguish between the fining qualities of
different chemical agents at different concentrations or redox levels, or to
optimize the temperature and duration of the fining process. Little information
is obtained on the actual mechanism of the fining process. The results are
therefore hardly applicable for glass melts with different compositions. Furthermore, these experiments can generally not be used to predict the efficiency of
the chemical agents in industrial continuous operating glass tanks, because no
account has been given on the influence of other process parameters like
furnace atmosphere and temperature distribution in the tank.

In the early days Gehlhoff [54] compared the amount of bubbles remaining in
glasses melted from batches with sodium sulphate, carbon, potassium nitrate,
arsenic, ammonium salts, alkali chlorides and combinations of these chemical
agents. Mulfinger [55] analysed the bubbles remaining in an arsenic-containing
glass and concluded that the bubbles take up oxygen from the dissociation of
arsenic (V) oxide. The effects of the addition of CeO₂, MnO₂, Fe₂O₃ or Cr₂O₃ to
the batch on the remaining number of bubbles after a certain melting procedure was investigated by Apak and Cable [56] and van Erk reported the
influence of fluorides on antimony fining [57].

Often, the results of the experimental investigations are contradictory, probably
because not all conditions of the experiments have been taken into account. For
example, the fining action of arsenic oxide is sometimes attributed to the
enhanced (chemical) solubility of oxygen [58], or the increase of the CO₂
solubility in the melt [59] or the decomposition of As₂O₅ to As₂O₃ at high
temperatures, together with the formation of O₂, that diffuses into existing
bubbles [60].

Ad b.
The fining reactions of the chemical agents are all redox reactions (see
chapter 3).
Investigations of the temperature dependent equilibrium constants of most of
the redox reactions can be performed indirectly, by measuring the oxygen
pressure in the melt as a function of temperature [61,62,63,17]. The amount of
free O₂ in the melt increases as the temperature increases, due to the shift of
reaction 2.8 to the left. The oxygen molecules can be transported to existing
bubbles. Then the bubbles will grow and leave the melt by ascension. This
method can be used to make a comparison between the oxygen release from different chemical fining agents during the heating of the melt. The results can not be used to predict the oxygen liberation in other glass melt compositions.

Another method to determine the equilibrium of a proposed redox reaction is to equilibrate a melt with a certain concentration of a fining agent at a fixed temperature with a well defined atmosphere. The melt is then cooled rapidly, and the valency state of the fining agent is examined. Assumptions are made on the oxygen and/or sulphur dioxide pressures, and the reaction equilibrium constant \( K(T) \) is calculated from equation 2.30. This method is applicable if the melt contains only one polyvalent element and if the content of physically dissolved oxygen is low (see chapter 4.2). By this method, the behaviour of \( \text{As}^{5+}/\text{As}^{3+} \) [64], \( \text{Sb}^{5+}/\text{Sb}^{3+} \) [65,66,67], \( \text{Ce}^{4+}/\text{Ce}^{3+} \) [65,68], \( \text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{Fe}^{2+} \) [69,70], and various other polyvalent elements [65] have been studied, mostly in model soda-lime-silica glasses. Furthermore, some investigations have been carried out on the reaction equilibria of \( \text{SO}_4^{2-}/\text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{Fe}^{2+} \) in glasses containing both sulphur and iron [71,72,73].

A requirement of this method is, that the reaction scheme is known in order to calculate the reaction equilibrium constant according to equation 2.30.

Ad c.
Mathematical models have been drawn up to predict the behaviour of single bubbles in a glass melt under different conditions without taking into account the chemical fining reactions [74-82]. Other authors have included the chemical reactions in their models [83,84,85,20]. In this way, no expensive and time-consuming experiments have to be performed to estimate the effect of a change in concentration of the fining agent, temperature of the melt etc. Because the models are based on the mass transfer of the gases between the bubble and the surrounding melt, the following factors have to be known:
- the concentrations of all dissolved gases in the melt;
- the temperature dependent solubilities of the gases;
- the temperature dependent diffusivities of the gases.
The concentrations of the released fining gases can be calculated from the reaction equilibrium constants of the fining reactions. Therefore, it is important that these data are available for all possible industrial glass compositions.
2.8 OBJECTION OF THIS STUDY

A lot of questions on the mechanisms of different fining methods remain. However, the practical application of the physical fining methods described in this chapter, thermal-gradient-induced fining and acoustic fining, seems unlikely. Chemical agents will also in the future be necessary for the fining of molten glass. The fining process could be optimized if the reaction mechanisms and the reaction equilibria are known as a function of glass composition, melting temperature etc.

Therefore the main objective of this thesis is to investigate the behaviour of polyvalent elements in molten glass, and to determine the influence of these elements on the amounts of gases released in the melt. This can be achieved by redox equilibria measurements (by electrochemical methods or wet-chemical analysis) or oxygen pressure measurements in order to obtain redox (fining) reaction equilibria constants. Then these results are used in a computer model which describes the fining gas concentrations in the glass melt as a function of the position in an industrial furnace. The results are used, in combination with the calculated flow pattern in the glass tank, to predict whether small bubbles in the melt are able to grow and ascend or dissolve completely (see chapter 7). In this way, the fining action of chemical fining agents in an industrial tank can be studied quantitatively in detail.
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Chapter 3
Redox reactions in molten glass depending on the glass composition

3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the molten glass electron transfer from one species to another can take place. These processes are called redox reactions. In many cases, oxygen is one of the reactants. The equilibrium state of these reactions dominate many properties of the melt and the final product. Some examples are the colour of the melt and the final product [1], the viscosity of the melt [2] and crystallisation [2] and the visco-elastic behaviour of the glass during the forming of the product [3]. Apparently, the rejection percentage of the glass products is related to the redox state [4]. Furthermore, the fining of glass melts using fining agents like antimony oxide or sulphate is governed by redox reactions. For these reasons, it is important to understand and to quantify the redox reactions in commercial glasses.

The equilibrium state of the redox reactions strongly depends on the glass composition [5,6,7]. The activity of the free oxide ion $O^{2-}$ in the structure is probably responsible for this effect. The oxide ion activity is usually indicated by the "basicity" of the melt. Some methods have been proposed to estimate the basicity of the melt on the basis of the batch compositions. Other methods for the determination of the basicity are based on measurable properties of the final glass product.

With the aid of the calculated or measured basicity, one should be able to predict some properties of melt and product and the equilibrium state of the redox reactions for any glass composition, if these redox reaction equilibria have been determined for one glass composition.

In this chapter, the commonly used definitions for the redox reaction equilibrium constants will be described. The redox reaction equilibria are influenced by the oxygen content of the melt (the concentration of physically dissolved $O_2$). The effect of the presence of other redox active species will be discussed in detail. Then the importance of the redox reactions on the glass colour and the fining process will be explained. Next, the influence of the glass composition on the reaction equilibria is examined. The reaction scheme that is generally used
to describe the redox reactions in the melt is not in agreement with the results. Some explanations for this discrepancy are given at the end of this chapter. However, at the moment it is hardly possible to predict accurately the redox reaction equilibria on the basis of the composition of the melt.

3.2 REDOX REACTIONS IN GLASS

3.2.1 Redox reaction equilibria

Polyvalent ions are able to convert from one valency state into another:

\[ M^{(x+n)+} + n \, e^- \rightarrow M^{x+} \]  

(3.1)

\( n \) is the number of electrons that is transferred when the polyvalent ion is converted from one valency state to another.

The electrons can be provided or taken up by oxygen:

\[ O_2 + 4 \, e^- \rightarrow 2 \, O^{2-} \]  

(3.2)

The overall reaction scheme is then described by [8]:

\[ M^{(x+n)+} + n/2 \, O^{2-} \rightarrow M^{x+} + n/4 \, O_2 \]  

(3.3)

and the reaction equilibrium constant \( K(T) \) can be defined by:

\[ K(T) = \frac{a_{M^{x+}} \cdot a_{O_2}^{n/4}}{a_{M^{(x+n)+}} \cdot a_{O^{2-}}^{n/2}} \]  

(3.4)

\( a_i \) is the activity of component \( i \).

The oxide ions in the melt can be bridging, non-bridging (see chapter 2.2.1) and free oxide ions. Generally, the free oxide ion \( (O^{2-}) \) activity in molten glass, which appears in equation 3.4, is not known, but the total oxide ion concentration in the melt is large. The concentration of the polyvalent element is assumed to be relatively small in comparison to the free oxide ion concentration. Therefore it is generally accepted that for a given glass composition, the \( O^{2-} \) activity remains constant during the redox reaction [8,9,10] (see also chapter 3.4.2). The free oxide ion activity can be included in the adjusted reaction equilibrium constant \( K^*(T) \):

\[ K^*(T) = \frac{a_{M^{x+}} \cdot a_{O_2}^{n/4}}{a_{M^{(x+n)+}}} \]  

(3.5)

\textbf{Note:} this reaction equilibrium constant \( K^*(T) \) strongly depends on the glass composition, while the activity of the free oxide ion will be dominated by the surrounding ions in the melt. Some authors however assume that the oxide ion...
activity is equal to unity [11], and in this case $K^*(T)$ is equal to $K(T)$, and $K^*(T)$ is valid for all glass compositions.

The adapted equilibrium constant $K^*(T)$ can also be written as:

$$K^*(T) = \frac{\gamma_{M^{x+}} \cdot [M^{x+}] \cdot f_0^{n/4}}{\gamma_{M^{(x+n)+}} \cdot [M^{(x+n)+}]}$$

with $\gamma_i$ = the activity coefficient of component $i$ in the glass melt

$[M_i]$ = concentration of component $i$ in the glass melt [mole·m$^{-3}$]

$f_i$ = fugacity of gas $i$

Since the concentration of the polyvalent ions in the glass melt is usually low, the ratio of the activities of the polyvalent elements is generally approximated by the ratio of their concentrations [5,11]:

$$\frac{a_{M^{x+}}}{a_{M^{(x+n)+}}} \approx \frac{[M^{x+}]}{[M^{(x+n)+}]}$$

This actually implies, that the activity coefficients of $M^{x+}$ and $M^{(x+n)+}$ are assumed to be independent of concentration, and that their ratio is constant for any temperature:

$$\frac{\gamma_{M^{x+}}(T)}{\gamma_{M^{(x+n)+}}(T)} = \text{constant (for any temperature (T) and concentration)}$$

This enables a further simplification of the redox reaction equilibrium constant. The constant of equation 3.8 is incorporated in the equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$, and the fugacity of the gaseous oxygen, $O_2$, is replaced by its partial equilibrium pressure $p_{O2}$ in the glass melt:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[M^{x+}] \cdot p_0^{n/4}}{[M^{(x+n)+}]}$$

In this equation, the ratio reduced to oxidized species, $[M^{x+}]/[M^{(x+n)+}]$, depends for a given temperature linearly on the oxygen pressure to the power $n/4$: $p_{O2}^{n/4}$.

According to Johnston, this equation is qualitatively valid for titanium, iron, cerium, manganese, cobalt, nickel, antimony, tin and vanadium in soda-silica melts [8], and Schreiber [12,13] indicates, that the equation is equally valid for
the redox reactions of chromium (Cr\(^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}\) or CrO\(_4^{2-}/\text{Cr}^{3+}\) and Cr\(^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+}\)). The equilibrium state of reaction 3.3 shifts to the right side at an increase of temperature. Only in melts containing more than one polyvalent element the equilibrium of one redox reaction may shift to the oxidized side (left side) because of the strong oxidizing effect of the other polyvalent species.

Because all the quantities in equation 3.9 (\(p_{\text{O}_2}\), [\(M^{x+}\)] and [\(M^{(x+n)+}\)]) are accessible for measurements (see chapter 4), this definition of the redox reaction equilibrium constant is commonly used [5,6,9,11,12,13,14,15,16,17]

### 3.2.2 The redox reaction equilibrium constant as a function of enthalpy and entropy

The equilibrium state of equation 3.3 depends on the temperature. A change in the temperature is accompanied by a change in the Gibbs free energy \(\Delta G\) of the reaction, with

\[
-\Delta G = R_g \cdot T \cdot \ln K_g
\]

with \(R_g = \text{gas constant} = 8.314 \text{ J-mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}\)

\(T = \text{absolute temperature} [\text{K}]\)

The redox reaction equilibrium constant has been defined in equation 3.4.

Two other thermodynamic quantities, the change in enthalpy \(\Delta H\) and the change in entropy \(\Delta S\), can be derived from the temperature dependent Gibbs free energy:

\[
\Delta S = -\left(\frac{\delta \Delta G}{\delta T}\right)_p
\]

\[
\Delta H = \Delta G + T \Delta S
\]

The subscript \(p\) refers to a constant pressure.

Now the redox reaction equilibrium constant can be written as a function of the changes in enthalpy and entropy:

\[
K(T) = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta G}{R_g \cdot T} \right) = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S}{R_g} \right)
\]

\(K(T)\) is the ratio of the activities of products and reactants. The activities of the polyvalent ions and the free oxide ion in molten glass are generally unknown.
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and can not be measured directly. Because the polyvalent ion concentrations and oxygen gas pressure can be measured, the reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) is based on these quantities. It has been defined in equation 3.9. The effect of the temperature on \( K^{**}(T) \) can be expressed in the "enthalpy and entropy changes" of the redox reaction, \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \):

\[
K^{**}(T) = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{**}}{R_g} \right)
\]  
(3.14)

Note: \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \) are only equal to \( \Delta H \) and \( \Delta S \) if the free oxide ion activity \( a_{O_2} \) equals unity and if equation 3.7 is valid for all temperatures. Then \( K(T) \), \( K'(T) \) and \( K^{**}(T) \) are identical. Since it is hardly likely that all conditions will be satisfied, the values of \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \) are exclusively valid for the glass composition and the concentrations of polyvalent elements, for which they have been determined.

3.2.3 Redox reaction equilibrium for one polyvalent element during cooling to room temperature

The redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) strongly depends on temperature. Electron transfer is usually very fast at elevated temperatures. The redox reaction is assumed to be in local equilibrium at temperatures above 600°C independent on the cooling rate (see chapter 2.2.4 and [18]), and equation 3.9 is continuously valid. At lower temperatures, the kinetics of the reaction may play an important role.

During cooling of the glass melt to room temperature, a polyvalent element can be converted to a higher valency state, if sufficiently gaseous oxygen \( O_2 \) is present. Usually, the concentration of physically dissolved \( O_2 \) in the melt is assumed to be far less than the concentration of the polyvalent ion [19,20,21]. The diffusivity of oxygen from the atmosphere into the melt is low compared to the normal quenching rates [22]. Therefore the deficiency of oxygen can not be supplied by diffusion from the atmosphere if the cooling rate is relatively fast (see chapter 2.2.4). In this case only a few reduced polyvalent ions can donate electrons to oxygen and thus become oxidized. The ratio reduced to oxidized species \([M^{x+}] / [M^{(x+n)+}]\) remains roughly the same during cooling, and the equilibrium at the initial temperature is 'frozen in'. By measuring the redox ratio at room temperature, the redox ratio at the melting temperature can be determined.
3.2.4 Interaction of different polyvalent elements

Not only oxygen, but also other polyvalent elements can act as electron donators or acceptors in the multi-component glass melt. On the condition that no complex formation between the polyvalent elements takes place, the redox reaction equilibria constants of both elements will satisfy equation 3.9 \[20,23\]. The resulting oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt $p_{O_2}$ will be effected by both reactions.

A glass melt which is equilibrated with a certain atmosphere will obtain a certain oxygen equilibrium pressure. The redox ratios of all polyvalent elements present are theoretically established independently according to equation 3.9. And indeed, voltammetric studies at 1000°C in sodium borate glasses containing $\text{Ce}_2\text{O}_3$, $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$ or both $\text{Ce}_2\text{O}_3$ and $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$ indicate, that the polyvalent element can adjust its redox ratio to the existing oxygen equilibrium pressure independent of the second polyvalent element (see [20] and chapter 6.7).

At a decrease of temperature, all elements prefer the oxidized state. In the melt, only a small amount of physically dissolved oxygen is present. Therefore, one of the polyvalent elements will generally act as an electron acceptor [18]:

$$M_1^{(x+n_1)^+} + \frac{n_1}{n_2} M_2^{y^+} = M_1^{x^+} + \frac{n_1}{n_2} M_2^{(y+n_2)^+} \quad (3.15)$$

and the resulting reaction equilibrium constant is

$$K_{\text{interaction}} = \frac{\left[M_1^{x^+}\right] \cdot \left[M_2^{(y+n_2)^+}\right]^{n_1/n_2}}{\left[M_1^{(x+n_1)^+}\right] \cdot \left[M_2^{y^+}\right]^{n_1/n_2}} = \frac{K_1^{**}(T)}{K_2^{**}(T)} \quad (3.16)$$

3.2.5 Interaction of polyvalent elements during cooling to room temperature

Since electron transfer reactions are very fast at high temperatures, the redox ratio can be assumed to be controlled by diffusion and thermodynamics, and not by reaction kinetics [18]. Equation 3.16 is presumably valid at sufficiently high temperatures. If the temperature becomes very low, diffusion of the polyvalent elements can not occur and the (at that time existing) redox ratios will be frozen in.
However the redox ratio of a polyvalent species can change during cooling from the melting temperature to room temperature according to reaction scheme 3.15, if more than one polyvalent ion is present in the melt. A shift in the redox ratio at room temperature in glasses containing two polyvalent elements, in respect to the ratio in glasses containing only one element, has indeed been found by some authors [20,24,25, this thesis chapter 6.7]. For example, after quenching of soda-lime-silica glasses containing CeO₂, Fe₂O₃ or both CeO₂ and Fe₂O₃, the measured ratio [Fe³⁺]/[Fe²⁺] was higher in the glass containing both CeO₂ and Fe₂O₃ than in the glass containing only Fe₂O₃. Apparently cerium is able to oxidize Fe²⁺ to Fe³⁺ during the cooling of the melt [20, this thesis chapter 6.7].

Some authors assume that the resulting redox ratios depend on the cooling rate [18,22]. Close and Tillman [25] actually found that the cooling rate determines the final redox ratios for glasses containing both Fe₂O₃ and Cr₂O₃. Therefore the redox ratios at room temperature can not be used in equation 3.9 to calculate the redox reaction equilibrium constant at elevated temperatures if the glass contains more than one polyvalent element.

3.3 CONSEQUENCES OF THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIUM STATES FOR THE GLASS

3.3.1 Colour of the melt and the final product

Colours originate from the interactions of electromagnetic waves with the glass melt or the final product. Radiation with a frequency in the visible range can be absorbed by electrons of some polyvalent elements. The colour of the absorbed light depends on the valency state of the polyvalent elements and on their coordination [1]. The coordination is strongly influenced by the activity of the free oxide ions, and therefore by the glass composition.

The total concentration of the polyvalent ion M and its redox ratio, \([M^{x⁺}] / [M^{(x+n)+}]\), determine the colour of the glass. This ratio is given by equation 3.9. Again it should be noted, that the equilibrium constant \(K^*(T)\) may differ for various glass compositions.

Combinations of ions can also produce a colour, like the Fe³⁺/S²⁻-complex in amber glass [1].
Colour of the molten glass

Colourizing elements also absorb heat radiation, depending on their redox state. The colouring of molten glass is predominantly determined by the presence of iron and chromium ions \([1,26,27]\). \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\) absorbs heat (infrared) radiation. \(\text{Fe}^{3+}\) has little effect on the heat transfer while it absorbs in the ultraviolet region \(\text{Combination of 17 and 26,27}\). The redox reaction of iron in molten glass is generally represented as \([5,17]\):

\[
\text{Fe}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]

Three valency states of chromium in the glass melt are known \([18]\). The heat absorption capacity of the \(\text{Cr}^{3+}\) ions is much larger than that of \(\text{Cr}^{6+}\) or \(\text{Cr}^{2+}\) \(\text{Combination of 18 and 26,27}\).

The ratios \(\text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Fe}^{3+}\) and \(\text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{6+}\) or \(\text{Cr}^{2+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}\) determine the heat penetration from the flame by radiation in the glass melting tank.

In continuous melting tanks, the glass melt is generally heated from above with the aid of gas or oil burners. The temperature of the melt at bottom positions can be strongly influenced by the oxidation state of the glass melt.

Colour of the final glass product

The colour of the final glass product is determined by the valency state of some polyvalent elements at room temperature.

In table I, the colours which are obtained by various polyvalent elements in soda-lime-silica melts at room temperature are listed. The colours may differ somewhat in glass melts of deviating compositions due to a difference in coordination \([1]\).
Redox reactions depending on the glass composition

Table I.
The colours of various polyvalent elements in soda-lime-silica melts [1,28]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ion</th>
<th>valency</th>
<th>coordination state</th>
<th>colour</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>tetraedric</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>octaedric</td>
<td>green-blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td></td>
<td>brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>tetraedric</td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>6+</td>
<td>tetraedric</td>
<td>yellow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4+</td>
<td></td>
<td>blue</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>octaedric</td>
<td>green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
<td></td>
<td>blue-violet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu</td>
<td>2+</td>
<td></td>
<td>blue(turquoise)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1+</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn</td>
<td>3+</td>
<td>octaedric</td>
<td>purple</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2+</td>
<td>octaedric</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce</td>
<td>4+</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3+</td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe/S</td>
<td>Fe³⁺/S²⁻</td>
<td>tetraedric</td>
<td>amber brown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.2 The fining of glass melts

The fining of molten glass can be influenced by the addition of chemical fining agents like oxides of polyvalent elements. The fining actions of these chemicals are based on redox reactions in the melt.

Usually the oxidized form of the polyvalent elements are added to the batch. If reducing agents are present in the batch or the reduced form is added (as is sometimes the case with arsenic or antimony aided fining), the multivalent element has to be oxidized before the melting of the batch takes place. This is achieved by adding an oxidizing agent like nitrate to the batch. At a (further) increase of the temperature, the polyvalent element will be reduced:

\[
M^{(x+n)^+} + \frac{n}{2} O^2- \xrightarrow{\text{Temperature}} M^{x^+} + \frac{n}{4} O_2
\]  

Hereby gaseous oxygen is released in the melt. The physically dissolved \( O_2 \)
molecules diffuse to existing bubbles, causing them to grow [29]. The fining process is governed by the redox reaction equilibrium constant, because this determines the amount of oxygen that is released and is available for bubble growth. Especially at oxygen pressures exceeding 1 bar fining is strongly enhanced by fast bubble growth.

According to Johnston [8], Krol [9] and Stahlberg [11], the fining action of antimony for a given glass composition is adequately described by

$$\text{Sb}^{5+} + \text{O}_2^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Sb}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.19)

For a given glass composition and temperature, the redox ratio $[\text{Sb}^{3+}]/[\text{Sb}^{5+}]$ is, after equilibration with a certain atmosphere, proportional to the square of the oxygen pressure in the atmosphere [8]. The redox reaction equilibrium constant for the change in valency state of antimony is given by

$$K_{\text{Sb}}^{**}(T) = \frac{[\text{Sb}^{3+}] \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}^{1/2}}{[\text{Sb}^{5+}]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.20)

A similar reaction scheme has been proposed for the redox reaction of arsenic and tin, because for these elements a reduction of one mole of the oxidized species involves the transfer of two moles of electrons.

Some changes in valency states require only one electron. The ratio of reduced to oxidized species, or redox ratio, is then expected to be proportional to the fourth root of the oxygen pressure in the atmosphere [8] for a given glass composition and temperature. This is the case for iron (see equation 3.17) and cerium:

$$\text{Ce}^{4+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2^- \rightleftharpoons \text{Ce}^{3+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

The reaction equilibrium constant for this reaction is described as [6,8]:

$$K_{\text{Ce}}^{**}(T) = \frac{[\text{Ce}^{3+}] \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}^{1/4}}{[\text{Ce}^{4+}]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

for a given glass composition.

Sulphates too can undergo a change in valency state, as discussed in chapter 2.6. Under oxidizing conditions, the sulphate is at relatively low temperatures present as $\text{SO}_4^{2-}$ [12,14]. At an increase of temperature, it is converted to $\text{SO}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$. The reaction can be described as [13,15,16]:

$$\text{SO}_4^{2-} (\text{melt}) \rightleftharpoons \text{SO}_2 (\text{gas}) + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 (\text{gas}) + \text{O}_2 (\text{melt})$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)
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For this reaction, a reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}$ can be defined:

$$K_{\text{sulphate}}^{**} = \frac{\text{PSO}_2 \cdot \text{PO}_2}{[\text{SO}_4^{2-}]}$$

(3.24)

It is not known if the proposed reaction actually takes place in the melt. However, the reaction constant given in equation 3.24 is used by some authors [15,16] to describe the fining action of sulphates.

The fining action of sulphates under reducing atmospheres has not been described quantitatively in terms of reaction equilibrium constants yet [12,14]. The basic knowledge on the reaction mechanism and quantitative information are still missing (see chapter 2.6).

3.4 THE EFFECT OF THE GLASS COMPOSITION ON THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIA

3.4.1 The relation between the glass composition and the oxygen ion activity

In a melt with a large oxide ion activity, electron donation from $O^{2-}$ to the oxidized form of a polyvalent ion can take place in accordance with equation 3.3. The composition of the glass governs the total oxide ion content in the glass.

The free oxide ion activity is assumed to be dependent on the nature of the neighbouring cations. If the attracting forces of these cations on the oxygen ions are strong, the oxygen ion activity will be small. Just as the acidity of a solution is a measure for the $H^+$ activity, the "basicity" of the glass is a measure for the $O^{2-}$ activity in the melt [30]. Because the basicity can not be measured directly in the molten glass, some methods have been proposed to estimate the basicity, starting from the batch composition. Other methods are based on the properties of the melt or the final product (for instance the $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$-ratio).

From this simple scheme it is to be expected that the ratio $[M^{x+}]/[M^{(x+n)+}]$ increases as the activity of free oxide ions, or in other words the basicity, of a melt is increased under otherwise equal conditions.

In order to understand the influence of the glass composition on the redox
reaction equilibria in the melt, the behaviour of oxygen (as ions and molecules) in the molten glass will be discussed. Then various methods to estimate the basicity of a glass are given. Finally, an attempt has been made to verify the effect of the basicity on the redox reaction equilibria.

3.4.2 Oxygen in glass
Oxygen may be present in the glass melt phase in different forms:
- as molecular O₂, it occupies interstitial holes within the glass matrix. It is physically dissolved. This can be concluded from the fact that solid glasses are permeable for O₂ [31]. Nair et al. have made it plausible that the same mechanism of solubility occurs in molten glass [32].
- polyvalent elements are able to take up physically dissolved O₂ by a redox reaction in the form of O²⁻. The oxygen is then dissolved chemically [8,31].
- And of course oxygen ions are present in the glass matrix of oxidic glass melts as bridging oxygen ions or non-bridging ions.

According to Toop [33] free oxide ions O²⁻ are in equilibrium with bridging O⁰ and (singly bonded) nonbridging oxygen O⁻:

\[ 2 \cdot O^- = O^0 + O^{2-} \quad (3.25) \]

The nonbridging oxygen ion concentration in glass is high if the amount of network modifiers is high (see chapter 2.2.1). Then the removal of free oxide ions from the melt due to a shift of reaction 3.3 to the right at an increase of temperature will be followed by the production of free oxide ions, because the equilibrium of reaction 3.25 tends to shift to the right. Due to this replenishment, the free oxide ion activity for a given glass composition is often considered to remain roughly invariable with temperature [6,8].

3.4.3 Basicity number concepts
Free "oxide ions" are produced within the melt by the addition of network modifiers, such as Na₂O and CaO, into a system of network formers, such as SiO₂ and B₂O₃ (see chapter 2.2.1). Increasing the amount of network modifiers results in an increase of the concentration of non-bridging oxygen ions, and probably also free oxygen ions, in the glass, and thus to an increase of the basicity.

The basicity of a glass is often estimated on the basis of the composition of the glass. The "basicity" is the sum of the contributions of the various oxides, proportional to their weight percentage [30].
In addition to the "oxide ion activity", some other expressions are used to characterize the chemical activity of the molten glass. The concepts "redox" and "oxidation state" refer to the ratio of reduced to oxidized species in the melt, but sometimes they are used as synonyms for the oxygen gas pressure at a certain temperature. No unambiguous definition of the redox or oxidation state is available.

3.4.3.1 The basicity number

**Cation field strength**

The O\(^2\)-ion is attracted by the neighbouring cations. The oxide ion activity will be smaller as the attraction force is stronger. Besides the charge of the cation (z), the distance between cation and oxide ion (a) plays an important role. Therefore Dietzel [34] classifies the behaviour of the cations on their field strength \( F_{\text{Field}} \) with \( F_{\text{Field}} = \frac{z}{a^2} \). For example if sodium (\( F_{\text{Field}} = 0.18 \)) is replaced by potassium (\( F_{\text{Field}} = 0.13 \)), the field strength is decreased and therefore the basicity is increased.

The calculation of the basicity number is based on the final glass composition, assuming the cations to be present as oxides. No distinction is made between sodium ions that are added as carbonates or as oxides.

**Cation-oxygen bond strength**

In the theory of Dietzel, the real charge distribution of the ion neighbourhood and geometric factors have not been taken into account. Sun [35] estimated the bond strength from the dissociation energy of the oxides in the melt. The basicity of a melt of a certain composition can then be calculated from the contributions of all ions. Per definition the basicity value of \( B_2O_3 \) is set to zero, the basicities of other melts are relative to this. For instance the basicity of \( 20Na_2O-80SiO_2 \) (in mole%) is 30.2, and \( 20K_2O-80SiO_2 \) has a basicity of 31.6.

3.4.3.2 Characterization of the redox behaviour

**Carbon number/ redox number of the batch**

In the glass industry, some methods to estimate the oxidizing or reducing effects of additives in the batch mixture have been developed. Both the carbon number [36] and the redox number concept [37] give an indication of the effect of batch additives to the oxidation state of the melt. The numbers are based on experience. The "redox" of the melt can be adjusted by adding certain amounts of oxidizing or reducing agents to the batch.
Sometimes however it is very difficult to predict the efficiency of the reducing agent carbon [38,39]. Furthermore, the carbon number and redox number concepts do not take into account the type of furnace, firing conditions, bubbling, residence time, maximum temperature and furnace atmosphere, although they can have a marked influence on the oxidation state during melting and of the glass product [40].

**Chemical oxygen demand of the batch**

A relatively simple method has been developed to determine the oxidizing action of raw materials [40]. The raw materials are grinded and subsequently soluted in 50% sulfuric acid in an inert atmosphere. This solution is then refluxed for several hours with a 0.25 N potassium dichromate solution. Afterwards, the solution is titrated with ferrous ammonium to determine the amount of remaining dichromate. The amount of dichromate, necessary to oxidize batch components, is a measure for the Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD) [40]. The very important oxidizing actions of nitrates and sulphates, however, only start at elevated temperatures, and can not be determined by this method.

Recycling cullet contains many different organic components. Therefore it is very difficult to estimate the carbon number, redox number or Chemical Oxygen Demand of the batch if recycling cullet is added to the batch mixture.

**Fe\(^{2+}/Fe^{3+}\) ratio in the final glass product**

The ratio reduced to oxidized iron, \(Fe^{2+}/Fe^{3+}\), in the melt is directly related to the partial oxygen vapour pressure and the redox state of the glass melt. Johnston [17] investigated the behaviour of iron in a sodium disilicate glass which was equilibrated with a certain atmosphere and showed that \([Fe^{2+}]/[Fe^{3+}]\) is directly proportional to the fourth root of the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere. The ratio \([Fe^{2+}]/[Fe^{3+}]\) is often used to classify the oxidation state, for instance in sulphate-containing glass products [7,14,15,16].

The ratio reduced to oxidized iron is measured at room temperature. Because the equilibrium can shift during cooling in the case that there is more than one polyvalent element present in the melt, or by diffusion of oxygen from the atmosphere at slow cooling rates, this method is insignificant. The final redox ratio \([Fe^{2+}]/[Fe^{3+}]\) may then not be representative for the redox conditions at the elevated temperature (see chapter 3.2.5).
The composition of the melt has a great effect on the ratio Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$, when iron is the only polyvalent element present [5]. However, it is only roughly possible to predict the effect of a change in batch composition on the redox ratio without taking the process parameters into account.

**Oxygen equilibrium pressure**

The oxygen equilibrium pressure can be measured in situ in the melt with the aid of an oxygen sensor [28,41]. At the moment, it is not entirely clear in which way the sensor can be used for the on-line controlling of the redox state of the molten material.

According to Wermter [4], no direct relation between the Chemical Oxygen Demand of the batch and the oxygen pressure of the melt could be demonstrated. There was however a relation between the COD and the sulphur content (measured as % SO$_3$ in the final product), and between the COD and the redox ratio [Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$] in the final product. The rejection percentage (caused by the presence of bubbles and seeds) could be correlated to the oxygen pressure in the melt.

**Basicity moderating power**

A change in the chemical activity of the free oxide ion O$^{2-}$ is caused by a change in the (mean) electron density on the O$^{2-}$ ion. If a glass contains a suitable Lewis acid for probing electron density, like Pb$^{2+}$, the basicity of this glass can be estimated by comparing its spectral data to those of other glasses [42].

Some ions like Pb$^{2+}$ act as electron acceptor (Lewis acid), and a coordination bond can be formed between these ions and the O$^{2-}$ ion which acts as an electron donor (Lewis base). The effect of the electron donation is to expand the outer orbitals (and decrease the orbital energies) of the Lewis acid. The orbital energies of Pb$^{2+}$ can be measured with optical spectroscopy. A shift of the absorption peak to lower frequencies occur if the Pb$^{2+}$ ion is surrounded by oxidic media. Baucke measured the optical basicity factors for several glass components [42]. The reference oxide is CaO, because it exhibits a very strong electron donation. Optical basicity measurements have been done for glasses at ambient temperature. According to Baucke, there is very strong evidence from measurements in molten silicate melts that the resulting basicity factors are useful for the molten state as well. The exact basicity values may shift during
the cooling of the melts, but the ranking of the different compositions will likely remain the same.

3.4.4 The influence of the basicity on the redox reaction equilibrium
Although the various methods to describe the basicity of a glass or the concepts to characterize its redox behaviour or oxidation state lead to different values, the qualitative results are almost identical. The effect of a change in the glass composition is in all cases similar.

If equation 3.3 gives a correct description of the reactions that take place in the glass melt, it is to be expected, that the ratio \([M^{x+}]/[M^{(x+n)+}]\) increases as the activity of the free oxide ions (the basicity of the melt) is increased under otherwise equal conditions. One must assume that, for instance, the ratio \([Fe^{2+}]/[Fe^{3+}]\) is larger in a 30K2O-70SiO2 melt than in a 30Na2O-70SiO2 melt at the same temperature and oxygen pressure.

Experiments have shown that this assumption is not true in most cases. On the contrary: for most polyvalent elements M, the redox ratio \([M^{x+}]/[M^{(x+n)+}]\) decreases at increasing basicity [5,6,43,44].

At this moment, it is still not possible to predict the reaction equilibrium constant for a certain element in a certain glass with known basicity on the basis of experimental data in a melt with a different composition, irrespective of the definition for the basicity.

3.5 EXPLANATIONS FOR THE INFLUENCE OF THE BASICITY ON THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIA
The apparent deviation between the theoretical effect of the basicity of the melt on the redox reaction equilibrium and the experimental results has been the subject of some recent papers. Explanations have been found in:
- standard free energies of the reacting species;
- complex formation;
- the formation of peroxide ions;
- the interaction of bridging, non-bridging and free oxygen ions in the melt;
- a thermodynamic approach, based on activity coefficients of the ions or molecules, involved in the redox reaction.
3.5.1 Standard free energies
According to Baucke and Duffy [42] the standard free energy of each species involved changes as the glass composition changes. The simplification

\[
\frac{a_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}}{a_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}} = \frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}]}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]}
\] (3.26)

for instance, is NOT valid. Instead of equation 3.9, equation 3.4 should therefore be used to calculate the reaction equilibrium constant. The oxide ion activity can not be estimated directly from the composition of the batch materials. However, the free oxide ion activity of various glass melts can be ranked when the electron density of the free oxygen ions in the melt is known. There should be an empirical relation between the redox ratio of a melt and its ranking number, or "optical basicity". The redox ratios can therefore be predicted semi-quantitatively by measuring the optical basicity of a glass and comparing this to a gauge curve.

3.5.2 Complex formation
Equation 3.3 can be preceded or followed by a complex-forming reaction in the melt [45]:

\[
\begin{align*}
M^{(x+n)+} + y O^{2-} &\rightarrow M^{(2y-x-n)+}O_y^{(2y-x-n)-} \\
M^{x+} + z O^{2-} &\rightarrow M^{(2z-x)-}O_z^{(2z-x)-}
\end{align*}
\] (3.27)

The coordination numbers of the polyvalent ions in the glass product, determined by spectroscopic methods such as optical absorption, ESR or Mössbauer, indicates that these reactions can indeed occur [references in 45]. The coordination of \(M^{x+}\) and \(M^{(x+n)+}\) can be concluded from measurements in glasses with different basicity. Then the overall reaction scheme can be given, and the influence of \(O^{2-}\) is given correctly.

Application of this method for example in the case of iron leads to five possible overall reaction schemes [45] for different temperatures and iron concentrations. To confirm the effect of complex formation on the redox equilibria, more quantitative data of oxygen activities in glass melts as a function of temperature, composition and basicity will be needed, in combination with other measurements (Mössbauer, ESR, square wave voltammetry).
3.5.3 The formation of peroxide ions

Electropositive elements such as Li, Na and K are known to form peroxide ions in molten oxides [44]. It was therefore suggested that the formation of peroxide ions in glasses could occur, due to a reaction of the oxide ion and molecular oxygen:

\[ \text{O}^{2-} \text{(glass)} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \text{(gas)} = \text{O}_2^{2-} \text{(glass)} \]  

(3.28)

Not the \( \text{O}^{2-} \) ions oxidize the polyvalent elements, but the much stronger oxidizing agent \( \text{O}_2^{2-} \). The reaction is then (incompletely and confusingly) described by [44]:

\[ \text{M}^{x+} \text{(complex)} + \text{O(glass)} = \text{M}^{(x+n)+} \text{(complex)} \]  

(3.29)

Whether this reaction implies the existence of free oxygen atoms in the melt or not is not discussed by Pyare. But according to Pyare [44], the activity of this oxygen \( \text{O(glass)} \) is proportional to the peroxide activity in the melt.

\[ a_{\text{O(glass)}} \propto a_{\text{O}_2^{2-} \text{(glass)}} = K_{\text{peroxide}} \cdot \left( a_{\text{O}_2^{2-} \text{(glass)}} \cdot P_{\text{O}_2}^{1/2} \right) \]  

(3.30)

with \( K_{\text{peroxide}} \) is the equilibrium constant for equation 3.28. The redox reaction equilibrium according to Pyare, "K", is approximated by [44]:

\[ "K" = \frac{[\text{M}^{x+}] \cdot [\text{O(glass)}]^{n/2}}{[\text{M}^{(x+n)+}]} = \frac{[\text{M}^{x+}] \cdot K_{\text{peroxide}}^{n/2} \cdot [\text{O}_2^{2-} \text{(glass)}]^{n/2} \cdot P_{\text{O}_2}^{n/4}}{[\text{M}^{(x+n)+}]} \]  

(3.31)

and the concentration of the free oxide ion \( \text{O}^{2-} \) appears in the numerator. The values of \( \text{O}^{2-} \) and \( K_{\text{peroxide}} \) cannot be determined directly, and therefore it is not possible to predict the exact influence of the glass composition on the redox reaction equilibrium. Only a qualitative relation can be obtained by this method. For example if the logarithm of \( [\text{As}^{5+}]/[\text{As}^{3+}].(p_{\text{O}_2})^{1/2} \) is plotted against the percentage of \( \text{R}_2\text{O} \) in \( \text{R}_2\text{O}-\text{SiO}_2 \) glasses, straight lines are obtained (but different lines for Na, K and Li).

3.5.4 The interaction of bridging, non-bridging and free oxygen ions

Douglas et al. [46] pointed out, that the total concentration of oxygen (as \( \text{O}^0, \text{O}^- \) and \( \text{O}^{2-} \)) diminishes as the basicity of the melt increases. For the estimation of the oxide ion activity the presence of bridging and non-bridging oxygens in the melt should be taken into account. The following reaction scheme has been suggested:

\[ \text{O}^{2-} + \equiv \text{Si-O-Si} = \equiv \text{Si-O}^- + 2 \equiv \text{Si-O} \]  

(3.32)

and the concentration of the free oxygen ion \( \text{O}^{2-} \) is assumed to depend on the
ratio $P$, with $P = [\text{bridging oxygen}]^{1/2}/[\text{non-bridging oxygen}]$:

$$[O^2-] = \text{constant} \cdot \frac{[\equiv \text{Si-O}^\equiv]^2}{[\equiv \text{Si-O-Si}]} = \text{constant} \cdot P^{-2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.33)

$P$ can be derived directly from the glass composition.

To support this theory, glass melts with various $P$-factors containing only one polyvalent element (iron, cerium or chromium) have been equilibrated with air at a given temperature. Then the melts were quenched to room temperature and the ratios oxidized to reduced species were determined. The ratio $[\text{M}^{x+}]/[\text{M}^{(x+n)+}]$ is expected to be proportional to $[O^2-]^{n/2}$ or to $P^n$. If the logarithm of this redox ratio is plotted against log $P$, straight lines are obtained, but the slopes differ from the expected value $-n$. Therefore the effect of the glass composition on the redox ratio can be estimated qualitatively but not quantitatively.

Papadopoulos [47] uses reaction 3.32 to predict the solubility of $\text{SO}_3$ in soda-lime-silica melts. He therefore couples the equilibrium constant $K_A$ of this reaction:

$$K_A = \frac{a_{\text{O}^-}^2}{a_{\text{O}^2-} \cdot a_{\text{O}^0}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.34)

with the equilibrium constant $K_B$ for the dissociation reaction for sodium sulphate (according to Papadopoulos the most stable sulphate in molten glass):

$$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4(l) \rightleftharpoons \text{Na}_2\text{O}(l) + \text{SO}_3(g)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.35)

$$K_B = \frac{a_{\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4}}{a_{\text{SO}_3} \cdot a_{\text{Na}_2\text{O}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.36)

Subsequently, the activity of $\text{Na}_2\text{O}$ is written as [47]:

$$a_{\text{Na}_2\text{O}} = \frac{a_{\text{Na}^+}^2 \cdot a_{\text{O}^2-}}{a_{\text{O}^0}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.37)

Rearrangement of equations 3.34, 3.36 and 3.37 leads to:

$$a_{\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4} = p_{\text{SO}_3} \cdot \frac{K_B}{K_A} \cdot \frac{a_{\text{Na}^+}^2 \cdot a_{\text{O}^2-}}{a_{\text{O}^0}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.38)

and written in concentrations:
\[
\left[ \text{SO}_3 \right] = \left[ \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \right] = p_{\text{SO}_3} \cdot \frac{K_B}{K_A} \cdot \frac{\gamma_{\text{Na}^+}^2 \cdot \gamma_{\text{O}_2}^2}{\gamma_{\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4} \cdot \gamma_{\text{O}}^0} \cdot \frac{\left[ \text{Na}^+ \right]^2 \cdot \left[ \text{O}^{-2} \right]}{[\text{O}^0]} \quad (3.39)
\]

with \( \gamma_i \) = the activity coefficient of component \( i \).
The parameter \( \left[ \text{Na}^+ \right]^2 \cdot \left[ \text{O}^{-2} \right]/[\text{O}^0] \) can be calculated for any glass melt on the basis of the theoretical composition. Papadopoulos plotted the SO_3-content (calculated for a standard SO_3 pressure of 0.010 atm) in various soda-lime-silica glasses against this parameter, and obtained a straight line. The SO_3 solubility can be predicted for any soda-silica glass composition by calculating the parameter \( \left[ \text{Na}^+ \right]^2 \cdot \left[ \text{O}^{-2} \right]/[\text{O}^0] \) and reading off the SO_3 content from the gauge curve.
The solubility of SO_3 in glass melts containing little or no soda can not be predicted by this method.

### 3.5.5 A thermodynamic approach, based on activity coefficients

According to Buhler [48], the difficulty in describing the experimental facts with the existing theory (equation 3.3) can be overcome by starting from reaction schemes based on molecules instead of ions. In general, the redox reaction scheme should be given by

\[
x \text{Red} + \frac{n}{2} \text{O}_2 \rightarrow y \text{Ox}
\]

The redox reaction of iron in molten glass can then be described by:

\[
\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \rightarrow 2 \text{FeO} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]

and the reaction equilibrium constant \( K(T) \) by:

\[
K(T) = \frac{a_{\text{FeO}}^{1/2} \cdot a_{\text{O}_2}^{1/2}}{a_{\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3}} = \frac{\gamma_{\text{FeO}}^{1/2} \cdot \gamma_{\text{O}_2}^{1/2}}{\gamma_{\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3}} \cdot \frac{[\text{FeO}]^{1/2}}{[\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3]}
\]

(3.42)

This reaction equilibrium constant does not contain the activity of the free oxide ion. It is applicable for all glass compositions, with the restriction that the activity coefficients of FeO and Fe_2O_3 depend on the glass structure, the temperature and the FeO and Fe_2O_3 concentrations. The measurements of the redox reaction equilibria can be used to calculate these activity coefficients. According to Buhler [48], the ratio of the activity coefficients, \( \gamma (\gamma = \gamma_{\text{Ox}}^{y/\gamma_{\text{Red}}^{x}}) \), for iron (FeO-Fe_2O_3) ranges from 0.8 to 30 at 1200°C in different glasses. For chromium (CrO_3-Cr_2O_3) the ratio of the activity coefficients in Na_2O-2SiO_2 at 1400°C is 10^{-9} [48].

The redox reaction of iron can also be described as:
Redox reactions depending on the glass composition

\[
\left(2\text{Fe}^{3+} + 3\text{O}^{2-}_{\text{Fe}^{III}}\right) = \left(2\text{Fe}^{2+} + 2\text{O}^{2-}_{\text{Fe}^{II}}\right) + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2 \quad (3.43)
\]

If all \(\text{O}^{2-}\)-ions exhibit the same behaviour, independent of the nature of their neighbouring cations, the reaction scheme proposed by Johnston is valid. The condition can be formulated as:

\[
\text{O}^{2-}_{\text{Fe}^{III}} = \text{O}^{2-}_{\text{Fe}^{II}} = \text{O}^{2-} \quad (3.44)
\]

and the redox reaction scheme then becomes:

\[
\text{Fe}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}^{2-} = \text{Fe}^{2+} + \frac{1}{4}\text{O}_2 \quad (3.45)
\]

The redox reaction equilibrium constant of this reaction is:

\[
K_{\text{Fe,ionic}}^{**}(T) = \frac{\left[\text{Fe}^{2+}\right] \cdot \text{p}^{1/4}_{\text{O}_2}}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]} \quad (3.46)
\]

For a given glass composition, temperature and oxygen equilibrium pressure, the percentage of reduced iron (\% \(\text{Fe}^{2+}\)) is according to equation 3.46 independent of the total iron concentration:

\[
\% \text{Fe}^{2+} = \frac{100\% \cdot \left[\text{Fe}^{2+}\right]}{[\text{Fe}]_{\text{total}}} = \frac{100\% \cdot K_{\text{Fe,ionic}}^{**}(T)}{K_{\text{Fe,ionic}}^{**}(T) + \text{p}^{1/4}_{\text{O}_2}} \quad (3.47)
\]

The results of Paul [5] indicate, that the percentage of reduced iron does depend on the total iron concentration. Therefore reaction 3.45 appears to be incorrect. If the reaction scheme based on molecules is taken as starting-point, the percentage of reduced iron does depend on the total iron concentration.

The reaction equilibrium constant of reaction 3.41 is given by:

\[
K_{\text{Fe,molecular}}(T) = \frac{a^{2}_{\text{FeO} \cdot \sqrt{\text{p}O_2}}}{a_{\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3}} = \frac{\gamma^{2}_{\text{FeO}} \cdot \beta^{2} \cdot \left[\text{Fe}^{2+}\right]^{2} \cdot \text{p}^{1/2}_{\text{O}_2}}{\gamma_{\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3} \cdot \alpha} \quad (3.48)
\]

with \(a_{i} = \gamma_{i}^{[i]}\)

\[
[\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3] = \alpha \cdot [\text{Fe}^{3+}]
\]

\[
[\text{FeO}] = \beta \cdot [\text{Fe}^{2+}] \quad (3.49)
\]

and under certain conditions [48,49], the percentage of reduced iron is according to Buhler:

\[
\% \text{Fe}^{2+} = \frac{100\%}{1 + \sqrt{g \cdot [\text{Fe}]_{\text{total}}}} \quad (3.50)
\]
and \( g \) is defined in [48]. With the aid of this approximation, the qualitative effect of the total iron concentration on the percentage reduced iron can be predicted. The quantitative effect cannot be predicted, because the factor \( g \) includes the activity coefficients of FeO and \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \), and they depend on their concentrations.

### 3.6 PREDICTIONS OF THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIUM CONSTANT, BASED ON THE GLASS COMPOSITION

The various methods to predict the redox reaction equilibrium constant based on the glass composition all have their disadvantages. The method proposed by Pyare (chapter 3.5.3), based on the hypothetical presence of peroxides in the molten glass, provides for additional questions. The reaction schemes are incomplete and the nature of the reacting oxygen \( \text{O(glass)} \) is not discussed. Moreover, the free oxygen ion activity \( a_{\text{O}_2} \) and the new parameter \( K_{\text{peroxide}} \) are unknown. Therefore this method is both from a theoretical and a practical point of view useless and senseless.

The disadvantages of the method proposed by Hirashima (complex formation of the metal ions, chapter 3.5.2) are:
- the activity of the free oxygen ion, \( a_{\text{O}_2} \), remains present as an unknown parameter in the equation for the redox reaction equilibrium constant;
- more data on the redox reaction equilibrium constants of all polyvalent elements as a function of glass composition and temperature are needed to obtain usable reaction schemes;
- in many cases (iron, vanadium, tin) more than one reaction scheme is needed to account for the behaviour of the polyvalent elements in high and low temperature regions;
- the data concerning the coordination states of the transition metals have generally been derived for glasses at room temperature. These data may not be representative for the "tendency to form complexes" in the molten glass. It is unlikely that in the near future the redox reaction equilibria of polyvalent elements in molten glass can be predicted from simple reaction schemes for the complex formation.

The presence of metaloxide molecules in the molten glass, as suggested by Buhler (chapter 3.5.5), is highly unlikely. In the glass melt, the metal ions will be surrounded by oxide ions. It is impossible to identify discrete molecular units [42].
Moreover, the theory has no practical application because the activity coefficients of the metal oxides in molten glass are unknown. The ratio of the activity coefficients can be obtained by measuring the redox ratios of the metal ions in the selected glass melt with the exact metal concentration and comparing the redox ratios with the theoretical data for pure solid metal oxide systems. But then, the measured redox ratios might as well be used directly in the redox reaction equilibrium equation 3.9.

Furthermore, the reaction equilibrium 3.48 implies that the following relation between oxygen equilibrium pressure and the valency state of iron holds:

\[
\frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}]}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]} \sim \sqrt{P_{O_2}} \quad (3.51)
\]

while the data of Johnston [17] indicate that for the redox ratio the equation:

\[
\frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}]}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]} \sim P_{O_2}^{1/4} \quad (3.52)
\]

is approximately valid. By applying an assumption with relation to the activity coefficients of Fe$_2$O$_3$ and FeO and $\alpha$ and $\beta$ (as defined in equations 3.48 and 3.49), Buhler was able to arrive at the same equation. This assumption however is not verifiable, because $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are unknown.

The main advantage of the theory proposed by Buhler is that it provides for an explanation for the dependency of the redox ratio of iron on the total iron concentration. This concentration dependency was found by several workers [5] in quenched glass samples containing 0.04-1 weight-% Fe. However this phenomenon can also be explained by assuming the activity coefficients of the Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ ions to be dependent of the concentration. Then equation 3.7 is not valid. The redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^*(T)$ should then be established again for any concentration of M. Therefore the theory proposed by Buhler can be regarded as unlikely and insignificant.

Two of the methods described in chapter 3.5 have practical significance. Baucke determined the optical basicity of glass samples with spectral measurements. The redox ratios of some polyvalent ions in the sample could be predicted with the aid of a gauge curve, in which the redox ratio of one polyvalent element is plotted against the optical basicity of glass samples. The composition of the glass samples however may not differ too much. According to Baucke, the measurements at room temperature are also representative for the redox ratios at elevated temperatures, even if the glass sample contains two polyvalent elements [22]. This method therefore offers the possibility to predict redox
ratios on the basis of the glass composition, but does not provide for a theoretical background.

The method proposed by Douglas et.al. and Papadopoulos (chapter 3.5.4) accounts for the amount of bridging, non-bridging and free oxide ions in the melt. If a gauge curve of the redox ratio of the polyvalent element of interest has been made for glass samples of (slightly) varying composition, the redox ratio of this polyvalent element can be predicted for a glass with an intermediate composition. This method is even valid for sulphur-containing glasses.

At the moment, it is not possible to predict the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}$ of a polyvalent ion for any glass composition. Only if the redox reaction equilibria have been determined in various glass samples with a slightly different composition, a reliable prediction can be made. But for deviating glasses, or for glasses containing lower or higher concentrations of the polyvalent element, the reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ has to be determined independently.

In this thesis, the reaction equilibrium constants of iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur in soda-lime-silica glass, TV-glass and E-glass will be treated. The constants could not be predicted on the basis of the glass composition, because adequate gauge curves are not available. For the three glass compositions, separate measurements have been made. It was not possible to prove or disprove the presented theories for the dependency of the redox ratios on the glass composition on the basis of these measurements.
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Chapter 4
Determination of the equilibrium constants
of redox reactions in molten glass
- An overview -

4.1 THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIUM
As we have seen in chapter 3, polyvalent elements like iron, antimony and sulphur in molten glass can convert from one valency state into another. The electron donator or acceptor for this conversion in silica-based glasses is usually oxygen. The overall-reaction is generally presented by:
\[ M^{(x+n)+} + \frac{n}{2} O_2^2- \rightarrow M^{x+} + \frac{n}{4} O_2 \] (4.1)
The importance of the equilibrium state of these redox reactions has been discussed in chapter 3. The redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) has been defined as
\[ K^{**}(T) = \left[ \frac{[M^{x+}] \cdot P_{O_2}^{n/4}}{[M^{(x+n)+}]} \right] \] (4.2)
The equilibrium state of this reaction depends strongly on the temperature. The redox reaction equilibrium constant can be written as a function of the enthalpy \( \Delta H^{**} \) and entropy \( \Delta S^{**} \) (assuming the enthalpy and entropy are no functions of the temperature):
\[ K^{**}(T) = \exp \left\{ \frac{-\Delta H^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{**}}{R_g} \right\} \] (4.3)
with \( R_g = \text{gas constant} \quad 8.314 \text{ J-mole}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1} \)
\( T = \text{absolute temperature} \quad [K] \)
Note: the reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) is based on ion concentrations and the oxygen equilibrium gas pressure, because these quantities can be measured. The equilibrium constant \( K^{**} \) strongly depends on the glass composition and may also depend on the concentration of the polyvalent element. The effect of the glass composition on the equilibrium \( K^{**}(T) \) is not clear. Therefore, measurements of the equilibrium state as a function of temperature in one glass composition can not be used to predict the equilibrium state in another glass (see chapter 3).
The colour of the glass melt and the final product depend on the equilibrium state of some polyvalent elements like iron, chromium and sulphur. The fining action of fining agents like antimony and cerium is dependent on their equilibrium state (see chapter 3). A qualitative and quantitative insight in the redox reaction equilibrium of the elements iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur in some commercial glasses is the main objective of this thesis. Therefore, the equilibrium constants $K^{**}$ have been measured as a function of temperature.

The equilibrium constants of the redox reactions can be determined by different methods. The methods can be divided into two categories:

1. A glass melt is equilibrated with a certain atmosphere at a fixed temperature, and then the melt is cooled down rapidly to room temperature. Subsequently the valency state of the polyvalent elements is determined with spectrophotometric or wet chemical analysis (redox titration).

2. With the aid of electrochemical or spectral methods the equilibrium of the redox reaction is measured in situ in the molten glass.

Various techniques from both categories have been applied by several researchers to determine the redox reaction equilibrium constants in glasses. The results are not always in agreement, and this might arise from the differences in the analysing methods or conditions. Therefore, the main lines of the different methods will be discussed in this chapter: the analysis of glass samples after the cooling of molten glass in section 4.2 and the in situ measurements in section 4.3. The advantages and disadvantages of all methods will be outlined briefly.

For the determination of the equilibrium constants for iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur in some commercial glasses in this thesis, different analysing methods have been used. The emphasis however lies on two electrochemical methods. These are:

- the on-line measurements of the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the molten glass with the aid of an oxygen sensor;
- square wave voltammetry measurements.

In section 4.4, the choice for these methods is motivated.
Some processing of the results of these measurements is necessary to obtain information on the redox reaction equilibria. This is rather complicated and requires a thorough knowledge of the theoretical backgrounds of the techniques. Therefore, the basic principles of the electrochemistry will be elucidated in chapter 5.2. Subsequently, the applications and processing of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements will be explained in section 5.4 and the square wave voltammetry measurements are discussed in section 5.5.

4.2 MEASUREMENTS OF THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIUM STATE AFTER COOLING

A glass with a well-known composition containing one polyvalent element is heated in a certain atmosphere at a fixed temperature. After some time, the gases in the molten glass are assumed to be in equilibrium with the atmosphere. The melt should then be free of bubbles. Generally the oxygen pressure $p_{O_2}$ of equation 4.2 is assumed to be equal to the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere. Then the melt is cooled down rapidly by quenching it in water or by pouring it out on a cool surface.

If the melt contains only one polyvalent element, and if the concentration of this element is much larger than the concentration of oxygen which can be physically dissolved, the redox ratio does not shift if the temperature decreases fast enough (see chapter 3.2.3). The oxygen pressure of equation 4.2 is then known, and the valency state of the polyvalent element can be measured with spectral techniques or chemical analysis.

Note: if the glass contains more than one polyvalent element, or if the oxygen concentration lies in the same order of magnitude as the concentration of the polyvalent element (or larger), the redox reaction equilibrium may change during cooling (see chapter 3, sections 2.3 and 2.5). Furthermore, the equilibrium state may shift if the cooling of the melt takes a long time, because then oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere diffuses into the melt.
4.2.1 Spectral techniques to investigate the valency state of polyvalent elements

4.2.1.1 Spectrophotometry
The absorption of infrared, visible and ultraviolet radiation in a glass sample can depend on the amount and valency state of the polyvalent ions, for instance iron, chromium, nickel and copper. By comparing the transmission spectra of the glass sample with the spectra of standards, the concentration of these polyvalent elements in the different valency states can be determined [1,2,3,4]. The wavelength region that should be scanned depends on the polyvalent element to be investigated. Often, only the concentration of one of the valency states of the polyvalent ion is measured. The concentration of the other valency state is then calculated from the difference between the total concentration of the polyvalent element and the measured concentration of the first mentioned valency state.

Spectrophotometric measurements are often used to determine the amount of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in glass samples. Fe$^{2+}$ gives a broad absorption peak at 1000 nm and Fe$^{3+}$ gives small peaks at about 300 nm [1].

4.2.1.2 Other spectral methods
Depending on the nature of the polyvalent element, some other spectral methods can be used to measure the concentration of the different valency states. For instance, the concentration of pentavalent and trivalent antimony, [Sb$^{5+}$] and [Sb$^{3+}$], can be determined using Mössbauer spectroscopy [5]. The concentrations of the pentavalent and of the trivalent state of arsenic, [As$^{+3}$] and [As$^{5+}$], in glass samples have been determined with the aid of Raman-scattering [6,7].

4.2.2 Other techniques to determine the concentration of polyvalent elements in glass samples
The total concentration of the different elements can be measured with X-ray fluorescence. The sulphide and total sulphur concentrations in flat glass samples can be determined with optical and electron paramagnetic resonance investigations [8].
4.2.3 Wet-chemical analysis of the valency state of polyvalent elements in glass samples

After equilibration and cooling of the molten glass, the glass samples are grinded. Subsequently, they are dissolved in a strong acid (HF or a combination of HF and another acid). It is assumed that during this procedure, the valency state of the polyvalent element does not change. Sometimes the decomposition of the glass samples have to be performed under an atmosphere without oxygen (Ar [9] or CO₂ [10]) in order to avoid oxidation of the reduced form of the polyvalent element.

The concentration of (one of) the valency states can then be determined by titration with the proper oxidator or reductor. The methods are called after the determination of the endpoint: potentiometry, polarography or colorimetry. The procedures of the chemical analyses of the following polyvalent elements are described in detail in:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Fe}^{2+} & \quad [10] \\
\text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Fe}_{\text{total}} & \quad [8,11] \\
\text{Fe}^{2+}/\text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{Fe}_{\text{total}} & \quad [12] \\
\text{Sb}^{3+} & \quad [9,10,13] \\
\text{As}^{5+}/\text{As}_{\text{total}} & \quad [14] \\
\text{As}^{3+}/\text{As}^{5+}/\text{As}_{\text{total}} & \quad [10] \\
\text{Ce}^{4+}/\text{Ce}_{\text{total}} & \quad [9,15,16] \\
\text{Cr}^{6+} & \quad [15] \\
\text{S}^{2-}/\text{S}_{\text{total}} & \quad [8,15,17]
\end{align*}
\]

The presence of other polyvalent elements may inhibit an accurate determination of the valency state of the element of interest.

4.2.4 Other analysing methods for the determination of the valency state of polyvalent elements in acid solutions

After dissolution of the grinded glass samples in strong phosphoric acid, the sulphide and total sulphate concentrations can be determined with ion chromatography [17]. The amounts of SO₄²⁻ and SO₃²⁻ in a strong HF/HCl solution can be measured spectrophotometrically, at wavelengths of 530 nm and 520 nm respectively [18].

Glass samples containing antimony can be dissolved in a mixture of HClO₄, HF and HNO₃. The total concentration of antimony in this solution can be deter-
mined by inductively coupled plasma emission spectrometry, using the Sb emission at a wavelength of 231.15 nm [13].

In these cases, it is assumed that during the dissolution procedure, the valency state of the polyvalent element does not change.

4.2.5 Advantages and disadvantages of redox ratio measurements after cooling

Advantages of analysis of the valency state of polyvalent elements at room temperature are:
- the analyses can be performed with a relatively simple laboratory set-up and chemicals. In principle standard equipment can be used.

Disadvantages:
- The molten glass has to come in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere. This will take some time, because the diffusion of oxygen into or out of the glass melt is slow (see chapter 2.2.6). The time, necessary to equilibrate the glass, must be determined experimentally. Many glass samples should be exposed to a certain atmosphere for different times, and then cooled rapidly to room temperature. Subsequently, the redox ratios in all glass samples must be determined. Only if the redox ratios are the same in samples molten during different periods, the molten glass will probably have been equilibrated [11,16]. The final redox ratio should not depend on the initial valency state of the polyvalent element. For instance if ferrous oxalate is added to the batch instead of Fe$_2$O$_3$, the final redox ratio [Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$] should obtain the same value [11].
- Paul [11,15] demonstrated, that the equilibration time for small glass samples (about 10 grams) is extremely long (60 hours). The equilibration can be speeded up somewhat by stirring of the glass. The long waiting time can lead to other problems:
  * evaporation of glass components like Na or B. This will change the glass composition;
  * corrosion of the crucible material. An increase in the Al$_2$O$_3$ content of the glass, due to corrosive attack of the Al$_2$O$_3$-crucible by the molten glass (8-10%) altered the ferrous-ferric equilibrium to a considerable extent [11]. SiO$_2$-crucibles are corroded by the molten glass as well, but have little influence on the redox ratio [11];
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* a shift of the redox ratio due to interactions with the crucible material. Platinum may have an oxidizing influence on the ferrous-ferric equilibrium in glasses containing less than about 30 mole% alkali oxide [11]. As an explanation for this phenomenon, Paul [11] assumed that platinum dissolves in the melt as Pt$^{4+}$ and then reacts with iron:

$$\frac{1}{2} \text{Pt}^{4+} + \text{Fe}^{2+} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \text{Pt} + \text{Fe}^{3+}$$ (4.4)

This theory is supported by the fact that on the surface of the glass melt metallic platinum has been found.

- The redox reaction equilibrium can change during the cooling of the melt. Close and Tillman have demonstrated that the cooling rate has an influence on the final redox ratio of glasses containing both iron and chromium [15]. The redox ratio should, according to the theory (chapter 3) not shift during cooling if the melt contains only one polyvalent element and if the concentration of O$_2$ in the melt is small in comparison to the concentration of the polyvalent ion. The physically dissolved O$_2$ equilibrium concentration is thought to be linearly dependent on the oxygen partial pressure in the surrounding atmosphere (chapter 2):

$$[O_2] = L_{O2} \cdot P_{O2}$$ (4.5)

The physical solubility of oxygen $L_{O2}$ is not known for most glasses, and therefore the concentration of O$_2$ in the molten glass can not be estimated. However it is generally assumed to be less than 10 mole-m$^{-3}$ at 1 bar O$_2$ pressure (see chapter 5.4). Many reseachers therefore assume that the concentration of the polyvalent element exceeds that of the physically dissolved oxygen by some orders of magnitude [5,19].

- In order to avoid shifts in the redox ratio during cooling, the melt should contain only one polyvalent element. Therefore the batch ingredients should be chosen with care.

- In case of wet-chemical analysis, the redox ratio may change while the glass is grinded and dissolved in the acid solution. In order to avoid oxidation of the reduced form of the polyvalent element, the dissolution is sometimes performed under an argon [9] or CO$_2$ [10] atmosphere. It is uncertain if these precautions are sufficient to prevent conversion of the valency state of polyvalent elements.

- The concentrations of the polyvalent elements in the glass samples is usually low, in the order of 0.5 weight-%. The accuracy of the analysis might be insufficient, especially if the concentration of only one valency state is determined, while the total concentration of the polyvalent element is...
derived from the prepared glass composition.

- Reliable standards are necessary to calibrate the analysing methods, for instance in the case of spectrometric measurements.

4.3 DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF THE REDOX REACTION EQUILIBRIUM IN THE MOLTEN GLASS

In order to avoid shifts in the redox reaction equilibrium during cooling, the equilibrium can best be measured in situ. Up to now, two kinds of analysing methods which are applicable for molten glass have been developed:

- emission spectroscopy;
- electrochemical methods.

4.3.1 Emission spectroscopy

4.3.1.1 Emission spectroscopic measurements of molten glass [2,20]

The radiation emitted from the glass and its surroundings at high temperatures can be measured using a Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer. The signal can be converted into the absorption coefficient of Fe$^{2+}$, and this quantity is directly related to the volume average Fe$^{2+}$ content of the glass melt.

4.3.1.2 Procedure [2]

A Pt75-Rh25-crucible containing the melt is placed in a small, electrically heated furnace. The radiation emitted from the glass and the crucible leaves the furnace through an aperture in the top, and is collimated into a Fourier transform infrared spectrophotometer. The emissivity of the platinum crucible can be mathematically subtracted from the emissivity of the glass melt. The resulting emissivity is converted into the absorption coefficient of Fe$^{2+}$. Goldman and Berg [21] demonstrated that room- and high-temperature absorptions due to Fe$^{2+}$ are identical at 1.67 μm. They also showed that Fe$^{2+}$ absorption in the melt is related to the Fe$^{2+}$ concentration. Based on these conclusions, a volume average Fe$^{2+}$ content can be obtained directly, and Fe$^{3+}$ can be calculated from the difference in total iron content and Fe$^{2+}$ content. After some time the ratio [Fe$^{3+}$]/[Fe$^{2+}$] remained constant. The melt was assumed to be in equilibrium with air, and the oxygen equilibrium pressure $p_{O2}$ in the glass is taken to be 0.21 bar. Since the concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ are known, the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ can be calculated.
4.3.1.3 Advantages and disadvantages of emission spectroscopy

Advantages of this method are:

- the measurements can be made in situ;
- the method is fast, and therefore oxidation processes that take place in the melt can be followed;
- the analysing method has no influence on the oxidation state of the molten glass;
- the results can be related directly to the transmission coefficient in the molten glass, which is the deciding parameter for the heat penetration in the industrial glass melting tank [20].

Disadvantages:

- the measurements require a rather complicated experimental set-up;
- the measured data (the emissivity of both glass and crucible) has to be converted to the concentration of Fe$^{2+}$ by way of comprehensive mathematical Fourier transformations;
- at the moment, the method is only applicable for iron-containing glasses;
- the influence of other polyvalent elements on the measurement of ferrous iron is not clear.

4.3.2 Electrochemical techniques

4.3.2.1 Electrochemical techniques in molten glass

Molten glass is, just like an aqueous solution, an electrolyt. The electrical conduction through molten glass takes place by migration of the mobile alkali ions Li$^+$, Na$^+$ and K$^+$ [22]. Barton proved, that migration of sodium ions in molten glass indeed occurs [23]. Therefore all electrochemical techniques that are used to measure the ion concentrations or the redox reaction equilibria in aqueous solutions can be applied in the glass melts on the condition that suitable electrodes (especially reference electrodes and selective electrodes) can be found.

4.3.2.2 Quantities that can be measured with electrochemical methods

The electrochemical methods can be divided into the categories:

- potentiometric experiments, in which the current is zero. In this type of measurements, a deviation from the equilibrium state, usually a concentration difference, between two electrodes is measured as the potential difference between these electrodes;
- voltammetric techniques: the potential of one electrode, the working electrode, is forced to adhere to a known program. The resulting current is measured as a function of the applied potential. So in this type of measurements, the existing equilibrium state is disturbed by applying a potential difference, and the reaction of the system to this disturbance, a current, is measured;
- other techniques (not discussed in this thesis).

**Potentiometric experiments**

In potentiometric experiments, the difference in electrochemical potential between two electrodes is measured. This potential difference can under certain conditions be converted into a difference in concentration of a certain ion at the two electrodes.

With potentiometric experiments, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the molten glass can be measured. To do this, two platinum electrodes are used. One of them is dipped in the glass melt, the other is flushed with a reference gas with a known partial oxygen pressure \( p_{O_2} \) (reference gas). This reference electrode and gas are separated from the melt by an \( O_2^- \)-conducting material. If the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the molten glass, \( p_{O_2} \) (glass melt), differs from the partial oxygen pressure in the reference gas, a potential difference between the electrodes arises.

If the electrodes were short-circuited, redox reactions would take place at the electrodes in order to neutralize the difference. At the electrode, at which the oxygen pressure is higher, the following reaction would take place:

\[
O_2 + 4 e^- \rightarrow 2 O^{2-} \quad (4.6)
\]

The \( O^{2-} \)-ions travel through the \( O^{2-} \)-conducting material to the electrode at which the oxygen pressure is lower. There it reacts to \( O_2 \):

\[
2 O^{2-} \rightarrow O_2 + 4 e^- \quad (4.7)
\]

The electrons that are liberated during this reaction are transported to the other electrode. This process continues until the oxygen pressure is the same at both electrodes.

During the potentiometric experiments, the electrodes are not short-circuited, but are connected with a high impedance voltmeter. Now a negligible small current flows through the system. The driving force of the redox reactions is measured as the potential difference \( E_m \) between the two electrodes:
Determination of the equilibrium constants

\[ E_m = \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln \left( \frac{p_{O_2} \text{(glass melt)}}{p_{O_2} \text{(reference gas)}} \right) \] (4.8)

The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt, \( p_{O_2} \text{(glass melt)} \), is now given by:

\[ p_{O_2} \text{(glass melt)} = p_{O_2} \text{(reference gas)} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{4 \cdot F \cdot E_m}{R_g \cdot T} \right) \] (4.9)

Since the oxygen equilibrium pressure dominates the redox state of the glass, this quantity is of great interest for glass technologists. If the dependency of the oxygen equilibrium pressure on the temperature is known, the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{\circ}(T) \) and the enthalpy \( \Delta H^{\circ} \) and entropy \( \Delta S^{\circ} \) can be obtained by mathematical operation of the experimental data (see chapter 5.4).

**Voltammetric techniques [24]**

Three electrodes are dipped in the molten glass: the working, counter and reference electrode. By applying a potential difference between the working electrode and the reference electrode in a glass melt containing electro-active species, the redox reaction equilibrium of these components in the surroundings of the working electrode can be forced in one direction. For instance, if the potential of the working electrode is sufficiently negative with respect to its equilibrium value, the reaction

\[ v_{Ox,1} O_x + n_1 e^- \rightarrow v_{Red,1} Red_1 \] (4.10)

occurs at the working electrode, and the equilibrium of this reaction is forced to the right. The electrons that are needed for this reaction are released by a redox reaction at the counter electrode. This reaction can be written as:

\[ v_{Ox,2} O_x + n_2 e^- \leftarrow v_{Red,2} Red_2 \] (4.11)

and the equilibrium of this reaction is shifted to the left. The overall reaction scheme is:

\[ v_{Ox,1} O_x + \frac{n_1}{n_2} v_{Red,1} Red_1 = v_{Ox,2} O_x + \frac{n_1}{n_2} v_{Red,2} Red_2 \] (4.12)

The electrons are not transferred through the glass melt, but flow from the counter to the working electrode. The current can be measured as a function of the applied potential between working and reference electrode. Since no current passes through the reference electrode, the potential of this electrode can be regarded as constant (see chapter 5.2.6).
Notice that in the voltammetric techniques, the redox reaction equilibrium state is deliberately disturbed by changing the activation energy of the reaction. The extent of the shift of the equilibrium state at a certain potential is measured as the current that flows between the electrodes.

The applied potential-time curve might be very complicated. In a voltamogram, the measured current is plotted against the applied potential. The shape of this curve depends on many factors. The height of the current in a convection-free system is governed by:
- the total concentration of the reacting species \((1)\), \(C_{\text{reactant}}\), which is in most voltammetric experiments equal to the total concentration of the redox-active species \((1)\), \(C_{\text{total}}\);
- the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species \((1)\), \(D_{\text{reactant}}\) (the reactants have to be transported to the surface of the electrodes before they can react);
- the surface area of the working electrode \(A\);
- the amount of electrodes transferred \(n_1\).

One of these factors can be derived from the voltammogram if the others are known.

The shape of the voltammogram depends on the applied potential-time curve. For instance a Square Wave Voltammogram shows an almost symmetrical peak at \(E^0\) (or more exactly: the formal potential \(E^{0'}\), see chapter 5.5) for a reversible redox reaction. At the standard potential, the following statement is valid [24]:

\[
\frac{a_{\text{Ox},1}^{v}}{a_{\text{Red},1}^{v}} = 1 \quad \text{(4.13)}
\]

in which \(a_{\text{Ox}}\) is the activity of the oxidant. The equilibrium state of the redox reaction at any potential \(E\) can be calculated by [24]:

\[
\frac{R_g \cdot T}{n_1 \cdot F} \ln \frac{a_{\text{Ox},1}^{v}}{a_{\text{Red},1}^{v}} = E - E^0 \quad \text{(4.14)}
\]

**Note:** the measured potential is the potential difference between working and reference electrode. Only if the reference electrode is the standard hydrogen electrode (at which the potential is always zero), the standard potential \(E^0\) reflects the potential of the half cell

\(v_{\text{Ox},1} \text{O}_1 + n_1 \text{e}^- = v_{\text{Red},1} \text{Red}_1\) at the working electrode.
In molten silicate glass, the electroactive species are the polyvalent elements and oxygen. If the working electrode is negative with regard to its equilibrium value, the following reaction may occur at the working electrode:

\[ M^{(x+n)+} + n \, e^- \rightarrow M^{x+} \]  

(4.15)

and at the counter electrode, \( O^{2-} \) from the melt can be oxidized:

\[ O_2 + 4 \, e^- \rightarrow 2 \, O^{2-} \]  

(4.16)

The overall reaction scheme is:

\[ M^{(x+n)+} + n/2 \, O^{2-} \rightarrow M^{x+} + n/4 \, O_2 \]  

(4.17)

The measured potential \( E^0 \) now reflects the potential difference between working and reference electrode, and at the standard potential of this reaction the following statement applies:

\[ \frac{a_{M^{x+}} (\text{melt}) \cdot p_{O_2}^{n/4} (\text{reference gas})}{a_{M^{(x+n)+}} (\text{melt}) \cdot a_{O_2}^{n/2} (\text{reference electrode})} = 1 \]  

(4.18)

At any other potential \( E \), the reaction equilibrium constant can be determined:

\[ \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \frac{a_{M^{x+}} (\text{melt}) \cdot p_{O_2}^{n/4} (\text{reference gas})}{a_{M^{(x+n)+}} (\text{melt}) \cdot a_{O_2}^{n/2} (\text{reference electrode})} = E - E^0 \]  

(4.19)

Before the beginning of the experiment, the potential difference between working and reference electrode is \( E_{\text{melt}} \). This potential difference is caused by the difference in oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt at the surface of the working electrode, \( p_{O_2}(\text{melt}) \), and the partial oxygen pressure in the reference electrode, \( p_{O_2}(\text{reference gas}) \). Similar to equation 4.8, the potential difference \( E_{\text{melt}} \) is given by:

\[ E_{\text{melt}} = \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{p_{O_2}(\text{melt})}{p_{O_2}(\text{reference gas})} \]  

(4.20)

The equilibrium state of the redox reaction in the molten glass, before the beginning of the experiment, can be found by combining 4.19 and 4.20:

\[ \frac{a_{M^{x+}} (\text{melt}) \cdot p_{O_2}^{n/4} (\text{melt})}{a_{M^{(x+n)+}} (\text{melt}) \cdot a_{O_2}^{n/2} (\text{reference electrode})} = \exp \left( \frac{n \cdot F \cdot E^0}{R_g \cdot T} \right) \]  

(4.21)

The activity of \( O^{2-} \) both in the molten glass and at the reference electrode is usually assumed to be at unity (see chapter 5.5).

Strictly speaking, the peak in the square wave voltammograms is not located at the standard potential of the redox reaction, but at the "formal potential \( E^0\)."
(see chapter 5.5). Then the activities in equation 4.21 have to be replaced by concentrations:

\[
\frac{[M^{x+}]_{\text{(melt)}} \cdot p_{O_2}^{n/4}_{\text{(melt)}}}{[M^{(x+n)+}]_{\text{(melt)}}} = \exp \left( \frac{n \cdot F \cdot E^{0'}}{R_g \cdot T} \right) \quad (4.22)
\]

So from the position of the peak in the square wave voltammogram, the equilibrium state of reaction 4.1 can be derived directly. Furthermore, since the oxygen equilibrium pressure at the working electrode can be calculated from \(E_{\text{melt}}\) with the aid of equation 4.9, the redox ratio \([M^{x+}]/[M^{(x+n)+}]\) at the working electrode can be calculated.

The formal potential \(E^{0'}\) depends on the temperature. The temperature dependency can be expressed in terms of the enthalpy \(\Delta H^{**}\) and entropy \(\Delta S^{**}\) as defined in equation 3.14:

\[
\Delta S^{**} = n \cdot F \cdot \left( \frac{\delta E^{0'}}{\delta T} \right)_p \quad (4.23)
\]

\[
\Delta H^{**} = n \cdot F \cdot \left[ T \left( \frac{\delta E^{0'}}{\delta T} \right)_p - E^{0'} \right] \quad (4.24)
\]

The subscript \(p\) refers on a constant pressure, and this condition is usually satisfied in voltammetric experiments.

In case the redox reaction at the working electrode is not reversible, the shape of the curve can give information on the kinetics of the reaction. And if the reversible electron transfer is preceded or succeeded by a chemical reaction, as in the case of complex formation, the shape of the voltammogram is altered. With the aid of voltammetric measurements, the mechanism of the redox reaction can be established.

4.3.2.3 Advantages and disadvantages of the electrochemical determination of the redox reaction equilibrium in molten glass

The electrochemical techniques have their own advantages and disadvantages. Some general advantages are:

- electrochemical techniques can be applied to the molten state;
- some electrochemical techniques are very fast and can therefore be applied to study the equilibration time of the glass melt with the surrounding
atmosphere;
- a lot of information can be obtained with the electrochemical methods. The following parameter can be found:
  * total concentration of the reactant;
  * the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt $p_{O_2}$;
  * the redox ratio $[M^{x+}]/[M^{(x+n)+}]$;
  * the equilibrium state of the redox reaction 4.1 as defined in equation 4.2;
  * the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species (in both oxidized state $D_{Ox}$ and reduced state $D_{Red}$, see chapter 5.5);
  * the amount of electrons transferred.
Besides, the reaction mechanism can be unraveled.
- measurements can be performed in glasses containing a polyvalent element that has more than three valency states, like chromium [25];
- measurements can be performed in glasses containing more than one polyvalent element [26].

Disadvantages for the voltammetric measurements are:
- the potential region in which measurements can take place is limited: at positive potentials, oxygen gas is formed at the platinum working electrode. At potentials, less than -0.8 V, the glass matrix is reduced [25]. This restricts the applicability of the method to polyvalent elements that react in the potential region between 0 and -0.8 V at the temperatures of interest;
- expensive equipment is required (potentiostat).

4.4 THE TECHNIQUES USED FOR THE PRESENT STUDY
The in-situ techniques are clearly the most suitable for the determination of the redox reaction equilibrium constants as a function of temperature. Emission spectroscopy is at the moment only applicable for iron, while the electrochemical methods are suitable for most polyvalent elements. For these reasons, the electrochemical methods have been chosen for the determination of the redox behaviour of iron, cerium, antimony, chromium and sulphur in some commercial glasses. One of the voltammetric techniques, the square wave voltammetry, provides for accurate measurements of the standard potential of redox reactions, even at high temperatures. From this standard potential, the redox reaction equilibrium constant and the reaction enthalpy and entropy can be calculated. The square wave voltammetry has been used to study the redox reactions of iron, antimony, chromium and sulphur in molten glass. Due to the
limitations in the potential region that can be scanned, square wave voltammetry is not suitable for the determination of the redox reaction equilibrium constant of cerium in glass melts.

The oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements have been used to study the evolution of $O_2$ in glass batches and molten glass containing iron, antimony, cerium and sulphate. The measurements have also been used to calculate the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reactions or to verify the results from the square wave voltammetry experiments.

Unfortunately, the measurements of the two electrochemical techniques offer in some cases (particularly for glasses containing cerium or sulphate) insufficient information to obtain a complete picture of the redox reactions in the melts. Therefore, the measurements have in these cases been combined with wet-chemical measurements at room temperature. Before cooling the glass samples quickly to room temperature, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the molten glass has been measured. This offers the following advantages:

- $p_{O_2}$ from equation 4.2 is known exactly;
- the glass melt doesn't have to be in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere. Therefore no long equilibration times are needed and evaporation of glass components and corrosive attack of the crucible material will largely be avoided.

The theoretical backgrounds, experimental procedures and mathematical processing of the results of square wave voltammetry and oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements will be given in chapter 5.
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Chapter 5
 Electrochemical methods:
 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements
 and square wave voltammetry

5.1 INTRODUCTION
In the previous chapter the methods for the determination of the redox reaction equilibria in molten glass have been discussed. Two of these methods have been applied for the present investigation on the behaviour of iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur in soda-lime-silica glass, TV-screen glass and E-glass. These methods are:
- oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements;
- square wave voltammetry measurements.
The data from square wave voltammetry measurements can be related directly to the equilibrium constants of the redox reactions. In combination with oxygen pressure measurements the ratio of reduced to oxidized species in the glass melt can be derived. From the temperature dependency of the redox reaction equilibrium constants the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy can be calculated.

The oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can also be used by themselves to estimate $\Delta H^{\circ}$ and $\Delta S^{\circ}$ values. For this purpose a computer program has been developed.

The theoretical backgrounds, practical application and the mathematical elaborating of the results from these applied techniques will be given in this chapter (5.4 and 5.5). Some basic knowledge on electrochemistry is necessary to elucidate some of the aspects that will be discussed. Therefore the next two sections of this chapter are dedicated to electrochemical concepts (5.2) and the application of electrochemistry in molten glass (5.3).

5.2 ELECTROCHEMISTRY: SOME BASIC CONCEPTS [1,2]
5.2.1 The electrochemical potential of a species $i$
The electrochemical potential of a species $i$ depends on:
- the chemical potential;
- the electrical properties of the environment.

The chemical potential manifests itself through short-range forces which are almost electrical in nature. The chemical potential $\mu_i$ in a phase $\alpha$ is given by:
\[ \mu_i^\alpha = \left( \frac{\delta G}{\delta n_i} \right)_{T,P,n_{j\neq i}} \] (5.1)

with \( \mu_i^\alpha \) = chemical potential of species \( i \) in phase \( \alpha \) [J-mole\(^{-1}\)]
\( G \) = Gibbs-free energy [J-mole\(^{-1}\)]
\( n_i \) = number of moles of \( i \) in phase \( \alpha \)

The subscripts \( T,P,n_{j\neq i} \) refer to a constant temperature, pressure and number of moles of all the other species \( j \) in this system. This chemical potential can also be expressed using the activity of species \( i \) in phase \( \alpha \), \( a_i^\alpha \):

\[ \mu_i^\alpha = \mu_i^{0\alpha} + R_g \cdot T \cdot \ln a_i^\alpha \] (5.2)

with \( \mu_i^{0\alpha} \) = chemical potential of species \( i \) in the pure phase at unit activity [J-mole\(^{-1}\)]
\( R_g \) = gas constant 8.314 J-mole\(^{-1}\)-K\(^{-1}\)
\( T \) = absolute temperature [K]
\( a_i^\alpha \) = activity of component \( i \) in phase \( \alpha \)

The electrical properties of the environment are governed by its potential. The potential at any particular point \( \phi(x,y,z) \) is defined as the work required to bring a unit positive charge, without material interactions, from an infinite distance to point \( (x,y,z) \).

The electrochemical potential \( \bar{\mu}_i^\alpha \) for species \( i \) with charge \( z_i \) in phase \( \alpha \) is then given by:

\[ \bar{\mu}_i^\alpha = \mu_i^\alpha + z_i \cdot F \cdot \phi^\alpha \] (5.3)

and \( z_i \) = charge of species \( i \)
\( F \) = Faraday constant (charge of one mole of electrons) 96495 C-mole\(^{-1}\)
\( \phi^\alpha \) = potential of phase \( \alpha \) [V]

5.2.2 The interface between two phases
A system may consist of two different phases \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) separated by a phase boundary. If the system is in equilibrium, the chemical potentials of all species \( i \) present are equal in both phases:

\[ \bar{\mu}_i^\alpha = \bar{\mu}_i^\beta \] for all species \( i \) (5.4)
chemical investigations, because it can give qualitative and quantitative insight in the electrochemical behaviour of a chemical system.

5.2.3 Charge and charge transfer within one phase

The phases in electrochemical measurements should be conducting phases. If the charge is carried through the phase by the movement of ions, the phase is called an electrolyte. If the movement of electrons provides for the transport of charge, the phase is called an electrode.

If no current flows through a conductive phase, the potential $\phi$ is constant everywhere within this phase. Otherwise, the mobile charge carriers would move in response to the difference in potential in order to eliminate this difference. An excess charge on a conducting phase in equilibrium is therefore always located on the surface.

In metals, the thickness of the layer in which the excess of charge is located is negligibly thick. In electrolytes the excess charge is present as an excess of ions. The thickness of the layer that holds this excess of ions can range from a few angstroms to several thousands of angstroms [1].

Sometimes a real electrolyte features different behaviour at different locations. Then the electrolyte can be thought of as two solutions, separated by an interface. At this point mass transport processes attempt to mix the solutions until the two electrolytes are identical. The potential difference between the "two solutions" $\gamma$ and $\delta$ is called the junction potential $E_{\text{junction}}$. Its magnitude is given by [1]:

$$E_{\text{junction}} = (\phi_{\delta} - \phi_{\gamma}) = -\frac{R_G \cdot T}{F} \cdot \sum_{i} t_i \ln a_i$$

(5.5)

with $t_i = \text{transport number of component } i$

5.2.4 Charge transfer through the interface electrode/electrolyte

5.2.4.1 Current-determining processes at the surface of the electrode

A system consisting of an electrode and an electrolyte which are not in equilibrium may try to (re)establish equilibrium by transport of charge through the interface. In the electrode the charge is carried by electrons, in the electrolyte by the migration of ions. At the interface between the two phases, the electrons must be donated to or extracted from the ions. The rate of this electron transfer, the current, is governed by the rate of processes such as:
- mass transfer (of the reacting species from the bulk of the electrolyte to the electrode surface, and of the products from the electrode surface to the bulk of the electrolyte);
- electron transfer at the electrode surface by redox reactions;
- chemical reactions preceding or following the electron transfer;
- other surface reactions, such as adsorption, desorption or electro-deposition.

5.2.4.2 Potential of the electrode, relative to the potential of the electrolyte

When a current $i$ flows through the system each of these processes opposes the current, resulting in a certain resistance or, to be more precise, an impedance. The processes therefore cause potential differences or overpotentials [2]. The sum of these overpotentials is represented by the symbol $\eta$. The potential of the electrode with regard to the potential of the electrolyte, $E$, is then equal to the sum of the overpotential terms associated with the different reaction steps and the potential difference at which no charge transfer takes place ($E_{eq}$). In electrochemical experiments, the overpotentials are usually not constant, but a function of the current. Therefore the potential of the electrode changes upon passage of current.

5.2.4.3 The relation between potential, applied potential and current

By applying an external voltage on the system with the aid of a power supply, a current $i$ can be forced through the system. The potential of the electrode (relative to the potential of the electrolyte) shifts to a new value $E$. This potential is not equal to the applied potential because the transport of charge through the electrolyte experiences a resistance $R_s$ by the electrolyte. This causes a voltage drop equal to $i \cdot R_s$.

If the desired potential between the two phases is $E$, the magnitude of the required potential $E_{appl}$ is given by:

$$E_{appl} = E + i \cdot R_s = E_{eq} + \eta + i \cdot R_s$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.6)

with $R_s$ = solution resistance \hspace{1cm} [\Omega]

$E_{eq}$ = potential at which no net charge transfer takes place \hspace{1cm} [V]

$\eta$ = sum of the overpotentials \hspace{1cm} [V]

5.2.5 The electrochemical cell

A real electrochemical system through which a current can be forced with the aid of a power supply always consists of at least three phases: two electrodes and the electrolyte of interest. The electrodes are both connected to the external power supply. The circuit is closed when the electrodes are dipped in the electrolyte.
We can never examine the phenomena which appear at the surface of one of the electrodes directly: the results of electrochemical measurements are always dependent on phenomena which take place on all the interfaces of the circuit. This means that measured potential-current diagrams reflect the behaviour of electro-active species at both electrodes.

Most of the time only reactions that occur at one electrode are of analytical interest. If the potential of one of the electrodes does not change upon passage of current (ideal non-polarizable electrode, \( \eta \) at this electrode is zero), the potential of this electrode is fixed. If in addition the potential drop caused by the resistivity of the electrolyte, \( i \cdot R_s \) (see chapter 5.2.4) is low, the measured potential-current diagram reflects the electrochemical phenomena at the other electrode. However, in practice ideal non-polarizable behaviour does not occur and \( i \cdot R_s \) may be high. Therefore the experimental set-up of electrochemical measurements is designed to minimize the effects of the reactions on all but one interface. In case a current flows through the system this can be achieved by using a three-electrode system.

### 5.2.6 The three-electrode system

In the electrolyte (like molten glass) polyvalent ions may be present. These ions can donate or accept electrons at the electrode surface and therefore apply for electron transfer across the interfaces. In this thesis, the behaviour of the polyvalent ions is the subject of electrochemical studies.

The response of the system electrode-electrolyte after an abrupt change in one of the cell variables (\( T, E, i \)) can give information on the redox reactions of the polyvalent ions. For example if the applied potential is changed, a current between the electrodes can be measured. The current is related to the amount of electrons transferred, and therefore also to the redox ratio (ratio of reduced to oxidized polyvalent ions) in the electrolyte. However, the current can only be related to a redox ratio if the current is due to reactions at just one electrode surface. Therefore in most electrochemical measurements the three-electrode system is used.

The desired potential \( E \) is then applied between two of the electrodes (the working and the reference electrode), while the current that is accompanied by this potential flows through one of these electrodes (the working electrode) and the third electrode (the counter electrode). The resistance between working and
reference electrode is very high. Because negligible current flows through the reference electrode no current-dependeble potential drop will occur at its interface, and therefore its potential can be regarded as constant.

5.2.6.1 Working electrode
The reactions of interest take place at the surface of the working electrode. Therefore the material of which this electrode is made and the dimensions of the electrode should be chosen with care.

The surface area of the working electrode should be large enough to permit surface redox reactions and electron transfer to occur at a high rate. In some cases, also adsorption and desorption of electro-active species will occur. However, the dimensions of the working electrode should be much smaller than those of the electrolyte, because otherwise the current will be restricted by lack of reactants, and not by electrochemical properties of the polyvalent ions [3]. The depletion of the reactant at the surface area must be compensated by diffusion of the reactant from the bulk of the electrolyte to the surface of the electrode.

5.2.6.2 Counter electrode
The current flows through working and counter electrode. At the surface of the counter electrode, redox reactions occur to allow for electron transfer. These reactions should not determine the current rate. Therefore the reactions must be fast and the reactants of these reactions should be present in excess. Furthermore the surface area of the counter electrode should be much larger than that of the working electrode. The reaction products should not interfere with reactions at the working electrode. Then the current reflects only electrochemical or electrical phenomena at the working electrode.

5.2.6.3 Reference electrode
Because a current flows through the counter electrode, the processes mentioned in section 5.2.4 may occur at its interface. Therefore the potential of this electrode may not be constant upon passage of current. If we want to control the potential difference between working electrode and electrolyte exactly to a certain value, we need a second counter electrode, or reference electrode, with a constant potential. This reference electrode should be placed close to the surface of the working electrode in order to minimize the effects of the resistance of the electrolyte (i·R_g). But since the current path between working and counter electrode ought not to be
blocked by the reference electrode, it can not be placed exactly at the surface of the working electrode. Therefore some fraction of $i\cdot R_s$ (called $i\cdot R_u$, where $R_u$ is the uncompensated solution resistance) will remain.

Between the working electrode and this reference electrode, an accurate potential can be applied or monitored by a special device (potentiostat). This device has a high input impedance so that a negligible current is drawn through the reference electrode. Therefore the potential drop at this electrode is practically zero, and its potential can be seen as constant.

A schematic presentation of a three electrode cell is given in figure 5.1.

5.2.7 Response of the system to a change in potential
If a potential difference is applied between working and reference electrode, a current can flow between working and counter electrode. This current can be due to redox reactions in the electrolyte if the applied potential difference is sufficient to allow for electron donation or acceptance. This kind of current is called faradaic current.

5.2.7.1 The charging current
But even if the potential difference is too low for redox reactions to occur, a current may flow due to capacitive effects. The potential difference may cause ions to migrate to or from the electrode surface, depending on their charge.
The ions of opposite charge will try to approach the surface, but may be hindered by specifically adsorbed ions and electrolyte molecules (see figure 5.2). An electrochemical double layer is formed and the opposing charges are separated by some distance (up to several thousand angstroms, see chapter 5.2.3).

The double layer acts as a capacitor (with capacity $C_d$) and at a change in potential the double layer is gradually charged or discharged. This is accompanied by a charging current $i_c$ which decreases exponentially as a function of time $t$:

$$i_c = \frac{E}{R_s} \cdot e^{-t / R_s \cdot C_d} \quad (5.7)$$

with

- $i_c$ = charging current
- $C_d$ = double layer capacity

5.2.7.2 The faradaic current

If the applied potential difference between working electrode and electrolyte is sufficiently high, the polyvalent ions in the electrolyte are able to accept or donate electrons:

$$v_{Ox} Ox + n \cdot e^- = v_{Red} Red \quad (5.8)$$

$v_{Ox}$ is the amount of molecules or ions of Ox in the stoichiometrical reaction equation. $n$ is the amount of electrons that is necessary to reduce $v_{Ox}$ molecules or ions of Ox to its reduced form Red. At the electrode surface, both oxidized and reduced polyvalent ions can be present. The ratio of oxidized to reduced ions at
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The equilibrium depends on the applied potential and is given by the Nernst equation:

\[
\frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \frac{a_{Ox}^{v_{Ox}}}{a_{R}^{v_{R}}} = E - E^0 \quad \text{at equilibrium}
\] (5.9)

\(E^0\) is the standard potential, this is the potential of the half cell Ox/Red if all activities are at unity. By definition the equilibrium for reversible redox reactions is reached fast. The faradaic current is determined by the reaction rate of reaction 5.8, and therefore by the applied potential.

As the applied potential difference changes from a potential where the polyvalent element is predominantly present in the oxidized state to a potential where it is mainly present in the reduced state, the resulting faradaic current is (initially) at its maximum. For instance if the potential of the working electrode is made sufficiently negative the polyvalent element will be transferred to the reduced state at the highest rate possible. But the concentration of the oxidized form at the electrode surface soon becomes almost zero. The reaction rate, and therefore also the faradaic current, decreases. The depletion at the surface causes the diffusion of oxidized ions from the bulk of the electrolyte to the surface of the electrode according to Fick's Law:

\[
\frac{\delta C_{Ox}(x,t)}{\delta t} = D_{Ox} \left( \frac{\delta^2 C_{Ox}(x,t)}{\delta x^2} \right)
\] (5.10)

with \(D_{Ox}\) = diffusion coefficient of the oxidized ions \([m^2 \cdot s^{-1}]\)

\(C_{Ox}(x,t)\) = concentration of the oxidized ions at a distance \(x\) from the surface of the working electrode at time \(t\) \([\text{mole} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}]\)

\(x\) = distance from the surface of the working electrode \([\text{m}]\)

\(t\) = time \([\text{s}]\)

The solution of this diffusion equation with certain boundary conditions is known as the Cottrell equation [1]:

\[
i_f = \frac{n \cdot F \cdot A \cdot D_{Ox}^{1/2} \cdot C_{Ox}^{\text{bulk}}}{\pi^{1/2} \cdot t^{1/2}}
\] (5.11)

with \(i_f\) = faradaic current \([\text{A}]\)

\(F\) = Faraday constant \(96495 \text{ C} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1}\)

\(A\) = surface area of the working electrode \([\text{m}^2]\)

\(C_{Ox}^{\text{bulk}}\) = concentration of the oxidized ions in the bulk of the electrolyte \([\text{mole} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}]\)
Note that the faradaic current $i_F$ depends on the negative square root of the time $t$ elapsed since the change in potential.

5.2.8 Standard, formal and half-wave potential

The standard potential $E^0$ of a half cell is the potential at which the activities of the reacting species are at unity (see section 5.2.7). Usually the activities of the species are unknown. Therefore the formal potential $E^0'$ has been defined as the potential at which the ratio of the concentrations of reactants and products is at unity:

$$At \ E^0': \ \frac{[\text{Ox}]}{[\text{Red}]} = 1 \quad (5.12)$$

The potential of a half-cell is now given as:

$$E = E^0' + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \frac{[\text{Ox}]}{[\text{Red}]} \quad (5.13)$$

Since equation 5.9 can also be written as:

$$E = E^0 + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \frac{[\text{Ox}]}{[\text{Red}]} \quad (5.14)$$

it follows that:

$$E^0' = E^0 + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \frac{[\text{Ox}]}{[\text{Red}]} \quad (5.15)$$

Note that $E^0'$ will vary from medium to medium, and may depend on the concentration of the reacting species.

In voltammetric measurements the so-called half-wave potential $E_{1/2}$ is an important quantity. It is defined as:

$$E_{1/2} = E^0' + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \frac{D_{\text{Red}}^{1/2}}{D_{\text{Ox}}^{1/2}} \quad (5.16)$$

5.2.9 Sign of potential and current

5.2.9.1 Sign of the potential

In order to be able to rank the standard potentials of different half cells Ox/Red a reference half cell has been formulated: per definition the potential of the Normal Hydrogen Electrode is zero at all temperatures. The NHE consists of a
platinum electrode submerged in a solution of H⁺ ions with unity activity. The solution is bubbled with H₂ gas with a pressure of exactly 1 bar. The potential of any half cell Mn⁺/M can be determined by linking this half cell to the NHE. This can be schematically represented by

\[
\text{Pt, } H_2(a=1) \mid H^+(a=1, \text{ aqueous}) \mid M^{n+} \mid M
\]  

(5.17)

The potential of this cell is:

\[
E_{\text{cell}} = E_{\text{right}} - E_{\text{left}} = E_{\text{right}} - 0 = E_{\text{half cell}}
\]

(5.18)

If the NHE is turned positive after connection of the two half cells by donating electrons to H⁺ in order to form H₂, the potential of the half cell Mn⁺/M is negative. If on the other hand hydrogen molecules are ionized to H⁺, the half cell is positive. If the electrochemical cell does not contain the NHE, the electrode that is the most negative in relation to the NHE is the negative electrode in the cell. In schematic presentations it is written at the left side.

5.2.9.2 Sign of the current

In this thesis the European Convention is used to define the sign of the current. If the electrons are transferred from electrode to electrolyte, the current is cathodic. Because reactants in the electrolyte are being reduced, this current is also called reducing current. In the European Convention, this current is defined as a positive current [1].

5.3 ELECTROCHEMISTRY IN MOLTEN GLASS

In our experiments the electrochemical cell consists of:

- the molten glass;
- the potentiostat;
- two platinum electrodes;
- one ZrO₂/Pt/air electrode.

5.3.1 The glass melt

In molten glass, charge transport can take place by migration of ions. Monovalent cations such as Li⁺, Na⁺ and K⁺ are only loosely bonded in the glass structure (chapter 2.2.1). Because they are more mobile than the other ions, the transport of charge will be dominated by the migration of these cations (see also chapter 4.3.2.1). The resistivity for charge transport therefore depends on the amount of Li⁺, Na⁺ and K⁺ in the melt. The resistivity in molten soda-lime-silica glass at melting temperatures for instance is relatively low and amounts up to about 5 to 50 Ω·cm⁻¹ [4]. E-glass (which is used for glass fibres) contains only very little
amounts of the conductive cations Li\(^+\), Na\(^+\) and K\(^+\). Its resistivity at 1300°C is more than 10 times higher than in soda-lime-silica glass [4].

5.3.2 The potentiostat
The potentiostat model 273 from EG&G is used as the external power supply and also as a potential and current measuring instrument. This potentiostat is able to apply an accurate potential to the working and reference electrode, and changes in the potential can be made very fast (within \(\mu\)s). Furthermore the resulting current between working and counter electrode can be measured each 10 \(\mu\)s. For controlling the potentiostat and filing and processing of the data a computer is necessary. Therefore the potentiostat is linked in this case to a 286 pc with expanded memory.

5.3.3 The three electrodes
5.3.3.1 The working electrode
In this study, platinum electrodes are used in the molten glass. Platinum is an excellent electron conductor, it is solid up to more than 1500°C (maximum temperature of the molten glass) and is hardly corroded by the glass melts. However, if the potential of a platinum electrode is set to a positive value with respect to the potential of the counter electrode, the electrode will dissolve [5]. This restricts the potential range that can be scanned during the square wave voltammetry measurements. Other electrode materials have been tested to overcome this restriction, but with negative results (see chapter 5.5.11).

In this study, the working electrode is a platinum wire with a diameter of 1 mm. Its depth in the melt is 10 mm at most. The surface area in contact with the molten glass is therefore 32 mm\(^2\) at maximum. The volume of the Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)-crucible that contains the glass melt is 270 ml. The crucible usually contains 300 gram glass (about 130 ml). So the working electrode is small in comparison to the glass melt volume (see section 5.2.6.1).

5.3.3.2 The counter electrode
The counter electrode is a platinum plate of about 200 mm\(^2\) that is suspended from a platinum wire (diameter 1 mm). The area of the counter electrode exceeds that of the working electrode by one order of magnitude. The platinum plate is placed under the surface of the molten glass in order to diminish the three phase contact (glass melt-platinum-air) as much as possible, for reasons that will be discussed in chapter 5.4.5.
5.3.3.3 The reference electrode

The required qualities of the reference electrode are:
- it should maintain a constant potential throughout the experiments;
- it should not be corroded by the molten glass;
- it should be stable at temperatures between 800 and 1500°C.

A simple platinum electrode does not meet the requirement of a constant potential. At this electrode the following reaction might occur if the potential of the working electrode is set to a negative value [6]:

\[ 2 \text{O}_2^- = \text{O}_2 + 4 \text{e}^- \quad (5.19) \]

The potential of the platinum electrode then becomes:

\[ E_{\text{half cell}} = E_0^{02/02^-} + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{p_{\text{O}_2}}{a_{\text{O}_2^-}} \quad (5.20) \]

with \( p_{\text{O}_2} \) = oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt [bar]

Generally the molten glass is not in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere, so the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt is not the same as in the atmosphere [7]. Furthermore the oxygen pressure within the molten glass, \( p_{\text{O}_2} \), is not constant but varies with temperature and distance from the surface of the melt (as will be seen in chapter 5.4). Under some conditions, oxygen bubbles can be formed. The potential of a platinum wire dipped in the melt is not reversible and constant.

Therefore a reference electrode is constructed in which the platinum wire is separated from the molten glass by a \( \text{O}_2^- \)-conducting material (solid electrolyte). The platinum wire is fixed in the cylindrical solid electrolyte like a spring in order to provide for a good contact (see figure 5.3, electrode 2). The solid electrolyte is glued to a gas-tight \( \text{Al}_2\text{O}_3 \)-tube with a ceramic bounding. The platinum wire is flushed with a gas with a known oxygen pressure (usually air, \( p_{\text{O}_2} = 0.21 \) bar). The oxygen pressure within the glass melt does not influence the potential of the reference electrode [8]. Electrical contact between the melt and the reference electrode is established by migration of \( \text{O}_2^- \)-ions through the solid electrolyte.

Zirconia with a cubic structure is known as an oxygen ion conducting material [9]. It is stabilized with 8 wt% \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \), because unstabilized zirconia will obtain a monoclinic structure at about 1000°C. This monoclinic structure provides for a high electronic conductivity and therefore the zirconia will no longer act as a ionic conductor at temperatures above 1000°C [9]. The \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \)-stabilized \( \text{ZrO}_2/\text{Pt:O}_2 \)
electrode was found to behave ideally as a reference electrode at temperatures up to 1350°C [7,9,10]. Although the zirconia is dissolved in the molten glass at a slow rate, this does not influence the electrical properties [9]. To prevent unnecessary attack of the zirconia, the reference electrode only touches the glass melt.

5.3.4 The experimental set-up
An $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$-crucible containing the glass of interest is placed in the hot-zone of an electrically heated furnace. The hot-zone is about 30 cm long. The height of the crucible is 10 cm. The temperature gradient in the hot-zone is less than 0.5°C/cm. Therefore the temperature of the hot-zone is assumed to be homogeneous. It is measured with a Pt/Pt-10%Rh thermocouple just outside the crucible. The three electrodes are dipped in the glass. A schematic presentation of the experimental set-up is given in figure 5.3.

5.3.5 Positioning of the electrodes
The electrodes are placed above the surface of the glass while the glass is at room temperature. Then the glass and the electrodes are heated up slowly in order to prevent damage which may occur due to thermo-shock. At a temperature of 1400°C, the electrode positions are lowered with a speed of some mm per minute with the aid of an electromotor. The resistance between the platinum working electrode (1) and counter electrode (3) is measured. If the electrodes are above the surface of the glass melt the resistance is high, in the order of 10 kΩ. As soon as electrodes (1) and (3) have reached the molten glass the resistance drops to a much lower value (in the order of 0.1 kΩ for soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass, and about 1 kΩ for E-glass). Then the three electrodes are lowered for another few mm until the reference electrode (2) just touches the glass melt.

The effective surface area of the working electrode can not be calculated accurately from the dip-in length, because the molten glass will adhere to the electrode as sketched in figure 5.4. For long dip-in lengths this effect becomes less important.

As the temperature of the molten glass changes, the dip-in length of the electrodes may vary due to expansion or contraction of the melt. This effect further complicates the determination of the effective surface area of the working electrode.
Figure 5.3
A schematic presentation of the experimental set-up
1 = working electrode
2 = reference electrode
3 = counter electrode
5.3.6 I.R.-compensation

5.3.6.1 Measurement of the uncompensated resistance

The resistivity of the glass melt causes a potential drop $i \cdot R_u$ between the working and the reference electrode (see chapter 5.2.6.3). The actual potential difference at the working electrode $E$ will therefore be smaller than the applied potential $E_{\text{apply}}$ (see equation 5.6). With the aid of positive feedback circuits the model 273 potentiostat is able to compensate for this potential drop $i \cdot R_u$ if $R_u$ is known. Therefore $i \cdot R_u$ compensation measurements are performed before running voltammetric experiments.

At the beginning of the $i \cdot R_u$ compensation measurement, the potential of the working electrode is held at a value where no oxidation or reduction occurs (usually 0 V). Then the potential is brought to a small negative value (usually -0.01 V, without $i \cdot R_u$ compensation) during a time interval of 0.5 ms. The pulse height should not be large enough to cause a reduction. After 0.5 ms the potential is brought to its original value. The current is sampled every 0.05 ms seconds for 5 ms. The uncompensated resistance $R_u$ is calculated from equation 5.7.

Compensation of the potential with exactly $i \cdot R_u$ may lead to oscillation. Therefore the procedure outlined above is repeated, but now the applied potential is compensated for 5% of $i \cdot R_u$. Again the current is sampled. This step is repeated until the desired compensation level is reached or oscillation of the measured current exceeds an acceptable level. In the second case the best value for $i \cdot R_u$ compensation for the voltammetric experiments is the compensation level of the preceding measurement. An example of an $i \cdot R_u$ compensation measurement for a soda-lime-silica glass without polyvalent elements at 1200°C is shown in figure 5.5.
Figure 5.5
Applied potential-time diagram and current-time plot of an $i\cdot R_u$ measurement in soda-lime-silica glass without polyvalent elements at 1200°C

Note:
The $i\cdot R_u$ measurements have to be performed before each voltammetric measurement because the resistance strongly depends on:
- dip-in length of the working electrode;
- distance between the working and reference electrode;
- temperature;
- nature of the molten glass.
5.3.6.2 Calculation of the resistivity of the glass melt

The uncompensated resistance depends on the distance of the working and reference electrodes and the effective surface area of the working electrode. Since it is difficult to calculate the surface area (see section 5.3.5), the resistivity of the glass melts cannot be calculated accurately. However, from rough calculations it follows that the resistivity ranges from 5 to 250 Ω·cm⁻¹ (uncompensated resistance × distance / surface area) at temperatures varying between 800 and 1300°C. This is in agreement with the data from [4].

The current is usually in the order of 1 mA. This means that if the uncompensated resistance is 500 Ω, the potential drop due to the resistivity of the molten glass is 0.5 V! In order to obtain meaningful results, voltammetric experiments have only been performed when the uncompensated resistance was less than 100 Ω.

5.3.6.3 Calculation of the capacity of the electrochemical double layer

From the i·R_u measurements, also the capacity of the double layer at the interface of the working electrode can be calculated with the use of equation 5.7. In soda-lime-silica glass without polyvalent elements it ranges from 100 to 500 μF·cm⁻² at 1000-1400°C. It is somewhat lower in TV-glass: about 100 to 350 μF·cm⁻² in TV-screen glass without polyvalent elements at 700-1400°C and ± 100 μF·cm⁻² in glass with iron. The capacity of the electrochemical double layer in E-glass with iron or chromium is still less and ranges from 30 to about 120 μF·cm⁻² at 1000-1400°C. These values are only rough estimates since the effective surface area of the working electrode is not exactly known.

The double layer capacities in molten oxides, and especially in soda-lime-silica glass, are larger than the double layer capacitance of aqueous solutions (10 to 40 μF·cm⁻² [1]). This is in good agreement with the observations of Moortgat-Hasthorpe et.al. [3]. According to these authors the capacity of a sodium disilicate melt at 1100°C is about 300 μF·cm⁻² at a potential of 0 V. It decreases non-linearly if the potential becomes more negative to a value of 50 μF·cm⁻² at -0.6 V. It is suggested that the electrochemical double layer results from the chemisorption of oxygen (at potentials above the point of zero charge) and sodium (at potentials below the PZC). This is schematically represented in figure 5.6.
5.4 OXYGEN EQUILIBRIUM PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS

5.4.1 Oxygen equilibrium pressure
As we have seen in chapter 3, the oxidation state of the molten glass dominates many properties of the melt and the final product. The local oxidation state determines the local ratios of reduced to oxidized polyvalent elements in the melt. This parameter is directly related to the activity of the molecular oxygen \( O_2 \) in the melt through redox reaction:

\[
M^{(x+n)+} + \frac{n}{2} O^2- \rightarrow M^{x+} + \frac{n}{4} O_2
\]

The oxygen activity in the melt can be represented by the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere with which the glass melt would be in equilibrium. This is often referred to as "the oxygen equilibrium pressure" in the melt.

5.4.2 The oxygen sensor
In practice, glass melts are usually not in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere [7,11,12]. The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt depends on the amount of reducing or oxidizing components in the batch, the type of furnace (oil
or gas fired), the melting history etc. (see chapter 3). Oxygen sensors for the in-situ measurement of the oxygen activity in the molten glass have been developed to study the effect of oxidation states at high temperatures [7,8,9,11].

The oxygen sensor consists of two platinum electrodes. One of them is dipped in the glass melt, the other (reference electrode) is flushed with a gas with a known partial oxygen pressure. The melt is separated from the gas by Y₂O₃-stabilized zirconia. The properties of this material have been described in section 5.3.3.3. A difference in oxygen activity between melt and gas will lead to a potential difference between the two electrodes [10]. The potential difference is measured with the aid of a high-impedance voltmeter. From this potential difference the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt can be calculated.

5.4.3 Electrochemical description of the oxygen sensor

The oxygen sensor can be represented schematically by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Pt, } O_2 & | O^2^- \text{ (stabilized ZrO}_2\text{)} | O^2^- \text{ (glass melt)} | \text{Pt, } O_2
\end{align*}
\]

(5.22)

In figure 5.7 the phases and interfaces are defined.

The measured potential difference \( \Delta E \) is the sum of the potential differences across each interphase and within each phase (see sections 5.2.3 and 4):

\[
\Delta E = (\phi_{\text{voltmeter}}(I) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(I)) + (\phi_{\text{Pt}}(I) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(II)) + \\
(\phi_{\text{Pt}}(II) - \phi_{\text{melt}}(II)) + (\phi_{\text{melt}}(II) - \phi_{\text{melt}}(III)) + \\
(\phi_{\text{melt}}(III) - \phi_{\text{ZrO}_2}(III)) + (\phi_{\text{ZrO}_2}(II) - \phi_{\text{ZrO}_2}(IV)) + \\
(\phi_{\text{ZrO}_2}(IV) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(IV)) + (\phi_{\text{Pt}}(IV) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(V)) + \\
(\phi_{\text{Pt}}(V) - \phi_{\text{voltmeter}}(V))
\]

(5.23)

The interfaces between the voltmeter and the platinum electrodes, I and V, are both at room temperature. Therefore:

\[
(\phi_{\text{voltmeter}}(I) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(I)) = (\phi_{\text{Pt}}(V) - \phi_{\text{voltmeter}}(V))
\]

(5.24)

Within the platinum wires a potential difference arises due to the temperature gradient from room to melt temperature or vice versa. Since the interfaces II and IV are located in the hot zone of the furnace, where the temperature is assumed to be homogeneous, the potential differences cancel out:

\[
(\phi_{\text{Pt}}(I) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(II)) = (\phi_{\text{Pt}}(IV) - \phi_{\text{Pt}}(V))
\]

(5.25)
At the interface between platinum and melt the following reaction can take place:

$$\text{O}_2 + 4\ e^- = 2\ \text{O}^{2-}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.26)

The potential difference at this interface can be described by [1,7]:

$$\phi_{\text{Pt}(II)} - \phi_{\text{melt}(II)} = E_0^{\text{O}_2/\text{O}^{2-}} + \frac{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}}{4 \cdot F} \ln \left( \frac{P_{\text{O}_2}(\text{II})}{a_{\text{O}_2}(\text{II})} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.27)

In the molten glass a potential difference will arise if a temperature gradient exists between the surface of the platinum counter electrode (II) and the zirconia (III). Then the potential difference is governed by transport of ions in the melt as represented by equation 5.5. In soda-lime-silica glass melts, Na⁺ is the mobile ion.
that provides charge transport. The migration of Na\(^+\) determines the junction potential within the melt (see equation 5.5). According to Baucke \[8\] the transport number of the Na\(^+\) ions in soda-lime-silica glass melts is 1. However, the temperature in the glass melt is assumed to be homogeneous. The phase is in equilibrium and no potential difference occurs in the melt. The activity of the oxide ions near the surface of the zirconia is equal to the activity at the counter electrode:

\[
a_{O^2-}(\text{melt (II)}) = a_{O^2-}(\text{melt (III)}) \tag{5.28}
\]

At the interface III oxide ions O\(^2-\) are exchanged between the melt and the zirconia. At equilibrium the activities of O\(^2-\) in both phases are equal (see equation 5.4 and \[8\]):

\[
a_{O^2-}(\text{melt (III)}) = a_{O^2-}(\text{ZrO}_2(\text{III})) \tag{5.29}
\]

Within the stabilized zirconia a potential difference arises due to migration of ions, because the electrochemical potential of these ions in the gas phase differ from those in the glass phase (see chapter 5.2.2):

\[
\left(\phi_{\text{ZrO}_2(\text{III})} - \phi_{\text{ZrO}_2(\text{IV})}\right) = \frac{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}}{F} \int_{\text{III}}^{\text{IV}} \frac{t_i}{z_i} \, d \ln \, a_i \tag{5.30}
\]

In stabilized zirconia the transport number \(t_i\) of O\(^2-\) is 1, while the transport number of all other ions is zero \[9\]. Electronic conduction is negligible \[9\]. Therefore the potential difference in the zirconia can be written as:

\[
\left(\phi_{\text{ZrO}_2(\text{III})} - \phi_{\text{ZrO}_2(\text{IV})}\right) = \frac{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}}{2 \cdot F} \ln \frac{a_{O^2-}(\text{ZrO}_2(\text{IV}))}{a_{O^2-}(\text{ZrO}_2(\text{III}))} \tag{5.31}
\]

At the platinum reference electrode the reaction 5.26 takes place. The potential difference is given by:

\[
\left(\phi_{\text{ZrO}_2(\text{IV})} - \phi_{\text{Pt}(\text{IV})}\right) = - \left(\phi_{\text{Pt}(\text{IV})} - \phi_{\text{ZrO}_2(\text{IV})}\right) = - \frac{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{P_{O_2}(\text{IV})}{a_{O^2-}^2(\text{IV})} \tag{5.32}
\]

The overall potential difference is then given by:

\[
\Delta E = \frac{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{a_{O^2-}(\text{II})}{a_{O^2-}(\text{IV})} = \frac{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{P_{O_2}(\text{melt})}{P_{O_2}(\text{reference gas})} \tag{5.33}
\]
5.4.4 Calculation of the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt

The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt can be calculated for a known partial oxygen pressure in the reference gas by:

\[
p_{O_2}^{\text{(melt)}} = p_{O_2}^{\text{(reference gas)}} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{4 \cdot F \cdot \Delta E}{R_g \cdot T_{\text{melt}}} \right)
\]

(5.34)

5.4.5 Properties of the reference and platinum electrode

5.4.5.1 The reference electrode

The reference electrode as described in chapter 5.3.3.3 has been tested by various investigators [7,9,10]. The reference electrode proved to behave ideally at temperatures up to 1350°C. After a change in the partial oxygen pressure of the reference gas, a new equilibrium is reached very fast. The new potential difference is in accordance with Nernst Law. The results were shown to be reproducible within 2 mV.

5.4.5.2 The platinum electrode

The design of the platinum electrode has a large effect on the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements [13,14]. According to Lenhart [13] oxygen diffusion along the interface platinum/glass is faster than oxygen diffusion in the bulk of the melt. If the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere exceeds the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt, diffusion of O\textsubscript{2} from atmosphere to the melt takes place particularly along the platinum electrode. In that case the oxygen equilibrium pressure increases faster in the neighbourhood of the platinum electrode than in the bulk of the melt. The measured potential difference does not represent the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the bulk of the molten glass, but the pressure at the platinum electrode (interface II in figure 5.7).

To avoid enhanced oxygen diffusion from the atmosphere to the melt, the three-phase contact area should be as small as possible, and the surface area of the platinum electrode in the molten glass itself should be large. Therefore the platinum electrode used for the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements mentioned in this thesis consists of a platinum wire of 1 mm diameter to which a platinum plate with a surface area of about 200 mm\textsuperscript{2} is attached (electrode 3 in figure 5.3). This platinum plate is entirely immersed in the glass melt.

5.4.6 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

The experimental set-up for the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements is
Figure 5.3

The oxygen equilibrium pressure as a function of temperature in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$

as drawn in figure 5.3. Electrode 2 is the reference electrode, electrode 3 the measuring electrode. The oxygen equilibrium pressure was measured as a function of temperature in glass melts containing one or two polyvalent elements. As an example the oxygen equilibrium pressure in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ is plotted in figure 5.8.

If the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt exceeds 1 bar, accelerated bubble formation will occur [10, 14]. The bubbles can rise to the surface of the melt, removing oxygen from the molten glass. The oxygen equilibrium pressure does not exceed the 1 bar level (unless the temperature of the melt is increased very fast and the melt contains elements that supply large amounts of oxygen gas).

5.4.7 Calculation of the redox reaction equilibrium constants, enthalpy and entropy

The equilibrium constant of the redox reaction

$$M^{(x+n)+} + n/2 O^2- = M^{x+} + n/4 O_2$$

is given by the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ as defined in equation 3.9 and 3.14:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[M^{x+}] \cdot p_{O_2}^{n/4}}{[M^{(x+n)+}]} = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{**}}{R_g} \right)$$

(5.36)
The oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can be used in combination with chemical analysis of the concentrations of $M^{(x+n)+}$ and $M^{x+}$ to calculate the redox reaction equilibrium constant as a function of temperature (see chapter 4.2). From these data the values for the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction, $\Delta H^{\circ\circ}$ and $\Delta S^{\circ\circ}$, can be calculated.

The reaction enthalpy and entropy can also be derived directly from oxygen measurements. For this purpose, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in a molten glass containing $C_M$ mole·m$^{-3}$ polyvalent species $M$ is measured as a function of temperature. The temperature is changed fast (by some degrees per minute) in order to avoid transfer of oxygen between atmosphere and melt during the experiment. The oxygen equilibrium pressure should remain below 1 bar throughout the experiment to avoid the formation of bubbles. If no oxygen transfer between melt and atmosphere takes place, a change in oxygen equilibrium pressure can only result from a shift in the equilibrium state of reaction 5.35.

At a decrease of temperature the polyvalent element will generally be transferred to the oxidized state if no other polyvalent elements are present (chapter 3.2.2. and 3.2.4). The equilibrium of reaction 5.35 will shift to the left. If one mole of the reduced polyvalent element is oxidized during a temperature decrease from $T_1$ to $T_2$, $n/4$ moles of $O_2$ are consumed:

$$[M^{x+}]_{T_1} - [M^{x+}]_{T_2} = \frac{n}{4} \left( [O_2]_{T_1} - [O_2]_{T_2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.37)

The oxygen concentration $[O_2]$ (physically dissolved) is directly related to the oxygen equilibrium pressure according to Henry’s Law (see chapter 2.2.6):

$$[O_2] = L_{O_2} \cdot P_{O_2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.38)

The physical solubility of oxygen, $L_{O_2}$, is given in mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$.

Equation 5.37 can therefore be written as:

$$L_{O_2}(T_1) \cdot P_{O_2}(T_1) - L_{O_2}(T_2) \cdot P_{O_2}(T_2) = \frac{4}{n} \left( [M^{x+}]_{T_1} - [M^{x+}]_{T_2} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.39)

The concentration of the polyvalent element $C_M$ is assumed to remain constant during the experiment. The concentration of the reduced polyvalent element at any temperature $T$ is given by:

$$[M^{x+}]_T = C_M - [M^{(x+n)+}]_T$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.40)
Rearrangement of equation 5.36 leads to:

\[
[M^{x+}]_T = \frac{K^{**}(T) \cdot [M^{(x+n)+}]_T}{(p_{O_2}(T))^{n/4}} \tag{5.41}
\]

Combining of equations 5.40 and 5.41 leads to:

\[
[M^{x+}]_T = \frac{K^{**}(T) \cdot C_M}{K^{**}(T) + (p_{O_2}(T))^{n/4}} \tag{5.42}
\]

And the combination of equations 5.39 and 5.42 results in:

\[
L_{O_2}(T_1) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_1) - L_{O_2}(T_2) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_2) = \frac{n}{4} \cdot C_M \cdot \left[ \frac{K^{**}(T_1)}{K^{**}(T_1) + (p_{O_2}(T_1))^{n/4}} - \frac{K^{**}(T_2)}{K^{**}(T_2) + (p_{O_2}(T_2))^{n/4}} \right] \tag{5.43}
\]

The redox reaction equilibrium constant depends on the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ as defined in equation 5.36. The non-linear equation 5.43 can be solved with the aid of a computer program for various values of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$. By comparing the measured oxygen equilibrium pressures with those calculated by the computer program the values of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ can be found using fitting procedures.

No other investigator has used the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements to calculate both $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$. However, comparison of the results obtained with this technique with those obtained by other techniques show that the results are very close and reliable, as will be seen in chapter 6.

### 5.4.8 Restrictions of the described method

The computer program for the calculation of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ values from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can only be used if:

a. no exchange of oxygen between glass melt and atmosphere takes place during the measurement (closed system);

b. the glass melt contains only one polyvalent element, or the glass melt contains more polyvalent elements but the $\Delta H^{**}$s and $\Delta S^{**}$s of all but one redox reaction are known;

c. the concentration of the polyvalent element $C_M$ remains constant during the
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d. the physical solubility of oxygen is known as a function of temperature.

Ad a.
The equilibration of a glass melt with the surrounding atmosphere takes a long
time (see chapter 4.2) because the diffusivity of oxygen in molten glass is small
(about $10^{-10}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$, chapter 2.2.6). Even for small samples of 30 gram the equili­
bration time is according to Paul [12] at least 70 hours for a motionless glass melt.

The samples that are used for the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements
weigh about 300 grams, the volumes are about 130000 mm$^3$. The temperature
varies from 1400°C to 800°C and back again with a rate of 3 °C·min$^{-1}$. A complete
experiment is done within 7 hours. It is unlikely that oxygen transport from
atmosphere to melt influences the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt
within this time.

If the oxygen equilibrium pressure exceeds 1 bar, bubbles will be formed in the
melt. These bubbles will ascend to the surface of the melt. Oxygen can be
transferred to the surrounding atmosphere at a fast rate. Therefore equation 5.43
is only valid if the oxygen equilibrium pressure remains below this value.
Calculations of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ have only been performed for melts with oxygen
equilibrium pressures of less than 0.5 bar.

In glass melts containing sulphate, both $O_2$ and $SO_2$ are released as fining gases
(see chapter 2.4.3). The total gas pressure can exceed 1 bar while the oxygen
equilibrium pressure is still very low. The condition of a closed system is then not
satisfied. If the sulphate-containing glass is melted under oxidizing conditions the
following reaction is assumed to take place at an increase of temperature:

$$SO_4^{2-} = SO_2 + \frac{1}{2}O_2 + O_2^{2-}$$

(5.44)

and if the physical solubilities of $SO_2$ and $O_2$ are in the same order of magnitude,
the oxygen equilibrium pressure at high temperatures will be about half of the
$SO_2$ equilibrium pressure in the melt. Calculations of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ for sulphate-
containing glasses have only been performed for melts with oxygen equilibrium
pressures of less than 0.2 bar.

Under reducing conditions, the following reactions may take place in sulphate-
containing glasses:
\[2 \text{SO}_4^{2-} = \text{S}_2 + 3 \text{O}_2 + 2 \text{O}^{2-}\]  
\[\text{SO}_4^{2-} = \text{S}^{2-} + 2 \text{O}_2\]  
\[\text{S}_2 + 2 \text{O}^{2-} = 2 \text{S}^{2-} + \text{O}_2\]  
(5.45)

The total gas pressure depends on the equilibrium constants of all reactions 5.44 and 5.45. We can therefore not be sure that the total gas pressure is less than 1 bar while the oxygen equilibrium pressure remains below 1 bar. For this reason, in this study no oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements have been used to derive a sulphate/redox equilibrium constant in sulphate-containing glass melts under reducing conditions.

Ad b.
In the case the melt contains more than one polyvalent element, the oxygen equilibrium pressure depends on the equilibria of all redox reactions. In case no complexes are formed between the polyvalent elements \(M_a, M_b\) etc. the change in oxygen concentration is given by:

\[
\frac{L_{\text{O}_2}(T_1) \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}(T_1) - L_{\text{O}_2}(T_2) \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}(T_2)}{\frac{4}{n_a} \left[ M_{a}^{x_a^+} \right]_{T_1} - \left[ M_{a}^{x_a^+} \right]_{T_2} + \frac{4}{n_b} \left[ M_{b}^{x_b^+} \right]_{T_1} - \left[ M_{b}^{x_b^+} \right]_{T_2} + \ldots}
\]  
(5.46)

The enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction of element \(M_a\) can be estimated from the measured oxygen pressure as a function of temperature if \(\Delta H^{* *}\) and \(\Delta S^{* *}\) of all the other redox reactions are exactly known.

It is also possible to predict the oxygen equilibrium pressure as a function of temperature for glass melts containing two or more polyvalent elements on the basis of measurements in glasses containing only one of these elements. For example the values of \(\Delta H^{* *}\) and \(\Delta S^{* *}\) of the redox reactions of iron and of cerium in TV-screen glass have been calculated from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements (chapter 6.2 and 6.4). Subsequently the oxygen pressure for a glass containing both iron and cerium has been calculated from equation 5.46 and compared with measured data (chapter 6.7). The excellent agreement between measured data and theory supports the validity of equation 5.46.

Ad c.
The concentration of the polyvalent element should be known and remain constant during the experiments. For most polyvalent elements these conditions will be
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satisfied, but some polyvalent elements like \( \text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3 \) are volatile. Special care should be taken to prevent loss of these elements during the melting process. Antimony for instance can be added to the batch as \( \text{Sb}_2\text{O}_5 \) which is far less volatile. Evaporation of this antimony from the molten glass during the experiments is unlikely and the total concentration of Sb species will remain constant.

The conditions will not be satisfied if sulphate is added to the batch. At an increase of temperature the sulphate is reduced to \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \). If the total gas pressure in the melt exceeds 1 bar bubbles containing \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) will be formed. Sulphur species then leave the melt in the form of \( \text{SO}_2 \). This phenomenon may even take place at low temperatures.

The gas pressure is determined by the physical solubility of the gas in the melt:

\[
p_i = \frac{C_i}{P_i(T)}
\]  

(5.47)

In some glasses the solubility of sulphur oxides is assumed to be very low. The total gas pressure can then easily exceed 1 bar and sulphur species are driven out of the melt at a high rate. The oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in glass melts containing sulphur have to be performed during cooling of the melt, because then the loss of \( \text{SO}_2 \) is less likely. After the experiments the sulphur concentration has to be measured in order to be able to apply equation 5.43 to the results.

Ad d.

In the literature, hardly any data on the physical solubility of oxygen in molten soda-lime, TV-screen and E-glass has been published. Sasabe [15] derived the physical solubility of oxygen for various PbO-SiO\(_2\) melts from permeability and diffusivity measurements. He obtained a value between 20 and 200 mole·m\(^{-3}\)·bar\(^{-1}\). Schreiber [16] estimated the chemical solubility in soda-lime-silica glass melts to be 20 mole·m\(^{-3}\)·bar\(^{-1}\). The physical solubility will probably be much less (see chapter 2.2.6). Beerkens [17] estimated the physical oxygen solubility from the solubility of \( \text{N}_2 \). He obtained a value of about 0.1 mole·m\(^{-3}\)·bar\(^{-1}\). Recent measurements using the helium-extraction technique indicate, that the physical solubility of oxygen in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass melts at temperatures ranging from 1200 to 1450°C lies in the order of 0.1 to 1 mole·m\(^{-3}\)·bar\(^{-1}\) [18].

The physical solubility of oxygen can be calculated from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements using equation 5.43 when the enthalpy and entropy of a redox reaction are already known (for instance from square wave voltammetry.
measurements). The nature of the polyvalent element and its concentration should have no influence on the result. Experiments in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ indicate, that the oxygen solubility at temperatures between 900 and 1400°C is in the order of 1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$ (see chapter 6.8). However, these results could not be reproduced in TV-screen glass containing antimony (see chapter 6.8). Up to now, no data on the physical solubility of oxygen in soda-lime-silica and E-glass have been produced by this method.

For the calculation of the enthalpies and entropies of the redox reactions of iron, antimony, cerium and sulphate in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass melts, the physical solubility of oxygen is set to a value of 1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$. In chapter 6.8, the effect of the value chosen for the oxygen solubility on the calculated $\Delta H^{\circ\circ}$ and $\Delta S^{\circ\circ}$ will be discussed.

5.4.9 Advantages of the described method

Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can be performed in any glass melt containing any polyvalent element. The reaction enthalpy and entropy changes can therefore be calculated for any redox active species as long as the conditions mentioned in section 5.4.8 are fulfilled.

5.5 SQUARE WAVE VOLTAMMETRY MEASUREMENTS

Square wave voltammetry is a pulse voltammetric technique which enables us to measure the formal potential of a redox reaction that occurs at the working electrode with regard to the potential of the reference electrode. From this formal potential the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction can be calculated. In combination with oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements the redox ratio (the ratio of reduced to oxidized species) in the glass melt without externally applied voltage can be found.

From square wave voltammograms some other properties like the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species or its concentration can be determined. In addition to this, the voltammograms may give information on the reaction mechanism. The amount of electrons that is transferred during reduction of one mole of reactant can be determined, and the shape of the curve in the voltammogram may indicate irreversibility or the occurrence of reactions preceeding or following the redox reaction of interest.
5.5.1 The experimental set-up
For the square wave voltammetry measurements mentioned in this thesis, the three-electrode system as sketched in figure 5.3 has been used. The reference electrode was flushed with clean, dry air. Before each measurement the temperature in the furnace was held constant for at least 15 minutes. The temperature within the molten glass is then assumed to be homogeneous and equal to the temperature measured outside the crucible with the thermocouple.

5.5.2 The applied potential
5.5.2.1 The potential program
Before each square wave voltammetry experiment the uncompensated resistance $R_u$ in the melt is measured following the procedure described in section 5.3.6. Then a rapidly changing potential is applied between the working and the reference electrode with the aid of a potentiostat. The applied potential is corrected for $i\cdot R_u$ with the aid of positive feedback circuits.

The applied potential is composed of a staircase base potential $E_b$ with step height $\Delta E_b$ and a blocklike potential pulse with pulse height $\Delta E_p$ (see figure 5.9). The base potential is changed with a frequency $f$ of 5 to 500 Hz. The pulse time $t_p$ is defined as the time during which the base potential remains constant: $t_p = 1/f$. During the pulse time $t_p$ the resulting potential changes two times. A potential pulse $E_p$ in the scan direction is called a 'forward pulse'. A potential pulse in the reverse direction is called a 'reverse pulse' (see figure 5.9).

The current is measured at the end of each potential pulse.

5.5.2.2 The value of the potential
Before the measurement the potential is held at a value $E_i$ (usually 0 V with regard to the potential of the reference electrode). At the end of a measurement the base potential is $E_{end}$. A scan of the entire potential range is completed in:

$$\text{scan time} = \frac{(E_{end} - E_i + \Delta E_b) \cdot t_p}{\Delta E_b} = \frac{(E_{end} - E_i + \Delta E_b)}{\Delta E_b \cdot f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.48)

During this time, the potential changes $m$ times, with

$$m = \frac{\text{scan time}}{t_p} \cdot 2$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.49)

The potential during the $m^{th}$ potential pulse is given by:
Figure 5.9
Potential program in a square wave voltammetry experiment
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\[ E_m = E_i + \text{TRUNC} \left( \frac{m-1}{2} \right) \cdot \Delta E_b - (-1)^m \cdot \Delta E_p \]  
\( \text{(5.50)} \)

and \( m \) is 1,2,3,...

5.5.3 The voltammogram

The currents that flow during forward pulses (\( m \) is odd) are referred to as 'forward current', \( i_f \). Likewise, currents measured during a reverse pulse (\( m \) is even) are called 'reverse currents', \( i_r \) (see figure 5.9). In the voltammogram the forward and reverse currents are plotted against the base potential. Then the current measured at the reverse pulse is subtracted from the current measured at the preceding forward pulse. The resulting current \( \delta i \) (\( \delta i = i_f - i_r \)) is also plotted against the base potential. The voltammogram shows a peak in the \( \delta i \)-curve at the half-wave potential \( E_{1/2} \) of a redox reaction.

In figure 5.10a, an arbitrary voltammogram is illustrated for a redox reaction with a half-wave potential of -0.4 V with regard to the reference electrode. The temperature of the melt is 1200°C. During the reaction, 2 electrons are transferred while one ion of Ox is reduced.

Figure 5.10a
An arbitrary voltammogram for a redox reaction with a half-wave potential of -0.4 V with regard to the reference electrode. The temperature is 1200°C. During the reaction, 2 electrons are transferred while one ion of Ox is reduced.
The redox active species is assumed to be completely in the oxidized form at the initial potential, 0 V, and entirely in the reduced form at the final potential, -0.8 V (with regard to the reference electrode).

**5.5.4 The \( \mathcal{I}_f \), \( i_r \), and \( \delta i \) curves: a general description**

In the curves of \( \mathcal{I}_f \), \( i_r \), and \( \delta i \) a peak occurs. In this section a descriptive explanation for the occurrence of the peaks will be given with the help of figure 5.10b.

**5.5.4.1 The measured current, consisting of faradaic and charging currents**

During a potential pulse a current, consisting of a faradaic and a charging current, may arise. The faradaic current originates from a redox reaction, while the charging current results from the charging of the electrochemical double layer (chapter 5.2.7). The current is measured at the end of each potential pulse at time \( \frac{1}{2} t_p \) from the change in potential. Both the faradaic and the charging current have dropped in time \( t \), elapsed since the potential was changed: the faradaic current decreases with \( t^{-\frac{1}{2}} \) (under the assumption that the reaction rate is diffusion-controlled, see section 5.2.7) and the charging current decreases exponentially with \( t \). The contribution of the charging current to the resulting current therefore becomes less if the time during which the potential is held constant, \( \frac{1}{2} t_p \), is fixed at a higher value.

For the descriptive explanation of \( \mathcal{I}_f \), \( i_r \), and \( \delta i \) the contribution of the charging current in the value of the measured current will be neglected.

**5.5.4.2 The faradaic currents during "forward" and "reverse" pulses as a function of the applied potential**

A "forward" pulse is a pulse in the direction of the scan. In most measurements the potential is changed from 0 to -0.8 V. A pulse in the forward direction is then a pulse in the negative direction (see figure 5.9). A pulse in the "reverse" direction opposes the scan-direction.

**Potential region a in figure 5.10b**

Before the beginning of the experiment, at a potential of 0 V relative to the potential of the reference electrode, the polyvalent element is practically completely in its oxidized state, Ox.

At the beginning of the experiment a potential pulse in the forward direction (the negative direction) results in a potential that is not sufficient for a measurable
reduction of the redox active species. The equilibrium of the reaction at the working electrode:

$$\text{Ox} + n \text{e}^- \rightarrow \text{Red} \quad (5.51)$$

is still on the left side. Since hardly any electron transfer takes place, $i_r$ is practically zero.

Because hardly any reduced ions are present yet, a pulse in the reverse (positive) direction does not bring about a current either. $i_r = 0$.

**Potential region b in figure 5.10b**

At a certain point, the base potential becomes low enough and the equilibrium of reaction 5.51 is shifted somewhat to the right side, according to Nernst Law. A small part of the oxidized polyvalent element close to the working electrode is reduced in order to satisfy equation 5.9. During forward potential pulses, electrons flow from electrode to electrolyte causing a positive current. $i_r > 0$. This current will be higher if the applied potential is more negative. Because enough reactant is available, diffusion of the oxidized polyvalent element from the bulk of the melt to the surface of the working electrode does not play a significant part at this stage of the measurement.

During the reverse potential pulse, most of the reduced species, formed during the preceding forward potential pulse, will be transferred to the oxidized state again. This causes a negative current nearly equal in value to the positive current that flew during the preceding forward pulse. $i_r < 0$, $i_r = -i_f$.

**Potential region c in figure 5.10b**

If the value of the base potential is close to the half-wave potential (with regard to the potential of the reference electrode), both oxidized and reduced species will be present at the surface of the working electrode. This is the case at about -0.4 V for this arbitrary illustrative voltammogram. A pulse in the forward direction yields a potential of $E_{1/2} - \Delta E_p$. At this potential the reduced form is favoured. This causes the reduction of the oxidized form. The equilibrium of reaction 5.51 shifts to the right according to the Nernst Law. Electrons flow from electrode to electrolyte, causing a large positive current. $i_r > 0$.

During the following pulse in the reverse direction, the potential of the working electrode is increased to a value where the oxidized form of the reacting species is favoured ($E_{1/2} + \Delta E_p$). The equilibrium of equation 5.51 shifts to the left. The
electrons flow from electrolyte to electrode, resulting in a large negative current.

**Potential region d in figure 5.10b**

A little later in the experiment, the base potential is slightly more negative than the half-wave potential. But still there are both oxidized and reduced ions present at the surface of the working electrode after a pulse in the reverse direction. During the pulse in the forward direction the oxidized ions are now nearly all reduced, and the concentration of oxidized ions during the forward pulse becomes almost zero. The current $i_r$ is then dominated by the transport of oxidized ions from the bulk of the electrolyte (see section 5.2.7). At first, this transport occurs at a high rate because the concentration gradient is very high: only at the surface of the working electrode the redox active species is reduced completely. $i_r$ reaches its maximum value. $i_r = i_{r,\text{max}}$.

**Potential region e in figure 5.10b**

But gradually the concentration gradient of the oxidized species at the surface of the working electrode decreases because of depletion of the electrolyte near the working electrode (see equation 5.10). Therefore the currents during succeeding "forward" pulses decrease more and more. $i_r > 0, < i_{r,\text{max}}$.

![Figure 5.10b](image)

An arbitrary illustrative voltammogram for a redox reaction with a half-wave potential of -0.4 V with regard to the reference electrode. The temperature is 1200°C. During the reaction, 2 electrons are transferred while one ion of Ox is reduced.
Potential region f in figure 5.10b

During pulses in the reverse direction the potential is much more negative than the half-wave potential. At these potential levels only the reduced form of the redox active species is stable, and the equilibrium of equation 5.51 is on the right side. No oxidized species are formed during the reverse pulses, but instead the oxidized form of the polyvalent element is reduced at the working electrode, resulting in a small positive current. But the concentration of the oxidized form of the polyvalent element at the working electrode is almost zero, and the current during reverse pulses is also governed by the supply of oxidized ions from the bulk of the melt. Therefore the current during reverse pulses is positive, and depends on the diffusion coefficient of the oxidized form of the polyvalent element. $i_r$ approaches $i_f$ until both have the same positive value.

The peaks in $i_f$ and $i_r$ are not located exactly at the half-wave potential $E_{1/2}$ of the reaction. The drop in the $i_f$ curve is not caused by thermodynamics but by a depletion of the electrolyte. The diffusion of the oxidized form of the polyvalent element only starts to become important as the concentration of Ox at the surface of the working electrode is practically zero. The magnitude of the potential pulse $\Delta E_p$ determines at which base potential this condition is satisfied. Therefore the position of the peaks of the $i_f$ and $i_r$ depend on this quantity: if $\Delta E_p$ is small, the peak in $i_f$ is located at a more negative, and the peak in $i_r$ at a more positive potential than the half-wave potential $E_{1/2}$.

The curve of $i_r$ is substracted from the curve of $i_p$, resulting in $\delta i$. In this curve a sharp peak appears at the formal potential $E^{0'}$ of the redox reaction if the diffusion coefficients of the oxidized and reduced species are equal. Otherwise the peak occurs at the half-wave potential $E_{1/2}$.

5.5.5 The $i_p$, $i_r$ and $\delta i$ curves: a mathematical description

The equilibrium concentrations of the oxidized and reduced species close to the working electrode depend on the applied potential according to Nernst Law (equation 5.9). The currents depend on the concentrations, but also on the concentration gradient and therefore on the concentrations at the working electrode obtained during the preceeding potential pulse and the diffusion rate of these ions. The currents that flow during the forward and reverse potential pulses can be calculated by the application of the so-called superposition theorem using some assumptions. Solutions to this problem are given in [6,19,20].
The assumptions are:
- the working electrode is a planar plate with surface area $A \ m^2$;
- the diffusion of oxidized and reduced species is semi-infinite and linear;
- the redox reaction is strictly reversible;
- at the initial potential the redox active species is only present in the oxidized state; its concentration is $C_{Ox}$;
- no charging current flows;
- $\Delta E_p$ is smaller than $R_g \cdot T/n \cdot F$.

The current that flows during the $m$th potential pulse $i_m$ is given by [6]:

$$i_m = n \cdot F \cdot A \cdot C_{Ox} \cdot \frac{D_{Ox}}{\pi \cdot \frac{1}{2} t_p} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{Q_{m-1} - Q_m}{\sqrt{m - j + 1}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.52)

with

$$Q_m = \frac{\varepsilon_m}{1 + \varepsilon_m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.53)

and

$$\varepsilon_m = \exp \left\{ \frac{n \cdot F \cdot (E_m - E_{1/2})}{R_g \cdot T} \right\}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.54)

$E_m$ is given in equation 5.50. $\delta i$ can be calculated by subtracting $i_m=\text{odd}$ from the preceeding $i_{m-1}$. In the $\delta i$-curve a peak appears at $E_{1/2}$; the height of this current peak is given by [6]:

$$\delta i_{\text{max}} = \frac{0.3 \cdot n^2 \cdot F^2 \cdot A \cdot C_{Ox} \cdot \Delta E_p}{R_g \cdot T} \cdot \sqrt{\frac{D_{Ox}}{\pi \cdot \frac{1}{2} t_p}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.55)

A computer program has been written to solve equation 5.52. By comparing the recorded voltammograms with the theoretical curves a more exact value for $E_{1/2}$ can be found, and also some other valuable data can be derived from it.

For reactions that are quasi-reversible, or reactions that are preceeded or followed by relatively slow chemical processes (e.g. adsorption/desorption), the theoretical currents can also be calculated [21]. The equations describing the currents for quasi-reversible reactions are very complicated and will not be discussed in this thesis. A commercially available computer program (COOL from EG&G) has also been used in this study to compare recorded voltammograms with theoretical voltammograms for reactions that are not strictly reversible.
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Figure 5.11
The $i_r$, $i_i$ and $\delta i$ curves of a square wave voltammogram recorded in a TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1400°C, compared to a theoretically derived voltammogram

Recorded voltammogram

Theoretically derived voltammogram

$E_i = 0$ V

$E_{end} = -0.8$ V

$R_u = 0$ V

$\Delta E_{ir} = 0.002$ V

$\Delta E_{ip} = 0.1$ V

$f = 100$ Hz

$E_{ir} = 0$ V

$E_{ip} = 0.1$ V

$E_{end} = -0.8$ V

$\Delta E_{b} = 0.002$ V

$\Delta E_{p} = 0.1$ V

5.5.6 Real voltammograms

5.5.6.1 The influence of electrode geometry on $i_r$, $i_i$ and $\delta i$

The working electrode that has been used in the square wave voltammetry measurements mentioned in this thesis is not a planar plate. Therefore the shapes of $i_r$ and $i_i$ may differ slightly from the theoretical curves. However the influence of the shape of the working electrode on $\delta i$ is much smaller [22]. Therefore mainly the $\delta i$'s of the recorded voltammograms are used for comparison with theoretical curves.

Figure 5.11 shows a recorded and a theoretical square wave voltammogram.

5.5.6.2 Charging currents

In real square wave voltammetric measurements a charging current flows. If the potential program is the same, the charging currents are probably the same for a glass containing a polyvalent element and for the same glass without polyvalent elements. The voltammogram of the latter glass (blank) can be substracted from
the voltammogram recorded in the glass with the polyvalent element in order to minimize the contribution of the charging current to the voltammogram.

If no blank voltammogram is available, the charging current is assumed to be a linear function of the applied potential. A straight line is subtracted from the recorded voltammogram in such a way, that the resulting voltammogram gives the best fit with the theoretical curve. This simplification of the contribution of the charging current is strictly speaking incorrect, since the charging current is not exactly a linear function of the applied potential [3].

5.5.6.3 Background currents

The potential range that can be scanned using square wave voltammetry has an anodic and a cathodic limit. At positive potentials with regard to the reference electrode a large current flows. According to Rüssel [5] this current is caused by the dissolution of the platinum working electrode. Claes [23] assumes that the current arises due to the evolution of oxygen by oxidation of silicate ions. For reasons that will be discussed later on in section 5.5.11, the second explanation appears to be more probable. At potentials less than -0.8 V, the current increases due to a reduction of the silicon ions to elementary silicium [5], the formation of a silicon-platinum alloy [5,23] or the formation of a sodium-platinum alloy [24].

![Figure 5.12](image_url)

A square wave voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass without polyvalent elements at 1000°C

\[ E_0 = 0 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_0 = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 10.70 \Omega \]

\[ E_{end} = -0.8 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \]
Figure 5.12 shows the voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica melt without polyvalent elements at 1000°C. The anodic and cathodic limits are clearly visible.

The potential range that can be used for the measurements depends on the temperature and the nature of the glass. As an example, the potential limits for soda-lime-silica glass are given in figure 5.13.

5.5.6.4 Overlapping peaks
If the glass melt contains more than one polyvalent element, more peaks may be present in the square wave voltammograms. The peaks can be separated from each other, even if they are positioned at about the same potential, by comparing the recorded voltammograms with theoretically derived voltammograms. These can be calculated by simply adding two theoretically derived voltammograms, as long as the reactions are independent.

Some polyvalent elements can undergo two or more reduction reactions with formal potentials in the workable potential range. If these peaks are overlapping, peak splitting is very difficult because the reactions are not independent: the concentration of the "oxidized" form for the second reaction depends on the progress of the first reaction. Theoretical voltammograms can then not be added simply. Usually the position of the peaks can be estimated from the recorded
voltammograms if the peaks are not too close, but other data on the reaction mechanism can not be obtained.

In some cases, the peak of the redox reaction of the polyvalent element in the glass melt is located closely to the potential limit. A blank voltammogram (recorded under the same conditions in a glass melt without the polyvalent element) must be subtracted from the recorded voltammogram in order to separate the peak of the reaction of interest from the peak due to the reduction of the glass matrix or the evolution of oxygen gas.

If no blank voltammogram is available, the current at the anodic or cathodic potential limit is regarded as the reaction current, originating from a reversible redox reaction. The peak from the reaction with the polyvalent element can then be separated from its background by comparing the recorded voltammogram with two added theoretical voltammograms. This is demonstrated in figures 5.14-5.17.

In figure 5.14, the square wave voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 1250°C is given. A shoulder is visible at about -0.65 V. This shoulder is probably due to the reduction of Cr³⁺ to Cr²⁺ (see chapter 6.5). The half-wave potential of this reduction can not be determined accurately from this voltammogram.

![Figure 5.14](image)
Figure 5.14
Square wave voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 1250°C

\( E_i = 0 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 36.8 \Omega \)

\( E_{\text{end}} = -0.9 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \)
**Electrochemical methods: Square Wave Voltammetry**

![Square Wave Voltammogram](image1)

**Figure 5.15**
Square wave voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass without any polyvalent elements at 1250°C

- $E_i = -0.05$ V
- $\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V
- $f = 100$ Hz
- $R_u = 0$ V
- $E_{end} = -0.85$ V
- $\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V

![Square Wave Voltammogram](image2)

**Figure 5.16**
Square wave voltammogram resulting from the subtraction of the blank from the voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ at 1250°C. The theoretical curve for a redox reaction with a formal potential of -0.610 V is also reproduced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured curve</th>
<th>Theoretically derived curve</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_i = -0.05$ V</td>
<td>$E_i = -0.2$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{end} = -0.85$ V</td>
<td>$E_{end} = -0.85$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V</td>
<td>$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V</td>
<td>$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f = 100$ Hz</td>
<td>$E_{1/2} = -0.610$ V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_u = 36.8$ Ω</td>
<td>$n = 2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{---}$</td>
<td>$\text{---}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theoretical calculation:

$$nFAC_{\text{O}_2}\sqrt{D_{\text{O}_2}(\pi/8)t_p} = 0.00126$$
Figure 5.15 displays the square wave voltammogram of soda-lime-silica glass without polyvalent elements under the same conditions (blank). In figure 5.16, the blank is subtracted from the square wave voltammogram recorded in the glass melt containing chromium. This results in a voltammogram with a clearly visible peak at -0.610 V. The theoretical curve calculated from equation 5.52 is also represented in figure 5.16. The electrode configuration during the measurements in the glass with and the glass without chromium have been slightly different. Therefore some residual background current still remains in the resulting voltammogram of figure 5.16; the "measured" voltammogram deviates from the theoretical curve.

If the blank had not been available, the position of the shoulder in figure 5.14 could have been determined by comparing the recorded voltammogram with the theoretical curves of two independent redox reactions (one for the reduction reaction of the glass matrix). This is done with the aid of the COOL program. The description of this program is beyond the scope of this thesis.

![Figure 5.17](image)

Square wave voltammogram recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 1250°C, compared with the curve obtained by adding two theoretical curves

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measured curve</th>
<th>Theoretically derived curves (added: ------------ )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E_i$ = 0 V</td>
<td>$E_i$ = -0.25 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{end}$ = -0.9 V</td>
<td>$E_{end}$ = -0.9 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_b$ = 0.002 V</td>
<td>$\Delta E_b$ = 0.002 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta E_p$ = 0.1 V</td>
<td>$\Delta E_p$ = 0.1 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f$ = 100 Hz</td>
<td>$n = 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_u$ = 36.8 V</td>
<td>$E_{1/2}$ = -0.620 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$n \cdot F \cdot A \cdot C_{Ox} \cdot \sqrt{D_{Ox} / (\pi \cdot V \cdot t_p)} = 0.0035$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$$E_i = -0.25 \text{ V}$$
$$E_{end} = -0.9 \text{ V}$$
$$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V}$$
$$\Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V}$$
$$f = 100 \text{ Hz}$$
$$R_u = 36.8 \text{ V}$$
$$E_{1/2} = -0.620 \text{ V}$$
$$n \cdot F \cdot A \cdot C_{Ox} \cdot \sqrt{D_{Ox} / (\pi \cdot V \cdot t_p)} = 0.0035$$
The best fit was obtained when the half-wave potential of the chromium reduction was located at -0.620 V, and the reduction of the glassmatrix at -1.144 V (see figure 5.17).

5.5.7 Data derived from square wave voltammograms

5.5.7.1 Diffusion coefficients of oxidized and reduced species

The height of the peak in the ψt-curve is proportional to the surface area of the working electrode, the concentration of the redox active species and the amount of electrons transferred, and to the square root of the diffusion coefficient (see equation 5.55). The value of one of these quantities can be calculated from the peak height if all others are known. However, as we have seen in section 5.3.5 the surface area of the working electrode is generally not known exactly.

Note: the diffusion coefficient mentioned is that of the oxidized polyvalent element, because the polyvalent element is assumed to be completely in the oxidized state at the initial potential $E_i$.

For a known surface area of the working electrode, the diffusion coefficient of the reduced form of the polyvalent element can be determined by scanning the potential range in the reverse direction. Before the beginning of the measurement the working electrode is held for some time (at least 15 s) at a potential at which the redox active species is stable in the reduced form. After this waiting time, the polyvalent element is almost entirely present in the reduced state at the working electrode and its environment. Then a square wave voltammogram is recorded while the potential varies from the very negative value to 0 V. Now, only diffusion of the reduced polyvalent element from the surroundings of the working electrode to its surface is of importance for the magnitude of the resulting current. The subscript Ox in equation 5.52 and 5.55 can be replaced by Red. The height of the peak in the voltammogram is proportional to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of the reduced species. By comparing the voltammograms recorded in both scan directions, $D_{Red}/D_{Ox}$ can be calculated even if the concentrations of the reacting species and the surface area of the working electrode are unknown.

The diffusion coefficients of Fe$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$ in the investigated molten glasses are about the same, as will be seen in chapter 6.2. This seems also to be the case with the diffusion coefficients of Sb$^{5+}$, Sb$^{3+}$ and Sb$^0$ (chapter 6.3), and of Cr$^{6+}$ and Cr$^{3+}$ (chapter 6.5).
Theoretical square wave voltammograms for 1, 2 and 3-electron transfer reactions at a half-wave potential of -0.4 V, at 800°C

\[ n = 1 \quad \cdots \quad n = 2 \quad \cdots \quad n = 3 \]

\[ E_1 = 0 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad E_{1/2} = -0.4 \text{ V} \]

\[ E_{\text{end}} = -0.8 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad nF \cdot A \cdot C_{\text{ox}} \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{ox}} / (\pi \cdot \frac{1}{2} t_p)} = 1 \]

5.5.7.2 The amount of electrons transferred

The shape of the curve depends on the amount of electrons transferred during the reduction of one molecule of reactant. If only one electron is transferred the peak is broad, more-electron reactions give rise to small peaks. Theoretical peaks for a 1, 2 and 3-electron transfer at 800°C are given in figure 5.18.

The width of the peak is also effected by the temperature. At higher temperatures, the δi curves become broad. In figure 5.19, the theoretical voltammograms of a 2-electron transfer at 800 and at 1400°C are given.

The number of electrons that is transferred during the reduction of one mole of reactant can be derived by comparing the recorded square wave voltammogram with theoretical curves.

5.5.7.3 Reversibility of the redox reaction

The frequency of the applied potential (or the pulse time \( t_p \)) should have no effect on the position of the peak for purely reversible reactions. However if the frequency is very high, the redox reactions appear to be quasi-reversible.
Then the potential changes fast relative to the time needed to establish the equilibrium at the working electrode as given by equation 5.9. The base potential at which the concentration of the oxidized polyvalent element becomes almost zero depends on the frequency. The position of the peaks then do depend on the frequency: at high frequencies, the peaks shift towards the more negative potentials. Besides, the peaks are no longer symmetrical. In this case, the shape of the peak can give information on the reaction rates.

The frequency for the measurements mentioned in this thesis has been chosen as low as possible to make sure the occurring redox reactions are reversible. (The contribution of the charging current is then also smaller than at high frequencies) But the height of the peak also depends on the frequency: it is linear to the square root of the frequency (see equation 5.55). When the frequency is set to a very low value, the peak in the voltammogram may become too low to determine the exact position, especially if the concentration of the redox active species is low. Besides, the furnace has to be switched off during the measurement in order to avoid disturbance of the measuring signal by currents in the heating elements. If the frequency is low, the measurement lasts long and the temperature of the glass melt may drop considerably. Therefore the frequency is set to a value between 10
and 200 Hz. The voltammograms mentioned in this thesis are all checked on reversibility of the reactions by comparing the recorded voltammograms with theoretical voltammograms (derived from own calculations or the commercially available COOL program as mentioned in section 5.5.5).

According to Claes [25], the charging current has a large influence on the square wave voltammograms at frequencies more than 12.5 Hz, and this obstructs the accurate determination of the formal potential from voltammograms. This is in contradiction to the results obtained in the investigations of this thesis: the shape and position of the peaks did not vary much whether the blanks were subtracted from the recorded voltammograms in glasses containing polyvalent elements or not.

5.5.7.4 The formal potential
The peaks are located at the half-wave potential of the redox reaction of the polyvalent element with regard to the potential of the reference electrode (if the redox reaction is reversible).
If the ratio $D_{\text{Red}}/D_{\text{Ox}}$ is known the formal potential of the redox reaction can be calculated using equation 5.16.

5.5.8 Calculation of the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$
In equation 3.9, the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ has been defined as:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[M^{x+}] \cdot P_{O_2}^{n/4}(\text{melt})}{[M^{(x+n)+}]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.56)

This equilibrium constant can be directly related to the formal potential $E^{0'}$ of the redox reaction.

From the square wave voltammograms the formal potential of the redox reaction at the working electrode with regard to the potential of the reference electrode can be found.

The potential of the reference electrode is given by:

$$E_{\text{reference}} = E_{O_2/O_2^2}^0 + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{P_{O_2}(\text{reference gas})}{\left(a_{O_2}\right)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.57)
The activity of the free oxygen ion \( O^{2-} \) at the reference electrode is assumed to be at unity (just as its activity in the molten glass, see section 5.4.3). Then the potential of the reference electrode is:

\[
E_{\text{reference}} = E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln p_{O_2} \text{(reference gas)} \quad (5.58)
\]

In square wave voltammograms, a peak occurs at the half-wave potential of the reaction at the working electrode, relative to the potential of the reference electrode. The potential of this half-cell is given by:

\[
E_{\text{working electrode}} = E_0^{M^{(x+n)^+}/M^{x+}} + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \left[ \frac{[M^{(x+n)^+}]}{[M^{x+}]} \right] \quad (5.59)
\]

For any potential \( E \), the following equation is valid:

\[
E = E_{\text{working electrode}} - E_{\text{reference}} \quad (5.60)
\]

and thus:

\[
E = E_0^{M^{(x+n)^+}/M^{x+}} + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \left[ \frac{[M^{(x+n)^+}]}{[M^{x+}]} \right] - E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} - \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln p_{O_2} \text{(ref)} \quad (5.61)
\]

or

\[
E = E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} + \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \left[ \frac{[M^{(x+n)^+}]}{[M^{x+}]} \cdot \frac{n}{4} \right] \cdot p_{O_2} \text{(reference gas)} \quad (5.62)
\]

with

\[
E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} = E_0^{M^{(x+n)^+}/M^{x+}} - E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} = E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} - \frac{n}{2} O^{2-}/M^{x+} + \frac{n}{4} O_2 \quad (5.63)
\]

and \( E_0^{O_2/O^{2-}} \) is the position of the \( O^2^- \) peak in the square wave voltammogram.

Before applying artificially a voltage difference, the potential difference \( \Delta E \) between working and reference electrode is governed by the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt \( p_{O_2} \text{(melt)} \) close to the working electrode (see chapter 5.4):

\[
\Delta E = \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{p_{O_2} \text{(melt)}}{p_{O_2} \text{(reference gas)}} \quad (5.64)
\]

This potential difference \( \Delta E \) can be read from the measuring equipment before the beginning of the square wave voltammetry measurement.

Combination of equations 5.62 and 5.64 results in:
InK** (T)

\[
E^{0'} = \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln \left( \frac{[M^{x^+}] \cdot P_{O_2}^{\text{melt}}}{[M^{(x+n)^+}]} \right) = \frac{R_g \cdot T}{n \cdot F} \ln K^{**}(T)
\]

And so the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$, before the beginning of the square wave voltammetry measurement, can be derived from the peak position $E^{0'}$ in the square wave voltammogram:

\[
K^{**}(T) = \exp \left( \frac{n \cdot F \cdot E^{0'}}{R_g \cdot T} \right)
\]

### 5.5.9 Calculation of the redox ratio

The oxygen pressure in the melt, close to the working electrode, is given by:

\[
p_{O_2}^{\text{melt}} = p_{O_2}^{\text{(reference gas)}} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{4 \cdot F \cdot \Delta E}{R_g \cdot T} \right)
\]

The potential difference between working and reference electrode, $\Delta E$, can be read from the measuring equipment before running a square wave voltammetry measurement.

The redox ratio $[M^{x^+}]/[M^{(x+n)^+}]$ in the glass melt close to the working electrode is:

\[
\frac{[M^{x^+}]}{[M^{(x+n)^+}]} = \frac{1}{p_{O_2}^{\text{(ref)}}} \cdot \exp \left( \frac{n \cdot F \cdot \left( E^{0'} - \frac{4 \cdot \Delta E}{n} \right)}{R_g \cdot T} \right)
\]

### 5.5.10 Calculation of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy changes

The formal potential of the redox reaction $E^{0'}$ can be measured using square wave voltammetry at a variety of temperatures. The redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ as defined in equation 5.56 can be calculated for any temperature using equation 5.66. From the temperature dependency of $K^{**}(T)$, the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy changes, $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ can be calculated:

\[
\Delta H^{**} = R_g \cdot \left( \frac{\delta \ln K^{**}(T)}{\delta T} \right)
\]

\[
\Delta S^{**} = R_g \cdot \left( \frac{1}{T} \cdot \frac{\delta \ln K^{**}(T)}{\delta T} + \ln K^{**}(T) \right)
\]
5.5.11 Limitations of the application of square wave voltammetry in molten glass

5.5.11.1 Large uncompensated resistance
If the uncompensated resistance in the molten glass is large (more than 100 Ω), the voltammograms are erroneous even if the i-R compensation technique is used. The resistivity of a glass melt increases as the temperature decreases. Therefore square wave voltammetric measurements can not be performed in glass melts below a certain temperature limit. In the electrode configuration used for the measurements mentioned in this thesis, the temperature limit is about 700°C for soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass melts, and about 1000°C for E-glass.

5.5.11.2 Workable potential region
If the half-wave potential of the redox reaction of a polyvalent element is outside the potential ranges as sketched in figure 5.13, it is not possible to investigate this reaction with square wave voltammetry as discussed in this chapter. However, if the anodic limit is due to the oxidation of the platinum working electrode, the potential range could perhaps be expanded in the anodic direction by applying another electrode material. Therefore platinum and some other materials have been tested as working electrodes.

5.5.11.3 Attempts to find an electrode material, suitable for measurements in the positive potential region
Various electric conductive materials have been tested by Miura and Takahashi [24]. The materials platinum, tungsten, iron, molybdenum, cobalt, nickel, chromium, graphite and stannic oxide were used as working electrodes in Na2O·2B2O3 and lead glass at 900°C. The potential of the working electrodes was increased in cathodic or in anodic direction with 0.001 to 5 V·s⁻¹ to a value of -5 or 5 V (Linear Sweep Voltammetry). Platinum was found to have a wider cathodic scan range than any other material. A sodium platinum alloy was found when the potential of the working electrode had been less than -0.1 V. In the anodic direction, platinum also gave good results but a current arise due to the formation of a platinum oxide film. In the voltammogram a peak appeared at 1 V, followed by a long plateau.

Platinum was excelled in the positive potential region only by stannic oxide. However, some current was measured due to the evolution of oxygen gas in case stannic oxide was used as working electrode. In the molten glass many bubbles appeared.
Because of the results of Miura, stannic oxide was chosen as an alternative working electrode in soda-lime-silica glass at 1400°C. Furthermore the behaviour of Pt, TiB and ZrO₂ has been tested. The potential of the working electrode was increased linearly as a function of time with a sweep rate of 1 V·s⁻¹ from 0 to -0.5 V while the current was sampled. In figure 5.20 the voltammograms of these experiments are reproduced. Then the potential was hold at 1 V for 1 hour. Afterwards the electrodes were investigated using Scanning Electron Microscopy.

The TiB electrode was attacked by the melt and caused a blue colour. In case platinum, SnO₂ or ZrO₂ had been used a large current was measured at positive potentials, with a peak in the voltammogram somewhere between +0.2 and +0.6 V, depending on the applied sweep rate. The visual and analytical examination of the electrodes showed no corrosion of the SnO₂ or ZrO₂ electrodes.

The structure of the outer layer of the platinum electrode was somewhat different from the structure within the electrode. This layer is probably built up of oxidized platinum.

Figure 5.20
The linear sweep voltammograms of various working electrodes in soda-lime-silica glass without polyvalent elements at 1400°C

- Pt
- SnO₂
- ZrO₂
- TiB

E₀ = 0 V
E_end = -0.5 or -4.0 V
scan rate = 1 V·s⁻¹
scan increment = 2 mV
The results indicate that the anodic limit is not solely due to the oxidation of platinum but at any rate partly to an irreversible reaction in the electrolyte, like the formation of gaseous oxygen. This means that the potential range that can be scanned with square wave voltammetry can not be expanded into the positive region.

5.5.11.4 Consequences of the limited potential range for the investigations of the polyvalent elements

As we have seen in chapter 2, good fining agents give rise to the evolution of oxygen gas at a the melting temperature of the glass. The redox reaction equilibrium as defined in equation 5.36 then changes from a very low to a very high value at a relatively small increase of temperature.

At relatively low temperatures (800-1000°C) the polyvalent fining agent is predominantly present in the oxidized state. Then a peak is visible in the square wave voltammogram. At a small increase in temperature, the fining agent decomposes and oxygen gas is released. The polyvalent element is now mainly in its reduced state. The peaks in the square wave voltammograms have shifted into the positive potential region and can no longer be observed.

The redox reactions of some polyvalent elements can only be investigated with square wave voltammetry at relatively low temperatures. This is for instance the case with the Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$ and the Cr$^{6+}$/Cr$^{3+}$ reactions (see chapter 6.3 and 6.5). The behaviour of polyvalent elements that are already in the reduced form at temperatures above 700°C, like cerium, can not be investigated at all with this method (chapter 6.4). Only the elements that are predominantly in the oxidized state can give rise to a peak in square wave voltammograms. Good results have therefore been obtained for the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$ (chapter 6.2), Sb$^{3+}$/Sb$^{0}$ (chapter 6.3) and Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{2+}$ (chapter 6.5) reactions.
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Chapter 6

Results

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The redox reaction equilibria of iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur in three commercially available glasses have been studied using oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements. From these measurements the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ has been calculated. This glass composition dependent constant is defined in chapter 4 as:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[M^{x+} \cdot p_{O2}^{n/4}]}{[M^{(x+n)+}]} \quad (6.1)$$

with $p_{O2}$ = the oxygen equilibrium pressure, this is the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere with which the glass melt would be in equilibrium, given in bar (see chapter 5.4.1).

The results of the measurements at different temperatures will be expressed in the redox reaction enthalpy $\Delta H^{**}$ and entropy $\Delta S^{**}$ (see chapter 3.2.2):

$$\ln K^{**}(T) = -\frac{\Delta H^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{**}}{R_g} \quad (6.2)$$

Experimental results on the redox reaction equilibrium constants of the polyvalent elements have been obtained in three types of glasses: soda-lime-silica glass, TV-screen glass and E-glass.

Soda-lime-silica glass, as used in the experiments, has the molar composition 75 SiO$_2$-15 Na$_2$O-10 CaO. The basicity number of this glass, as defined by Sun [1], is 33.3. The composition and basicity number of this soda-lime-silica glass strongly resemble those of the standard soda-lime-silica glass that has been used in a number of experimental studies [2,3,4,5,6], and some commercially available glasses like float glass, white container glass and table ware glass [7].

Soda-lime-silica glasses are usually fined with the aid of sulphate [7]. The redox reaction of sulphate under oxidizing conditions (as in the glasses mentioned) is generally described as:
Some attempts have been made to study the redox reaction equilibrium of this reaction with square wave voltammetry measurements (see chapter 6.6). Furthermore the behaviour of sulphate in this type of glass has been investigated with oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in combination with the analysis of the sulphur content of the glass. The results are reported in section 6.6.

Green container glass has about the same bulk composition as white container glass [7]. The green colour is obtained by adding chromium (Cr$_2$O$_3$) to the batch [7]. Chromium can be present in the melt as Cr$^{6+}$, Cr$^{3+}$ and Cr$^{2+}$. The redox reactions can be described as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Cr}^{6+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^{-} & \rightarrow \text{Cr}^{3+} + \frac{3}{4} \text{O}_2 \\
\text{Cr}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^{-} & \rightarrow \text{Cr}^{2+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2 
\end{align*}
\]  

(6.4)

The behaviour of chromium in soda-lime-silica glass melts has been investigated using square wave voltammetry measurements (see section 6.5).

TV-screen glass compositions contain BaO and SrO, which are capable of absorbing X-ray radiation. In this thesis, two types of TV-screen glasses have been used for the determination of the redox reaction equilibrium constants: type A and type B. Type A contains a little more SrO and less BaO than type B. The basicity number of TV-screen glass type A, as defined by Sun, is 34, and that of type B is 36.

TV-screen glass is usually fined with antimony [7]. The antimony can be added in the pentavalent or in the trivalent form. In the second case an oxidizing agent like nitrate has to be added to the batch in order to oxidize the antimony during the heating of the batch. The fining action of antimony at elevated temperatures can be described as:

\[
\text{Sb}^{5+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^{-} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]  

(6.5)

The equilibrium of this reaction has been investigated both by oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements. The results of both methods agree reasonably well as will be shown in section 6.3.
Sb$_2$O$_3$ is volatile and harmful. Fining with antimony may lead to environmental pollution. Therefore the possibility of (partly) replacing the fining agent antimony by some other polyvalent element has been investigated by some authors [3,8]. The most promising metal oxide was cerium oxide (CeO$_2$). The fining reaction for this polyvalent element can be described by:

$$\text{Ce}^{4+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Ce}^{3+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2 \tag{6.6}$$

The equilibrium state of this reaction could not be studied with square wave voltammetry measurements (see section 6.4). Data on the reaction equilibrium constants have been derived from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in molten TV-screen glass in combination with wet-chemical analysis of the quenched glass samples at room temperature.

E-glass contains, besides SiO$_2$, mainly CaO, Al$_2$O$_3$ and B$_2$O$_3$. Hardly any alkali ions (like Na or K) are present [7]. The electrical conductivity of this type of glass is extremely low. E-glass is used for the production of textile fibres, as reinforcement fibres in polymers, and in printed circuitboards. The basicity number of this type of glass is about 37. For enhancement of the fining process, sulphate is added to the batch. Since the melting takes place under oxidizing conditions, the fining reaction can be described with equation 6.3. The equilibrium of this reaction has been studied using oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements (section 6.6).

E-glass also contains small amounts of chromium. In spite of the poor electrical conductivity of E-glass, square wave voltammetry could be used to study the equilibrium of reactions 6.4 in this glass. The results are reported in section 6.5.

The raw materials for the industrial glass making process always contain impurities, especially iron. Iron can be present in the glass as Fe$^{3+}$ and as Fe$^{2+}$. The general equation of the redox reaction of iron is:

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2 \tag{6.7}$$

The divalent iron in the molten glass absorbs heat radiation and therefore influences the temperature distribution in the fossil fuel fired melting tank considerably [7]. Furthermore, divalent iron causes a (undesired) green colour in the final glass product. Besides, the iron redox reaction may interfere with
the redox reactions of the fining agents antimony and sulphate. Therefore the reaction equilibrium constant of reaction 6.7 has been investigated in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass, using oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and using square wave voltammetry (section 6.2). The agreement of the results, obtained by both methods, appears to be excellent for these glasses.

In the literature, some data on the redox ratios $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$ [6,9,10,11], $[\text{Sb}^{3+}]/[\text{Sb}^{5+}]$ [12,13,14], $[\text{Ce}^{3+}]/[\text{Ce}^{4+}]$ [12,15], $[\text{Cr}^{3+}]/[\text{Cr}^{6+}]$ [16] and $\text{P}_{\text{SO}_2}/[\text{SO}_4^{2-}]$ [2,17,18,19], in various types of glasses have been published. Generally, the data have been derived by equilibrating a glass melt with a certain atmosphere (usually air), cooling quickly to room temperature and analysing the samples on the concentrations of reduced versus oxidized species. In this chapter, the data from the literature will be compared with the results presented in this thesis.

From the literature data [10,15] and the data, presented in this thesis, it is clear that the composition of the glass has a considerable effect on the redox reaction equilibrium constant. Some theories to account for this dependency have been discussed in chapter 3. The data, obtained in the present investigation, have been too few to support or reject the theories. Besides, the basicity numbers of soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass are relatively close. Yet, the difference in equilibrium constants of the iron reaction in these glasses indicate that the basicity number in itself gives insufficient information for the estimation of the equilibrium constant of the iron reaction on the basis of measurements in glasses with a different composition.

Furthermore, it will be shown that the total concentration of a polyvalent element can have a significant effect on the redox ratio. For example, the ratio $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$ in soda-lime-silica glasses increases at decreasing total iron concentrations under otherwise equal conditions. This phenomenon has already been observed in alkali disilicate glasses [10]. However, the redox ratio $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$ in TV-screen glasses decreases at decreasing total iron contents (see section 6.2.3.6). An explanation for this phenomenon might be found in the activity coefficients of the polyvalent elements, which may be dependent on the concentration and the glass composition.
6.2 IRON

6.2.1 Iron in glass

Generally iron is present as an impurity in some of the raw materials for the glass production, like sand (the main SiO₂-source). The concentrations of iron in the final glass products are usually low (in the range of 0.01 to 0.5 weight-% [7]). In the literature, many data on the iron redox reaction equilibrium have been published [6,9,10,11], but the iron concentrations in these investigations are generally in the order of some weight-%. From the paper of Paul [10], it is clear however that the total iron concentration has a significant effect on the ratio of divalent to trivalent iron (redox ratio) in binary alkali silicate glasses. The divalent form was favoured at low iron concentrations in these types of glass.

In this thesis, the redox reaction equilibria of iron in a wide range of concentrations in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass have been measured and investigated. Most glasses were made from reagent grade oxides or carbonates (SiO₂, Na₂CO₃, CaCO₃, Al₂O₃ etc). To these glasses 0.1 to 2.5 weight-% reagent grade Fe₂O₃ was added. In other glasses, industrial TV-screen batch materials were used. The total iron concentration in these glasses was about 0.04 weight-%.

6.2.2 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

6.2.2.1 Experimental procedure

The glasses containing iron were melted at 1400°C in platinum crucibles, until all grains were dissolved completely and the bubbles were nearly completely removed from the melt. Then the melt was quenched. The cullet was transferred to an Al₂O₃-crucible and placed in the furnace as sketched in figure 5.3. The glass was heated slowly to 1400°C again, and then the electrodes were dipped into the glass melt. The reference electrode was flushed with clean, dry air. The potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode was measured continuously (electrodes 2 and 3 in figure 5.3).

As soon as the potential difference between the electrodes had reached a constant value, the temperature was lowered with a cooling rate of 3 to 5 °C/min to 1000°C, while the potential difference was measured. Subsequently the temperature was increased again by 3 to 5 °C/min to 1400°C. Generally, the potential difference between the electrodes followed the same course during
both scans, indicating that the redox reaction that accounts for the difference in potential is reversible, and indicating no losses of the reacting species.

6.2.2.2 Measured potential difference
An example of a measurement is given in figure 6.1. The potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode is given as a function of increasing temperature for a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$. Notice that the curve follows roughly a straight line at temperatures below 1200°C. At higher temperatures, the curve becomes less steep and approaches a constant potential difference of about 55 mV, for reasons that will be explained later in this section.

The curves, measured in other glasses with about the same iron concentration, had about the same slope as the curve in figure 6.1, but the absolute voltage values could be very different.

6.2.2.3 Calculation of the oxygen equilibrium pressure
The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt, $p_{O2}$(melt), can be calculated from the measured potential difference $\Delta E$ by:

\[
\Delta E = \frac{R T}{2 n F} \ln \frac{p_{O2}}{p_{O2,ref}}
\]

Figure 6.1
The measured potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$, while the temperature was increased from 1000 up to 1400°C by 3 °C/min
\[ p_{O_2} \text{(melt)} = 0.21 \cdot \exp \left( \frac{4 \cdot F \cdot \Delta E}{R_g \cdot T} \right) \]  

(6.8)

with \( p_{O_2} \text{(melt)} \) = oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt [bar]
0.21 = partial oxygen pressure in air [bar]
4 = number of electrons transferred per molecule \( O_2 \) (see chapter 5.4)
\( F \) = Faraday constant \( 96495 \text{ C.mole}^{-1} \)
\( \Delta E \) = potential difference between platinum plate and reference electrode [V]
\( R_g \) = gas constant \( 8.314 \text{ J.mole}^{-1}.\text{K}^{-1} \)
\( T \) = absolute temperature [K]

In figure 6.2, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \) is presented as a function of temperature. The oxygen equilibrium pressure becomes close to 0.8 bar at 1300°C. If the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt is in the order of the atmospheric pressure (plus the hydrostatic pressure), heterogeneous bubble formation can occur (for example at the platinum plate), as has been explained in chapter 2.3.5. The bubbles will ascend to the surface of the melt, and an excess of oxygen is thus removed. Then, the oxygen equilibrium pressure remains at about the same value. For this reason, the potential difference between platinum plate and reference electrode does not increase further at increasing temperatures.

![Figure 6.2](image-url)  

The oxygen equilibrium pressure in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \) while the temperature was increases from 1000 to 1400°C by 3 °C/min
In other experiments with the same glass composition, the absolute value of the oxygen equilibrium pressure could differ from the values in the example, but the shape of the pO₂-T-curve remained the same. The level of the oxygen pressure apparently depends on the amount of air, that is incorporated during the melting of the glass. Together with the equilibrium constant of the redox reaction

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^2 = \text{Fe}^{2+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.9)

at the start of the measurement, this fixes the oxygen equilibrium pressure at the beginning of the experiment. The oxygen equilibrium pressure increases as the temperature increases, because then the equilibrium state of reaction 6.9 shifts to the right. This equilibrium is given by the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$, which of course is not affected by the initial oxygen equilibrium pressure.

### 6.2.2.4 Calculation of $\Delta H^{**}$, $\Delta S^{**}$ and $K^{**}(T)$

The redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ is given by:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}] \cdot (p_{\text{O}_2\text{(melt)}})^{1/4}}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]} = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{**}}{R_g} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.10)

A change in the oxygen equilibrium pressure at a change in temperature from $T_1$ to $T_2$ for a closed system is given by (see chapter 5.4):

$$\frac{1}{4} \cdot C_{\text{Fe}} \left\{ \frac{K^{**}(T_1)}{K^{**}(T_1) + p_{\text{O}_2\text{(melt)}}^{1/4}(T_1)} - \frac{K^{**}(T_2)}{K^{**}(T_2) + p_{\text{O}_2\text{(melt)}}^{1/4}(T_2)} \right\} = \frac{1}{4} \cdot C_{\text{Fe}} \left( \frac{K^{**}(T_1)}{K^{**}(T_1) + p_{\text{O}_2\text{(melt)}}^{1/4}(T_1)} - \frac{K^{**}(T_2)}{K^{**}(T_2) + p_{\text{O}_2\text{(melt)}}^{1/4}(T_2)} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.11)

with

- $L_{\text{O}_2}(T)$ = physical solubility of oxygen in the glass melt at temperature $T$ [mole·m⁻³·bar⁻¹]
- $p_{\text{O}_2}(T)$ = oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt at temperature $T$ [bar]
- $C_{\text{Fe}}$ = total iron concentration in the glass melt [mole·m⁻³]

The physical solubility of oxygen is assumed to be about 1 mole·m⁻³·bar⁻¹ (see chapter 5.4 and 6.8). Equation 6.11 is valid as long as the iron concentration remains constant during the experiment, and no transport of oxygen between melt and atmosphere takes place. These requirements are assumed to be satisfied if the oxygen equilibrium pressure is less than 0.5 bar and the experiment is completed within some hours (see chapter 5.4).
With the aid of a computer fitting program (see chapter 5.4), the best values for \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \), and with those \( K^{**}(T) \), for describing the measured oxygen equilibrium pressure as a function of temperature can be found. The oxygen equilibrium pressure at one temperature is imported in the computer program to account for the amount of air, included in the glass during the melting of the cullet before the start of the measurement.

In the presented experiment in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \), the total iron concentration \( C_{\text{Fe}} \) was 115 mole\( \cdot \)m\( ^3 \). At 1092°C, the oxygen equilibrium pressure was 0.21 bar. The fitting procedure resulted in the following values for the enthalpy and entropy changes:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta H^{**} &= 100 \text{ kJ}\cdot\text{mole}^{-1} \pm 5 \text{ kJ}\cdot\text{mole}^{-1} \\
\Delta S^{**} &= 37 \text{ J}\cdot\text{mole}^{-1}\cdot\text{K}^{-1} \pm 2 \text{ J}\cdot\text{mole}^{-1}\cdot\text{K}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

In figures 6.3 and 6.4, the theoretical potential differences and oxygen equilibrium pressures are given as functions of temperature for these values of \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \), together with the measured data. In figure 6.3, the theoretical potential differences based on other values for \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \) are included. The sensitivity of the calculation of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements appears to be reasonably high.

It should be stressed, however, that the calculations are based on the assumption that the physical solubility of oxygen in the glass melt is about 1 mole\( \cdot \)m\( ^3 \)\cdot\)bar\(^{-1} \). In chapter 6.8 the sensitivity of the calculation of the enthalpy and entropy with regard to the chosen value of the physical solubility will be discussed in detail.

For other experiments with the same glass and with TV-screen glass type B containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \), about the same values for \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \) are obtained (see section 6.2.2.5), although the absolute values of the oxygen equilibrium pressure differed. This indicates that the values for \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \) are reproducible. The relative error is about 5%.

**6.2.2.5 Results**

Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements have been performed in different glasses. The results are summarized in table 6.1.
Results: iron

Figure 6.3
The temperature-dependent measured potential differences (□) for a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ and the theoretical potential differences, based on:

- **C₆Fe** = 115 mole·m⁻³
- **p₀₂(1092°C)** = 0.21 bar

as functions of temperature for a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>ΔH*⁺⁺</th>
<th>ΔS*⁺⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>90</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.4
The oxygen equilibrium pressures (□) and the theoretical oxygen equilibrium pressures (---), based on:

- **C₆Fe** = 115 mole·m⁻³
- **ΔH*⁺⁺** = 100 kJ·mole⁻¹
- **ΔS*⁺⁺** = 37 J·mole⁻¹·K⁻¹
- **p₀₂(1092°C)** = 0.21 bar

as functions of temperature for a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃
6.2.3 Square wave voltammetry measurements

6.2.3.1 Experimental procedure

The glasses containing iron were melted in platinum crucibles at 1400°C until all grains were dissolved completely and the bubbles were nearly all removed from the melt. Then the melt was cooled down quickly. The cullet was transferred to an Al₂O₃-crucible and placed in the furnace as sketched in figure 5.3. In some experiments, the glass melts which first had been used for oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements were tested. Because square wave voltammetry measurements disturb the equilibrium state of the molten glass, the square wave voltammetry measurements have to be performed after the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements. After the recording of a square wave voltammogram, the oxygen equilibrium pressure only reaches a stable, constant value after a waiting time of some minutes in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glasses. In E-glass the waiting time will be a few decades of minutes because of the relatively low electrical conductivity.

Table 6.1

The results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in some commercially available glasses containing iron (no other polyvalent ions), expressed in redox reaction enthalpy and entropy changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration (weight-%)</th>
<th>Concentration (mole Fe/m³)</th>
<th>ΔH°° (kJ·mole⁻¹)</th>
<th>ΔS°° (J·mole⁻¹·K⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TV-screen (type A)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>100 ± 5</td>
<td>37 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-screen (type B)</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>99 ± 5</td>
<td>42 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-glass</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>105 ± 5</td>
<td>43 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The glass was heated slowly to 1450°C, and then the electrodes were dipped into the glass melt. The arrangement of the three electrodes is sketched in figure 5.3. The working electrode consists of a platinum wire, and the counter electrode is a platinum plate. The Pt/ZrO₂ reference electrode was flushed with clean, dry air.
The temperature of the furnace was held constant for 15 minutes. Then an $i\cdot R_u$ measurement was performed (see chapter 5.3), followed by a square wave voltammetry measurement. During this measurement the furnace is temporarily switched off in order to avoid disturbance of the measured signal by the current in the heating elements. Generally the set-up of the measurement was:

- Initial potential $E_i$: 0 V
- Final potential $E_{\text{end}}$: -0.8 V
- The frequency with which the base potential $E_b$ is varied, $f$: 100 Hz
- The height of the staircase increase of the base potential $E_b$, $\Delta E_b$: -0.002 V
- The height of the potential pulse, both in "forward" and in "reverse" direction, superimposed on the staircase base potential $E_b$, $\Delta E_p$: 0.1 V

Usually an adequate square wave voltammogram is obtained with this set-up, giving one clear peak (due to the reaction $\text{Fe}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+}$). In some experiments, other values for the parameters in the set-up are used to determine their effect on the position and shape of the peak. A waiting time of 15 minutes was used between two measurements at the same temperature, in order to allow the glass melt to retain its original state.

Then the temperature was decreased by 3°C/min to a lower level. Before running $i\cdot R_u$ and square wave voltammetry measurements the temperature of the furnace was held constant at the new value for 15 minutes. In this way the temperature region of 1450 to 700°C was investigated with square wave voltammetry measurements in the case that soda-lime-silica or TV-screen glass was used. The uncompensated resistance in E-glass at temperatures below 1000°C became too high to obtain reliable square wave voltammograms, so for this type of glass the square wave voltammetry measurements were made at temperatures ranging from 1450 to 1000°C.

6.2.3.2 The recorded square wave voltammograms

With the aid of an example the processing of the square wave voltammograms and the calculation of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy will be explained.

The example glass is a TV-screen glass type A made of reagent grade ingredients containing 0.4 weight-% $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$. 
As has been explained in chapter 5.5, the currents that flow during the potential pulses in the "forward" direction (in the direction of the final potential) and during the pulses in the "reverse" direction are measured. In figure 6.5, the "forward" and "reverse" currents, $i_f$ and $i_r$, measured in the example glass at 1440°C, are represented as functions of the base potential $E_b$. In both curves, a clear peak can be seen. This is a first indication of the reversibility of the redox reaction under study. If the reaction is irreversible, no peak occurs in the curve of the "reverse" current.

Then the "reverse" current is subtracted from the "forward" current (see chapter 5.5). The resulting current is indicated by the "differentiated" current $\delta i$. The almost symmetrical $\delta i$-curve shows a clear peak at the half-wave potential of the redox reaction of iron (measured relative to the potential of the reference electrode).

This $\delta i$-curve is used for further processing, because the exact shape of this peak is less affected by the geometry of the working electrode than the $i_f$ and $i_r$ curves (see chapter 5.5.4.1).

The position of the peak in the $\delta i$-curve can be determined with an accuracy of 1 mV and a reproducibility of 10 mV.

![Graph of $\delta i$ vs Potential](image)

Figure 6.5
The complete square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1440°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V}$  \hspace{1cm} $\Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V}$  \hspace{1cm} $f = 100 \text{ Hz}$  \hspace{1cm} $R_u = 0 \Omega$
6.2.3.3 Study of the effect of the values of \( f \), \( \Delta E_o \) and \( \Delta E_p \).

The frequency \( f \)

The frequency \( f \) determines the time that the applied potential is held at a constant value before the current is measured. This waiting time is equal to \( 1/2f \) (see chapter 5.5). If the frequency is increased, the waiting time decreases. Consequently, the contribution of the charging current to the total measured curve increases (see chapter 5.2). The peak in the square wave voltammogram then becomes less distinct. This effect becomes significant for the example glass in the present experimental set-up for frequencies exceeding 250 Hz.

At lower frequencies the contribution of the charging current to the total measured current diminishes. But also the faradaic current decreases as the time between the change in potential and the measurement of the current increases (see chapter 5.2). This means that the total current decreases. The accuracy of the measurement becomes less, especially at frequencies less than 10 Hz. Besides, the total required measuring time increases fast at a lower frequency. Because the furnace is switched off during the measurement, the temperature of the glass melt would fall too much at frequencies less than 1 Hz.

After ample experiments it was decided to set the frequency to a value between 20 and 200 Hz. In this frequency range, the frequency was found to have no influence on the position of the peak in the square wave voltammograms. As an example, the square wave voltammograms recorded with three different frequencies in a TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \) at 1370°C are shown in figure 6.6. The peaks are located at a potential of -0.466 V (± 0.002 V) with regard to the potential of the reference electrode.

Even at low temperatures, the frequency has no influence on the position of the peak. In figure 6.7, two square wave voltammograms recorded in a TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \) at 900°C with frequencies of 100 and 200 Hz are represented. After elimination of the background currents (which are influenced by the applied frequency) the peaks turn out to be located at the same potential: -0.453 V (± 0.002 V).

The fact that the position of the peak is independent of the applied frequency at any temperature is a second indication that the reduction of iron is reversible (chapter 5.5).
Figure 6.6
Square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1370°C, with the following set-ups:

- $f = 50$ Hz
- $f = 100$ Hz
- $f = 150$ Hz

$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V
$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V
$R_u = 1.7$ $\Omega$

Figure 6.7
Square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 900°C, with the following set-up:

- $f = 100$ Hz
- $f = 200$ Hz

$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V
$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V
The staircase increase of the base potential, $\Delta E_b$

Each $1/f$ second, the base potential $E_b$ is increased by $\Delta E_b$ (in the negative direction), until the final potential $E_{end}$ has been reached. The time, needed to complete a scan of the potential range between the initial potential $E_i$ and $E_{end}$ is:

$$\text{scan time} = \frac{|E_i - E_{end}| + \Delta E_b}{\Delta E_b \cdot f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.12)

The scan time should not exceed 1 minute, because the temperature in the furnace would then decrease too much. Therefore $\Delta E_b$ should not be too small. But $\Delta E_b$ also determines the number of measuring points. The measuring accuracy increases as $\Delta E_b$ is set to a low value.

In all measurements $\Delta E_b$ is set to a value of 0.002 V.

The pulse height, $\Delta E_p$

The height of the potential pulse $\Delta E_p$ is usually 0.1 V. This means that the difference in the applied potential between two succeeding current measurements ($i_r$ and $i_f$) is 0.2 V. At a lower value of $\Delta E_p$, the resulting current becomes less. This diminishes the accuracy of the measurement. An increase in $\Delta E_p$ provides for an increase in the faradaic current (see equation 5.11), but at the same time the charging current is promoted (see equation 5.7). Due to this last effect the $i_f$ and $i_r$ curves become more separated. However, the sensitiveness of the measurement is not increased. Besides, for the calculation of theoretical voltammograms the following condition should be satisfied:

$\Delta E_p < R_g \cdot T/n \cdot F$ (see chapter 5.5). For these reasons, $\Delta E_p$ ranges between 0.02 and 0.2 V.

6.2.3.4 Processing of the measured square wave voltammograms

Check of the reversibility of the redox reaction

If the redox reaction is reversible (relative to the applied frequency of the measuring signal), peaks will be seen in the curves of the "forward" and "reverse" currents. Furthermore, the differentiated curve $\delta i$ will show an almost symmetrical peak (at least if the contribution of the charging current to the total current is low). Besides, the position of the peak will be independent of the applied frequency. These statements are all valid for the reduction of iron in TV-screen and soda-lime-silica glass melts.
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1440°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_0 = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_d = 0 \text{ Ω} \]

in comparison with theoretical square wave voltammograms for reversible redox reactions, with:

\[ n = 1 \quad n = 2 \quad n = 3 \]

The reversibility of the reaction can be checked further by comparing the recorded voltammogram with theoretical voltammograms which can be derived for reversible and quasi-reversible reactions (see chapter 5.5). In all cases mentioned in this thesis, the recorded voltammograms agreed well with the theoretical voltammograms assuming reversible reactions.

In figure 6.8, the square wave voltammogram recorded for TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1440°C is compared with the different theoretical curves for reversible redox reactions at which one, two and three moles of electrons are transferred at the reduction of one mole reactant.

The measured curve closely resembles the theoretical curve for a reversible two-electron reaction. The increase of the current at -0.8 V results from the reduction of other components of the glass melt, probably Si or Na (see chapter 5.5.6).
The number of electrons transferred
The shape of the peak depends on the number of electrons that is transferred during reduction of the reactant. For an iron-containing glass, the peak in the square wave voltammogram is assumed to arise from the reaction
\[ \text{Fe}^{3+} + e^- = \text{Fe}^{2+} \] (6.13)
For a one-electron transfer process, the peak should be broad, particularly at high temperatures. However, the peak in the square wave voltammogram recorded in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1440°C agrees very well with a two-electron transfer process (see figure 6.8). At lower temperatures, the peak becomes less distinct and the shape corresponds reasonably well both with a one or a two-electron transfer.

This strange phenomenon seems to arise in all the glasses with relatively high iron levels that have been investigated in the present study. At temperatures above about 1200°C, the peaks resemble two-electron reactions, while at lower temperatures, the peaks can be reproduced both with a theoretical one and a two-electron transfer. The origin of this phenomenon is not clear yet. An explanation might be found in:
- an incomplete elimination of the background currents;
- an incorrect theoretical description of the curve, while the assumption that $\Delta E_p < R_g \cdot T / n \cdot F$ is not fulfilled (see chapter 5.5.5);
- complex formation of two Fe$^{3+}$-ions and/or two Fe$^{2+}$-ions. This explanation, however, is in contradiction with the finding of Johnston [9]. According to Johnston, the ratio $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$ at a given temperature is proportional to $P_{O_2}^{1/4}$.

At low iron concentrations (0.1 and 0.04 weight-%) the peaks in the square wave voltammogram are less distinct and can be ascribed both to a one and a two-electron transfer.

Until the question of the number of electrons transferred during the reduction is solved, the peak in the recorded voltammograms is attributed to the reaction $\text{Fe}^{3+} + e^- = \text{Fe}^{2+}$, and the processing of the results, and the calculation of the reaction enthalpy and entropy are based on a one-electron transfer process.

The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Fe$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{2+}$
From the height of the peak in the square wave voltammogram, the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species can be calculated if the concentration C and
the surface area of the working electrode, A, are known. Unfortunately, this last quantity is not known accurately enough in the present investigations (see chapter 5.3). Therefore only the order of magnitude of the diffusion coefficient can be calculated. At 1400°C, the diffusion coefficient of Fe$^{2+}$ in TV-screen glass is about $6 \cdot 10^{-10}$ m$^2$·s$^{-1}$.

However, the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of oxidant and reductor can be estimated. Therefore two square wave voltammograms have to be recorded. In one square wave voltammetry experiment, the potential range is scanned in the negative direction. Figure 6.9 shows a square wave voltammogram, recorded from 0 V to -0.7 V in a TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% at 1400°C. At 0 V, the iron is assumed to be completely in the Fe$^{3+}$ state. The height of the peak is then proportional to the surface area of the working electrode A, the concentration of Fe$^{3+}$ which is now equal to the total iron concentration $C_{Fe}$ and the square root of the diffusion coefficient of Fe$^{3+}$ (see chapter 5.5):

$$\delta i \propto A \cdot [Fe^{3+}] \cdot \sqrt{D_{Fe^{3+}}} = A \cdot C_{Fe} \cdot \sqrt{D_{Fe^{3+}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.14)

![Figure 6.9](Image)

The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type B containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1400°C with the following set-up:

- $\Delta E_{b} = 0.002$ V
- $\Delta E_{p} = 0.1$ V
- $f = 20$ Hz
- $R_u = 6.2$ Ω
- Initial potential $E_i = 0$ V
- Final potential $E_{end} = -0.7$ V
Results: iron

Figure 6.10
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type B containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1400°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V}$ $\quad f = 20 \text{ Hz}$ $\quad$ Initial potential $E_i = -0.7 \text{ V}$

$\Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V}$ $\quad R_u = 6.2 \Omega$ $\quad$ Final potential $E_{\text{end}} = 0 \text{ V}$

Figure 6.11
The square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass type B containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1400°C with the following set-up:

\begin{align*}
\Delta E_b &= 0.002 \text{ V} & E_i &= 0 \text{ V} & \Delta E_b &= 0.002 \text{ V} & E_i &= -0.7 \text{ V} \\
\Delta E_p &= 0.1 \text{ V} & E_{\text{end}} &= -0.7 \text{ V} & \Delta E_p &= 0.1 \text{ V} & E_{\text{end}} &= 0 \text{ V} \\
f &= 20 \text{ Hz} & f &= 20 \text{ Hz} & \text{Current multiplied by -1} \\
R_u &= 6.2 \Omega & R_u &= 6.2 \Omega
\end{align*}
During a second experiment, the same potential region is scanned, but now in the positive direction. Before the beginning of the experiment, the potential of the working electrode is held for 15 seconds at -0.7 V. At this potential, the Fe$^{2+}$ state of iron is stable. At the surface of the working electrode and in its surroundings, all iron is assumed to be converted to the reduced state. Then a square wave voltammogram is recorded from -0.7 to 0 V, under otherwise equal conditions (see figure 6.10). During the experiment, Fe$^{2+}$ is oxidized to Fe$^{3+}$, resulting in a negative differentiated current $\delta i$. The absolute height of the peak in the voltammogram is now proportional to:

$$\delta i \propto A \cdot [\text{Fe}^{2+}] \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}} \approx A \cdot C_{\text{Fe}} \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.15)

In figure 6.11, both square wave voltammograms are displayed. The $y$-values of the voltammogram of figure 6.10 are multiplied by -1. Clearly, the peak of this voltammogram is somewhat higher. This indicates that at 1400°C the diffusion coefficient of Fe$^{2+}$ is somewhat larger than the diffusion coefficient of Fe$^{3+}$:

$$\frac{\sqrt{D_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}}}{\sqrt{D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}}} = \frac{10.36 \text{ Ampère}}{8.84 \text{ Ampère}} = 1.17 \quad \text{or} \quad \frac{D_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}}{D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}} = 1.37$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.16)

Generally, the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in TV-screen and soda-lime-silica glass melts is approximately 1 for any temperature.

The formal potential of the redox reaction

The peak in the square wave voltammograms is (for reversible reactions) located at the half-wave potential $E_{1/2}$ of the reaction (see chapter 5.2). In the voltammograms of figures 6.9 and 6.10, this half-wave potential is -0.355 V. The formal potential $E^{0'}$ of the reaction is given by:

$$E^{0'} = E_{1/2} - \frac{R_g \cdot T}{F} \ln \left( \frac{D_{\text{Fe}^{2+}}}{D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}} \right)^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.17)

(see equation 5.16). In the example glass, the formal potential of the redox reaction $\text{Fe}^{3+} + e^- \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+}$ is:

$$E^{0'}(1400^\circ\text{C}) = -0.355 - \frac{R_g \cdot 1673}{F} \ln 1.17 = -0.378 \text{ V}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.18)
The redox reaction equilibrium constant
The formal potential is directly related to the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{\ast\ast}(T)$ (see equation 5.62 in chapter 5.5):

$$K^{\ast\ast}(T) = \exp \left( \frac{F \cdot E_0'(T)}{R_g \cdot T} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)

In the example glass, the redox reaction equilibrium constant at 1400°C is:

$$K^{\ast\ast}(1400°C) = 0.0726$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.20)

Determination of the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction
The outlined procedure is repeated at other temperatures. Every time the formal potential is determined. At lower temperatures, the peak in the square wave voltammogram shifts towards more negative potentials. For example the half-wave potential of the iron reduction at 1164°C is -0.476 V (see figure 6.12).

In the temperature range from 1400 down to about 1000°C, the formal potential decreases roughly linearly with temperature. This indicates that the redox reaction equilibrium decreases at decreasing temperatures, and then the

---

Figure 6.12
The square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1164°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V  \hspace{1cm} $\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V  \hspace{1cm} $f = 100$ Hz  \hspace{1cm} $R_u = 2.91$ Ω
equlibrium state of the reaction
\[ \text{Fe}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^2 = \text{Fe}^{2+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \quad (6.21) \]
shifts to the left side. In figure 6.13, the formal potentials of the iron reduction are plotted against the temperature.

The redox reaction enthalpy and entropy \( \Delta H^{**} \) and \( \Delta S^{**} \), as defined in chapter 4, can be calculated from the formal potential \( E^0' \):

\[
\Delta H^{**} = F \left\{ T \left[ \frac{\delta E^0'(T)}{\delta T} \right] - E^0'(T) \right\} \\
\Delta S^{**} = F \left[ \frac{\delta E^0'(T)}{\delta T} \right]
\quad (6.22)
\]

For TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \), the results are:
\( \Delta H^{**} = 102 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \pm 2 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \)
\( \Delta S^{**} = 37 \text{ J} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \pm 2 \text{ J} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \)
for temperatures above 1000°C. At lower temperatures the formal potentials deviate from the straight line. This will be discussed in chapter 6.2.3.6.
6.2.3.5 The effect of the total iron concentration

Square wave voltammetry experiments have been performed in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glasses containing 0.04 to 2.6 weight-% Fe₂O₃. In all cases, one peak or shoulder was visible at any temperature between 1000 and 1400°C. As an example, the square wave voltammograms recorded in an industrial TV-screen glass type A containing about 0.04 weight-% Fe₂O₃ at 1350 and 1000°C are given in figures 6.14 and 6.15.

The reduction of iron can be seen as a peak at -0.425 V at 1350°C and as a shoulder at -0.564 V at 1000°C. The shape of these peaks both matches a one- and a two electron transfer (see section 6.2.3.4).

This TV-screen-glass also contains Sb₂O₃. Reduction of the antimony results in a peak at about -0.23 V at 1350°C, and two shoulders at about -0.330 and -0.080 V at 1000°C (see chapter 6.3). The position of the peaks for the iron reduction is presumably not influenced by the presence of other polyvalent elements present, as will be seen in chapter 6.7. Because the reduction of antimony does not interfere with the reduction of iron, the peaks can be mathematically separated (see chapter 5.5).

Figure 6.14
The square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen-glass type A containing about 0.04 weight-% Fe₂O₃ and about 0.4 weight-% Sb₂O₃ at 1350°C with the following set-up:
ΔEₜₐₜ = 0.002 V  \quad ΔE_p = 0.1 V  \quad f = 100 Hz  \quad R_u = 4.8 Ω
The square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen-glass type A containing about 0.04 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ and about 0.4 weight-% SiO$_2$ at 1000°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V}$  
$\Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V}$  
$f = 100 \text{ Hz}$  
$R_u = 34.7 \text{ } \Omega$

The formal potentials of the iron reduction in TV-screen-glass type A with two different iron concentrations are plotted against the temperature in figure 6.16, and in TV-screen glass type B in figure 6.17. The calculated redox reaction enthalpies and entropies for these iron contents are given in table 6.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>symbol</th>
<th>Concentration Fe$_2$O$_3$ (weight-%)</th>
<th>Concentration mole Fe/m$^3$ glass</th>
<th>$\Delta H$$^\text{**}$ (kJ-mole$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S$$^\text{**}$ (J-mole$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>□</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>102 ± 1</td>
<td>37 ± 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>± 0.04</td>
<td>± 12</td>
<td>132 ± 4</td>
<td>56 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type B</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>102 ± 1</td>
<td>41 ± 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type B</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>± 0.04</td>
<td>± 12</td>
<td>136 ± 1</td>
<td>56 ± 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 6.16
The formal potential of the iron reduction in TV-screen glass type A containing about 0.04 weight-% (△) or 0.4 (□) Fe₂O₃ as a function of the temperature.

Figure 6.17
The formal potential of the iron reduction in TV-screen glass type B containing about 0.04 weight-% (○) or 0.4 (■) Fe₂O₃ as a function of the temperature.
The iron concentration obviously has an effect on the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy. The redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ is directly proportional to the formal potential $E^0'$ according to equation 6.19. Since $E^0'$ is more negative for low iron contents than for higher iron concentrations, it follows that relatively more iron is present in the Fe$^{3+}$-state at low iron contents under otherwise equal conditions. Probably the ratio of activity coefficients of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in TV-screen glass depend on the iron concentration. Then equation 6.10 can only be applied for a given iron concentration.

In figure 6.18, the formal potentials of the iron reduction in soda-lime-silica glass with four different iron contents are plotted as functions of the temperature. The calculated enthalpies and entropies are summarized in table 6.3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Concentration $\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3$ (weight-%)</th>
<th>symbol</th>
<th>Concentration (mole Fe/m$^3$ glass)</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{**}$ (kJ-mole$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S^{**}$ (J-mole$^{-1}$K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>■</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>114 ± 1</td>
<td>41 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>80.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>18 ± 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>▲</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>82.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>18.3 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>○</td>
<td>754</td>
<td>87.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>20 ± 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In soda-lime-silica glass, the total iron concentration has a significant effect on the calculated redox reaction enthalpy and entropy as well. But in this type of glass, the divalent form of iron, Fe$^{2+}$, is favoured at low iron contents. This can be seen clearly from figure 6.18, because the formal potential $E^0'$ (and therefore also the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$) is higher for low iron concentrations than for high iron concentrations. Probably the ratio of activity coefficients of Fe$^{2+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in soda-lime-silica glass also depend on the concentrations, but suprisingly enough in the opposite way as in TV-screen glass.
The formal potential of the iron reduction in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.1 (■), 0.50 (+), 0.53 (▲) or 2.6 (○) weight-% Fe₂O₃ as a function of the temperature.

The difference in the behaviour of iron at increasing iron contents in soda-lime-silica glass and TV-screen glass indicates that measurements, made in one type of glass, can not be used to predict the equilibrium state in glasses with different compositions. Even if the redox reaction equilibrium constants at a given iron concentration are equal in two glasses, they may be very different at other iron concentrations.

From the measurements it is clear that the equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \), as defined in equation 3.9 depends on the total iron concentration. This is probably due to the fact that the activities of \( \text{Fe}^{2+} \), \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) and \( \text{O}^{2-} \) do depend on the iron concentration. Equation 3.4 should be used to describe the actual redox reaction equilibrium in the glass melt. However, the activities of \( \text{Fe}^{2+} \) and \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) are generally unknown. The data presented in this thesis are too few to estimate the ratio of the activities of \( \text{Fe}^{2+} \) and \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \).

For practical application, the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) as defined in equation 3.9 is much more convenient than \( K(T) \), as defined in equation 3.4. This brings on, that for iron the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) should be determined for any glass composition as a function of the iron concentration.
6.2.3.6 Deviating results at lower temperatures

At temperatures less than 1050°C, the formal potential of the iron reduction in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ seems to increase again (see figure 6.7 and figure 6.13). According to Freude [20] and Rüssel [11], the reduction of iron at low temperatures occurs in two steps. This theory is based on thermodynamical data on the reactions of iron in the pure Fe-O-system.

In pure solid Fe-O phases, iron can be present as Fe₂O₃, Fe₃O₄, FeO and Fe. The following reactions can occur:

\[
\begin{align*}
3 \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 & \rightarrow 2 \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \\
\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 & \rightarrow 3 \text{FeO} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \\
\text{FeO} & \rightarrow \text{Fe} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\end{align*}
\]

(6.23)

Fe³⁺ can also be reduced to Fe²⁺ in one step:

\[
\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \rightarrow 2 \text{FeO} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]

(6.24)

With the aid of thermodynamic tables [21] the standard free energy \( \Delta G^0 \) of these reactions in the pure solid phases can be calculated for any temperature \( T \). Now the standard potential \( E^0 \) of these reactions, relative to the Normal Hydrogen Electrode (see chapter 5.1) can be calculated by:

\[
E^0(T) = -\frac{\Delta G^0(T)}{n \cdot F}
\]

(6.25)

Rüssel [11] and Freude [20] assume, that the potential of the reference electrode used in this study would be equal to the potential of the Normal Hydrogen Electrode if the reference gas was pure \( \text{O}_2 \). This means that the use of air as reference gas causes a shift in potential relative to the potential of the Normal Hydrogen Electrode of (see equation 5.33):

\[
\frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln \frac{p_{\text{O}_2}(\text{air})}{p_{\text{O}_2}(\text{pure} \ \text{O}_2)} = \frac{R_g \cdot T}{4 \cdot F} \ln 0.21
\]

(6.26)

The standard potentials of the reactions 6.23 and reaction 6.24 relative to the reference electrode flushed with air can now be obtained by adding the factor from equation 6.26 to the calculated standard potential \( E^0 \). In figure 6.19, the theoretical standard potentials of the different reduction steps of iron (in the pure solid phase) are plotted against the temperature.

According to Rüssel [11] and Freude [20], the reduction of iron in glass melts containing about 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ at relatively low temperatures occurs in two steps. The first reduction step, \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \rightarrow \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \), takes place at potentials,
higher than the formal potential of reaction 6.24. The second reduction step, \( \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \rightarrow \text{FeO} \), takes place at far lower potentials and can not be seen in the square wave voltammograms presented in this thesis. However, this second reduction step has been observed by Rüssel [11] and Freude [20].

At relatively high temperatures, the reduction occurs in one step: \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Fe}^{2+} \) (reaction 6.24). At intermediate temperatures a transition area exists [11]. The position of this transition area depends on the total iron concentration and the composition of the glass melt [11]. In figure 6.20, the measured formal potentials of the iron reduction in TV-screen glass type A are compared to the theoretical potentials of the different reactions in the pure solid phases. Apparently the measurements at temperatures between 800 and 1050°C are located in the "transition area".

At higher iron concentrations, the transition area shifts towards higher temperatures. This means that at higher concentrations, the reduction of iron occurs in two steps, even at higher temperatures. This is also in accordance with the data measured in soda-lime-silica glass.
At a concentration of 0.5 weight-% Fe₂O₃ the transition area is observed up to ±1050°C, and at a concentration of 2.6 weight-%, the transition range exceeds up to 1250°C (see figure 6.18). At low iron concentrations, the reduction takes place in only one step at any temperature.

According to Rüssel [11], the reasonably fair agreement between the measured reaction potentials and the theoretical potentials for the pure solid Fe-O system (especially at high iron contents) indicate that in the molten glass with relatively high iron contents iron clustering occurs. The iron clusters have properties similar to those of crystalline species such as Fe₂O₃, Fe₃O₄ and FeO. This theory indeed offers an adequate explanation for the anomalies in the E⁰(T) curve. The question on the number of electrons transferred during the reduction of iron at high temperatures still remains unsolved.

6.2.3.7 Square wave voltammetry measurements in E-glass
The electrical conductivity in E-glass is poor (see chapter 5.3). The i-Rᵤ measurements show that the uncompensated resistance in E-glass is indeed one order of magnitude higher than in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass. The capacity of the electrochemical double layer in E-glass does not differ much
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from those in the other glasses. But in the square wave voltammetry experiments, the contribution of the charging current to the total current is relatively large because the charging current \( i_c \) depends both on the uncompensated resistance \( R_u \) and the capacity of the double layer \( C_D \):

\[
i_c = \frac{E}{R_u} \cdot \exp \left( -\frac{t}{R_u \cdot C_D} \right)
\]

The contribution of the charging current becomes less at a low frequency \( f \). But then the faradaic current is also lower. This diminishes the sensitivity of the measurement. The frequency for the square wave voltammetry measurements should therefore not be lower than 10 Hz. Besides, the furnace is switched off during the measurement. If the frequency was set to a value of less than 10 Hz, the scan time would be about one minute (see equation 6.12). Then the temperature in the furnace and the glass melt would fall during the measurements.

The poor electrical conductivity in E-glass provides for a substantial charging current throughout the square wave voltammetry measurements. This can clearly be seen in figure 6.21. In this figure, the "forward", "reverse" and "differentiated" currents, recorded during a square wave voltammetry measurement in E-glass containing 0.5 weight-% Fe\(_2\)O\(_3\) at 1400°C are plotted against the base potential. Both \( i_f \) and \( i_r \) show a continuously increasing line, almost linearly with the base potential. Superimposed on an increasing line, the (positive) peak in \( i_f \) and the (negative) peak in \( i_r \) due to the redox reaction can be seen vaguely.

In the curve of the differentiated current \( \delta i \), the peak resulting from the reduction of iron can be seen more clearly (see figure 6.22). The peak however is not symmetrical. Comparison of the recorded voltammogram with theoretical voltammograms shows that this asymmetrical shape does not arise due to a quasi-reversible or an irreversible reaction, but to a reversible one-electron reaction slightly deformed by the charging current.

The position of the peak can be obtained from the theoretical curve that best fit the recorded curve. The accuracy is ± 5 mV. The peak in figure 6.22 is located at -0.352 V (± 0.005 V).
Figure 6.21
The square wave voltammogram with $i_r$ and $i_i$ recorded in E-glass containing 0.5 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1400°C with the following set-up:
$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 50 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 5.82 \text{ } \Omega$

Figure 6.22
The resulting square wave voltammogram recorded in E-glass containing 0.5 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1400°C with the following set-up:
$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 50 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 5.82 \text{ } \Omega$
Square wave experiments have been performed in E-glass containing 0.5 weight-% Fe₂O₃ at temperatures between 1000 and 1400°C. In figure 6.23, the obtained formal potentials are given as a function of temperature. The calculated redox reaction enthalpy and entropy are given in table 6.4.

**Table 6.4**
The redox reaction enthalpy and entropy for the iron reduction in E-glass containing 0.5 weight-% Fe₂O₃

\[
\Delta H^{\text{**}} = 106 \text{ kJ mole}^{-1} \pm 0.6 \text{ kJ mole}^{-1} \\
\Delta S^{\text{**}} = 42.5 \text{ J mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \pm 3 \text{ J mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}
\]

6.2.4 Comparison of the results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements

In three glass melts, both oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements have been performed. The results are summarized together in table 6.5. As can be seen, the results obtained by both methods are in excellent agreement.
Table 6.5
The redox reaction enthalpy and entropy for the iron reduction in three glass melts, derived from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration Fe₂O₃ (weight-%)</th>
<th>Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements</th>
<th>Square wave voltammetry measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ΔH°** (kJ·mole⁻¹)</td>
<td>ΔS°** (J·mole⁻¹·K⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV type A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV type B</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-glass</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.5 Comparison of the results with data from literature

6.2.5.1 Data from the literature

Johnston [12] equilibrated Na₂O·2SiO₂ glass melts containing 2.5 weight-% Fe₂O₃ with atmospheres with various partial oxygen pressures. After cooling down to room temperature, the glass samples were analysed for Fe²⁺ and total iron or Fe³⁺. Johnston found that the redox ratio ([Fe²⁺]/[Fe³⁺]) is proportional to the negative fourth root of the partial oxygen pressure at a given temperature, indicating that the redox reaction equilibrium constant as defined in equation 6.10 contains the correct ratio of Fe²⁺, Fe³⁺ and pO₂ for a given glass composition, temperature and iron content. The basicity number of Na₂O·2SiO₂ as defined by Sun is 41.7.

Paul and Douglas [10] equilibrated various binary alkali silicate glasses containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ at 1400°C with air (pO₂=0.21 bar). The glasses were subsequently cooled to room temperature and Fe²⁺ and total iron concentration were determined. The composition of the glass had a significant influence on the final redox ratio. The basicity number of the samples varied between 26 and 51. At higher basicity numbers, the percentage of iron in the divalent state Fe²⁺ was smaller than at low basicity numbers.

At equal basicity numbers, the percentage Fe²⁺ in binary lithium, sodium and potassium silicate glasses were not equal. This indicates that the redox ratio of a glass with basicity number x, for a certain temperature and oxygen equilibrium pressure, can not be estimated from redox ratios measured in different glasses even with the same basicity number.
According to Paul [10] the total iron concentration has an effect on the percentage of iron present in the divalent state in the glass under otherwise equal conditions if the iron concentration is less than 1 weight-%. He found that the divalent state was favoured at low iron concentrations in alkali disilicate glasses. This is in agreement with the results presented in this thesis for soda-lime-silica glass. However, the measurements presented in this thesis indicate that in TV-screen glass relatively more iron is present in the trivalent state at low iron concentrations. An explanation for this phenomenon might be found in concentration and glass composition dependent activity coefficients for $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ and $\text{Fe}^{3+}$.

Goldman [22] found, that the redox ratio $[\text{Fe}^{2+}]/[\text{Fe}^{3+}]$ in a Ca-Al-borosilicate melt, in equilibrium with air, was 0.212 at 1260°C. The total iron content in this glass was 0.3 % Fe (± 1 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$). Goldman used the high-temperature spectral emission technique developed by Berg (see chapter 4.3.1).

Takahashi [23] measured the half wave potential $E_{1/2}$ of the redox reaction of iron at 1250°C in Na$_2$O·2SiO$_2$ and soda-lime-silica glass containing about 2.7 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ with Cyclic Voltammetry. Assuming that the diffusion coefficients of $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ and $\text{Fe}^{3+}$ are about the same, the redox reaction equilibrium $K^{**}(T)$ can be derived from the half wave potential by applying equations 5.16 and 5.66. The equilibrium constant at 1250°C for the iron reaction appeared to be about 0.027. Cyclic Voltammetry is much less sensitive than Square Wave Voltammetry, because the peaks in the voltammograms are much broader. The establishment of the exact position of the peak is difficult.

Rüssel [6,11] measured the half wave potential of the iron reaction in different soda-lime-silica glasses at various temperatures using Square Wave Voltammetry. The basicity number of the glasses ranges from 29 to 44. At high iron concentrations (more than 1 weight-%) the reduction of iron appeared to take place in two steps. At lower concentrations (0.3 to 1 weight-%) the reduction occurs in one step. The equilibrium constant of this one-step reduction reaction can be calculated from the half wave potential with the aid of equations 5.16 and 5.66.
Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements using an oxygen sensor were made by Tran [24] in Na₂O·2SiO₂ containing about 5 weight-% Fe₂O₃. After the measurements the samples were cooled quickly to room temperature and the concentration of Fe²⁺ and the total iron concentration were determined.

6.2.5.2 Graphical presentations of the data from literature and own measurements

The data on the redox ratios from the literature have been converted to reaction equilibrium constants \( K^{**}(T) \) as defined in equation 6.10. In figures 6.24a, b and c, the natural logarithm of the \( K^{**}(T) \)'s have been plotted against the reciprocal temperature. Straight lines should be obtained with a slope equal to \(-\Delta H^{**}/R_g\) and an intersect at \(\Delta S^{**}/R_g\) (assuming \(\Delta H^{**}\) and \(\Delta S^{**}\) to be independent of the temperature). In the plots, the results presented in this thesis are included.

The data can also be expressed as redox ratios in glass melts, that are equilibrated with air (\(p_{O₂}=0.21 \text{ bar}\)) at any given temperature. Then the data from the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements must be converted to redox ratios:

\[
\frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}]}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]} = \frac{K^{**}(T)}{P_0^{1/4}} = \frac{K^{**}(T)}{0.21^{1/4}}
\]  \( (6.28) \)

It is more convenient to express the redox ratio as the percentage of iron in the divalent state:

\[
\% \text{ Fe}^{2+} = 100\% \times \frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}]}{[\text{Fe}^{2+}] + [\text{Fe}^{3+}]} \]

\( (6.29) \)

or:

\[
\% \text{ Fe}^{2+} = 100\% \times \frac{K^{**}(T)}{K^{**}(T) + \frac{1}{P_0^{1/4}}} = 100\% \times \frac{K^{**}(T)}{K^{**}(T) + 0.21^{1/4}}
\]  \( (6.30) \)

The percentage of iron in the divalent state (with \(p_{O₂}=0.21 \text{ bar}\)) is plotted against the temperature in figures 6.25a, b and c. Now the relative shift of the redox reaction equilibrium (at constant oxygen pressure) can be seen more easily. Furthermore it is clear from these figures that in soda-lime-silica glass, the divalent form of iron, Fe²⁺, is favoured at lower iron contents. In TV-screen glass, it is exactly the opposite.
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Figure 6.24a: Data from the literature and own measurements in TV-screen glass

Figure 6.24b: Data from the literature and own measurements in soda-lime-silica glass

Figure 6.24c: Data from the literature and own measurements in E-glass presented as $\ln K^* (T)$ as a function of the reciprocal temperature

- Johnston [10]
- Paul [11]
- Goldman [21]
- Takahashi [22]
- Russel [6,12]

Own measurements
- 0.04 weight-%
- 0.4 weight-%
- 0.1 weight-%
- 0.53 weight-%
- 2.6 weight-%
- 0.5 weight-%
Figure 6.25a: Data from the literature and own measurements in TV-screen glass

Figure 6.25b: Data from the literature and own measurements in soda-lime-silica glass

Figure 6.25c: Data from the literature and own measurements in E-glass presented as %Fe^{2+}(at pO_2=0.21 bar) as a function of the temperature
One must keep in mind however, that industrially molten glass is usually not in equilibrium with air. The percentage of divalent iron in industrial glass melts can therefore not be read from the plot directly. Furthermore, at a change in temperature the oxygen pressure changes. The plot can not be used to determine the amount of iron, that is reduced at an increase of temperature. The absolute shift of reaction 6.7 (or 6.21) is not represented in this plot.

The compositions of the glasses investigated in the literature and in this thesis are generally different, as well as the iron concentration in these glasses. Therefore a comparison is not possible. However, the calculated redox reaction equilibrium constants appear to be in the correct order of magnitude.

6.2.6 Conclusions
- Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can be used for the determination of the enthalpy and entropy of the iron reduction in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass melts;
- square wave voltammetry measurements can be used for the determination of the enthalpy and entropy of the iron reduction in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass melts;
- the results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements for molten glass with iron as the only polyvalent ion are in good agreement;
- the calculated redox reaction equilibrium constants are in the same order of magnitude as the equilibrium constants, derived from the literature, although the compositions of these glasses and the iron concentrations differ;
- the reaction equilibrium state for the iron reduction can be described with the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$. The value of $K^{**}(T)$ can be calculated with the aid of equation 6.10 and the values of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$ as given in tables 6.1 to 6.5, but only for the given glass composition and iron concentration;
- an estimation of the redox reaction equilibrium constant can not be made on the basis of the redox reaction equilibrium constant for another glass composition or iron concentration. Only if the redox reaction equilibrium constant is known in two glasses with slightly different compositions and the same iron concentration, the redox reaction equilibrium constant in a third glass with an intermediate composition and the same iron concentration may be estimated with a reasonable accuracy;
at low iron concentrations, the Fe$^{3+}$ state is favoured in TV-screen glass and the Fe$^{2+}$ state is favoured in soda-lime-silica glass with regard to the redox equilibrium in glasses with a higher iron content;

- the questions on the reaction mechanism and the different kinds of iron species in molten glasses with high Fe-concentration are still undissolved.

6.3 ANTIMONY

6.3.1 Antimony in glass

Antimony is used as the fining agent in TV-screen glasses. The fining reaction is generally described by [12,14]:

$$\text{Sb}^{5+} + \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2$$

(6.31)

and the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ can be defined as:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[\text{Sb}^{3+}]^{\sqrt{\text{PO}_2}}}{[\text{Sb}^{5+}]} = \exp \left\{ \frac{-\Delta H^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{**}}{R_g} \right\}$$

(6.32)

The antimony can be added to the batch in the pentavalent or trivalent form. In the second case, an oxidizing agent has to be added to convert the antimony to the pentavalent state before the melting temperature has been reached.

At the melting temperature, the pentavalent antimony will dissociate to the trivalent state according to equation 6.31, coupled with a release of O$_2$ in the melt. The fining gas then diffuses to existing bubbles, causing them to grow. The enlarged bubbles easily ascend to the surface of the melt (see chapter 2.6). At a decrease of temperature, the equilibrium state of reaction 6.31 will shift to the left, and the trivalent antimony is able to take up the excess of O$_2$ from the melt and the remaining small oxygen-containing bubbles (chapter 3.3.2).

The antimony concentration usually ranges between 0.4 and 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$. In the literature, some data on the redox reaction equilibrium constant of reaction 6.31 have been derived by wet-chemical analysis of the quenched glass sample [12] or by square wave voltammetry measurements [6], but the antimony concentrations in these experiments have been in the order of some weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ in sodium disilicate [12] and soda-lime-silica glasses [6]. In this thesis, the redox reaction equilibrium constant of the antimony reduction in TV-screen glasses (types A and B) with concentrations of 0.4 to 2.4 weight-%
Sb$_2$O$_3$ is investigated by oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements.

6.3.2 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

6.3.2.1 Experimental procedure

The glasses were prepared by adding the desired amount of Sb$_2$O$_5$ to reagent grade chemicals (Si$_2$O, Na$_2$CO$_3$, BaCO$_3$ etc), or to technical raw batch materials containing impurities of iron (up to a concentration of about 0.04 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$). The batches were melted at 1400°C in platinum crucibles until the glasses contained no grains and hardly any bubbles. Then the glasses were cooled down quickly and transferred to Al$_2$O$_3$-crucibles. These crucibles were heated slowly to 1400°C in the furnace as sketched in figure 5.3. At this temperature the electrodes were lowered until the reference electrode (electrode 2 in figure 5.3) just touched the melt.

6.3.2.2 The measured potential difference

The potential difference between the counter electrode (electrode 3 in figure 5.3) and the reference electrode was measured. The reference electrode was flushed with clean, dry air. As soon as the potential difference reached a stable value, the temperature of the furnace was decreased by 3°C/min down to 800°C while the potential difference was measured. Subsequently the temperature was increased again by 3°C/min to 1400°C.

Generally, the measured potential difference followed the same course during decrease and increase of the temperature. This indicates that the redox reaction that causes the potential difference at changes in temperature is reversible. Furthermore, it indicates that the total concentration of antimony remains constant during the experiment.

6.3.2.3 Calculated oxygen equilibrium pressure

The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt was calculated with the aid of equation 6.8. The oxygen equilibrium pressure as a function of temperature has been used to calculate the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction 6.31. The results are summarized in chapter 6.3.2.5.

6.3.2.4 Calculated enthalpy and entropy

The change in oxygen equilibrium pressure in the molten glass at a change in temperature from $T_1$ to $T_2$ can be described by:
\[ L_{O_2}(T_1) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_1) - L_{O_2}(T_2) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_2) = \]
\[ \frac{1}{2} C_{\text{Sb}} \cdot \left[ \frac{K^{\ast\ast}(T_1)}{K^{\ast\ast}(T_1) + p_{O_2}^{1/2}(T_1)} - \frac{K^{\ast\ast}(T_2)}{K^{\ast\ast}(T_2) + p_{O_2}^{1/2}(T_2)} \right] \quad (6.33) \]

This equation is valid as long as the total antimony concentration remains constant, and no exchange of oxygen between melt and atmosphere takes place. We assume that these requirements are fulfilled if the oxygen equilibrium pressure remains below 0.5 bar.

With the aid of a computer program, the values of \( \Delta H^{\ast\ast} \) and \( \Delta S^{\ast\ast} \) (as defined in equation 6.32) that best describe the redox reaction of antimony as presented in equation 6.31 were calculated. The physical solubility of oxygen \( L_{O_2} \) is assumed to be 1 mole·m\(^{-3}\)·bar\(^{-1}\) (see chapter 6.8).

In figure 6.26, the potential difference between the counter and the reference electrode in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% \( \text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3 \) is given as a function of temperature. The measured potential difference can be described mathematically with equation 6.33, when the enthalpy \( \Delta H^{\ast\ast} \) is set to a value of 219 kJ·mole\(^{-1}\) and the entropy \( \Delta S^{\ast\ast} \) is 138 J·mole\(^{-1}\)·K\(^{-1}\).

In figure 6.27, the calculated oxygen equilibrium pressure is given as a function of temperature.

### 6.3.2.5 Results of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

The procedure outlined in sections 6.3.2.1 to 6.3.2.4 was followed in TV-screen glass type A and B with different antimony concentrations. The results of the calculation of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy are given in table 6.6.

For a better comparison of the results, the percentages of the antimony in the trivalent form \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) have been calculated for three different temperatures with the assumption that the melts are equilibrated with air (\( p_{O_2}=0.21 \) bar):

\[ \% \text{ Sb}^{3+}(T) = \frac{100\% \cdot K^{\ast\ast}(T)}{K^{\ast\ast}(T) + p_{O_2}^{1/2}} = \frac{100\% \cdot K^{\ast\ast}(T)}{K^{\ast\ast}(T) + 0.21^{1/2}} \quad (6.34) \]

As we can see from table 6.6, the reduced form of antimony, \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \), seems to be favoured at the higher antimony content for TV-screen glass type A.
Figure 6.26
The measured [□] potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Sb₂O₃ as a function of temperature. The theoretical curve (-----) was calculated with:
\[ C_{Sb}^* = 63 \text{ mole-m}^{-3} \]
\[ \Delta H^* = 219 \text{ kJ-mole}^{-1} \]
\[ \Delta S^* = 138 \text{ J-mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \]

Figure 6.27
The oxygen equilibrium pressure (□) in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Sb₂O₃ as a function of the temperature. The theoretical curve (-----) was calculated with:
\[ C_{Sb}^* = 63 \text{ mole-m}^{-3} \]
\[ \Delta H^* = 219 \text{ kJ-mole}^{-1} \]
\[ \Delta S^* = 138 \text{ J-mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \]
Table 6.6
The results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in two different TV-screen glasses containing antimony, expressed in redox reaction enthalpy and entropy changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration (weight-%)</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{**}$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S^{**}$ (J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>% Sb$^{3+}$ ($p_{O_2}$=0.21 bar)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1000°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-screen type A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>219 ± 11</td>
<td>138 ± 7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-screen type A</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>188 ± 9</td>
<td>134 ± 7</td>
<td>29.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-screen type B</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>191 ± 10</td>
<td>121 ± 6</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV-screen type B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>206 ± 10</td>
<td>121 ± 6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is in accordance with the results from equilibrium measurements in TV-screen glass type A containing iron: at high iron concentrations, the reduced state Fe$^{2+}$ is favoured.

The antimony concentrations in both TV-screen glasses type B are in the same order of magnitude as in the first TV-screen glass type A. Therefore it can be expected that the redox ratios [Sb$^{3+}$/Sb$^{5+}$] in these glasses are about the same. For the TV-screen glass type B containing 0.43 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$, this assumption is correct; for the other glass, it is not. However, the glass containing 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ was made of technical raw batch materials and therefore contains also Fe$_2$O$_3$. This was not accounted for in the calculations of $\Delta H^{**}$ and $\Delta S^{**}$. This means that a change in $p_{O_2}$ is completely attributed to the antimony reaction. In practise, the oxygen equilibrium pressure is governed by the equilibrium states of the antimony and the iron reactions.

6.3.3 Square wave voltammetry measurements
6.3.3.1 Experimental procedure
The glasses were prepared in the way described in section 6.3.2.1. The Al$_2$O$_3$-crucibles containing the glass was placed in the furnace sketched in figure 5.3. At 1400°C, the electrodes were lowered until the reference electrode just touched the melt. After a waiting time of 15 minutes, the uncompensated
results in the melt was measured (see section 5.3), and subsequently a square wave voltammogram was recorded. Generally the set-up for the measurements was:

- **Initial potential** $E_i$: 0 V
- **Final potential** $E_{\text{end}}$: -0.8 V
- **Frequency** $f$: 100 Hz
- **Staircase increase of the base potential** $\Delta E_b$: -0.002 V
- **Height of the potential pulse** $\Delta E_p$: 0.1 V

The currents were measured just before each change in potential.

### 6.3.3.2 Square wave voltammograms

**The recorded voltammograms**

The measurements were made at temperatures ranging from 1400°C to 800°C. Figure 6.28 shows the square wave voltammogram recorded in a TV-screen glass type A containing 2.14 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 1100°C. In this figure, the currents measured during the "forward" and "reverse" pulses are plotted against the base potential. Both curves display a clear peak, indicating that the redox reaction is reversible.

![Figure 6.28](image)

The complete square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 2.14 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 1100°C with the following set-up:

- $\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V
- $\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V
- $f = 100$ Hz
- $R_u = 7.66$ Ω
The square wave voltammogram (-----) recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 2.14 weight-% Sb₂O₃ at 1100°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \, \text{V}$  \quad  $\Delta E_p = 0.1 \, \text{V}$  \quad  $f = 100 \, \text{Hz}$  \quad  $R_u = 7.66 \, \Omega$

$E_{1/2} = -0.325 \, \text{V}$

compared with theoretical square wave voltammograms for one (---), two (· · --- - - -), three (-----), and four (----··-) electron transfers.

The current measured during the "reverse" pulse $i_r$ is subtracted from the current measured during the preceding "forward" pulse $i_f$. The resulting current $i$ is plotted against the base potential in figure 6.29. This results in a clear, almost symmetrical peak at the half-wave potential (at -0.325 V ± 0.001 V) of the redox reaction. The curve is compared to theoretical curves for one, two, three, and four electron transfers. The recorded curve agrees best with the theoretical curve describing a redox reaction during which three electrons are transferred. This indicates that the peak does not result from the reaction Sb⁵⁺ → Sb³⁺.

According to Rüssel [6] the peak can be attributed to the reduction of the trivalent form of antimony to metallic antimony. This reaction can be described by:

$$\text{Sb}^{3+} + 1 \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^0 + \frac{3}{4} \text{O}_2 \quad (6.35)$$

and the redox reaction equilibrium constant can be defined as:
It is not known if metallic antimony is really present in the bulk of the molten glass at high temperatures, or if a Pt/Sb-alloy could be formed.

The position of the peak in the \( \delta \)-curve can be determined with an accuracy of 1 mV and a reproducibility of 10 mV. The reduction of the pentavalent to the trivalent form can not be seen in the square wave voltammogram between 0 and -0.8 V at these temperature levels.

**The effect of the temperature**

At a decrease of the temperature, the peak resulting from the three-electron transfer shifts towards the negative direction, indicating that the equilibrium state of reaction 6.35 shifts towards the left (see figures 6.30 to 6.32). Furthermore, a second peak becomes visible at temperatures below 1000°C. This peak can be described theoretically with a two-electron transfer (see figure 6.30), and is therefore probably caused by the reduction of pentavalent to trivalent antimony.

\[
K_{Sb^{3+}/Sb^0}^{\ddagger}(T) = \frac{[Sb^0] \cdot pO_2^{3/4}}{[Sb^{3+}]} = \exp \left\{ \frac{-\Delta H_{Sb^{3+}/Sb^0}^{\ddagger}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_{Sb^{3+}/Sb^0}^{\ddagger}}{R_g} \right\} \tag{6.36}
\]
The complete square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 2.14 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 900°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 29.6 \Omega \]

\[ E_{1/2} = -0.391 \text{ and } -0.097 \text{ V} \]

The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 2.14 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 860°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 43.8 \Omega \]

\[ E_{1/2} = -0.459 \text{ and } -0.147 \text{ V} \]
Check on the reversibility
In figure 6.31, the currents measured during the "forward" and "reverse" pulses are plotted against the base potential. Both curves display the two reduction peaks, indicating that both reduction steps are reversible.

A further check on the reversibility can be obtained by varying the frequency $f$. In figure 6.33, two voltammograms recorded in a TV-screen glass type A containing 2.35 weight-% at 1000°C with different frequencies are displayed. The positions of the peaks are not appreciably effected by the applied frequency. This again indicates that both reduction reactions are reversible under these conditions.

The ratio of the peak heights however does depend on the frequency. Since the height of the peak is in theory linearly proportional to the square of the number of electrons transferred (see equation 5.55), the ratio of the peaks should be about $3^2:2^2$ or 9:4. At the relatively low frequencies of 50 and 100 Hz, this is indeed the case. But at higher frequencies, the peak of the reduction $\text{Sb}^{5+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{3+}$ increases relative to the height of the peak of the $\text{Sb}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^0$
reduction reaction. The same phenomenon has been observed for the two reduction steps of arsenic \cite{25}: at high frequencies, the height of the peak due to the reduction of the pentavalent to the trivalent form of arsenic is favoured.

An explanation for this phenomenon might be, that the reaction rate of the second reduction step is less than that of the first reduction step. At high frequencies, the height of the $\text{Sb}^{5+}/\text{Sb}^{3+}$-peak is then determined by the diffusion of $\text{Sb}^{5+}$ to the surface of the working electrode, while the height of the $\text{Sb}^{3+}/\text{Sb}^{0}$-peak is governed by the reaction rate. In other words, the second reduction step is quasi-reversible at high frequencies.

During the first reduction step, the reactant for the second reduction step is formed. Since the two reduction steps are not independent, the peaks can not be separated mathematically. It is therefore not possible to compare the separate peaks with theoretical curves in order to obtain information on the exact reaction mechanism. However, it can be concluded from figures 6.31 and 6.33 that both reduction steps are reversible at frequencies of 100 Hz and less.

6.3.3.3 Ratios of the diffusion coefficients

The ratio of the diffusion coefficients can be estimated by scanning the potential region in two directions (see chapter 5.5.7 and 6.2.3.4).

Figure 6.34 shows the voltammogram recorded in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% $\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3$ at 1300°C while the base potential was decreased from 0 to -0.8 V. A clear peak due to the reduction of $\text{Sb}^{3+}$ to $\text{Sb}^{0}$ is visible. The height of the peak is proportional to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species $\text{Sb}^{3+}$.

In figure 6.35, the voltammogram recorded in the reverse direction, from -0.8 to 0 V, is represented. In this voltammogram, a clear (negative) peak probably due to the oxidation of $\text{Sb}^{0}$ to $\text{Sb}^{3+}$ is visible. The absolute height of this peak is proportional to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of (probably) $\text{Sb}^{0}$ in the glass melt.

The peak due to the reduction reaction is smaller than the peak due to the oxidation reaction as can be seen from figure 6.36.
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Figure 6.34
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 1300°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_p = 0.002$ V

$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V

$E_i = 0$ V

$E_{1/2} = -0.175$ V

$E_{end} = 0$ V

Figure 6.35
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 1300°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_p = 0.002$ V

$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V

$E_i = -0.8$ V

$E_{1/2} = -0.137$ V

$E_{end} = 0$ V
Figure 6.36
The square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb₂O₃ at 1300°C with the following set-ups:

\[ E_i = 0 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad E_i = -0.8 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \\
E_{\text{end}} = -0.8 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad E_{\text{end}} = 0 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \\
f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_a = 0 \Omega \quad \text{Multiplied by: -1} \quad R_a = 0 \Omega

\[ \frac{D_{\text{Sb}^0}}{D_{\text{Sb}^{3+}}} = \frac{0.0884 \text{ Ampère}}{0.0810 \text{ Ampère}} = 1.09 \quad (6.37) \]

The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Sb⁰ and Sb³⁺ in TV-screen glass type A at 1300°C is given by:

\[ \frac{D_{\text{Sb}^0}}{D_{\text{Sb}^{3+}}} = \frac{0.3600 \text{ Ampère}}{0.2311 \text{ Ampère}} = 1.56 \quad (6.38) \]

Besides the peaks due to the reaction Sb³⁺ = Sb⁰ the peaks due to the reaction Sb⁵⁺ = Sb³⁺ are visible. The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Sb⁵⁺ and Sb³⁺ in TV-screen glass type A at 800°C is given by:
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Figure 6.37
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 800°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_p = 0.001 \text{ V} \quad f = 5 \text{ Hz} \quad E_i = 0 \text{ V} \quad E_{1/2}(3+/0) = -0.396 \text{ V} \]
\[ \Delta E_p = 0.05 \text{ V} \quad R_u = 0 \text{ Ω} \quad E_{\text{end}} = -0.6 \text{ V} \quad E_{1/2}(5+/3+) = -0.141 \text{ V} \]

Figure 6.38
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 800°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_p = 0.001 \text{ V} \quad f = 5 \text{ Hz} \quad E_i = -0.6 \text{ V} \quad E_{1/2}(3+/0) = -0.389 \text{ V} \]
\[ \Delta E_p = 0.05 \text{ V} \quad R_u = 0 \text{ Ω} \quad E_{\text{end}} = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad E_{1/2}(5+/3+) = -0.130 \text{ V} \]
The square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 800°C with the following set-ups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$E_i$</th>
<th>$E_{end}$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_b$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_p$</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$R_u$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1 V</td>
<td>-0.6 V</td>
<td>0.001 V</td>
<td>0.05 V</td>
<td>5 Hz</td>
<td>0 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At any temperature, the ratios of the diffusion coefficients of antimony, measured in this way, are close to 1.

### 6.3.3.4 The formal potential of the redox reactions

Now that the ratios of the diffusion coefficients are known, the formal potentials of the redox reactions can be derived from the half-wave potentials with the aid of equation 5.16. The formal potential of the reduction of pentavalent to trivalent antimony at 800°C is given by:

$$E^{0'}_{Sb^{5+}/Sb^{3+}} = E_{1/2}(Sb^{5+}/Sb^{3+}) - \frac{R_g \cdot T}{2 \cdot F} \ln \sqrt{\frac{D_{Sb^{3+}}}{D_{Sb^{5+}}}}$$

$$-0.141 - 0.018 = -0.159 \text{ V}$$

Figures 6.39

(Images of square wave voltammograms and formal potential calculations are shown.)
The formal potential of the second reduction step, from trivalent to metallic antimony, at 800°C is:

$$E_{Sb^{3+}/Sb^0}^0 = E_{L2} (Sb^{3+}/Sb^0) - \frac{R_g \cdot T}{3 \cdot F} \ln \sqrt{\frac{D_{Sb^0}}{D_{Sb^{3+}}}}$$

$$-0.396 - 0.014 = -0.410 \text{ V} \quad \text{(6.41)}$$

### 6.3.3.5 Calculation of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy

The formal potential of the reaction $Sb^{3+} \rightarrow Sb^0$ can be determined at any temperature between 800 and 1500°C. The formal potential of the reaction $Sb^{5+} \rightarrow Sb^{3+}$ can only be determined at temperatures less than about 1100°C. The formal potentials appear to be linearly dependent on the temperature (see for example figures 6.45 and 6.46). With the aid of linear regression, straight lines are drawn through the measured potentials.

The values of $\Delta H^{\ddagger\ddagger}$ and $\Delta S^{\ddagger\ddagger}$ can be derived from the temperature dependency of the formal potential with the aid of equation 6.22. The results for the two reduction steps of antimony in TV-screen glass types A and B containing various concentrations of antimony are given in section 6.3.3.8. The indicated accuracy of $\Delta H^{\ddagger\ddagger}$ and $\Delta S^{\ddagger\ddagger}$ result from the linear regression of the measured formal potentials.

### 6.3.3.6 Frequency and concentration

At high antimony concentrations (over 2 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$) the frequency of the applied signal has no influence on the position of the two peaks as can be seen in figure 6.33.

In the glass industry, the antimony concentration however ranges from 0.4 to 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$. In this range the frequency has a significant effect on the position of the peak due to the reduction of Sb$^{5+}$ to Sb$^{3+}$ as will be seen later in this section. The position of the other peak, due to the reduction of Sb$^{3+}$ to Sb$^0$, is not effected by the applied frequency (as long as the frequency remains below 200 Hz, see section 6.2.3.2). This can be seen clearly in figure 6.40.

At low temperatures, the peak due to the reduction of the pentavalent to the trivalent antimony becomes visible. But the position of the peak depends on the applied frequency. When the applied frequency is set to a low value, the square wave voltammograms display two clearly separated peaks that can be
Figure 6.40
The square wave voltammograms recorded in a TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% \( \text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3 \) at 1300°C, with the following set-ups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>( f )</th>
<th>( \Delta E_k )</th>
<th>( \Delta E_p )</th>
<th>( R_u )</th>
<th>( E_{1/2}(\text{Sb}^{5+}/\text{Sb}^{3+}) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>500 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0 Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-0.176</td>
<td>-0.173</td>
<td>-0.177</td>
<td>-0.195</td>
<td>-0.227 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

attributed to the two reduction steps. The voltammograms closely resemble the voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass with high antimony concentrations at any frequency between 5 and 200 Hz (see figure 6.41).

But if the frequency is set at 100 Hz, the peak due to the reduction of \( \text{Sb}^{5+} \) to \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) at 900°C seems to shift towards the negative region, while the other peak remains at the same position. Now the peaks overlap and can only be seen as shoulders (see figure 6.42). Unfortunately the peaks cannot be separated mathematically because the two reduction steps are not independent. Therefore a thorough check of the reversibility of the reduction of the pentavalent to the trivalent antimony is not possible under these conditions.

But at low antimony concentrations, the reduction of \( \text{Sb}^{5+} \) to \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) appears to be quasi-reversible. Only if the frequency is set to a value of 5 to 20 Hz, the peak seems to be reversible. However, for the correct determination of the formal potential of this reduction step, the reaction should be reversible.
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Figure 6.41
The square wave voltammogram recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 900°C with the following set-up:

- $\Delta E_b = 0.001$ V
- $f = 5$ Hz
- $E_i = -0.7$ V
- $E_{1/2}(3+/0) = -0.354$ V

- $\Delta E_p = 0.05$ V
- $R_u = 0$ Ω
- $E_{end} = 0.3$ V
- $E_{1/2}(5+/3+) = -0.060$ V

Figure 6.42
The square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.63 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ at 900°C with the following set-up:

- $\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V
- $f = 100$ Hz
- $E_i = -0.7$ V
- $E_{1/2}(3+/0) = ?$ V

- $\Delta E_p = 0.100$ V
- $R_u = 0$ Ω
- $E_{end} = 0.3$ V
- $E_{1/2}(5+/3+) = ?$ V
Therefore only the measurements with low frequencies can be used for the determination of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy in TV-screen glasses containing relatively low amounts of antimony.

6.3.3.7 The influence of iron impurities

Some TV-screen glass melts were made from raw batch materials as used in the glass industry. The glass melts then contain, besides antimony, about 0.04 weight-% \( \text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 \). Although the iron concentration is much lower than the antimony concentration, the peak due to the iron reduction is clearly visible in the square wave voltammograms displayed in figures 6.43 and 6.44.

The height of the peak is proportional to the concentration and to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species. The diffusion coefficients of \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) and \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) in a soda-lime silica glass melt have been derived by Rüssel [26] from square wave voltammetry measurements. The results are:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}(1100^\circ\text{C}) & = 1.6 \cdot 10^{-11} \text{ m}^2\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \\
D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}(950^\circ\text{C}) & = 2.0 \cdot 10^{-12} \text{ m}^2\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \\
D_{\text{Sb}^{3+}}(1100^\circ\text{C}) & = 2.0 \cdot 10^{-13} \text{ m}^2\cdot\text{s}^{-1} \\
D_{\text{Sb}^{3+}}(950^\circ\text{C}) & = 4.0 \cdot 10^{-14} \text{ m}^2\cdot\text{s}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

The concentrations of iron and antimony in the TV-screen glass type B, expressed in mole·m\(^{-3}\), are: about 12 mole Fe·m\(^{-3}\) and 95 mole Sb·m\(^{-3}\) glass.

With the assumption that the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) and \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) in TV-screen glass are in the same order of magnitude as in soda-lime-silica glass melts, the ratio of the peaks due to the reduction of \( \text{Fe}^{3+} \) and the reduction of \( \text{Sb}^{3+} \) at 1100°C is:

\[
\frac{\delta i \left( \text{peak}_{\text{Fe}^{3+/\text{Fe}^{2+}}} \right)}{\delta i \left( \text{peak}_{\text{Sb}^{3+/\text{Sb}^0}} \right)} \propto \frac{C_{\text{Fe}} \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}}}{C_{\text{Sb}} \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{Sb}^{3+}}}} = 1.13 \tag{6.42}
\]

and at 950°C, this ratio would be:

\[
\frac{\delta i \left( \text{peak}_{\text{Fe}^{3+/\text{Fe}^{2+}}} \right)}{\delta i \left( \text{peak}_{\text{Sb}^{3+/\text{Sb}^0}} \right)} \propto \frac{C_{\text{Fe}} \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{Fe}^{3+}}}}{C_{\text{Sb}} \cdot \sqrt{D_{\text{Sb}^{3+}}}} = 0.89 \tag{6.43}
\]

This is in reasonable agreement with figures 6.43 and 6.44.
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Figure 6.43
The square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen glass type B containing 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ and 0.04 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 1100°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E'_b = 0.002$ V \hspace{1cm} $f = 100$ Hz \hspace{1cm} $E_{1/2} = -0.608$ (Fe$^{2+}$/Fe$^{3+}$) and -0.269 V (Sb$^{3+}$/Sb$^{0}$)

$\Delta E_p = 0.020$ V \hspace{1cm} $R_u = 4$ Ω

Figure 6.44
The square wave voltammogram measured in TV-screen glass type B containing 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ and 0.04 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ at 950°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E'_b = 0.002$ V \hspace{1cm} $f = 100$ Hz \hspace{1cm} $E_{1/2} = -0.696$ V (Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$) and shoulders

$\Delta E_p = 0.020$ V \hspace{1cm} $R_u = 9.5$ Ω \hspace{1cm} at -0.321 (Sb$^{3+}$/Sb$^{0}$) and -0.175 V (Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$)
In figure 6.45, the position of the peaks due to the reduction of Sb$^{5+}$, Sb$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in TV-screen glass type B are plotted as functions of the temperature. Now the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy can be calculated with the use of equation 6.21. The results for this type of glass are:

$$\Delta H^\circ = 199 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta S^\circ = 135 \text{J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$$
$$\Delta H^\circ = 310 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta S^\circ = 160 \text{J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$$
$$\Delta H^\circ = 136 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta S^\circ = 56 \text{J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$$

Similar experiments have been performed in TV-screen glass type A, with and without iron. Glass I was made of reagent grade chemicals to which 0.70 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_5$ was added ($C_{\text{Sb}}=100 \text{mole·m}^{-3}$). Glass II was made of raw batch materials as used in the glass industry ($C_{\text{Sb}}=80 \text{mole·m}^{-3}, C_{\text{Fe}}=\pm 12 \text{mole·m}^{-3}$). The position of the peaks of the two antimony reduction steps turn out to be unaffected by the presence of iron. In figure 6.46, the position of the peaks due to the reduction of Sb$^{5+}$, Sb$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ in the two glass melts I and II are plotted as functions of the temperature. The enthalpy and entropy of the three redox reaction are:

$$\Delta H^\circ = 192 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta S^\circ = 134 \text{J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$$
$$\Delta H^\circ = 261 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta S^\circ = 123 \text{J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$$
$$\Delta H^\circ = 132 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta S^\circ = 56 \text{J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction</th>
<th>Glass I</th>
<th>Glass II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\circ = 192 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\circ = 192 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb$^{3+}$/Sb$^{0}$</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\circ = 261 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\circ = 261 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\circ = 132 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1}$</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\circ = 132 \text{kJ·mole}^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.3.8 Results of the square wave voltammetry measurements

In table 6.7, the calculated enthalpies and entropies of the two reduction steps of antimony in TV-screen glass are summarized.

The total antimony concentration has a significant effect on the equilibrium state of reaction 6.31. This can be seen most clearly from figure 6.47. In this figure, the natural logarithm of the redox reaction equilibrium constant $\ln K^{**}(T)$ is plotted as a function of the reciprocal temperature for the various glass melts. Measured values for $\ln K^{**}(T)$ are higher at high antimony concentrations. This means that in TV-screen glass with high antimony contents, the Sb$^{3+}$ state is favoured relative to the equilibrium state in TV-screen melts with less antimony. And at low antimony concentrations, the (most) oxidized state of antimony is favoured. This resembles the behaviour of iron in TV-screen glasses: at low iron concentrations, the oxidized state Fe$^{3+}$, is favoured.
Table 6.7
The enthalpy and entropy of the reduction reactions $\text{Sb}^{5+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{3+}$ and $\text{Sb}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{0}$ in TV-screen glass with different antimony concentrations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration (weight-% $\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3$)</th>
<th>$\text{Sb}^{5+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{3+}$</th>
<th>$\text{Sb}^{3+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{0}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta H^\ast\ast$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$\Delta S^\ast\ast$ (J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$\Delta H^\ast\ast$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>213 ± 3</td>
<td>139 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>192 ± 5</td>
<td>134 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>177 ± 3</td>
<td>134 ± 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>210 ± 6</td>
<td>160 ± 18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>202 ± 4</td>
<td>120 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>199 ± 2</td>
<td>135 ± 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An explanation for this phenomenon may be, that the activity coefficients of $\text{Sb}^{5+}$ and $\text{Sb}^{3+}$ in TV-screen glass depend on the concentrations.

The extensiveness of the difference in behaviour of antimony in glasses with low and with high antimony contents can be seen in figure 6.48. Here, the percentages of reduced antimony, $\text{Sb}^{3+}$, in glass melts which are in equilibrium with air, are given as a function of temperature. This percentage is calculated by:

$$% \text{Sb}^{3+}(T) = \frac{100\% \cdot K^\ast\ast(T)}{K^\ast\ast(T) + \sqrt{0.21}}$$  (6.44)

and the redox reaction equilibrium constants are calculated from the reaction enthalpies and entropies given in table 6.7. At 1100°C, the antimony in TV-screen glass melts with low antimony contents (0.4 weight-% $\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3$) is predominantly present in the pentavalent form, while the antimony in glasses with high antimony concentrations is almost entirely present as $\text{Sb}^{3+}$. 
Results: antimony

Figure 6.47
The natural logarithm of the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}$ as a function of the reciprocal temperature for the data, presented in table 6.7

- 2.14 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type A
- 0.63 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type A
- 0.6 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type B
- 0.4 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type A

Figure 6.48
The percentage of antimony, present in the reduced state $Sb^{3+}$, as a function of the temperature for TV-screen glass melts in equilibrium with air ($p_{O_2}=0.21$ bar)

- 2.14 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type A
- 0.63 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type A
- 0.6 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type B
- 0.4 weight-% $Sb_2O_3$ in TV-screen glass type A
Note, that figure 6.48 does not reflect the behaviour of antimony in industrial glass melting tanks, since the glass melt in these tanks is usually not in equilibrium with air. Furthermore, a change in the redox ratio $[\text{Sb}^{3+}]/[\text{Sb}^{5+}]$ is coupled with a change in the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt. Therefore figure 6.48 can not be used to determine the effectiveness of antimony as a fining agent in industrial glass melts. A method to predict the effect of antimony additives to the fining of industrial glass melts will be described in chapter 7.

### 6.3.4 Comparison of the results from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements

The results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements are in good agreement as can be seen from table 6.8. The square wave voltammetry measurements, however, could only be used to study the $\text{Sb}^{5+/}\text{Sb}^{3+}$ equilibrium at temperatures below 1100°C. Even so, the calculated enthalpies and entropies agree very well with the data, derived from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements at temperatures between 800 and 1400°C. Therefore it can be concluded that the data from the square wave voltammetry measurements at temperatures less than 1100°C can be used to predict the equilibrium constant of the $\text{Sb}^{5+/}\text{Sb}^{3+}$ reaction at higher temperatures.

#### Table 6.8

The enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction $\text{Sb}^{5+} \rightarrow \text{Sb}^{3+}$ in TV-screen glass measured with oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration (weight-% $\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3$)</th>
<th>Oxygen equilibrium pressure</th>
<th>Square wave voltammetry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\Delta H^{**}$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$\Delta S^{**}$ (J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)</td>
<td>$\Delta H^{**}$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>219 ± 11</td>
<td>138 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type A</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>188 ± 9</td>
<td>134 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>191 ± 10</td>
<td>121 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>contains iron impurities</td>
<td>199 ± 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.3.5 Comparison of the results with data from the literature

6.3.5.1 Investigations on the equilibrium of the Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$ reaction in literature

Johnston [12] exposed sodium disilicate glass containing about 2 weight-% Sb (250-380 mole Sb·m$^{-3}$ glass) at 1085°C during 1 to 3 days to air, pure O$_2$ or an Ar/O$_2$ mixture. After quenching of the melts, the samples were analysed on the concentration of Sb$^{3+}$ and the total antimony content. The redox ratio $[\text{Sb}^{3+}]/[\text{Sb}^{5+}]$ appeared to be proportional to the square root of the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere:

$$\frac{[\text{Sb}^{3+}]}{[\text{Sb}^{5+}]} \propto p_{O_2}^{1/2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.45)

Furthermore sodium disilicate melts were equilibrated with air at 1200 and 1300°C. From the Sb$^{3+}$ and total antimony concentrations, measured in the quenched samples, the temperature dependent redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}(T)$ was calculated (see figure 6.49).

The equilibrium state of the Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$ reaction in TV-screen glass was investigated by Krol [13]. TV-screen glasses containing 0.1 mole-% Sb$_2$O$_5$ (± 77 mole Sb·m$^{-3}$ glass) were exposed for 20 hours to air. Then the melts were quenched. The concentration of Sb$^{3+}$ was determined with wet-chemical analysis and the total antimony content with inductively coupled plasma emission spectrometry. Further experiments, in which TV-screen glass melts were exposed to air at 1200°C for longer melting times (up to 200 hours), showed that the melts were not in equilibrium with air after 20 hours. The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt at 1200°C was estimated at 0.5 bar after 20 hours. Krol assumed that NaN$_3$, present in the glass batch, was responsible for this high oxygen pressure. Since all glass melts contained the same amount of NaN$_3$, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melts was in all cases assumed to be 0.5 bar. The redox reaction equilibrium constant can then be calculated from:

$$K^{**}(T) = \frac{[\text{Sb}^{3+}] \cdot 0.5^{1/2}}{C_{\text{Sb}} - [\text{Sb}^{3+}]}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.46)

The equilibrium constants thus calculated are represented in figure 6.49.

In the experiments of Stahlberg [14], glasses with the composition 70 mole-% SiO$_2$, 23 mole-% alkali and alkaline earth oxides and 0.2 mole-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ (± 145 mole Sb·m$^{-3}$ glass) were exposed to different atmospheres with various partial
oxygen pressures. After some time the oxygen equilibrium pressures in the melts were measured with an oxygen sensor. After quenching, the glass samples were analysed for the Sb\(^{5+}\) and \(\text{Sb}^{3+}\) concentrations using Mössbauer spectroscopy. The redox ratio \([\text{Sb}^{3+}]/[\text{Sb}^{5+}]\) was found to be proportional to the square root of the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt. Furthermore the redox reaction equilibrium constants were calculated with the aid of equation 6.32. The equilibrium constants appeared not to be proportional to \(\exp(1/T)\), indicating that the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy are not independent of the temperature. The equilibrium constants, derived from the redox reaction measurements presented in this thesis, however, can be adequately described with temperature independent reaction enthalpies and entropies.

Russel [6] used square wave voltammetry to measure the equilibrium state of the antimony reaction in soda-lime-silica glass melts containing 1 mole-% \(\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3\) at various temperatures. The results are in agreement with the measurements in TV-screen glass with high antimony concentrations as presented in this thesis.

6.3.5.2 Graphical presentation of the literature data and the data presented in this thesis

In order to compare the literature data with the data presented in this thesis, the redox reaction equilibrium constants \(K^{**}(T)\) were calculated. In figure 6.49, the natural logarithm of the equilibrium constants are plotted as a function of the reciprocal temperature. The percentage of \(\text{Sb}^{3+}\), that would be present in the glass melt equilibrated with air, is calculated from equation 6.44. The results are represented in figure 6.50.

The data, derived from square wave voltammetry measurements in TV-screen glass melts containing relatively small amounts of antimony (0.4-0.6 weight-% \(\text{Sb}_2\text{O}_3\), see table 6.7) are in excellent agreement with the literature data of Krol [13] and Stahlberg [14] for the same type of glasses and antimony concentrations, but measured with other techniques. This indicates that the data derived from square wave voltammetry measurements are as reliable as data, derived from much more laborious methods.

The redox reaction equilibrium constant containing large amounts of antimony in TV-screen glass is comparable to the equilibrium constant in soda-lime-silica glass (see table 6.7 and [6]), but differs substantially from \(K^{**}(T)\) in sodium.
Figure 6.49
The natural logarithm of the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{**}$ as a function of the reciprocal temperature for literature data and data presented in this thesis.

Figure 6.50
The percentage of antimony that would be present as $\text{Sb}^{3+}$ in glass melts equilibrated with air ($p_{O_2}=0.21$ bar) as functions of the temperature.
disilicate glass [12]. Furthermore, the total antimony content has a significant
effect on the equilibrium constant in TV-screen glass melts: at high antimony
levels, the reduced state of the antimony is favoured. In the previous section,
the same phenomenon was found in TV-screen glasses containing iron: at high
iron levels, the reduced state of the iron was favoured. But in soda-lime-silica
glass melts, the oxidized state of iron was favoured at high iron contents. So
although the equilibrium constants of the antimony reaction in TV-screen glass
and soda-lime-silica glass with high antimony concentrations are corresponding,
this may not be the case at other antimony concentrations. This underlines the
necessity to use the proper glass composition and antimony content in the
measurements of the redox reaction equilibrium constants.

6.3.6 Conclusions
- Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements at temperatures between 800
  and 1400°C can be used for the determination of the redox reaction equili-
  brium constants of the Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$ reaction in TV-screen glass melts;
- square wave voltammetry measurements can be used for the determination
  of the equilibrium constants of the Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$ reaction at temperatures up to
  about 1100°C;
- the agreement between the results of both methods is good;
- the data on the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy, derived from square
  wave voltammetry measurements at temperatures less than 1100°C can be
  used for the calculation of redox reaction equilibrium constants at
  temperatures up to 1400°C;
- the results of both oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square
  wave voltammetry measurements agree very well with the data on the reac-
  tion equilibrium of antimony in similar glass melts and concentrations,
  presented in the literature;
- the total concentration of antimony has a significant effect on the redox
  reaction equilibrium constant in TV-screen glasses (type A): at low
  antimony concentrations, the oxidized state is favoured, relative to the
  equilibrium state at higher antimony contents;
- the redox reaction equilibrium constant can be calculated from the redox
  reaction enthalpy and entropy as given in tables 6.6 and 6.7, for the given
  glass compositions and antimony concentrations;
- measurements in one type of glass can not be used to predict the equili-
  brium state of the antimony reaction in other glass compositions.
6.4 CERIUM

6.4.1 Cerium in glass
Due to the more strict environmental legislations, the use of the hazardous antimony should be reduced as much as possible. Therefore some investigators [3,8] have tried to find a less harmful metal oxide that could (partly) replace antimony oxide as a fining agent in the glass industry.

The most promising of the investigated metal oxides appeared to be cerium oxide. The fining action can be described by:

\[
\text{Ce}^{4+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^2- \rightarrow \text{Ce}^{3+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2
\] (6.47)

and the equilibrium state of this reaction can be given by the redox reaction equilibrium constant \(K^{\circ\circ}(T)\):

\[
K^{\circ\circ}(T) = \frac{[\text{Ce}^{3+}]^{1/4} \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}^{1/4}}{[\text{Ce}^{4+}]} = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H^{\circ\circ}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{\circ\circ}}{R_g} \right)
\] (6.48)

In this thesis, the equilibrium state of cerium in TV-screen glass is studied with oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and wet-chemical analysis of the quenched glass samples.

6.4.2 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements
6.4.2.1 The experimental procedure
The TV-screen glass samples were made from reagent grade chemicals or raw batch materials to which CeO\(_2\) was added. The batch was molten at 1400°C in platinum crucibles until all grains were dissolved and the melt was almost bubble-free. Then the glass was quenched to room temperature and transferred to an Al\(_2\)O\(_3\)-crucible. This crucible was placed in the furnace as sketched in figure 5.3.

The temperature was increased slowly to 1400°C and then the electrodes were lowered until the reference electrode just touched the melt. After this procedure, the potential difference between the counter electrode (electrode 3 in figure 5.3) and the reference electrode which was flushed with clean, dry air, has been measured. As soon as the potential difference reached a stable value, the temperature was decreased by 3°C/min down to 800°C while the potential difference was measured on line. Subsequently the temperature was increased
again to 1400°C. Usually the potential difference between counter and reference electrode followed the same curve during cooling and heating. This indicates that the redox reaction that causes a change in the potential difference is reversible. Furthermore it can be concluded that the concentration of the redox active species cerium remains constant during the experiment.

6.4.2.2 The measured potential difference
As an example, the potential difference between counter and reference electrode in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.2 weight-% CeO₂ is given as a function of temperature in figure 6.51.

6.4.2.3 The calculation of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements
The oxygen equilibrium pressure can be calculated from the measured potential difference with the aid of equation 6.8.

In figure 6.52, the calculated oxygen equilibrium pressure in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.2 weight-% CeO₂ is given as a function of temperature.

6.4.2.4 Calculation of \( \Delta \mathcal{H}^{\ast \ast}, \Delta \mathcal{S}^{\ast \ast} \) and \( K^{\ast \ast}(T) \)
A change in the oxygen equilibrium pressure at a change in temperature from \( T_1 \) to \( T_2 \) is given by (see chapter 5.4):

\[
\frac{1}{4} \cdot C_{Ce} \left[ \frac{K^{\ast \ast}(T_1)}{K^{\ast \ast}(T_1) + p_{O_2}^{1/4}(T_1)} - \frac{K^{\ast \ast}(T_2)}{K^{\ast \ast}(T_2) + p_{O_2}^{1/4}(T_2)} \right]
\]

with \( L_{O_2}(T) = \) physical solubility of oxygen in the glass melt at temperature \( T \) [mole-m⁻³·bar⁻¹]
\( p_{O_2}(T) = \) oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt at temperature \( T \) [bar]
\( C_{Ce} = \) total cerium concentration in the glass melt [mole-m⁻³]

The physical solubility of oxygen is assumed to be 1 mole-m⁻³·bar⁻¹ (see chapter 6.8). Equation 6.49 is valid as long as the cerium concentration remains constant during the experiment, and hardly any transport of oxygen between melt and atmosphere takes place. These requirements are assumed to be satisfied if the oxygen equilibrium pressure is less than 0.5 bar and the experiment is completed within some hours (see chapter 5.4).
Figure 6.51
The measured potential difference (□) between counter and reference electrode in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.2 weight-% CeO$_2$ as a function of temperature. The theoretical curve (—) is calculated with the following parameters (see section 6.4.2.4):

\[ C_{Ce} = 27 \text{ mole} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}, \quad p_{O_2}(1202^\circ\text{C}) = 0.21 \text{ bar}, \quad \Delta H^{\text{**}} = 42 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mole}^{-3}, \quad \Delta S^{\text{**}} = 30 \text{ J} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \]

Figure 6.52
The oxygen equilibrium pressure (□) in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.2 weight-% CeO$_2$ as a function of temperature. The theoretical curve (—) is calculated with the following parameters (see section 6.4.2.4):

\[ C_{Ce} = 27 \text{ mole} \cdot \text{m}^{-3}, \quad p_{O_2}(1202^\circ\text{C}) = 0.21 \text{ bar}, \quad \Delta H^{\text{**}} = 42 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mole}^{-3}, \quad \Delta S^{\text{**}} = 30 \text{ J} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \]
With the aid of a computer fitting program, the best values for $\Delta H^\circ$ and $\Delta S^\circ$, and with those $K^\circ(T)$, for describing the measured oxygen equilibrium pressure as a function of temperature can be found. The oxygen equilibrium pressure at one temperature is imported in the computer program to account for the amount of air, included in the glass during the melting of the cullet.

In the presented experiment in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.2 weight-% $\text{CeO}_2$, the total cerium concentration $C_{\text{Ce}}$ was 27 mole·m$^{-3}$. At 1202°C, the melt was in equilibrium with the surrounding air. The potential difference between the electrodes was 0 V, and the oxygen equilibrium pressure was 0.21 bar. The fitting procedure resulted in the following values for the enthalpy and entropy:

$$
\Delta H^\circ = 42 \text{ kJ-mole}^{-1} \\
\Delta S^\circ = 30 \text{ J-mole}^{-1}\text{-K}^{-1}
$$

In figures 6.51 and 6.52, the theoretical potential differences and oxygen equilibrium pressures are given as functions of temperature for these values of $\Delta H^\circ$ and $\Delta S^\circ$, together with the measured data.

### 6.4.2.5 Results of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

The procedure described in section 6.4.2.1 to 6.4.2.4 has been followed in 2 types of TV-screen glass with different cerium concentrations. The results are summarized in table 6.9.

#### Table 6.9

The results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in two TV-screen glasses containing cerium, expressed in redox enthalpy and entropy changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line Fig 6.53 and 6.54</th>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration (weight-% $\text{CeO}_2$)</th>
<th>Concentration (mole Ce·m$^{-3}$ glass)</th>
<th>$\Delta H^\circ$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S^\circ$ (J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TV type A</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TV type A</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TV type B</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TV type B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The TV-screen glass type B containing 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ was made of technical raw batch materials and contained therefore also a small amount of Fe₂O₃. When the temperature of a glass melt which contains two polyvalent elements is increased, the redox reaction equilibrium constants of both polyvalent elements will shift to a new value. The new oxygen equilibrium pressure is governed by both equilibrium constants. However, for the calculation of the enthalpy and entropy of the cerium reaction, the influence of the iron reaction has been neglected. Therefore the results for this type of glass may be erroneous.

6.4.3 Square wave voltammetry measurements
In TV-screen glasses containing 0.5 to 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ some square wave voltammograms have been recorded. No peak was visible in the potential range from 0 to -0.8 V at any temperature. The half-wave potential of reaction 6.47 must therefore be located outside this potential range. Probably the redox reaction equilibrium constant of the cerium reaction in TV-screen glass is more than unity at temperatures above ±800°C. Calculations of the redox reaction equilibrium constant with the values for the enthalpies and entropies, given in table 6.9, support this statement. This means that at melting temperatures, cerium is predominantly present in the reduced state Ce³⁺ in TV-screen glass with 0.5 to 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ (see figure 6.54).

6.4.4 Wet-chemical analysis
6.4.4.1 The analysis
In order to check the values of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy, derived from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements, some glass samples were analysed for Ce⁴⁺ and Ce³⁺.

The samples were prepared as follows:
The glass melts containing cerium, but no other polyvalent elements, were hold for half an hour at a certain melting temperature T. The oxygen equilibrium pressure pO₂ in the melt was measured with the aid of an oxygen sensor. Subsequently the melts were quenched to room temperature, and the concentrations of Ce⁴⁺ and the total cerium concentration CCe were determined following the procedure outlined by Johnston [12]. The redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K^{**}(T) \) at the melting temperature T can now be calculated by:
\[ K^{**}(T) = \left( \frac{C_{\text{Ce}} - [\text{Ce}^{4+}]}{[\text{Ce}^{4+}]} \right) \cdot p_{O_2}^{1/4} \]  

(6.50)

assuming that the equilibrium did not change during the cooling of the melt.

6.4.4.2 The redox reaction equilibrium constant

The redox reaction equilibrium constant was determined for at least two temperatures for the different glass compositions and cerium concentrations. The results are summarized in table 6.10.

The total cerium content, determined with wet-chemical analysis, is always lower than the amount of cerium, added to the batch.

Table 6.10
The results of the wet-chemical analysis, expressed in reaction equilibrium constants \( K^{**}(T) \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>weight% CeO₂ (added)</th>
<th>weight% Ce (added)</th>
<th>T (°C)</th>
<th>( p_{O_2} ) (bar)</th>
<th>weight% Ce⁴⁺ (found)</th>
<th>weight% CeCe (found)</th>
<th>( K^{**}(T) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type A</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.449</td>
<td>2.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type A</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>0.194</td>
<td>0.0545</td>
<td>0.465</td>
<td>4.994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>0.855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.047</td>
<td>0.147</td>
<td>1.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>1.721</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>2.144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.214</td>
<td>3.844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1150</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.0765</td>
<td>0.4165</td>
<td>2.626</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>0.229</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.453</td>
<td>3.083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.456</td>
<td>2.194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.168</td>
<td>0.094</td>
<td>0.514</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>type B</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>0.275</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>2.800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4.4.3 Comparison of the results of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and the wet-chemical analysis

For each type of glass and cerium concentration, only two or three redox reaction equilibrium constants have been determined. The data points are too few to calculate the reaction enthalpy and entropy with the aid of equation 5.68 and 5.69. The data points can be used, though, to check whether the values of the enthalpy and entropy of the cerium reaction, determined with the aid of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements, are in the correct order of magnitude. Therefore the natural logarithm of the redox reaction equilibrium constants $K^\ast(T)$, presented in table 6.10, are plotted against the reciprocal temperature in figure 6.53. In the same figure, the equilibrium constants, calculated with the values from the enthalpies and entropies given in table 6.9, are reproduced.

The redox reaction equilibrium constants for the TV-screen glass containing 0.6 weight-% CeO₂, measured with oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and those, derived from wet-chemical analysis, are in good agreement. This is also the case with TV-screen glasses type A and B, containing 0.2 weight-% CeO₂.

The data points from wet-chemical analyses in the TV-screen glasses type B containing 0.35, 0.6 or 0.7 weight-% are located in the same area. They are not positioned on a straight line. The scattering in the results is too large to be able to decide whether or not the enthalpy and entropy, given in table 6.9, adequately describe the redox reaction equilibrium constant in TV-screen glasses with about 0.5 weight-% CeO₂.

However, it is clear from figure 6.53, that the redox reaction equilibrium constant of the cerium reaction is lower at low cerium contents in TV-screen glass. This means that the oxidized form of cerium, Ce⁴⁺, is favoured. This can be seen even more clearly from figure 6.54. Here, the percentage of cerium that is present in the reduced state Ce³⁺ is given as a function of temperature, for a TV-screen glass in equilibrium with air ($p_{O₂}=0.21$ bar).

This resembles the behaviour of iron and antimony in TV-screen glasses: at low iron or antimony concentrations, the most oxidized state of the polyvalent element is favoured.
Figure 6.53
The natural logarithm of the redox reaction equilibrium constants of table 6.9 (oxygen measurements, lines) and 6.10 (wet-chemical analysis, symbols) as functions of the reciprocal temperature.

Figure 6.54
The percentage cerium in the reduced state Ce^{3+} as a function of temperature, for TV-screen glasses with varying cerium contents in equilibrium with air (p_{O_2}=0.21 bar). Lines as in table 6.9, symbols as in table 6.10.
6.4.5 Comparison of the results with data from the literature

6.4.5.1 Literature on the equilibrium state of the cerium reaction in glass

Johnston [12] equilibrated 2.5 gram Na$_2$O·2SiO$_2$ glass samples containing about 3 weight-% Ce (3.7 weight-% CeO$_2$) in one to three days with different atmospheres (O$_2$, air, an Ar/O$_2$ mixture or CO$_2$). After quenching of the melts, the Ce$^{4+}$ concentration and the total cerium content were determined using wet-chemical methods. Johnston found that the redox ratio $[\text{Ce}^{3+}]/[\text{Ce}^{4+}]$ at 1085°C was proportional to the fourth root of the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere and concluded that the simple mass expression

$$\text{Ce}^{4+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2^2 - \text{Ce}^{3+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2$$

(6.51)

is applicable for the cerium reaction in molten glass. Furthermore, sodium disilicate glasses containing about 3 weight-% Ce were melted in air at 1000, 1200 and 1300°C. At increasing temperatures, the equilibrium state of reaction 6.51 shifted to the left. In all cases, cerium was predominantly present in the oxidized state Ce$^{4+}$.

Paul and Douglas [15] studied the cerous-ceric equilibrium in binary alkali borate and alkali silicate glasses. 10 gram samples of the glasses containing about 0.5 weight-% cerium (0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$) were melted for several hours in an air atmosphere. Subsequently the melts were air quenched and analysed for total cerium and tetravalent cerium. The experiments showed, that equilibrium was reached after 10 hours for binary alkali borate glasses at 1100°C, and after 60 hours for silicate glasses at 1400°C. Cerium was added to the batch as CeO$_2$ or as cerous oxalate. The valency state of the cerium in the batch had no effect on the final valency state after equilibrium had been established.

The composition of the glass, however, did have a significant influence on the equilibrium state. From equation 6.51, it would be expected that at increasing basicity of the melt, the reduced state Ce$^{3+}$ would be favoured (see chapter 3). However, experiments have shown that the cerium equilibrium shifts towards the oxidized state when the alkali concentration in the glass is increased, or when molar equivalents of lithia are replaced by soda, and soda by potash [15]. In other words, the cerium equilibrium shifts towards the oxidized state at increasing basicity of the binary alkali borate and silicate glasses.

Paul and Douglas [15] also found, that the cerous-ceric equilibrium shifts towards the oxidized state with increasing cerium contents in the glass, up to
about 0.7 weight-% Ce (0.86 weight-% CeO₂). In contrast with this, the experiments, presented in this thesis, show that in TV-screen glass, the reduced state of cerium is favoured at higher cerium contents.

Lenhart [5] equilibrated soda-lime-silica glass melts containing 0.4 mole-% Ce (1.1 weight-% CeO₂) with air at different temperatures. The redox ratios were established in the quenched samples. The results agree well with the data given by Paul [15] for lithium silicate glasses with a comparable basicity number (see figure 6.55).

As mentioned in chapter 6.4.3, it was not possible to visualize the reduction of cerium in TV-screen glasses containing 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ with the aid of square wave voltammetry measurements. However, Rüssel [6] found peaks in the positive region of square wave voltammograms recorded in soda-lime-silica glass melts containing 1 mole-% CeO₂ (about 2.9 weight-% CeO₂). This indicates that cerium is, under these circumstances, likewise predominantly present in the reduced state Ce³⁺.

Takahashi and Miura [23] used another electrochemical method, Cyclic Voltammetry, to study the equilibrium state of several polyvalent elements in soda-lime-silica and sodium disilicate glass melts at 1250°C. In the cyclic voltammograms, recorded in the glass melts containing 1 mole-% Ce (2.9 weight-% CeO₂), they found peaks in the negative region, which would indicate that under these conditions, cerium is mainly present as Ce⁴⁺. However, the measurable potential range for cyclic voltammetry measurements in molten glass is small, while the peaks, resulting from a one-electron transfer reaction, are very broad. Therefore Cyclic Voltammetry is, in my opinion, not suitable for the determination of the formal potential of one-electron transfer reactions in glass melts at high temperatures.

6.4.5.2 Graphical presentation of the literature data and results presented in this thesis

The literature data on the equilibrium state of the cerium reaction have been translated to the redox reaction equilibrium constants with the aid of equation 6.48 or equation 5.66. In equation 6.48, pO₂ was assumed to be equal to the partial oxygen pressure in the atmosphere. In figure 6.55, the redox reaction equilibrium constants, calculated from the literature data, are compared with the results of the oxygen equilibrium pressurements, presented in table 6.9.
The natural logarithm of the redox reaction equilibrium constants of the cerium reaction, derived from literature data and from the data presented in this thesis in table 6.9.

The basicity number as defined by Sun [1] of the glasses are:
- 30 K₂O-70 SiO₂  40.9
- 30 Na₂O-70 SiO₂  38.8
- 30 Li₂O-70 SiO₂  34.0  Paul [15]
- 33.3 Na₂O-66.7 SiO₂  41.6  Johnston [12], Takahashi [23]
- soda-lime-silica glass  34.2  Rüssel [6], Lenhart [5]
- soda-lime-silica glass  35.7  Takahashi [23]
- TV-screen glass type A  34
- TV-screen glass type B  36  this thesis

The results of the cerium equilibrium measurements in soda-lime-silica glass, presented by Lenhart, agree very well with the data for lithium silicate glass, which has about the same basicity number. The equilibrium constant of the cerium reaction in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.2 weight-% CeO₂ lies in the same order of magnitude, too. However, the equilibrium constant in TV-screen glasses with higher cerium contents is apparently higher. This indicates that the basicity number in itself is unsuitable for the determination of the equilibrium state of cerium in molten glasses.
6.4.6 Conclusions
- Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can be used for the determination of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy of cerium in TV-screen glasses;
- wet-chemical analyses confirm the results of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in the TV-screen glass type A;
- The wet-chemical analyses in the TV-screen glass type B show some scattering. The results, however, do not contradict the results from the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in this type of glass;
- at low cerium contents in TV-screen glass, the oxidized form of cerium, Ce$^{4+}$, is favoured. The behaviour of cerium resembles that of iron and antimony in TV-screen glasses: at low concentrations of the polyvalent element, the oxidized state is favoured;
- the equilibrium constant of the cerium reaction in one type of glass can not be estimated on the basis of measurements in glasses with different compositions or concentrations.

6.5 CHROMIUM
6.5.1 Chromium in glass
In the container glass industry, chromium is added to the batch in order to obtain a green-coloured glass. The green colour originates from Cr$^{3+}$. Chromium can also be present as Cr$^{6+}$ [7] and Cr$^{2+}$. The redox reactions can be briefly described by:

$$ Cr^{6+} + 1\frac{1}{2} O^{2-} \rightarrow Cr^{3+} + \frac{3}{4} O_2 \quad (6.52) $$

and

$$ Cr^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} O^{2-} \rightarrow Cr^{2+} + \frac{1}{4} O_2 \quad (6.53) $$

Chromium is also present in E-glass. It may influence the heat distribution in the glass melting tank, since Cr$^{3+}$ partly absorbs infrared radiation.

The equilibrium state of reactions 6.52 and 6.53 can be described by the redox reaction equilibrium constants:

$$ K_1^{\ast\ast}(T) = \frac{[Cr^{3+}] \cdot P_{O_2}^{3/4}}{[Cr^{6+}]} = \exp \left\{ \frac{-\Delta H_1^{\ast\ast}}{Rg \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_1^{\ast\ast}}{Rg} \right\} \quad (6.54) $$

and
In this thesis, the equilibrium constants of chromium in soda-lime-silica glass and E-glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ are investigated using square wave voltammetry measurements.

6.5.2 Square wave voltammetry measurements
6.5.2.1 The experimental procedure
The glasses containing chromium were melted in platinum crucibles at 1400°C until all grains were dissolved and the melt was bubble-free. Then the glass was quenched to room temperature and transferred to an Al₂O₃-crucible. This crucible was placed in the furnace, sketched in figure 5.3, and heated slowly to 1400°C. Then the electrodes were lowered until the reference electrode just touched the melt.

After a waiting time of 15 minutes to allow the glass melt to obtain a homogeneous temperature distribution, the uncompensated resistance of the melt was measured (see chapter 5). Subsequently a square wave voltammogram was recorded. Generally the experimental set-up was:

Initial potential: 0 V
Final potential: -0.8 V
f: 100 Hz
$\Delta E_b$: -0.002 V
$\Delta E_p$: 0.1 V

but sometimes the parameters were set to other values in order to obtain a clear peak in the voltammograms.

6.5.2.2 The recorded square wave voltammograms
In figure 6.56 an example of a square wave voltammogram, recorded in a soda-lime-silica glass melt, is given. The currents measured during "forward" and "reverse" pulses are plotted against the base potential. The current that was measured during a "reverse" pulse, $i_r$, is subtracted from the current measured during the preceding "forward" pulse, $i_f$, resulting in the "differentiated" current $\delta i$ (see chapter 5.5.3). In the curves of both $i_f$ and $i_r$, a peak is vaguely visible at about -0.65 V. This indicates that the redox reaction that causes the peaks, is reversible.
Figure 6.56
The complete square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ at 1300°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 17.9 \text{ } \Omega \]

Figure 6.57
The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ at 1300°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.1 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 17.9 \text{ } \Omega \]

compared to the theoretical curve of a one-electron transfer with the same set-up (- - - - - - - - - )
In figure 6.57 only the "differentiated" current is displayed. Now the peak in $\delta i$ can be seen more clearly. In the same figure, the theoretical curve for a reversible one-electron transfer with a peak at -0.642 V is drawn. The agreement between the theoretical and experimental curve is very good. This is a further indication of the reversibility of the redox reaction. Since one electron is transferred, the redox reaction can not be the reduction of Cr$^{6+}$ to Cr$^{3+}$. The peak is probably due to the reduction of Cr$^{3+}$ to Cr$^{2+}$. This is in agreement with the supposition that chromium is predominantly present in the trivalent form at the melting temperatures.

The position of the peak can be established with a accuracy of $\pm 1$ mV and a reproducibility of $\pm 5$ mV.

The increase in current at 0 V is presumably resulting from the oxidation of platinum or the formation of oxygen gas, while the increase at -0.8 V results from reduction of other glass components like Na or Si (see chapter 5.5).

6.5.2.3 The influence of the frequency
The frequency of the applied signal has no effect on the position of the peak if the reaction is completely reversible. Experiments have shown that at 1300°C, the position of the Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{2+}$ peak does not vary for frequencies up to 200 Hz. This is a third indication that the reduction of Cr$^{3+}$ to Cr$^{2+}$ is reversible.

6.5.2.4 The influence of the temperature
At a decrease in temperature, the Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{2+}$ peak shifts in the negative direction. This indicates that the equilibrium state of reaction 6.53 shifts to the left at decreasing temperatures. The Cr$^{3+}$ state is favoured even more at lower temperatures (relative to Cr$^{2+}$).

At still lower temperatures, the Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{2+}$ peak approaches the negative potential limit of the square wave voltammetry measurements, which results from reduction reactions of other components of the glass melt (Na, Si) and charging of the electrochemical double layer (see chapter 5.5). At about 1000°C, the peak can not be distinguished from the background currents in square wave voltammograms recorded with the frequency set to 100 Hz.

However, the peak can be made visible by choosing another frequency. Both the faradaic and the charging current decrease if the frequency is set to a lower
Figure 6.58
The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ at 1000°C with the following set-up:
$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V $\quad \Delta E_p = 0.05$ V $\quad f = 10$ Hz $\quad R_u = 1.1$ Ω

Figure 6.59
The square wave voltammogram (-----) recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ at 780°C with the following set-up:
$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V $\quad \Delta E_p = 0.05$ V $\quad f = 100$ Hz
compared to the theoretical voltammogram of a reversible three electron transfer with the same set-up (--------)
value, but the effect is more distinct in the charging current. This means that the contribution of the faradaic to the total current increases as the frequency is decreased (see chapter 5 and 6.2.3.3). In figure 6.58, the square wave voltammogram recorded in the soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 1000°C with a frequency of 10 Hz is given. Now a clear peak due to a one electron transfer is visible at -0.803 V. Besides, a peak becomes visible at about -0.030 V.

If the temperature of the glass melt is decreased further, the peak due to the reduction of Cr³⁺ to Cr²⁺ can not be distinguished from the background current, independent of the applied frequency. The second peak shifts towards the negative potential region and can be seen more clearly in figures 6.58 and 6.59.

In figure 6.59, the recorded voltammogram is compared to a theoretical curve for a reversible three electron transfer. The agreement is good, and therefore it can be decided that the peak is due to the reduction of Cr⁶⁺ to Cr³⁺. Furthermore it can be stated that the reduction reaction is reversible. The peak is located at -0.085 V.

At temperatures below 700°C, the uncompensated resistance in the glass melt is too high to allow for a reliable determination of the position of the Cr⁶⁺/Cr³⁺ peak. The position of this peak can therefore only be established at temperatures between ± 700 and 1000°C, while the Cr³⁺/Cr²⁺ peak can be seen at temperatures between 800 and 1500°C.

6.5.2.5 The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Cr⁶⁺ and Cr³⁺

The height of the peak in the square wave voltammograms is proportional to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species. For example, the height of the peak at -0.124 V in figure 6.60 is proportional to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of Cr⁶⁺, since the peak is due to the reduction of Cr⁶⁺.

In figure 6.61, the square wave voltammogram that was recorded while the potential range was scanned from -1.0 to 0 V is given. Before the voltammogram was recorded, the potential was held for 15 seconds at a value of -1.0 V. In this time, the chromium in the vicinity of the working electrode is completely transferred to the Cr³⁺ state (or even the Cr²⁺ state).
Figure 6.60
The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 700°C with the following set-up:

- $\Delta E_h = 0.002 \text{ V}$
- $f = 100 \text{ Hz}$
- $E_i = 0 \text{ V}$
- $\Delta E_p = 0.05 \text{ V}$
- $R_u = 41 \Omega$
- $E_{end} = -1.0 \text{ V}$

Figure 6.61
The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 700°C with the following set-up:

- $\Delta E_h = 0.002 \text{ V}$
- $f = 100 \text{ Hz}$
- $E_i = -1.0 \text{ V}$
- $\Delta E_p = 0.05 \text{ V}$
- $R_u = 41 \Omega$
- $E_{end} = 0 \text{ V}$
Figure 6.62
The square wave voltammograms recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 700°C with the following set-ups:

\[ E_i = 0 \text{ V} \]
\[ E_{end} = -1.0 \text{ V} \]
\[ \Delta E_p = 0.05 \text{ V} \]
\[ f = 100 \text{ Hz} \]
\[ R_u = 41 \text{ Ω} \]
\[ E_{ib} = 0.002 \text{ V} \]
\[ E'_{ib} = 0.002 \text{ V} \]
\[ \Delta E_{p} = 0.05 \text{ V} \]
\[ f' = 100 \text{ Hz} \]
\[ R_u = 41 \text{ Ω} \]

Now the negative peak at -0.122 V in the voltammogram is due to the oxidation of Cr³⁺ to Cr⁶⁺. The height of the peak is proportional to the square root of the diffusion coefficient of Cr³⁺.

In figure 6.62, both voltammograms recorded at 700°C are displayed. The y-values of the voltammogram scanned from -1.0 to 0 V are multiplied by -1.

The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Cr³⁺ and Cr⁶⁺ in soda-lime-silica glass at 700°C can now be derived from the peak heights in figure 6.62:

\[ \frac{D_{Cr^{3+}}}{D_{Cr^{6+}}} = \frac{1.946 \text{ Ampère}}{1.572 \text{ Ampère}} = 1.24 \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.56)

The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Cr³⁺ and Cr⁶⁺ is close to 1 for temperatures ranging between 700 and 1000°C. The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of Cr²⁺ and Cr³⁺ has not been established and is assumed to be 1 in the following sections.
6.5.2.6 Calculation of the formal potentials $E_0'$ and the constants $K_1^{**}$ and $K_2^{**}$

Now that the ratio of the diffusion coefficients of $\text{Cr}^{3+}$ and $\text{Cr}^{6+}$ is known, the formal potential $E_0'$ of reaction 6.52 can be derived from the position of the $\text{Cr}^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}$ peak in the square wave voltammogram ($E_{1/2}$) with the aid of equation 5.16. The equilibrium constant of the $\text{Cr}^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}$ reaction $K_1^{**}(T)$, as defined in equation 6.54, can be calculated from the formal potential using equation 5.66.

The ratio of the diffusion coefficients of $\text{Cr}^{3+}$ and $\text{Cr}^{2+}$ is not known. However, it can be assumed to be at unity for any temperature. Then the $\text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+}$ peak in the square wave voltammograms is located at the formal potential of reaction 6.53. The redox reaction equilibrium constant $K_2^{**}(T)$, defined in equation 6.55, can be calculated with the aid of equation 5.66.

6.5.2.7 The redox reaction enthalpies and entropies

The formal potentials of the $\text{Cr}^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}$ reaction have been determined for temperatures varying from 700 to 1000°C. From the temperature dependency, the enthalpy $\Delta H_1^{**}$ and entropy $\Delta S_1^{**}$ of reaction 6.52 can be calculated. The enthalpy $\Delta H_2^{**}$ and entropy $\Delta S_2^{**}$ of the $\text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+}$ reaction was calculated from the temperature dependency of the position of the $\text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+}$ peak between 800 and 1500°C (see figure 6.63). The results are summarized in table 6.11.

![Figure 6.63](image-url)

The formal potentials of the $\text{Cr}^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+}$ (-----) and the $\text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+}$ (---) reactions in a soda-lime-silica glass melt containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$
6.5.2.8 Chromium in E-glass
The capacity of the electrochemical double layer in E-glass lies in the same order of magnitude as those in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass melts (see chapter 5.3.6). On the other hand, the resistivity of E-glass is about ten times the resistivity of soda-lime-silica glass at the same temperature. The current, due to the charging of the electrochemical double layer after a change in the applied potential, is given by:

\[ i_c = \frac{E}{R} \cdot e^{-\frac{t}{R \cdot C_d}} \]  

(6.57)

with \( i_c \) = charging current \hspace{1cm} \text{[A]}

E = (change in) applied potential \hspace{1cm} \text{[V]}

R = resistance \hspace{1cm} \text{[Ω]}

t = time elapsed since the change in potential \hspace{1cm} \text{[s]}

\( C_d \) = double layer capacity \hspace{1cm} \text{[F]}

Therefore the contribution of the charging current to the total current is much more extensive for square wave voltammetry measurements in E-glass than in soda-lime-silica glass. This can be seen clearly from figure 6.64. Here, the complete square wave voltammogram recorded in E-glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ at 1000°C is displayed. Both the "forward" and the "reverse" current show progressively rising curves, with only a tiny peak (positive for \( i_f \) and negative for \( i_r \)) at about -0.7 V probably due to the reaction of Cr³⁺ to Cr²⁺.

The exact position of this "peak" can be established by comparing the measured curve with the theoretical curve for a one-electron transfer, superimposed on a continuously increasing curve representing the capacitive current.

In figure 6.65, the positions of the Cr⁶⁺/Cr³⁺ and Cr³⁺/Cr²⁺ peaks in the square wave voltammograms, recorded at various temperatures in E-glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃ are displayed.

The enthalpy and entropy of reactions 6.52 and 6.53 in E-glass have been established following the procedure described in section 6.5.2.7. The results will be given in the next section.
The square wave voltammogram recorded in E-glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ at 1000°C with the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.05 \text{ V} \quad f = 20 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 95.6 \text{ } \Omega$

The positions of the Cr$^{6+}$/Cr$^{3+}$ (---) and the Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{2+}$ (-----) peaks in E-glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$
6.5.2.9 Results of the square wave voltammetry measurements
With the aid of square wave voltammetry measurements, the enthalpies and entropies of both reduction reactions of chromium have been determined in soda-lime-silica and E-glass, containing 0.4 weight-% CrO₃.

Table 6.11
The enthalpies and entropies of the redox reactions of chromium in soda-lime-silica and E-glass

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Glass</th>
<th>Concentration (weight-% CrO₃)</th>
<th>Cr⁶⁺/Cr³⁺</th>
<th>Cr³⁺/Cr²⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ΔH₁**, (kJ·mole⁻¹)</td>
<td>ΔS₁**, (J·mole⁻¹·K⁻¹)</td>
<td>ΔH₂**, (kJ·mole⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>soda-lime-silica</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>225 ± 4</td>
<td>181 ± 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-glass</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>335 ± 18</td>
<td>240 ± 48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.5.3 Comparison of the results with data from literature
Rüssel [6] determined the formal potentials of the two chromium redox reactions in a 16Na₂O-10CaO-74SiO₂ glass melt containing 1 mole-% Cr (1.7 weight-% CrO₃) at various temperatures using square wave voltammetry. The results are in agreement with the results, presented in this thesis, as can be seen from figure 6.66.

Takahashi and Miura [23] used Cyclic Voltammetry to study the equilibrium state of chromium in soda-lime-silica and sodium disilicate glass melts containing 1 mole-% Ce (1.7 weight-% CrO₃) at 1250°C. They found peaks in the negative region, which they ascribed to the Cr⁶⁺/Cr³⁺ reaction. This would indicate that under these conditions, chromium is mainly present as Cr⁶⁺. The results of Rüssel [6], and the results presented in this thesis indicate, however, that chromium is predominantly present as Cr³⁺ in soda-lime-silica glasses at melting temperatures. Cyclic voltammetry is, especially at high temperatures, less accurate than square wave voltammetry. Therefore it is difficult to establish the peak position and the amount of electrons, transferred during the redox reaction. In my opinion, Cyclic Voltammetry is not suitable for the determination of the formal potentials of redox reactions in glass melts at high temperatures, especially if these formal potentials are located close to the limits of the measurable potential region.
Figure 6.66
The formal potentials of the \( \text{Cr}^{6+}/\text{Cr}^{3+} \) and the \( \text{Cr}^{3+}/\text{Cr}^{2+} \) reactions in 3 types of glass as functions of the temperature

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Basicity number} [1] & \quad \text{E-glass (this thesis)} \\
16\text{Na}_2\text{O}-10\text{CaO}-74\text{SiO}_2 [6] & \quad 15\text{Na}_2\text{O}-10\text{CaO}-75\text{SiO}_2 \\
\text{Nath [17]} & \quad \text{lithium silicate} \\
\text{Nath [17]} & \quad \text{sodium silicate} \\
\text{Nath [17]} & \quad \text{potassium silicate} \\
\text{Rüssel [6]} & \quad \text{soda-lime-silica} \\
\text{own measurements} & \quad \text{own measurements} \\
\text{soda-lime-silica} & \quad \text{E-glass}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 6.67
The percentage of chromium in the trivalent state \( \text{Cr}^{3+} \) in glass melts in equilibrium with air \((p_{O_2}=0.21 \text{ bar})\) as a function of the basicity number.
Nath and Douglas [16] equilibrated various binary alkali silicate glass melts containing about 0.1 % Cr$_2$O$_3$ (0.07 weight-% CrO$_3$) at 1400°C with air. After quenching, the Cr$^{6+}$ and total chromium contents were determined chemically, and the concentration Cr$^{3+}$ was calculated from the optical absorption. The redox ratio [Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{6+}$] was found to decrease with increasing alkali content and, at the same molar alkali content, to decrease in the order Li, Na, K (see figure 6.67). This indicates that equation 6.52 does not describe the reduction of Cr$^{6+}$ in the melt correctly.

In figure 6.67, the percentage chromium present in the trivalent state Cr$^{3+}$ for glass melts equilibrated with air at 1400°C is given as a function of the basicity number of the glass as defined by Sun [1]. Clearly, the basicity number is not a good parameter to estimate the redox equilibrium state of chromium in molten glasses.

The results of the wet-chemical analyses [16] differ considerably from those, derived by square wave voltammetry [6, this thesis]. This may be caused by the difference in compositions or concentrations. Further investigations might provide an explanation.

6.5.4 Conclusions
- Square wave voltammetry measurements can be used to establish the equilibrium state of chromium in soda-lime-silica and E-glass: the equilibrium state of the Cr$^{6+}$/Cr$^{3+}$ reaction between 700 and 1000°C and the equilibrium state of the Cr$^{3+}$/Cr$^{2+}$ reaction between 800 and 1500°C;
- for the calculation of the redox reaction equilibrium constants of chromium in soda-lime-silica or E-glass containing 0.4 weight-% CrO$_3$ the values of the enthalpies and entropies, given in table 6.11, can be used;
- at melting temperatures (1100-1500°C) chromium is predominantly present in the Cr$^{3+}$ state;
- more investigations are needed to decide whether the differences in the results from square wave voltammetry measurements and wet-chemical analyses result from differences in glass compositions, chromium concentrations or other causes.
6.6 SULPHUR

6.6.1 Sulphur in glass

Sulphur is added to the batch for different reasons:
- to obtain an amber colour (in combination with iron);
- to enhance the melting process;
- to aid the fining of the molten glass.

The effectiveness of the sulphur as colouring or fining agent or melting accelerator depends on its valency state. Sulphur appears in the valency states \( \text{S}^{6+}, \text{S}^{4+}, \text{S}^{0} \) and \( \text{S}^{2-} \). Under oxidizing conditions, sulphur in glass melts is present mainly as sulphate, while under reducing atmospheres the sulphide form predominates [2].

6.6.1.1 The amber colour

The amber colour of glass is caused by the \( \text{Fe}^{3+}/\text{S}^{2-} \)-complex [27]. Therefore amber glass is melted under reducing atmospheres.

6.6.1.2 The enhancement of the melting process

In general, sulphur is added to the batch as \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \). Other forms of sulphate, for instance \( \text{CaSO}_4 \) or \( \text{K}_2\text{SO}_4 \), are less stable [2,28], and will therefore be partly converted to \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) in the initial stage of the melting process [29]. \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) forms a liquid phase with a low surface tension at 884°C. It "moisturizes" the \( \text{SiO}_2 \)-grains which would by themselves only melt at elevated temperatures.

The \( \text{SiO}_2 \)-grains dissolve in the liquid phase:

\[
\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{SiO}_2 \rightarrow \text{Na}_2\text{O-SiO}_2 + \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2
\]  

This dissolution reaction occurs at temperatures above 1050°C, but is really important at temperatures exceeding 1288°C [28,30]. Because gases evolve during this reaction, the fining of the melt is enhanced at the same time.

When a reducing agent like carbon is added to the batch, a part of the sulphate is converted into sulphide:

\[
\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + 2 \text{C} = \text{Na}_2\text{S} + 2 \text{CO}_2
\]  

at 740 to 800°C. The combination sulphate and sulphide provides for an eutectic melt in which \( \text{SiO}_2 \)-grains dissolve:

\[
\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{Na}_2\text{S} + 2 \text{SiO}_2 = 2 \text{Na}_2\text{SiO}_3 + \text{SO}_2 + \text{S}
\]  

This reaction occurs at temperatures exceeding 860°C [28].
6.6.1.3 Sulphur as a fining agent

At elevated temperatures (± 1450°C [17,18,19,30]) the (remaining) sulphate, dissolved in the molten glass, dissociates:

$$\text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 + \text{O}^{2-} \quad (6.61)$$

The fining gases $\text{SO}_2$ and $\text{O}_2$ diffuse to existing bubbles, causing them to grow (see chapter 2.6). In contrast with reaction 6.58, reaction 6.61 should take place at temperatures at which gas bubbles can easily ascend to the surface of the low-viscous glass melt.

Under reducing conditions, sulphate and sulphide react at low temperatures according to reaction 6.60 and thus $\text{SO}_2$ is released. This $\text{SO}_2$ may diffuse to existing bubbles, but the melt viscosity is yet too high to allow for a rapid removal of the bubbles.

Sulphate and sulphide can also form $\text{SO}_2$ gas when no $\text{SiO}_2$ is available:

$$\text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{Na}_2\text{S} \rightarrow 2 \text{Na}_2\text{O} + \text{SO}_2 + \text{S}, \text{ or} \quad (6.62)$$
$$3 \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{Na}_2\text{S} \rightarrow 4 \text{Na}_2\text{O} + 4 \text{SO}_2 \quad (6.63)$$

so the glass melt becomes supersaturated with $\text{SO}_2$ [29]. At an increase of temperature, the dissociation of the remaining sulphate will be prohibited by this excess of $\text{SO}_2$, and only at very high temperatures, at which the viscosity of the glass melt is low and bubbles can easily ascend to the surface of the melt, the sulphate dissociation occurs [29]. The residual sulphate is therefore a very effective fining agent.

According to other authors [2,19,31], sulphur is predominantly present as sulphide in reduced melts. It is not known whether sulphide can act as a fining agent. The incorporation of sulphur in the reduced melt is assumed to take place as [19,31]:

$$\text{SO}_2 \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{S}_2 \quad (6.64)$$

followed by:

$$\text{S}_2 + 2 \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow 2 \text{S}^{2-} + \text{O}_2 \quad (6.65)$$

or without the intermediate $\text{S}_2$:

$$\text{SO}_2 + \text{O}^{2-} \rightarrow \text{S}^{2-} + 1\frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 \quad (6.66)$$

6.6.1.4 General reaction equations

The subjoined reaction equations are generally used to describe the conversion of one valency state of sulphur into another.

$$\text{S}^{6+}/\text{S}^{4+}: \quad \text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 + \text{O}^{2-} \quad (6.67)$$

with the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K_{1^{**}}(T)$:
\[ K_1^{**}(T) = \frac{p_{SO_2} \cdot \sqrt{p_{O_2}}}{[SO_4^{2-}]} = \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta H_1^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_1^{**}}{R_g} \right) \] (6.68)

\[ S^{4+/S^0}: \ 
2 \ SO_2 = S_2 + 2 \ O_2 \] (6.69)

with the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K_2^{**}(T) \):

\[ K_2^{**}(T) = \frac{p_{S_2} \cdot p_{O_2}^2}{p_{SO_2}^2} = \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta H_2^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_2^{**}}{R_g} \right) \] (6.70)

\[ S^{0/S^2}: \ 
S_2 + 2 \ O^{2-} = 2 \ S^{2-} + O_2 \] (6.71)

with the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K_3^{**}(T) \):

\[ K_3^{**}(T) = \frac{[S^{2-}]^2 \cdot p_{O_2}}{p_{S_2} \cdot [O^{2-}]^2} = \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta H_3^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_3^{**}}{R_g} \right) \] (6.72)

\[ S^{4+/S^{2-}}: \ 
SO_2 + O^{2-} = S^{2-} + 1\frac{1}{2} \ O_2 \] (6.73)

with the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K_4^{**}(T) \):

\[ K_4^{**}(T) = \frac{[S^{2-}] \cdot \frac{1}{2} p_{O_2}}{p_{SO_2} \cdot [O^{2-}]} = \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta H_4^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_4^{**}}{R_g} \right) \] (6.74)

### 6.6.1.5 Objective of this section

In this section the suitability of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements for the determination of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy of reaction 6.67, \( \Delta H_1^{**} \) and \( \Delta S_1^{**} \), will be investigated.

Furthermore square wave voltammetry measurements will be used to investigate the redox reaction enthalpies and entropies of reactions 6.67, 6.69 and 6.71.

### 6.6.2 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

#### 6.6.2.1 The theoretical oxygen equilibrium pressure

In an oxidizing glass melt containing \( C_S \) mole sulphur per cubic meter, the concentration of \( SO_4^{2-} \) and the \( SO_2 \) and \( O_2 \)-pressures will satisfy the following equation at any temperature \( T \):
\[
\frac{p_{SO_2} \cdot \sqrt{p_{O_2}}}{[SO_4^{2-}]} = K_1^{**}(T) = \exp \left( -\frac{\Delta H_1^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_1^{**}}{R_g} \right)
\]

At an increase of temperature from an arbitrary initial temperature \( T_i \) to an arbitrary final temperature \( T_f \), some sulphate will be dissociated. For each mole of sulphate that disappears, one mole of \( SO_2 \) and half a mole of \( O_2 \) are liberated. If no \( SO_2 \) or \( O_2 \) leaves or enters the glass melt (closed system), the following equation holds:

\[
[O_2]_{T_f} - [O_2]_{T_i} = \frac{1}{2} \left( [SO_2]_{T_f} - [SO_2]_{T_i} \right)
\]

The concentration of dissolved \( SO_2 \) at any temperature \( T \), \( [SO_2]_T \), is given by the \( SO_2 \)-pressure and the solubility of \( SO_2 \) at this temperature, according to Henry’s Law:

\[
[SO_2]_T = L_{SO_2}(T) \cdot p_{SO_2}(T)
\]

and the \( SO_2 \)-pressure at this temperature \( T \) is determined by the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K_1^{**}(T) \):

\[
p_{SO_2}(T) = \frac{K_1^{**}(T) \cdot [SO_4^{2-}]_T}{\sqrt{p_{O_2}(T)}}
\]

As long as the total sulphur content in the glass melt remains at the constant value \( C_S \), the following equation holds:

\[
[SO_4^{2-}]_T = C_S - L_{SO_2}(T) \cdot p_{SO_2}(T)
\]

Equation 6.78 can now be written as:

\[
p_{SO_2}(T) = \frac{C_S \cdot K_1^{**}(T)}{K_1^{**}(T) \cdot L_{SO_2}(T) + \sqrt{p_{O_2}(T)}}
\]

and the concentration of dissolved \( SO_2 \) is:

\[
[SO_2]_T = \frac{C_S \cdot K_1^{**}(T) \cdot L_{SO_2}(T)}{K_1^{**}(T) \cdot L_{SO_2}(T) + \sqrt{p_{O_2}(T)}}
\]
The concentration of physically dissolved oxygen, \([O_2]\), is also given by Henry's Law:
\[
[O_2]_T = L_{O_2}(T) \cdot p_{O_2}(T)
\]  
(6.82)

The combination of equations 6.81 and 6.82 results in:
\[
L_{O_2}(T_f) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_f) - L_{O_2}(T_i) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_i) = \frac{1}{2} \cdot C_S \left( \frac{K_1^{**}(T_f)}{K_1^{**}(T_f) \cdot L_{SO_2}(T_f) + \sqrt{p_{O_2}(T_f)}} - \frac{K_1^{**}(T_i)}{K_1^{**}(T_i) \cdot L_{SO_2}(T_i) + \sqrt{p_{O_2}(T_i)}} \right)
\]  
(6.83)

6.6.2.2 The conditions for the application of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in sulphate-containing glass melts

The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt can be measured as a function of the temperature with the aid of an oxygen sensor (see chapter 5.4). Now the redox reaction enthalpy \(\Delta H_1^{**}\) and entropy \(\Delta S_1^{**}\) of the sulphate dissociation can be estimated from the measurements using equations 6.68 and 6.83, but only if the following conditions are all satisfied:

a. only reaction 6.67 takes place. Reactions 6.69, 6.71 and 6.73 are of no importance;

b. the total concentrations of sulphur and oxygen remain constant (closed system);

c. the physical solubility of oxygen and the \(SO_2\)-solubility are known.

Ad a.

The melt is assumed to be oxidizing as long as the oxygen equilibrium pressure remains above 0.0001 bar [31]. The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt is determined by measuring the potential difference \(\Delta E\) between a measuring electrode (electrode 3 in figure 5.3) and a reference electrode (electrode 2 in figure 5.3). The reference electrode is flushed with air (\(p_{O_2}=0.21\) bar). The oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt, \(p_{O_2}\), is then given by:
\[
p_{O_2}(\text{melt}) = 0.21 \cdot \exp \left( \frac{4 \cdot F \cdot \Delta E}{R_g \cdot T} \right)
\]  
(6.84)

The oxygen equilibrium pressure exceeds 0.0001 bar as long as the potential difference \(\Delta E\) fulfils:
Under this condition, sulphur is assumed to be present as sulphate and SO$_2$, and not as S$^0$ or S$^2$.

Ad b.

Sulphate is dissociated at high temperatures into SO$_2$ and O$_2$. These gases can diffuse to existing bubbles or form new bubbles, and so leave the melt. Formation of new bubbles will occur if the total gas pressure in the melt exceeds 1 bar. Then SO$_2$ and O$_2$ are removed rapidly from the glass melt. SO$_2$ and O$_2$ are released by dissociation of sulphate in the ratio 2:1. The partial pressures of SO$_2$ and O$_2$ are given by equations 6.77 and 6.82. The total gas pressure will presumably exceed 1 bar when the oxygen equilibrium pressure fulfils equation 6.86:

$$p_{O_2} \geq \frac{L_{SO_2}}{L_{SO_2} + 2 \cdot L_{O_2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.86)

In case the physical solubility of oxygen is roughly equal to the SO$_2$-solubility, the total gas pressure exceeds 1 bar when the partial oxygen pressure is 0.33 bar or more. But even if the total gas pressure is less than 1 bar, SO$_2$ may well diffuse from the melt to the atmosphere, thus lowering the total sulphur content.

In figure 6.68, the oxygen equilibrium pressure measured in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ (162 mole SO$_4^{2-}$/m$^3$ glass) is represented. The glass was heated to 1250°C. Then the electrodes were dipped in the melt. The potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode was measured continuously while the temperature was lowered by $3^\circ$C·min$^{-1}$ to 800°C. Subsequently, the temperature was increased by $3^\circ$·min$^{-1}$ to 1320°C. The potential difference does not follow the same course during temperature decrease and increase. This indicates that SO$_2$ escapes from the melt during the measurements, or that oxygen from the atmosphere is taken up by the melt. Since the total concentrations of sulphur and oxygen in the melt at every temperature is not known, these measurements can not be used for the determination of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy.
Some precautions must be taken in order to be able to use the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements for the determination of the redox reaction enthalpy $\Delta H_1^{**}$ and entropy $\Delta S_1^{**}$. Firstly the glass melt containing sulphate is heated to 1450°C. The equilibrium state of reaction 6.67 shifts to the right, and SO$_2$ and O$_2$ are formed. A large number of bubbles appears. The bubbles ascend to the surface of the melt and thus transport SO$_2$ and O$_2$ to the atmosphere.

Then the melt is held for half an hour at 1450°C, while the oxygen equilibrium pressure is measured. After this time, the glass melt is presumably bubble-free and saturated with SO$_2$ and O$_2$.

Subsequently, the temperature of the glass melt is lowered by 3°C·min$^{-1}$ while the oxygen equilibrium pressure is measured. Now SO$_2$ will react with O$_2$ to form SO$_4^{2-}$. Transfer of large amounts of SO$_2$ to the atmosphere is unlikely. The sulphur content in the melt is now assumed to be constant.

Finally the electrodes are removed from the melt. The glass melt is quenched and the remaining sulphur content is measured using X-ray fluorescence. This sulphur concentration can then be used in equation 6.83 to estimate the redox
reaction enthalpy $\Delta H_1$, and entropy $\Delta S_1$. Only the data points at which the oxygen equilibrium pressure is less than 0.2 bar are used in the calculation, because then the total gas pressure in the melt is assumed to be well under 1 bar.

Ad c.
The physical solubilities of O$_2$ and SO$_2$ in soda-lime-silica and E-glass are not known exactly. On account of literature data (see chapter 5.4.8) and own measurements (see chapter 6.8), the physical solubility of oxygen, L$_{O_2}$, in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass melts is estimated at 1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$ at melting temperatures. For the time being, the oxygen solubility in E-glass melts is assumed to be about 1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$ as well.

In the literature, hardly any data on the solubility of SO$_2$ have been published at all. Beerkens [32] assumed the physical solubility of SO$_2$ in soda-lime-silica glass melts to be 0.1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$. Recent experiments using the helium-extraction technique indicate, however, that the SO$_2$-solubility is about 4 to 10 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$ in soda-lime-silica glass [33].

6.6.2.3 Experimental procedure
E-glass batch materials containing no polyvalent elements were heated at 1400°C in a platinum crucible until all grains were dissolved. Then the glass melt was quenched and transferred to an Al$_2$O$_3$-crucible. Na$_2$SO$_4$ was added to the cullet to a total of 1 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ (162 mole SO$_4^{2-}$/m$^3$ glass). The Al$_2$O$_3$-crucible was placed in the furnace sketched in figure 5.3. The glass was heated slowly to 1150°C, and then the electrodes were lowered until the reference electrode (electrode 2 in figure 5.3) just touched the melt. The potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode was measured while the temperature was increased to 1450°C. In figure 6.69, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the E-glass melt is given as a function of temperature. As we can see the oxygen equilibrium pressure initially increases as the temperature increases, until at 1350°C the maximum oxygen equilibrium pressure of 0.34 bar has been reached. Then the oxygen equilibrium pressure decreases, even though the temperature still increases, to 0.29 bar. Presumably oxygen is transferred from the melt to the atmosphere in order to establish an equilibrium between melt and atmosphere.
The measured oxygen equilibrium pressure in E-glass initially containing 1 weight-% Na₂SO₄ as a function of temperature during increase (— — — — — —) and subsequent decrease (————) of temperature. The theoretical curve for the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt during temperature decrease (— — — — — —) was calculated with:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_S &= 10 \text{ mole-m}^{-3} \\
\text{pO}_2(1200°C) &= 0.034 \text{ bar} \\
\text{LO}_2 &= 1 \text{ mole-m}^{-3}\text{bar}^{-1} \\
\text{LSO}_2 &= 10 \text{ mole-m}^{-3}\text{bar}^{-1} \\
\Delta H^\circ &= 292 \text{ kJ-mole}^{-1} \\
\Delta S^\circ &= 187 \text{ J-mole}^{-1}\text{K}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

Then the temperature was held at 1450°C for half an hour. The oxygen equilibrium pressure remained at 0.29 bar. Subsequently the temperature was decreased by 3°·min⁻¹ while the potential difference was measured. From 1275°C downward, the oxygen equilibrium pressure clearly decreases. Presumably the equilibrium state of reaction 6.67 shifts to the left, and so oxygen is combined with SO₂ to form SO₄²⁻.

At temperatures less than 1150°C, the E-glass melt becomes too viscous to lift the electrodes from the melt. Therefore, the electrodes were removed from the melt as soon as a temperature of 1150°C had been reached. After that, the melt was quenched. The sulphur content in the glass sample was measured by means of X-ray fluorescence, and was found to be 0.036 weight-% SO₃ (10 mole SO₄²⁻/m³). This means that 94% of the initial sulphur content of the E-glass has vanished to the atmosphere.
6.6.2.4 Calculation of $\Delta H_1^{**}$ and $\Delta S_1^{**}$

The oxygen equilibrium pressures in the E-glass melt containing sulphate at temperatures between 1275 and 1150°C fulfil the conditions mentioned in section 6.6.2.2. These data points will be used to calculate the enthalpy $\Delta H_1^{**}$ and entropy $\Delta S_1^{**}$ of reaction 6.67. In the fitting procedure, which is based on equation 6.83, the oxygen equilibrium pressure at one temperature must be fixed. From the measured oxygen equilibrium pressure, the point (T=1200°C, $p_{O_2}= 0.034$ bar) has arbitrarily been chosen as starting point for the fitting procedure. The concentration of sulphur, $C_S$, in equation 6.83 is of course 10 mole $SO_4^{2-}$/m$^3$.

Unfortunately the physical solubilities of $SO_2$ and $O_2$ in E-glass are unknown. For the time being, the solubilities are assumed to be equal to those in soda-lime-silica glass: the solubility of $SO_2$ is set to 10, and the physical solubility of $O_2$ to 1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$. The fitting procedure resulted, under these conditions, in the following values for the enthalpy and entropy:

\[
\begin{align*}
\Delta H_1^{**} &= 292 \text{ kJ·mole}^{-1} \\
\Delta S_1^{**} &= 187 \text{ J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}
\end{align*}
\]

The calculated value for the enthalpy $\Delta H_1^{**}$ does not depend significantly on the chosen values for the $SO_2$ and $O_2$-solubilities, but the entropy $\Delta S_1^{**}$ changes by 10% when the $SO_2$ or $O_2$-solubility varies one order of magnitude. Therefore it is essential to found out the exact $SO_2$ and $O_2$-solubilities in E-glass and use these in future calculations.

In order to check the obtained values for the enthalpy and entropy, the $SO_2$-pressures in the glass melt were calculated using equation 6.79. $p_{SO_2}$ appeared to be about 1 bar at 1275°C under the conditions mentioned above. The $SO_2$-pressure depends strongly on the value for the $SO_2$-solubility. Probably the $SO_2$-solubility in E-glass deviates from the chosen value of 10 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$. Another explanation for the calculated high $SO_2$-pressure might be found in a decreasing total sulphur content $C_S$ during the measurements. Even though the total gas pressure remains well below 1 bar, $SO_2$ may leave the melt by diffusion, since the $SO_2$ pressure in the atmosphere is negligibly small. This can easily be checked in future measurements, by increasing the temperature once again from 1150 to 1450°C instead of quenching the glass melt. The oxygen equilibrium pressure will follow the same course during increase of temperature if no sulphur is lost.
6.6.2.5 Conclusions
The oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements might be used for the determi-
nation of the enthalpy and entropy of reaction 6.67. Theoretical equations and a set of conditions have been drawn up, but the following questions remain to be answered:
- does the total sulphur content in the molten glass indeed remains constant under the conditions mentioned in section 6.6.2.2?
- what are the values for the physical solubilities of SO$_2$ and O$_2$ in the glass melt?

6.6.3 Square wave voltammetry measurements
6.6.3.1 Experimental procedure
Soda-lime-silica glass containing 1 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ (162 mole SO$_4^{2-}$·m$^{-3}$ glass) was melted at 1400°C in a platinum crucible until all grains were dissolved completely and hardly any bubbles remained. Then the melt was quenched. The cullet was transferred to an Al$_2$O$_3$-crucible and placed in the furnace as sketched in figure 5.3. The glass was heated slowly to 1400°C, and the electrodes were dipped in the glass melt.

The temperature was held constant for 15 minutes. Then an i-R$_u$ measurement was performed (see chapter 5.3), followed by a square wave voltammetry measurement. During this measurement the furnace is temporarily switched off in order to avoid disturbance of the measured signal by the current in the heating elements. Generally the set-up of the square wave voltammetry measurements was:

\[ f = 100 \text{ Hz} \]
\[ \Delta E_b = -0.002 \text{ V} \]
\[ \Delta E_p = 0.100 \text{ V} \]

After the measurements, the temperature was decreased by 3°C·min$^{-1}$ to a lower level. Before running i-R$_u$-measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements, the temperature was held constant at the new value for 15 minutes. In this way the temperature region from 1400 down to 1000°C was investigated.

6.6.3.2 The recorded square wave voltammogram
During the square wave voltammetry measurements, the currents that flow at "forward" and "reverse" potential pulses are measured. These currents are plotted against the base potential (see chapter 5.5) in the square wave voltam-
mograms. Subsequently, the current that flows during a reverse potential pulse, $i_r$, is subtracted from the current that flowed during the preceding forward pulse, $i_f$. The resulting current is indicated by $\delta i$. Usually only $\delta i$ is used to determine the formal potentials of the redox reactions and other interesting parameters (for instance the diffusion coefficient of the reacting species or the number of electrons transferred).

In figure 6.70, the forward and reverse currents that were measured in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ at 1000°C are plotted against the base potential. In the same figure, $\delta i$ is represented. In the $\delta i$-curve, two overlapping peaks can be seen, at about -0.39 and -0.515 V, probably resulting from two reduction steps of sulphur. However, in the $i_r$-curve, only one peak is visible, at -0.526 V. This indicates that the reduction step at -0.39 V is irreversible or quasi-reversible at the given frequency of 100 Hz.

Theoretically the overlapping peaks can not be separated into two independent peaks, because the reaction product of the first reduction step is the reactant of the second reduction step. Therefore the number of electrons, transferred during each reduction step, can not be estimated from the shape of the peaks. This obstructs the identification of the peaks.

![Figure 6.70](image-url)

The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1.0 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ at 1000°C, using the following set-up:

$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V  $\Delta E_p = 0.100$ V  $f = 100$ Hz  $R_u = 59.0$ Ω
According to Kordon [34], in square wave voltammograms recorded in sulphate-containing glasses at temperatures between 1100°C and 1400°C two peaks can be seen, due to the reductions $S^{4+}/S^0$ and $S^0/S^2$. He bases this statement on the idea, that since the fining process takes place at 1400°C, already a large amount of the $SO_4^{2-}$ should have been converted to $SO_2$ and $O_2$. This means that the standard potential of this reduction step (the reduction step $S^{6+}/S^{4+}$) is located at a positive potential. Since the two reduction peaks in the square wave voltammograms are visible at all temperatures in the temperature region mentioned, the peaks can not result from the $S^{6+}/S^{4+}$ reaction.

However, at low temperatures (800-1200°C), sulphur is present as sulphate in the oxidizing glass melt [2]. By applying a sufficiently negative potential to the melt, the sulphate will be reduced to $SO_2$. Then at these low temperatures, the reaction of $S^{6+}$ to $S^{4+}$ must surely be visible in the square wave voltammograms. Therefore it seems more likely that the reduction peak at about -0.39 V in the square wave voltammograms recorded at 1000°C in soda-lime-silica glass is caused by the reduction of $SO_4^{2-}$ to $SO_2$ (and in that case the reduction step at -0.515 V is caused by either $SO_2/S^0$ or $SO_2/S^2$).

Besides, if the solubility of $SO_2$ is indeed in the order of 10 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$, only a small amount of $SO_4^{2-}$ needs to be dissociated to obtain a large $SO_2$ equilibrium pressure in the melt. The equilibrium constant $K_1^{**}(T)$ of reaction 6.67 may well be less than unity, even at 1400°C, and then the formal potential of this reaction is negative. Because $SO_2$ disappears to the atmosphere, the dissociation of $SO_4^{2-}$ will continue until nearly all $SO_4^{2-}$ has been converted into $SO_2$ and $O_2$.

The hypothesis that the peak at about -0.39 V in the square wave voltammogram is caused by the reduction of $SO_4^{2-}$, is supported by the indication that the first reduction step is irreversible or quasi-reversible at a frequency of 100 Hz. The $SO_2$ gas that is formed by the reduction of $SO_4^{2-}$ may diffuse to existing bubbles or form new bubbles. This gaseous $SO_2$ is not immediately available for the oxidation to $SO_4^{2-}$ during potential pulses in the positive direction. However, during potential pulses in the negative direction, the reaction $SO_4^{2-}\rightarrow SO_2$ is followed directly by the reaction $SO_2\rightarrow S^0$, and $SO_2$ does not get a chance to diffuse to bubbles. Therefore the oxidation of $SO_2$ to $SO_4^{2-}$ does not seem to occur, while the reduction of $SO_2$ to $S^0$ does. The reduction of $SO_4^{2-}$ to $SO_2$ then appears to be irreversible at high measuring frequencies.
Figure 6.71
The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1.0 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ at 1150°C, using the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_b = 0.002 \text{ V} \quad \Delta E_p = 0.100 \text{ V} \quad f = 100 \text{ Hz} \quad R_u = 19.9 \Omega \]

6.6.3.3 The influence of the temperature
At increasing temperatures, both reduction peaks shift towards the positive potential region with about the same velocity. Therefore the two peaks show an overlap in the $\delta_i$-curve at any temperature. In the reverse current, $i_r$, only the second reduction step is visible in all cases examined using a frequency of 100 Hz.

At 1150°C, the reduction peaks are located at about -0.340 and -0.453 V, as can be seen in figure 6.71. However, at this temperature, a third peak seems to appear at about -0.655 V. At lower temperatures, this peak was probably hidden under the increasing background current due to the reduction of Si or Na. This peak might be due to the third reduction step of sulphur: S$^0$/S$^2$. Then the second peak in the square wave voltammograms must result from the reaction S$^{4+}$/S$^0$, and the first peak from S$^6+/S^{4+}$.

6.6.3.4 The influence of the frequency
The frequency with which the base potential varies, $f$, has a great influence on the height of the peaks in the square wave voltammogram. At high frequencies (between 100 and 500 Hz), the first reduction peak becomes smaller relative to the second reduction peak, or perhaps it shifts towards more negative poten-
The square wave voltammogram recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1.0 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ at 1150°C, using the following set-ups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (Hz)</th>
<th>$f$</th>
<th>$\Delta E_p$ (V)</th>
<th>$\Delta E_b$ (V)</th>
<th>$R_w$ (Ω)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>$f = 10$ Hz</td>
<td>0.002 V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>$f = 100$ Hz</td>
<td>0.100 V</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>$f = 200$ Hz</td>
<td>19.9 Ω</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... and coincides with the second peak. This again indicates that the first reduction step is quasi-reversible. The exact location of the second reduction step can easily be determined at high frequencies. The peak is very small, indicating that a "large" number of electrons is transferred during this reduction step. This is in agreement with the assumption that the second peak results from the reduction of SO$_2$ to S$^0$ or S$^2^-$. Due to the overlap with the first peak, no definite answer can be given.

As an example, the square wave voltammograms recorded in soda-lime-silica melt containing 1.0 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ at 1150°C using different frequencies are displayed in figure 6.72. At a low frequency of 10 Hz, the first reduction step is reversible. In the "reverse" current $i_r$, a very broad peak is visible between -0.3 and -0.5 V. Because now the first and the second reduction step give overlapping peaks in both the "forward" and the "reverse" current, the second reduction step can not be seen as a second peak in the $\delta$-curve. The third reduction step, however, is clearly visible as a peak at low frequencies. This facilitates the determination of the exact peak position.
6.6.3.5 The calculation of the enthalpies and entropies of the three reduction steps

Square wave voltammograms have been recorded in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1.0 weight-% Na$_2$SO$_4$ at various temperatures. The potentials, at which a peak could be seen, are plotted as a function of the temperature in figure 6.73.

With the aid of linear regression, straight lines have been drawn through the data points which have been attributed to the SO$_4^{2-}$/SO$_2$ and SO$_2$/S$^0$ reactions. For the further processing of the results, it is assumed, that the peaks indeed arise due to the S$^{6+}$/S$^{4+}$ and the S$^{4+}$/S$^0$ conversions, at which respectively 2 and 4 electrons are transferred. Furthermore the diffusion coefficients of SO$_4^{2-}$, SO$_2$, S$^0$, and S$^{2-}$ are assumed to be in the same order of magnitude. Then the peaks in the square wave voltammograms are located at the formal potentials of the three reduction reactions (see chapter 5.2.8). Now the enthalpies and entropies of the reduction steps can be calculated from the temperature dependency of the formal potentials using equation 6.22. The results are listed in table 6.12.
Table 6.12
The enthalpies and entropies of two reduction steps of \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) in soda-lime-silica glass containing 1 weight-% \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reaction number</th>
<th>Proposed reaction scheme</th>
<th>Simplified reaction</th>
<th>Number of electrons transferred</th>
<th>( \Delta H^{\circ\circ} ) (kJ·mole(^{-1}))</th>
<th>( \Delta S^{\circ\circ} ) (J·mole(^{-1})·K(^{-1}))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(6.67)</td>
<td>( \text{SO}_4^{2-} = \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 + \text{O}_2^{2-} )</td>
<td>( \text{S}^{6+} = \text{S}^{4+} )</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6.69)</td>
<td>( \text{SO}_2 = \frac{1}{2} \text{S}_2 + \text{O}_2 )</td>
<td>( \text{S}^{4+} = \text{S}^0 )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In future square wave voltammetry measurements, the experimental set-up (frequency, pulse height, initial and final potentials) should be varied in order to obtain clear peaks. This will enable the identification of the peaks and the check on the reversibility of the redox reactions. From the position of the peaks, the half-wave potentials of the reactions can be derived. Furthermore, the diffusion coefficients of the reacting species should be established in order to calculate the formal potentials. The formal potentials might deviate significantly from the half-wave potentials, and then the enthalpies and entropies of the reduction steps may differ well from those given in table 6.12.

The calculated enthalpy and entropy of the reduction step \( \text{S}^{6+}/\text{S}^{4+} \) should be checked with the enthalpy and entropy resulting from the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements performed in identical glass melts. Also some other techniques should be applied, for example equilibrating the glass melt with known \( \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{O}_2 \) pressures by bubbling, and estimating the \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \) concentration in the melt by determining the remaining sulphur content in the quenched glass.

6.6.3.6 Conclusions
In square wave voltammograms recorded in a soda-lime-silica melt containing 1 weight-% \( \text{Na}_2\text{SO}_4 \) and no other multivalent elements, three peaks can be made visible at temperatures between 1000 and 1400°C. These peaks have been attributed to the three different reduction steps of sulphate: \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{SO}_2 \), \( \text{SO}_2 \rightarrow \text{S}^0 \) and \( \text{S}^0 \rightarrow \text{S}^2 \). Arguments in support of this hypothesis are:

- the first reduction peak shows quasi-reversible behaviour;
- at high frequencies, the second reduction peak is very small, indicating that
more than two electrons are involved in this reduction step;
- only a small amount of SO₂ in the glass melt causes a large SO₂ equilibrium pressure (under the assumption that the physical solubility is indeed in the order of 10 mole·m⁻³·bar⁻¹). This indicates that the equilibrium constant \( K_1^{**}(T) \), as defined in equation 6.68, may be far less than unity at melting temperatures. The formal potential of the dissociation reaction of sulphate is then negative. The dissociation of sulphate is promoted because the reaction products SO₂ and O₂ are removed from the melt during the fining process.

Under the assumptions that:
- the peaks indeed result from the proposed reactions;
- the peaks are located at the half-wave potentials of the reactions (as is the case for reversible reactions);
- the diffusion coefficients of SO₄²⁻, SO₂ and S⁰ are about equal (in other words: the half-wave potential is about equal to the formal potential);
the enthalpy and entropy of the reactions \( \text{SO}_4^{2-} \rightarrow \text{SO}_2 \) and \( \text{SO}_2 \rightarrow \text{S}^0 \) have been calculated from the temperature dependency of the peaks in the square wave voltammograms. The obtained values are given in table 6.12.

More investigations using square wave voltammetry and other techniques (oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements, X-ray fluorescence, etc.) in glass melts containing various amounts of sulphur are needed to check if the assumptions are justified.

6.6.4 Comparison of the results with data from the literature
Papadopoulos [2] equilibrated various soda-lime-silica melts without polyvalent elements with mixtures of SO₂ and O₂ and determined the amount of sulphur (as SO₃) in the quenched glass samples using X-ray fluorescence. He found that the SO₃-solubility is proportional to the parameter \( [\text{Na}^+]^2[\text{O}^2]/[\text{O}^0] \) (see chapter 3.5.4).

Furthermore, one soda-lime-silica glass, with the molar composition 66 SiO₂-20 CaO-14 Na₂O, was selected for a study of the effect of temperature on the SO₃ solubility. This glass was equilibrated with a stoichiometric mixture SO₂ + ⁵⁄₂O₂ at 5 different temperatures ranging from 1373 to 1483°C. By assuming that the measured SO₃-content in the quenched glass sample is equal to the concentration of SO₄²⁻ in the molten glass, and taking \( p_{\text{SO}_2} \) to be 0.67 and \( p_{\text{O}_2} \) to be 0.33 bar, the redox reaction equilibrium constant \( K_1^{**}(T) \), as defined in equation
6.68, can be calculated. From the dependency of $K^{\text{**}}_1$ of the temperature, the reaction enthalpy $\Delta H^{\text{**}}_1$ and entropy $\Delta S^{\text{**}}_1$ can be calculated using equations 5.68 and 5.69. The results are:

$$\Delta H^{\text{**}}_1 = 363 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1}$$
$$\Delta S^{\text{**}}_1 = 161 \text{ J} \cdot \text{mole}^{-1} \cdot \text{K}^{-1}$$

These values are, surprisingly enough, roughly twice the values, given in table 6.12. Those values were determined for a soda-lime-silica glass with molar composition 75 SiO$_2$-10 CaO-15 Na$_2$O using square wave voltammetry. The difference between the results from literature and the results obtained by square wave voltammetry measurements, presented in this thesis, seems to indicate that the assumptions made in section 6.6.3.5 are not all satisfied.

### 6.7 COMBINATIONS OF TWO POLYVALENT ELEMENTS

#### 6.7.1 Purpose of this section

Up to now, the redox reaction equilibrium constants of iron, antimony, cerium, chromium and sulphur have been determined in glass melts containing only one polyvalent element. It was found that the equilibrium constant strongly depends on the composition of the glass and on the total concentration of the polyvalent element. Therefore it is necessary to perform the measurements in the glass melts with the composition and concentration of the redox active element in which one is interested.

However, industrial glass melts usually contain more than one polyvalent element. In this section, the effect of one polyvalent element on the redox reaction equilibrium constant of another polyvalent element will be investigated.

#### 6.7.2 Effect of iron impurities on the redox reaction equilibrium constant of antimony

As mentioned in section 6.3.3.7, the redox reaction equilibrium constants of the two antimony reduction steps in TV-screen glass type A containing about 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ have been determined using square wave voltammetry. Two different glass melts were investigated: one of them was prepared from reagent grade chemicals, the other from raw batch materials. Therefore the latter contained, besides 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$, about 0.04 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$. It was found that the position and the shape of the two reduction peaks of antimony were unaffected by the presence of iron. In the square wave voltammograms,
recorded in the latter TV-screen glass, a third peak occurred apart from the two antimony peaks. This peak was due to the iron impurity. Because no square wave voltammograms have been recorded in TV-screen glass containing only 0.04 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$, and no other polyvalent elements, it is not possible to conclude with certainty that the position and shape of this peak were not influenced by the presence of antimony.

6.7.3 Interaction of iron and cerium

6.7.3.1 Introduction

In chapter 6.2, the enthalpy $\Delta H^{**}$ and entropy $\Delta S^{**}$ of the reaction

$$\text{Fe}^{3+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^{2-} = \text{Fe}^{2+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2$$

(6.87)

in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ have been determined using oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements. The results were:

$\Delta H_{\text{Fe}}^{**} = 102 \text{ kJ·mole}^{-1}$

$\Delta S_{\text{Fe}}^{**} = 37 \text{ J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$

The equilibrium constant $K_{\text{Fe}}^{**}(T)$ of reaction 6.87 has been defined as:

$$K_{\text{Fe}}^{**}(T) = \left[ \frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}] \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}^{1/4}}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]} \right] = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H_{\text{Fe}}^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_{\text{Fe}}^{**}}{R_g} \right)$$

(6.88)

The enthalpy and entropy of the reduction of cerium in TV-screen glass containing 0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$ have been determined in chapter 6.4 using oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements. The reduction reaction is given by:

$$\text{Ce}^{4+} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}^{2-} = \text{Ce}^{3+} + \frac{1}{4} \text{O}_2$$

(6.89)

with the redox reaction equilibrium constant $K_{\text{Ce}}^{**}(T)$:

$$K_{\text{Ce}}^{**}(T) = \left[ \frac{[\text{Ce}^{3+}] \cdot p_{\text{O}_2}^{1/4}}{[\text{Ce}^{4+}]} \right] = \exp \left( \frac{-\Delta H_{\text{Ce}}^{**}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S_{\text{Ce}}^{**}}{R_g} \right)$$

(6.90)

and the calculated values for the enthalpy and entropy are:

$\Delta H_{\text{Ce}}^{**} = 40 \text{ kJ·mole}^{-1}$

$\Delta S_{\text{Ce}}^{**} = 40 \text{ J·mole}^{-1}·\text{K}^{-1}$

In this section, the mutual effect of iron and cerium in a TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ an 0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$ will be investigated.
6.7.3.2 Preparation of the glass
TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ an 0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$ was melted in a platinum crucible at 1400°C until all grains were dissolved and all bubbles were removed from the melt. Then the melt was quenched and transferred to an Al$_2$O$_3$-crucible. This crucible was placed in the furnace sketched in figure 5.3. Then the glass was slowly heated to 1400°C.

6.7.3.3 Square wave voltammetry measurements
At 1400°C, the electrodes were lowered until the reference electrode just touched the melt (see figure 5.3). The reference electrode was flushed with clean, dry air. The temperature was held constant for 15 minutes. Then an $i$-$R_u$ measurement was performed (see chapter 5.3), followed by a square wave voltammetry measurement. The general set-up of the square wave voltammetry measurements was the same as the set-up used for the measurements in the TV-screen glass type A containing only 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$:

$f = 100$ Hz
$\Delta E_b = 0.002$ V
$\Delta E_p = 0.1$ V

In this way, $i$-$R_u$ and square wave voltammetry measurements were performed at various temperatures ranging from 1400 down to 900°C.

In figure 6.74, the square voltammogram recorded at 1400°C is displayed, showing one clear peak at -0.465 V. Just as in square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass containing only iron, the peak in the voltammogram recorded in the glass containing both iron and cerium agrees best with a theoretical curve for a two electron transfer reaction. This phenomenon has already been discussed in chapter 6.2.

At lower temperatures, the recorded voltammograms still show only one peak that can be attributed to the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{2+}$ reaction. The peak shifts in the negative direction as the temperature decreases. The peak position is similar to the peak position in square wave voltammograms recorded in TV-screen glass containing only 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ (see figure 6.16). The Ce$^{4+}$/Ce$^{3+}$ reaction can not be seen, just as in the square wave voltammograms which have been recorded in TV-screen glass containing only 0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$.

Apparently the equilibrium constant of the iron reduction reaction in TV-screen glass is not effected by the presence of cerium.
Figure 6.74
The square wave voltammogram (-----) recorded in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ and 0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$ at 1400°C with the following set-up:

\[ \Delta E_b = 0.002 \, V \quad f = 100 \, Hz \quad R_u = 1.55 \, \Omega \quad E^{0'} = -0.465 \, V \]
\[ \Delta E_p = 0.1 \, V \]

compared with the theoretical curves for reversible reactions at which one (- - - - - -) or two (- - - - - - - -) electrons are transferred.

6.7.3.4 Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements

Following the square wave voltammetry measurements, the temperature in the furnace is held at 900°C for half an hour while the potential difference between the platinum plate and the reference electrode is measured. After some minutes, the potential difference $\Delta E$ reaches a value of -0.116 V and remains at that value. The oxygen equilibrium pressure $p_{O_2}$ can be calculated from this potential difference using equation 5.34 (or 6.8). The reference electrode is flushed with clean, dry air. At 900°C, the oxygen equilibrium pressure is determined on 0.002 bar in this glass.

Then the temperature is increased by 3°C/min to 1000°C while the potential difference is measured. In figure 6.75, the potential difference calculated by equation 6.8 is given as a function of temperature.

From the square wave voltammetry measurements, the enthalpies and entropies of reactions 6.87 and 6.89 appear to be unaffected by the presence of the other polyvalent element.
The oxygen equilibrium pressure calculated from the potential difference (D) as a function of temperature in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ and 0.6 weight-% CeO₂. The theoretical curves were calculated using the following parameters:

\[ C_{Fe} = 114 \text{ mole·m}^{-3} \quad C_{Fe} = 114 \text{ mole·m}^{-3} \quad C_{Fe} = 0 \text{ mole·m}^{-3} \]
\[ C_{Ce} = 80 \text{ mole·m}^{-3} \quad C_{Ce} = 0 \text{ mole·m}^{-3} \quad C_{Ce} = 80 \text{ mole·m}^{-3} \]

The enthalpies and entropies of the redox reactions are:

\[ \Delta H_{Fe} = 102 \text{ kJ·mole}^{-1} \quad \Delta H_{Ce} = 40 \text{ kJ·mole}^{-1} \]
\[ \Delta S_{Fe} = 37 \text{ J·mole}^{-1}·K^{-1} \quad \Delta S_{Ce} = 40 \text{ J·mole}^{-1}·K^{-1} \]

The initial oxygen equilibrium pressure is fixed at \( P_{O_2} = 0.002 \text{ bar at } 900°C \)

The enthalpies and entropies mentioned in section 6.7.3.1 can still be applied to describe the equilibrium state of the iron and cerium reactions in TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ and 0.6 weight-% CeO₂. The increase of the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt at an increase of the temperature is due to the shift in the equilibrium state of both reactions.

At the initial temperature \( T_i \) of 900°C, the oxygen equilibrium pressure was 0.002 bar. At an increase of temperature from \( T_i \) to \( T_f \) the equilibrium states of both reaction 6.87 and 6.89 shift to the right. Iron and cerium are transferred into the reduced state, resulting in the release of \( O_2 \). Each mole of \( Fe^{3+} \) that is being reduced to \( Fe^{2+} \) yields 1/4 mole \( O_2 \), and at the reduction of one mole of \( Ce^{4+} \) into \( Ce^{3+} \), 1/4 mole \( O_2 \) is formed. Assuming that no transport of oxygen takes place between melt and atmosphere (closed system), the following equation holds:
[O₂]_{T_f} - [O₂]_{T_i} = \frac{1}{4} \cdot \left( [\text{Fe}^{2+}]_{T_f} - [\text{Fe}^{2+}]_{T_i} \right) + \frac{1}{4} \cdot \left( [\text{Ce}^{3+}]_{T_f} - [\text{Ce}^{3+}]_{T_i} \right) \quad (6.91)

Iron and cerium are hardly volatile. Therefore the iron and cerium concentration, C_{Fe} and C_{Ce}, are assumed to be constant during the experiment. The total iron content is 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃, which is equal to 114 mole Fe·m⁻³ glass, the total cerium content is 0.6 weight-% CeO₂, which is equal to 80 mole Ce·m⁻³ glass. The concentration of the reduced form of iron, [Fe²⁺], can be written as a function of the total iron concentration C_{Fe}, the redox reaction equilibrium constant of the iron reduction, K_{Fe}**, and the oxygen equilibrium pressure p_{O₂}:

\[
[\text{Fe}^{2+}]_{T} = \frac{C_{Fe} \cdot K_{Fe}^{**}(T)}{K_{Fe}^{**}(T) + p_{O₂}^{1/4}(T)}
\]

Likewise, the reduced form of cerium, [Ce³⁺], can be written as a function of the total cerium concentration C_{Ce} and the redox reaction equilibrium constant of the cerium reduction, K_{Ce}**:

\[
[\text{Ce}^{3+}]_{T} = \frac{C_{Ce} \cdot K_{Ce}^{**}(T)}{K_{Ce}^{**}(T) + p_{O₂}^{1/4}(T)}
\]

The relation between the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt, p_{O₂}, and the concentration of the physically dissolved oxygen, [O₂], is given by:

\[
p_{O₂}(T) = \frac{[O₂]_{T}}{L_{O₂}(T)}
\]

and L_{O₂} is the physical solubility of O₂ in the glass melt.

Combining equations 6.91, 6.92, 6.93 and 6.94 results in:

\[
L_{O₂}(T_f) \cdot p_{O₂}(T_f) - L_{O₂}(T_i) \cdot p_{O₂}(T_i) = \frac{1}{4} \cdot C_{Fe} \cdot \left( \frac{K_{Fe}^{**}(T_f)}{K_{Fe}^{**}(T_f) + p_{O₂}^{1/4}(T_f)} - \frac{K_{Fe}^{**}(T_i)}{K_{Fe}^{**}(T_i) + p_{O₂}^{1/4}(T_i)} \right) + \frac{1}{4} \cdot C_{Ce} \cdot \left( \frac{K_{Ce}^{**}(T_f)}{K_{Ce}^{**}(T_f) + p_{O₂}^{1/4}(T_f)} - \frac{K_{Ce}^{**}(T_i)}{K_{Ce}^{**}(T_i) + p_{O₂}^{1/4}(T_i)} \right) \quad (6.95)
\]
Now the theoretical oxygen equilibrium pressure in the TV-screen glass containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ and 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ can be calculated using equations 6.88, 6.90 and 6.95, with the enthalpies and entropies given in section 6.7.3.1. The physical solubility of oxygen is assumed to be about 1 mole·m⁻³·bar⁻¹ (see chapter 6.8). The resulting oxygen equilibrium pressures are given in figure 6.75 as the continuous curve. The agreement between the measured and the theoretical oxygen equilibrium pressures is very good. In figure 6.75, the theoretical oxygen equilibrium pressures in TV-screen glasses containing only 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ (dashed curve) or only 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ (dotted curve), starting with the same oxygen equilibrium pressure at 900°C, are given as well. It is clear that the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt is governed by the equilibrium states of both redox reactions.

6.7.3.5 Redox ratios in the glass melt containing iron and cerium
Even though the redox reaction equilibrium constant of iron is not effected by the presence of cerium, the redox ratio [Fe²⁺]/[Fe³⁺] is influenced. The oxygen equilibrium pressure p_{O₂} is governed by the equilibrium constants of both iron and cerium reduction reactions. Therefore the oxygen equilibrium pressure in TV-screen glasses containing 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃ and 0.6 weight-% CeO₂ differs from the oxygen equilibrium pressure in TV-screen glasses containing only 0.4 weight-% Fe₂O₃. For instance, in the glass melt containing both ions, the oxygen equilibrium pressure at 1000°C is 0.0087 bar. The redox ratio [Fe²⁺]/[Fe³⁺] at this temperature and pressure is given by:

\[
\frac{[\text{Fe}^{2+}]_{1000\degree C}}{[\text{Fe}^{3+}]_{1000\degree C}} = \frac{K_{p_{O_2}}(1000\degree C)}{P_{O_2}^{1/4}(1000\degree C)} = 0.018
\]  

(6.96)

In the case the melt had contained only iron, the oxygen equilibrium pressure at 1000°C would have been 0.046 bar (starting from an oxygen pressure of 0.002 bar at 900°C). Then the redox ratio [Fe²⁺]/[Fe³⁺] would have been 0.012.

6.7.3.6 Redox ratios in the glass containing both iron and cerium during cooling
The glass melt contains 114 mole Fe·m⁻³ and 80 mole Ce·m⁻³. According to equation 6.96, the ratio [Fe²⁺]/[Fe³⁺] is 0.018 at 1000°C. This means that the concentration of divalent iron, [Fe²⁺], is 2 mole·m⁻³. The concentration of reduced cerium, [Ce³⁺], can be calculated in the same way. It is 72 mole·m⁻³.

In chapter 3.2.5, the possibility that the redox ratios of polyvalent elements
shift during cooling has already come up for discussion. The experiments described below have been carried out in order to check whether such a change in redox ratios actually occurs in the TV-screen glass under investigation, containing both iron and cerium.

After the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements, the electrodes were removed from the melt at 1000°C and subsequently the melt was quenched. The cooled-down glass was found to be soft yellow. According to Bamford [27], reduced form of iron, Fe$^{2+}$, provides for a strong green colour, even at low concentrations. The oxidized form Fe$^{3+}$ causes the soft, yellow colour. This means that the major part of the iron in the glass sample was present in the oxidized form after cooling of the melt. Unfortunately, the exact amount of trivalent iron in the glass could not be estimated by redox titration, because the presence of cerium in the glass would interfere with the measurement. Therefore the amount of divalent iron in the glass sample was estimated on the basis of the yellow colour.

Firstly it was investigated whether cerium (as Ce$^{3+}$ or Ce$^{4+}$) could be responsible for the soft yellow colour of the glass sample. Therefore a TV-screen glass containing only 0.6 weight-% CeO$_2$ and no iron was melted for some time at 1000°C, until the melt was free of grains and bubbles. Then the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt was measured with the aid of an oxygen sensor. It was found to be 0.029 bar. With this oxygen equilibrium pressure, the concentration of trivalent cerium in the melt was calculated to be 70 mole m$^{-3}$, and the concentration of tetravalent cerium, Ce$^{4+}$, was 10 mole m$^{-3}$ at 1000°C. Subsequently the melt was quenched.

The physical solubility of oxygen in the glass melt is assumed to be about 1 mole m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$ at melting temperatures. This implies that the concentration of physically dissolved oxygen is about 0.03 mole m$^{-3}$ in the glass melt at 1000°C. Although the equilibrium state of reaction 6.89 shifts to the right during cooling, hardly any oxygen is available for the oxidation of the trivalent cerium. Therefore the valency state of the cerium ions is assumed to be constant during cooling. This assumption was checked by determining the concentration of trivalent cerium, Ce$^{3+}$, and the total cerium content $C_{Ce}$ by wet-chemical analysis in the cooled-down glass sample. The Ce$^{3+}$-concentration was found to be 64 mole m$^{-3}$, and the total cerium content was 74 mole m$^{-3}$, and so the equilibrium state of reaction 6.89 had indeed hardly changed during cooling.
The glass sample containing Ce$^{3+}$ and Ce$^{4+}$ was colourless, indicating that the soft yellow colour in the glass sample containing both iron and cerium was indeed caused by the trivalent iron.

Secondly the concentration of divalent iron in the glass sample containing both iron and cerium had to be estimated on the basis of the colour of a glass sample containing only iron. The concentration Fe$^{2+}$ could not be derived from the absorption spectrum of the glass sample, since the sample contained cords.

For the comparison a TV-screen glass containing only 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$ (and no other polyvalent elements) was molted at 1000°C until it was free from grains and bubbles. Then the oxygen equilibrium pressure was measured. It was found to be 0.084 bar. According to equation 6.88, the concentration of divalent iron, Fe$^{2+}$, in this melt is only 1.2 mole·m$^{-3}$, while the concentration of trivalent iron, Fe$^{3+}$, is 112.8 mole·m$^{-3}$. The melt was quenched to room temperature. The concentration of physically dissolved oxygen was assumed to be too low to oxidize Fe$^{2+}$ to a noticeable extent during cooling. Therefore the concentration Fe$^{2+}$ in the cooled-down glass was assumed to be 1.2 mole·m$^{-3}$.

The colour of the glass sample containing only iron was clearly green. So even at the low concentration of 1.2 mole·m$^{-3}$ glass, divalent iron causes a green colour. This indicates that the concentration of divalent iron in the TV-screen glass containing both iron and cerium is less than 1.2 mole·m$^{-3}$ at room temperature. During the cooling of the glass melt, some divalent iron must have been oxidized. Since the concentration of physically dissolved oxygen in the glass melt was about 0.009 mole·m$^{-3}$ (assuming a physical solubility of oxygen of about 1 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$), Fe$^{2+}$ must have been oxidized by Ce$^{4+}$.

From this experiment, it can be concluded that the redox ratios of polyvalent ions indeed shift during cooling when other polyvalent elements are present in the glass melt.

6.7.4 Conclusions
- The redox reaction equilibrium constants of the reduction of iron and cerium in a TV-screen glass melt at melting temperatures are not influenced by the presence of the other polyvalent element;
- the oxygen equilibrium pressure in TV-screen glass melts containing both iron and cerium can be adequately described by equation 6.95, which is based
on the redox reaction equilibrium constants of the redox reactions of iron and cerium in TV-screen melts;
- the equilibrium states of the iron and cerium reactions shift as the melt is quenched.

6.8 PHYSICAL SOLUBILITY OF O₂
6.8.1 Measurements of the physical solubility of O₂
The oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements can be used for the determination of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy if the physical solubility of oxygen is known (see chapter 5.4.7). Unfortunately, hardly any literature data on the physical solubility of O₂ in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass exists (chapter 5.4.8). According to Sasabe [35], the physical solubility of oxygen in various PbO-SiO₂-melts ranges from 20 to 200 mole-m⁻³·bar⁻¹. On the basis of the physical solubility of N₂ in soda-lime-silica glasses given by Mulfinger [36], Beerkens [32] estimated the solubility of O₂ at about 0.1 mole-m⁻³·bar⁻¹. Recent experiments [33] using the helium extraction technique indicate, that the physical solubility of oxygen in soda-lime-silica and TV-screen glass melts at temperatures ranging from 1200 to 1450°C is about 0.1 to 1 mole-m⁻³·bar⁻¹.

However, if the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy are already known, for example from square wave voltammetry measurements, the physical solubility of O₂ can be estimated from the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements. For a glass melt containing only one polyvalent element with a concentration C_M mole-m⁻³, the following equation (see equation 5.43) is valid under the conditions that no exchange of oxygen and the polyvalent element takes place between glass melt and atmosphere (closed system):

\[ L_{O_2}(T_1) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_1) - L_{O_2}(T_2) \cdot p_{O_2}(T_2) = \]
\[ \frac{n}{4} \cdot C_M \cdot \left\{ \frac{K^{**}(T_1)}{K^{**}(T_1) + p_{O_2}^{n/4}(T_1)} - \frac{K^{**}(T_2)}{K^{**}(T_2) + p_{O_2}^{n/4}(T_2)} \right\} \]

The physical solubility of oxygen may depend on temperature, but if the difference between the two temperatures T₁ and T₂ is small, the solubility will remain roughly constant:

\[ L_{O_2}(T_1) \approx L_{O_2}(T_2) \]

and equation 6.97 can be simplified to:
The redox reaction equilibrium constant $K^{\circ}(T)$ is given by:

$$K^{\circ}(T) = \exp\left(\frac{-\Delta H^{\circ}}{R_g \cdot T} + \frac{\Delta S^{\circ}}{R_g}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.100)

In some glass melts containing different amounts of iron or antimony, both oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements and square wave voltammetry measurements have been performed (see tables 6.5 and 6.8). By replacing $\Delta H^{\circ}$ and $\Delta S^{\circ}$ in equation 6.100 with the values for the reaction enthalpy and entropy, derived by square wave voltammetry measurements, the physical solubility of $O_2$ in these glass melts can be estimated using equation 6.99.

For example, the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy for the iron reduction in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% $Fe_2O_3$ were determined using square wave voltammetry. The results were:

![Graph showing physical solubility of $O_2$ in TV-screen glass type A](image)

*Figure 6.76: The physical solubility of $O_2$ in TV-screen glass type A, calculated by applying equation 6.99 to oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in the TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% $Fe_2O_3$*
\[ \Delta H^{**} = 102 \text{ kJ-mole}^{-1} \]
\[ \Delta S^{**} = 37 \text{ J-mole}^{-1}\text{.K}^{-1} \]

In this glass melt, oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements were performed as well. The physical solubility of O\textsubscript{2} in this melt at temperatures between 1000 and 1200°C was found to be about 1 mole-m\textsuperscript{-3}.bar\textsuperscript{-1} (see figure 6.76). Roughly the same results were obtained from square wave voltammetry and oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in the TV-screen glass type B containing 0.4 weight-% Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} at temperatures ranging from 900 to 1400°C.

In E-glass containing 0.5 weight-% Fe\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Sb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, TV-screen glass type A containing 2.14 weight-% Sb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} and TV-screen glass type B containing 0.43 weight-% Sb\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}, both square wave voltammetry and oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements have been performed likewise. However, applying equations 6.99 and 6.100 to the results obtained in these glasses, results in improbable values for the physical solubility of O\textsubscript{2}: the solubility fluctuates between positive and negative values (ranging from -500 to +500 mole-m\textsuperscript{-3}.bar\textsuperscript{-1}). This is probably due to small deviations in the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements or in temperature.

### 6.8.2 Effect of the value chosen for the physical solubility of oxygen on the calculated enthalpy and entropy

For the processing of the oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements, the physical solubility of O\textsubscript{2} was assumed to be 1 mole-m\textsuperscript{-3}.bar\textsuperscript{-1} at any temperature between 800 and 1400°C. Calculations of the redox reaction enthalpy and entropy, based on other values for the physical solubility of oxygen, have shown that the exact value of the solubility has hardly any influence on the resulting enthalpy. However, the calculated entropy depends on the value of the solubility. As an example, the enthalpy and entropy for the reduction of iron respectively antimony in TV-screen glass type A are given in tables 6.13 and 6.14 for different values of the physical solubility of O\textsubscript{2}.

The results of oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements agree very well with the results obtained by square wave voltammetry measurements if the oxygen solubility is set to a value of 1.0 mole-m\textsuperscript{-3}.bar\textsuperscript{-1}. For this reason, it is assumed that, for the time being, a value of 1.0 mole-m\textsuperscript{-3}.bar\textsuperscript{-1} is the best estimate for the physical solubility of oxygen in TV-screen glasses at temperatures between 1000 and 1400°C.
Table 6.13
The enthalpy $\Delta H^{\circ\circ}$ and entropy $\Delta S^{\circ\circ}$ calculated from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$, for different values of the physical solubility of oxygen, $L_{O_2}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_{O_2}$ (mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{\circ\circ}$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S^{\circ\circ}$ (J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square wave voltammetry</td>
<td>102</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.14
The enthalpy $\Delta H^{\circ\circ}$ and entropy $\Delta S^{\circ\circ}$ of the reaction Sb$^{5+}$/Sb$^{3+}$ calculated from oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements in TV-screen glass type A containing 0.4 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$, for different values of the physical solubility of oxygen, $L_{O_2}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$L_{O_2}$ (mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta H^{\circ\circ}$ (kJ·mole$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$\Delta S^{\circ\circ}$ (J·mole$^{-1}$·K$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Square wave voltammetry</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>measurements</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.8.3 Conclusions
- Oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements might be used for the estimation of the physical solubility of oxygen in glass melts. However, this method is over-sensitive for small deviations in the measurements. Therefore, more accurate oxygen equilibrium pressure measurements have to be performed before the oxygen solubility can be established with certainty;
- at this moment, the best estimate for the physical solubility of oxygen in TV-screen glass melts is probably 1.0 mole·m$^{-3}$·bar$^{-1}$.
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Chapter 7

The application of the measured data in computer models

7.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 6, the values for the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reactions concerning iron, antimony, cerium and chromium in various concentrations in soda-lime-silica, TV-screen and E-glass have been given. These values can be used to calculate the redox reaction equilibrium constants, the ratios of reduced to oxidized species and/or the oxygen equilibrium pressure in glass melts as a function of temperature. And these quantities influence the temperature distribution (by heat radiation into the melt) and the fining process in industrial glass melting tanks, and therefore the quality of the final glass product.

This chapter describes in which way computer models, based on the redox reaction equilibrium constants, can be used to predict the influence of multivalent elements on the quality of the final glass product. As an example, the effect of the antimony concentration on the fining progress is demonstrated in section 7.5.

7.2 MATHEMATICAL MODELS

In the past, the efficiency of chemical fining agents has mainly been investigated in laboratory experiments, since experiments in industrial glass melting tanks would have been much too expensive and risky. Therefore small amounts of glass batch were melted in crucibles [1,2,3,4,5] at a fixed temperature during a fixed period. After cooling down, the number of bubbles and their size distribution and/or composition were determined. On the basis of these data, investigators have tried to decide which fining agent at which concentration should be used for the fining process in industrial glass melting tanks.

However, it is very difficult to translate the results from the laboratory experiments to efficiency data for industrial tanks. For example, the (initial) number, size and composition of bubbles in the laboratory experiments may differ significantly from those in the industrial tanks. Furthermore, the flow patterns and temperature distribution in the industrial tanks can not be simulated in crucibles. And just the residence time and temperature course of the glass melt containing the bubbles will determine whether a bubble can ascend to the surface or dissolve completely, or remain in the melt.
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Therefore two computer models which simulate (some aspects of) the fining process have been developed at the TNO Institute of Applied Physics (the Netherlands). One of these models, the "3-D glass tank model", is used to calculate the temperature distribution, flow pattern and gas concentration profiles in industrial glass melting tanks [6,7]. Another model, the "bubble behaviour model", describes the behaviour of single bubbles in the glass melt containing multivalent elements [8,9].

By combining the two computer models, it is possible to predict whether an existing industrial glass melting tank may, under certain processing conditions, be able to produce bubble-free glass [10]. But also the source of bubbles, detected in the final glass product, may be found by back-tracing procedures, based on the composition, size and position of the bubble [9,11]. Furthermore, computer calculation may become an important tool for the optimization of the furnace design and operation [7].

An important parameter in the computer models is the "redox" of the glass melt. As we have seen in chapter 3.4.3, no unambiguous definition for the "redox" of the glass melt is available. Here, the "redox" refers to the valency state of the multivalent elements present.

The valency states of iron and chromium determine the heat penetration in the glass melt. Fe$^{2+}$ en Cr$^{3+}$ absorb far more infrared radiation than Fe$^{3+}$, Cr$^{6+}$ and Cr$^{2+}$. Since the glass melt in the industrial glass melting tanks is generally heated from above by gas or oil fired flames, the temperature of the melt at the bottom of the furnace depends on the concentrations of Fe$^{2+}$ and Cr$^{3+}$ present in the melt.

Furthermore, the multivalent elements determine the oxygen pressure in the melt (and the SO$_2$ pressure in case the melt contains sulphate). Small bubbles in the glass melt can grow or shrink by diffusion of gases (see chapter 2.6), and therefore the equilibrium states of the redox reactions control the fining process.

Both computer models contain equations concerning the equilibrium state of the redox reactions of all multivalent elements present. The equilibrium constants can be calculated from the redox reaction enthalpies and entropies given in chapter 6.
7.3 THE "BUBBLE BEHAVIOUR MODEL"

During the melting of the batch in industrial glass melting tanks, bubbles are formed due to reactions of the batch materials, air inclusions or interaction of the melt with refractory materials. Under the influence of the gravitation, these bubbles ascend to the surface of the melt (buoyancy driven bubble removal). The rising velocity strongly depends on the bubble radius (see chapter 2.3.1).

During its residence time in the glass melt, a single bubble may grow or shrink due to exchange of gases between bubble and melt. The growth or shrinkage rate depends on:
- the surface area of the bubble;
- the partial pressures of the different gases in the bubble;
- the gas concentrations in the melt;
- the solubilities of the gases in the melt;
- the diffusivity of the gases;
- the renewal of the melt near the surface of the bubble (and therefore on the rising velocity of the bubble).

The chemical fining agents aid the removal of the gas bubbles by changing the concentration of gas(es) in the melt. At an increase in temperature, large amounts of fining gases are produced. This can lead to a super-saturation of the melt with the fining gas. The surplus of gas is removed by diffusion of the gas to existing bubbles (or by heterogeneous formation of new bubbles). The bubbles grow, and as a consequence the rising velocity of the bubble is increased, the partial pressures of the other gases in the bubble are reduced and the surface area increases. This enhances the transport of the other gases from the bubble to the melt as well. In this way, effective degassing of the melt takes place at high temperatures (primary fining).

At a decrease of temperatures, the fining agents react with the fining gas(es). In the melt, the concentration of these gases will be very low after the primary fining stage due to the effective degassing process at high temperatures. Fining gas will be resorbed at lower temperatures, the partial pressures of the other gases in the bubbles increase, and as a result the transport of these gases from the bubbles into the melt is enhanced.

Beerkens [8,9] developed a computer model which describes the composition and size of a single bubble in a glass melt (the "bubble behaviour model") for a
given temperature course. It may be clear that both for bubble growth and for bubble shrinkage, the concentration of the fining gas (physically dissolved) in the glass melt is of major importance. This concentration is calculated for any temperature with the aid of the enthalpy and entropy of the redox reaction of the fining agent. The values of the enthalpy and entropy of various multivalent elements in different concentrations can be found in chapter 6. The bubble behaviour model can be used to compare the fining action of various fining agents, or to estimate the temperature at which the fining of the glass melt should preferably take place.

7.4 THE "3-D GLASS TANK MODEL"

The residence time of the glass melt in an industrial tank may show a distribution. Therefore not all bubbles that arise during the melting of the batch materials may have sufficient time to grow and ascend to the surface or dissolve completely before the melt enters the furnace. In order to be able to predict whether a bubble-free melt can be obtained, it is important to know the flow pattern, the temperature distribution and the gas profiles in the tank.

At the TNO Institute of Applied Physics (the Netherlands), a computer model has been developed which calculates flow pattern, temperature distribution and gas profiles in industrial glass melting tanks [6,7]. This "3-D glass tank model" is based on finite difference numerical calculation methods. For that purpose, the industrial tank, with a given construction and dimensions, is divided in the mathematical model into a given number of cells. Batch blanket, combustion chamber, local heat sources (i.e. electrical boosting) and local cooling sources (i.e. glass line cooling) are included.

Now the continuity, energy conservation and Navier-Stokes equations are solved numerically for each cell, using realistic boundary conditions. The concentrations of the different valency states of the multivalent elements and the oxygen concentration are calculated by equilibrium equations based on the redox reaction enthalpies and entropies, which are tabled for various multivalent elements in different concentrations in chapter 6. As a result, the temperature, flow direction, and concentration of all components of the glass melt can be calculated for any cell.

Bubbles will grow if the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the melt exceeds 1 bar,
because then the melt becomes super-saturated with oxygen. When bubbles spend sufficient time in an area in the glass melting tank where the gas pressure is high, the bubbles will become large enough to averse the distance to the surface of the melt in short time. If on the other hand bubbles are directly transported by the flow in the melt to the working end and feeders, the low temperature in that area will prohibit ascension of the bubble. In that case, the bubbles may turn up in the final glass products.

By thorough examination of the calculated flow patterns and gas concentration profiles for various processing conditions (for example the concentration of the fining agent, the redox of the batch or the batch load), the fining process in an industrial glass melting tank can be optimized.

7.5 EXAMPLES OF CALCULATIONS WITH THE "3-D GLASS TANK MODEL"

In this section, the application of the "3-D glass tank model" for the optimization of the fining process in an industrial glass melting tank will be illustrated with an example. The example glass tank is 28 meter long and 5.8 meter wide. The height of the glass melt in this tank is 1 meter. At 0 meter, the batch is added to the tank (see figure 7.1); the size of the batch blanket is about 5 meter. The melting area of the tank is 18 meter long and includes bubblers at 6 meter and a flow barrier at 14 meter. The molten glass passes the throat, which has a length of 2.5 meter, to enter the working end. From there, the glass is transported to the section where the forming of the final product takes place.

In this example tank, 110 ton glass is produced each day. The final glass product contains 40 moles of Sb and 13 moles of Fe per cubic meter (about 0.25 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ and 0.045 weight-% Fe$_2$O$_3$). No other polyvalent elements are present.

For the calculation of the temperature distribution, flow pattern and concentration profiles in the tank, the tank is divided mathematically into 85 cells lengthwise, 23 cells breadthways and 18 cells in the vertical direction.

The roof temperatures are fixed at certain values (the temperatures can also be calculated using a combustion model which is based on actual fuel supplies).
Figure 7.1
An overview (top-view/side-view of the lengthwise section) of the example glass melting tank. In the figure, the walls of the tank are black, the molten glass is grey and the batch blanket is white.
This determines the heat flux to the glass melt. The temperatures in the melt depend on the heat conductivity of the melt, which in turn depends on the concentration of divalent iron in the melt. But the Fe$^{2+}$ content is determined by the equilibrium constant of the iron reaction and the oxygen content of the glass melt, and therefore also by the equilibrium constant of the antimony reaction. And both equilibrium constants depend on the temperature!

For the first approximation of the Fe$^{2+}$-concentration in the tank, the glass melt is assumed to be very oxidizing. Then only a small part of the iron is present in the reduced state, and the influence of Fe$^{2+}$ on the heat conductivity of the melt is approximated with a small, constant value.

Now the temperature and velocity vectors in each cell can be calculated by solving the continuity, energy conservation and Navier-Stokes equations numerically for each cell. The heat loss through the walls is calculated using empirical relations. In figure 7.2, the calculated temperature distribution of the lengthwise-section in the tank is given. It can be seen clearly from figure 7.2 that the glass is locally cooled due to forced bubbling at about 6 meter. However, since the roof temperatures are the highest at about 6 meter (in industrial glass melting tanks due to the position of the burners), the temperature of the glass melt obtains the highest values at the surface at this point (hot spot). The temperature exceeds 1300°C almost everywhere in the melting area. The temperature drops fast to values below 1200°C as soon as the glass enters the working end.

The calculated flow pattern is given in figure 7.3. The influence of the bubblers on the velocity profiles is clearly visible at 6 meter. Right below the batch blanket a strong backward flow enhances the dissolution of the batch particles. At the bottom of the tank, between the bubblers and the flow barrier, the velocity of the glass melt is low. The temperature in this part of the tank is rather low, an unfavourable condition for the dissolution and melting of remaining batch particles or for the (primary) fining of the melt. However, the flow barrier prevents the bottom glass to enter directly the working end of the tank. Only the surface glass, with relatively high temperatures, passes over the flow barrier.
Figure 7.2
The temperature distribution along the lengthwise section of the glass melting tank.
Figure 7.3
The velocity vectors along the lengthwise section of the glass melting tank
Starting from the calculated temperature distribution, the redox reaction equilibria concerning iron, antimony and oxygen are subsequently calculated. The data for the equilibrium constants have been taken from chapter 6 and are reproduced in table 7.1.

Table 7.1
The parameters with which the redox sub-program calculates the concentrations of $\text{Sb}^{5+}$, $\text{Sb}^{3+}$, $\text{Fe}^{3+}$, $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ and $\text{O}_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
<th>$\Delta H$</th>
<th>$\Delta S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{Sb}}$</td>
<td>40 mole·m⁻³</td>
<td>213 kJ·mole⁻¹</td>
<td>139 J·mole⁻³·K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_{\text{Fe}}$</td>
<td>13 mole·m⁻³</td>
<td>144 kJ·mole⁻¹</td>
<td>37 J·mole⁻³·K⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.4 represents the percentage of antimony, present as $\text{Sb}^{3+}$, in the glass melt. 10% of the antimony is assumed to be present in the batch as trivalent antimony, $\text{Sb}^{3+}$. The batch blanket is therefore visible as a dark region between 0 and 5 meter in the upper left corner of figure 7.4. At the high temperatures of the glass melt, the (pentavalent) antimony is rapidly converted to trivalent antimony, until about 75% of the antimony is present in the reduced form (see figure 7.4).

During the reduction of antimony, gaseous oxygen is formed. The excess of oxygen is transported to existing bubbles, or new bubbles are formed. In the computer model, the oxygen is assumed to leave the melt when the oxygen equilibrium pressure exceeds 1 bar. At this moment, it is not certain whether this assumption is valid in the entire glass melting tank. Especially oxygen that is formed just below the batch blanket, might well be prevented by the batch blanket to leave the melt. If this is the case, more antimony will be present in the pentavalent state in this area than predicted by the computer calculations.

The removed oxygen is of course no longer available for the oxidation of the trivalent antimony at a decrease of temperature. For this reason, the concentration of trivalent antimony in the working end is almost as high as in the last part of the melting area, although the temperature in the working end is below 1200°C.

In figure 7.5, the oxygen equilibrium pressure in the glass melt is given. At the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage reduced antimony, %Sb(^{3+})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Above 31.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.273 - 31.636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.099 - 31.273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.909 - 30.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.545 - 30.909</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30.182 - 30.545</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.818 - 30.182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.455 - 29.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29.091 - 29.455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.727 - 29.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.364 - 28.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below 28.364</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7.4
The percentage of antimony, present as Sb\(^{3+}\), as a function of position in the lengthwise-section of the glass melting tank.
### Oxygen equilibrium pressure in bar

- **Above 0.990**
- **0.800 - 0.990**
- **0.350 - 0.800**
- **0.200 - 0.350**
- **0.060 - 0.200**
- **0.030 - 0.060**
- **0.012 - 0.030**
- **0.005 - 0.012**
- **0.002 - 0.005**
- **0.001 - 0.002**
- **Below 0.001**

---

**Figure 7.5**
The oxygen pressure (in bar) as a function of position in the lengthwise-section of the example glass melting tank.
Concentration divalent iron, $\text{Fe}^{2+}$, in mole·m$^{-3}$

- Above 0.204
- 0.197 – 0.204
- 0.191 – 0.197
- 0.185 – 0.191
- 0.178 – 0.185
- 0.172 – 0.178
- 0.165 – 0.172
- 0.159 – 0.165
- 0.153 – 0.159
- 0.146 – 0.153
- Below 0.146

Figure 7.6
The concentration of $\text{Fe}^{2+}$ (in mole·m$^{-3}$) as a function of position in the lengthwise-section of the example glass melting tank.
surface of the glass melt, and especially around the hot-spot, the oxygen pressure is high (about 1 bar). In this area, existing small bubbles resulting from the melting process grow fast due to the in-diffusing oxygen gas. The produced large bubbles ascend fast to the (near-by) surface of the melt, also because the temperature in this part of the tank is high and therefore the viscosity of the melt is low. This indicates that the primary fining process particularly takes place in this region.

A large part of the produced oxygen is removed from the melt in the form of bubbles. The oxygen pressure in the melt is less than 0.2 bar when the melt passes the throat. The remaining oxygen in the melt is taken up very fast by the trivalent antimony in the melt during cooling in the working end, as can be seen by the drastic fall in the oxygen pressure in figure 7.5. If the glass melt would still contain any bubbles in the working end, the oxygen from these bubbles would also be taken up by the trivalent antimony. The partial pressures of the other gases in the bubble would increase, which would enhance the diffusion of these gases into the melt as well. The bubbles would shrink and might even dissolve completely. This indicates that the secondary fining process, or refining, takes place at the working end under these circumstances.

In order to check the assumption concerning the concentration of divalent iron in the melt, the calculated Fe$^{2+}$ concentration profile is given in figure 7.6. The Fe$^{2+}$ content appears to be between 0.15 en 0.20 mole·m$^{-3}$ throughout the glass melting tank. This indicates that the contribution of Fe$^{2+}$ to the heat conductivity of the melt will indeed be small, and can presumably be approximated by a constant value.

Concluding:
From the velocity distribution it appears that most of the glass melt flows at or close to the surface in order to pass the flow barrier. At this point, the temperature of the melt is high, its viscosity is low and the oxygen pressure is in the order of 1 bar. The conditions for an optimal progress of the primary fining of the glass melt are all fulfilled. This lowers the possibility that the glass melt contains bubbles (resulting from the melting process) as it enters the working end. There, remaining bubbles will shrink or disappear completely due to the secondary fining, and the chance that the final glass product contains bubbles is lowered even more.
One should always keep in mind, however, that some bubbles (for instance resulting from interaction with refractory material) might be found in the final glass product.

Due to the more strict environmental legislation, the use of (large amounts of) antimony as a fining agent has been brought up for discussion. Supposing that the antimony concentration is halved, the performance of the example glass-melting tank can be calculated with the 3-D glass tank model, and compared to the performance of the same tank when the batch contains the original amount of antimony.

The antimony concentration is 20 mole·m$^{-3}$ (0.125 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$). All other processing conditions, particularly the iron content, remain the same. Therefore both the temperature distribution and the velocity profiles will be similar to the ones presented in figures 7.2 and 7.3.

Under the new conditions, 10% of the antimony is assumed to be in the trivalent state in the batch blanket as well. At the high temperatures of the molten glass, antimony is reduced until about 75% is present as Sb$^{3+}$ (see figure 7.7). But now, less oxygen is released. The oxygen pressure in the melt does not reach the high level of 1 bar (see figure 7.8). This means that the primary fining process does not take place under optimal circumstances, and the chance of finding bubbles in the final product is now much larger than in the case the antimony concentration is 40 mole·m$^{-3}$.

For the example glass melting tank, the decrease of the antimony content by 50% is unfavourable on the basis of the calculations presented above.

In practise, about 0.4 to 0.6 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$ is added to TV-screen glass for an optimal progress of the fining process. From the practise in various industrial glass melting tanks evidence has arisen that lowering the antimony concentration by 50% would lead to serious problems in the fining process, presumably resulting in an unacceptable amount of bubbles in the final glass product.
The percentage of antimony, present as Sb\(^{3+}\), as a function of position in the lengthwise-section of the glass melting tank. Total antimony concentration is 0.125 weight-% Sb\(_2\)O\(_3\).
Figure 7.8
The oxygen pressure (in bar) as a function of position in the lengthwise-section of the example glass melting tank. Total antimony concentration is 0.125 weight-% Sb$_2$O$_3$. 

Oxygen equilibrium pressure in bar

- Above 0.990
- 0.800 - 0.990
- 0.350 - 0.800
- 0.200 - 0.350
- 0.060 - 0.200
- 0.030 - 0.060
- 0.012 - 0.030
- 0.005 - 0.012
- 0.002 - 0.005
- 0.001 - 0.002
- Below 0.001
The application of the measured data in computer models
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### APPENDIX I

Composition of glasses in wt%

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>SiO₂</th>
<th>Na₂O</th>
<th>K₂O</th>
<th>CaO</th>
<th>MgO</th>
<th>Al₂O₃</th>
<th>Fe₂O₃</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Container glass</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- white</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.2 SiO₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- green</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.15 Cr₂O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- amber</td>
<td>72.7</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.03 SO₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Float glass</td>
<td>72.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.3 SO₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV screen</td>
<td>63.2</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>12.7 BaO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamp bulbs</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Table ware</td>
<td>75.6</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E glass fibre</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>7.3 B₂O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A glass fibre</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5 B₂O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borosilicate</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>12.3 B₂O₃</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead glass</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>32.0 PbO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift van
A.W.M. Wondergem-de Best

1. De aanname van Krämer, dat de stijgsnelheid van gasbellen in gesmolten natronkalkglas met lage viscositeit de wet van Stokes volgt, is gebaseerd op onbetrouwbare metingen van Němec (in een smelt met veel bellen) en een ongeoorloofde vertaling van onverklaarde metingen in visceuze olie van Gailhbaud en Zortea. Tot het tegendeel bewezen is, moet worden aangenomen dat de stijgsnelheid van bellen in natronkalkglas bij alle temperatuuren de wet van Hadamard volgt.

Krämer, F.W.: in "Glastechnische Fabrikationsfehler" (1980), hoofdstuk 4.4.1
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2.3.1

2. De basiciteit van glas is geen betrouwbare parameter voor de schatting van verschuivingen van de evenwichtsliggingen van redoxreakties in het gesmolten glas bij veranderingen in de glassamenstelling.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3.5 en 3.6

3. De meeste van de in de literatuur gegeven verklaringen voor afwijkingen tussen gemeten redoxreaktie-evenwichtsliggingen en voorspellingen hiervan op basis van de glassamenstelling zijn zinloos omdat ze resulteren in de definitie van nieuwe onbekende grootheden.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 3.6

4. De evenwichtsliggingen van de redoxreakties van zwavel in gesmolten glas kunnen niet worden bepaald met behulp van square wave voltammetry metingen zolang geen goede piekidentificatie heeft plaatsgevonden.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.7

5. De evenwichtsliggingen van redoxreakties in gesmolten glas met meerdere polyvalente ionen kunnen niet worden bepaald aan de hand van metingen van de valentietoestand van die ionen in afgekoelde monsters, omdat de evenwichtsliggingen tijdens het afkoelen onderling verschuiven.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6.8

6. Onderzocht moet worden, of een geringe hoeveelheid CO in de ovenatmosfeer daadwerkelijk zo'n grote invloed heeft op de glaskwaliteit en de aantasting van vuurvast materiaal als in het algemeen wordt aangenomen. Is dit niet het geval, dan is enigszins reducerend stoken een betere manier om de NOx-uitstoot van industriële glasovens te verminderen dan de gebruikelijke dure end-of-pipe zuivering.

7. De effectiviteit van seleen als ontkleuringsmiddel zou sterk verhoogd, en de milieubelasting door verdamping van seleencomponenten zou sterk omlaag gebracht worden, als het seleen in de juiste valentietoestand en sterk gebonden in het gemeng zou worden toegevoegd.
8. Bij het bepalen van glaseigenschappen zoals viscositeit en warmtegeleiding aan de hand van de glassamenstelling zou ook het watergehalte in beschouwing moeten worden genomen, omdat juist de aanwezige -OH groepen een grote invloed op deze eigenschappen hebben.

9. Er is in Nederland geen gebrek aan werk, er schijnt alleen geen geld te zijn om dit werk te betalen.

10. Hoewel stamboomonderzoek zeer geschikt is om iemands culturele achtergrond te bepalen, moet sterk worden getwijfeld aan het genetische waarheidsgehalte van de stamboom, omdat bij de burgerlijke stand niet altijd de juiste vader (of zelfs moeder) werd en wordt opgegeven.

11. In verband met de voorstellen om a.i.o.-ers in de toekomst de studentstatus te geven zou het beter zijn als promovendi geen stellingen meer opnemen in hun proefschrift. Doen ze dat wel, dan zullen de ministers ervan uitgaan dat a.i.o.-ers naast hun "studie" nog tijd over hebben om zich bezig te houden met andere zaken, en dat in de "studietijd" dus nog flink gesnoeid kan worden.